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IN ODUCTION

Who We Are : The UJW/NW VLSI Consertium

UW/NW VLSI Consortium members include the University of Washington, represented by
the Computer Science Department, and five Pacific Northwest firm: Boeing Aerospace, John
Fluke Manufacturing, Tektronix, Honeywell Marine Systems, and Microtel Pacific Research of
Canada. The purpose of the Consortium is to advance the state of the art in VLSI technology
and to transfer this technology to American industry.

Each corporate member of the Consortium has a full-time liaison on campus who cooperates
with faculty members on circuit design as well u filling the role of visiting faculty, working
with graduate students and contributing valuable *real world" experience to the Department
of Computer Science. This program is erving as a demonstration of cooperative research and
technology exchange among universities and industry.

The Consortium maintains a VLSI design system and plans to eolve its capability over time,
as well as to provide training in its use. The Consortium validates the system by exercising it
with industry design problems. Mining pieces will be identified for guiding future research
and development. The resulting system is made available to other universities and industry.

Students from industry and universities are being trained in the VLSI design methodology
through a series of regularly scheduled intensive courses. Educational materiala an being
developed to allow similar training capability to be distributed to other locations throughout
the country. Refresher courses, symposia and reports are being scheduled a new capabilities
are added.

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 -2- 10/I/83
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Introduction UW/NW VLSI Consortium

' , gagafntleno Preceder•

9 The distribution tape contains VLSI design tools that run an a VAX with Berkeley 4.1 UNDX.
Many of them will not run on other machines or other versions of UNIX. In addition, VLSI
display tools require plotting or graphics devices:

Pen plotters (HP7221, H7580)
Dot matrix printers (Versatec, Varian, Pdntronix)

interactive graphics devices with bitpeds (AEDSI2, Metheus Omep 440)

The tape contains two IW0O-bpi tar format file
1) UW/NW VLSI Design Tools, Release 2.0.

2) 1983 VLSI Tools a distributed by Berkeley.

The first file includes complete, self-contained tools (eg. PLAP) a well as modificetions to
several Berkeley tools contained in the second file. Organization of the first file is as follows-

bin executables and shell scripts
dec user manuals
include source header files for some tools
lib archived libraries and other stuff
man UNIX programmer's manual entries for each tool
*rc source code, make files, and installation scripts

To install the tools:
1. Copy the first file on the tape to a suitable directory (on our system it's 18rc/vllvls-

toos) using the tar command. If you do not already have the 1983 Berkeley Tools you
will need to copy the second file of the tape into same other directory.

(2. Set environment variable UWVLSITOOLS to the full path name of this directory (e.g.
setenv UW VLSI TOOLS /srdlvlslvsi-tools). (Put this in your login file.)

3. Set (login file again) the following environment variables:

PATH to some path that includes SUW_VLSITOOLS/bln
PLAPPATH to some path that includes SUW.VLSITOOLS/Ulb/tchnoloy
RNLPATH to some path that includes SUWYLSITOOLS'b/rnl

Directory SUWVLSI TOOLS/bln should precede luw/ucb and lust/bin if you want to
take advantage of the new mm command that accesses $UW_VLSITOOLS/man,
cad/man (Berkeley VLSI tools), and lus/man.

4. Cd to SUWVLSI-TOOLS/src and run 'MAKE man' to initialiss the manual pages.
5 5. If you are running Berkeley 42 you will have to run MAEAL (in

* SUWVLSITOOLS/src) to recompile everything. Most of the tools have been run suc-
cessfully on 42, but you should eliminate the -Dbsd41 flag in r-/libilibutil/makeile when
compiling'on 42.

There are several improvements (including man paM) and bug fes for the Winter 83 Berke-
ley tools available in SUWVLSLTOOLS/srducb.cad. Thes my be installed using the

* INSTALL-UCB script in SUWVLSITOOLS/sre. You my wish to review the README file
in SUWVLSITOOLS/arcucb-cd and edit INSTALL-UCB appropriately if you want only
some of the changes. Since only the changed mursi are included in
SUWYLSITOOLS/srciucb-cad, you must follow the procedures documented with the Berke-
ley VLSI tools to complete the installation after using INSTALL-UCB.

The following miscellaneous sources are included:

Sources for lpr that complement the changes to cifplot and allow cifplot to be used with a,.,, Prinmmoam

V/NW VLSI Release 2 .3. 1/
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Introduction UWINW VLSI Consortium

"b 2A OVERVIEW OF VIW DEIGN TOOLS

ENANESNT SKC RLAS9NO

The first release of the UW/NW VLSI Design System fully supported only nines processes.
This design system release supports both the GTE 5 micron isoplanar CMOS process and the
MOSIS 3 micron bulk CMOS process a well a MOSIS nims processes. Technology Ales are
employed wherever possible to isolate technology dependence (see the man page titled Otech-
nology').

We have made a number of enhancements to the tools since the first release. The pascal lay-
out artwork program PLAP can now write Manhattan designs in the caesar database format,
so that low level cell design can be done with caesar and combined with the procedural
approach of PLAP. A library of PLAP routines for placement and interconnect of cells as
well as larger modules is included (See the document 7lacement and Routing Procedure).

Layouts for a set of standard cells implementing simple logic functions are available in both
GTE isoplanar CMOS and MOSIS bulk CMOS. These cells, as well n a set of I/O pads and
padframes, re described in the Standard Cell Library Guide. PLA tomplates in both CMOS
technologies may be used in conjunction with the Berkeley program TPLA to generate PLA's.

A new display program VIC (View Integrated Circuits) will display layouts on terminals sup.
porting Tektronix 4010 vector graphics protocol. This program provides a convenient interface
for obtaining a hardcopy through penplotters. It supports the hierarchy of the design and has
a windowing capability to improve resolution.

C " We have modified the programs that use the "m" file circuit description, eliminating the
inconvenience of having to convert between the MIT and Berkeley formats. Programs that
read the "aim" file, such as crystal, sim2spice and presim now read either format (see the fune.
tional chart of the simulation tools and the man page titled "simfilef).

The event-driven simulator RNL (written by Chris Terman of MIT) has been considerably
enhanced (See the RNL Users Guides). Additional primitives have been added so that the
RNL interface would be more consistent with most versions of Lisp. A recoding of the Lisp
interpreter allowed node status to be changed far more efficiently, resulting in a 10-fold
decrease in simulation executions for large designs. Finally, a 'patterns package was added
so that complex and repetitive digital waveforms could be generated far more easily. The
recently written program MTP (Multiple Time-series Program) displays RNL and SPICE
waveforms on a Printronix printer.

Because of the complexity of the command syntax of RNL, we have developed severl
tutorial aids. The INETLIST and RNL Tutorial for Beginners takes a 10 bit shift register
from inception in NETLIST, to simulation with RNL, and finally to waveform plotting with
NITP. The "NETLIST/PRESIM/RNL - A Tutorial' is intended to illustrate the flexibility of
the more advanced features of RNL.

%.

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 -5- 10/2/83
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2.6 OVER VIEW OF VIM DEIGN TOOLS
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4 Introduction UW/NW VLSI Consortium

TOOL DlUCRI ONS
The following is a brief overview of the vli-tools we are distributing. An asterisk (0) appears
after the name of tools that are part of the Berkeley Distribution.

The functonal design tools translate high level design descriptions into layout tool input. Lay-
out tools are used to design the actual artwork for the circuit; display tools are used to display
circuit designs. Electrical and design rule checkers are included as well as a variety of timing
and logic simulation tools.

Funetimal Design Took
Translate high level design descriptions into layout tool input.

peg * Translates a language description of a finite state machine into logic equations

compatible with eqxon. ( Gordon Hamachi, UCB)

eqrtott * Converts logic equations into a truth table format to be used as input to mkpla or
tpla. ( Bob Cmelik, UCB)

presto Tries to minimize the number of product terms in a truth table ( UCB).

*: Layut Tos

Design artwork for circuit.

plop Compiles a pascal design file created by the user, links it to a package of art-
work generation routines, and executes it to produce artwork data files in either
db or Caesar formats. Handles general nonmanhattan designs. ( Bruce Yanagida,

-. Boeing )
Caesa* A powerful display editor for manhattan designs written at Berkeley. Runs on

AEDS12 or Metheus Omega 440 color displays. Requires a design to be inputted
ain Caesar format but will optionally output in CIF. ( John Ousterhout, UCB)

rpc * A collection of C routines that assembles Caesar-generated artwork tiles into
semi-regular design modules. This is not an executable program but a library of
routines. Employed by quilt and Wla. ( Robert Mayo and John Ousterhout,
UCB)

quilt * Assembles Caesar-generated artwork tiles into a rectangular array. ( Robert
Mayo, UCB)

tpla * Technology independent artwork generator. Employs Caesar-generated artwork
tiles and a truth table. ( Robert Mayo, UCB)

mkpla * Generates NMOS PLA artwork from a truth table. This program has been
largely superceded by opla. ( Howard A. Landman, UCB)

Displa Tok
Display circuit designs.

clifplot * Berkeley program that plots a CIF design in stipple patterns on Versatec or Prin-
tronix dot-matrix printers. ( Dan Fitzpatrick, UCB )

* peaplat Penplotting programs for HP 4- and $-pen plotters. Compatible with either db or
ZS CF formatted designs. ( Boeing)

Vic Display program for a Tektronix 4010 compatible device with penplot options for
HP 4- and 8-pen plotters. Takes db or Cesar files. ( Bruce Yanagida, Boeing;
Larry McMurchie, UW/NW VLSI Consortium).

" i'Rule Chockols
Geometric and electrical rule checking.

;8%-U
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Introduction UW/NW VLSI Consortium

drc Design rule checker from Carnegie-Mellon. Checks MOSIS NMOS (buried con-
tact) rules on Manhattan CIF designs. ( Dorothea Haken, CMU)

drcscript Merges the design rule violation files created by drc with the CIF design fle for
display purposes. ( Dorothea Haken, CMU )

lyra * Performs hierarchical design rule check on a Caesar-formatted design using a
corner based algorithm. NMOS, CMOS and user-defined rulesets are available. (
Michael Arnold, UCB)

erc Checks circuit description of an nms design for consistent electrical properties.
(Boeing )

aOtrc Extractos
Extract simulation database from layout database.

aexra Extracts a in file from a CIF input file. Mcare provides input files for erc, es m

crystal, spice and rnl. ( Dan Fitzpatrick, UCB)

Shomlatims Tool
Logic and timing simulation.

spice2g6 The well known device level circuit simulator with minor mods to output an
additional file that allows multiple time series plots to be made. ( Lawrence
Nagel, UCB)

rat An event driven "timing simulator. It uses logic levels and a simplified circuit
model to estimate timing delays through digital circuits. It also has a mode that
allows it to be used as a switch (gate) level simulator. ( Chris Terman, MET)

- eim * Ar NMOS gate level simulator. It uses logic levels and models transistors as per-
fect switches. ( Chris Terman, MIT )

crystal * A static timing verifier. It uses a simplified circuit model to estimate the worst

case delay through a circuit. ( John Ousterhout, UCB )

. powest 0 Reads an nmos circuit discription in the format required by eaim and writes esti-
mates of its DC power requirements.

MIp Displays, a multiple time series plots on a Printronix printer, the simulation out-
put from either spice or ral. (William Beckett, UW/NW VLSI Consortium).

4Fltesr.d WUdetlds

Filters to convert from one database to another and useful utilities.

db2cif Converts from db format (produced by a PLAP program) to CIF format. ( Bo-
ing )

cif2ca Converts from CIF format to Caesar forma. ( Peter Kessler, UCB)

ca2db Converts from Caesar format to db format. ( Bruce Yanagida, Boeing)
nulist Generates circuit descriptions (net lists). The output is a Am file. ( Chris Ter-

man, MIT ).
presu Converts a .in file into the binary format required by rai. In the process presam

simplifies the circuit by identifying gates in the circuit. ( Chris Terman, MIT)

pupice Runs sim2spice and apepp. In addition to running those programs it concatenates
various files so as to create a complete Spice input deck. This reduces consider-
ably the effort of simulating variations on a particular circuit. ( Rob Fowler,

z ,...UWINW VLSI Consortium)

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 . 10/83
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sim2spice Reads a Aim file containing a description of a circuit and writes a m ems file and
aspice file. The former contains a tansation file from node names in the .iA
file to the Spice node numbers. The spie file contains a description of the dev-
ices in the circuit in a form acceptible to Spice. ( Dan Fitzpatrick, UCB )

SpepP Facilitates the writing of Spice input by allowing the user to refer circuit nodes
using mnemonic node labels rather than Spice node numbers. (Rob Fowler,
UW/NW VLSI Consortium)

spice A cs script for running spice286. (Lawrence Nagel, UCB)

'W/NW VLSI Release 2 -10- 101



CA2DB (1.VLSI) VLSI CAD Tools Manual CA2DB(I.VLSI)

-AME

ca2db - convert a Caesar call to equivalent db (PLAr) film

'. DESCRIPTON
CaZdb converts any Caesr-created cell (.a), together with al its children, to the
db data bae format (;ymbomwueR, a smuubeiaue.Mt) used by PLA p*ai. (Note that a
PLAp progam is able to read .a tles. and hence the utility of mdb is to OmE degee obvi-
ated.)

To facilitate the interconnection of a Caesar-created cell by a PLAP roum, Caea labels
are also translated into attributes in the JaubaiU le. Each Caesar label produces two
attributes:

labeim e x The z location of labdedme

iabeimw-y The y location of iabeimie

Therefore, if the ports of aCacwr cearl w labeled, it is trivial to use the PLAJ f (fetch attri-
bute) command to get the port IocatiomnS

*The options ar as follows:

-4 directory
Directory contains the As files. Default Is the current directory.

SC ? -t directory

Db ales are written into directory. Default is the current directory.

-6 include Ayra desin rule error fles in the tmnslation. This option allows the user to
view design rule e arors produced by lyre even if cesar is not available.

D AGNOWIaK
If an error occurs, a mesage is written to standard error and the propam exits with a non-
zero status. Ca2db sumes the Caesar data ban is intact, so don't mm with those ls

symboiane .ca

symbol mwane.tt
symo mwsym

SU AIJO
cacar(cadl)
plap(1.Isl), penplot(1.li)
PLAP User's Guide, VLS Dedp Took iafraumes Miual, UW/NW VLSI Consrtium, Univer-
sity of Wshington.

Editing VLSI Circu*s with Cuedw, John Ousterhout, University of California, Berkeley.
AUTHOR

5/ Bruce A. Yanagid.

V

1T'.N~qW VLSI Release 2 1 61/54,



DB2CW ( 1.VLSI) VLSI CAD) Tools Manuel D92CIF( LYSI)

NANdR

db2cit - convert a db (PLAP) cal into an equivalent CIF fil
SINOPSIS

db2dff I epim,

N MCUCMEION
Dh2ciV creates a complete CIF file for a specified symbol in the db databas. Upon in -ocpatios,
dh2cif will prompt tat the db database Input file (extmnions wre so necessary and the tilde
character is allowed). The response should be the pathame of the ay.*eau for which a
CIF file is desired. For example, if the db library. IUhraryisw is in the curreat directory. tha
the roespog e should be iuyaurubaw .

Input 111s ? Iibrwyamswosymnm e
The output file, symbolumse~f, Is created in the curreat working directory.
If a symbol is out of date (it contains other symbols that have been created mor recently) am
error message is produced and, after the entire database ha been checkted. db2cV aborts
without creating a CIF fie (wce -4 option below).
The options mre:

0 -l SpecIfies that a CIF file Is to be created In spite of any out-of-.date symbol errors
Error messages, will not be suppresed and a comment to the effect that out-of-date
symbols, were encountered will be included in the CEF output.

-ina Selects the centimicrons to lambda ratio to be a. Default is 200.

SUE ALSO
plap(lxlsi)

Bruce A. Yanagida (Boeing Aerospace)
BUGS

Dhcrf will not work IU executed within the U1brarnss directory. Marmyiue is required in
the input file pathumme and therefore m n be the current directory.

'1W/NW VLSI Release 2 V$/4
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DXC (VLSI) VLSI CAD Tools Manual DRC ( .VLSI)

4un m dacaIp NMOS VLSI layout de.ip rule cecker

are nyps n NWM CEU file 1r geometric rule violations igMS (uedcnat
rak. I isHattedtoreerlhlaw. ertheamln eomtry. Wiresantl sr ioreage,

-6 aromad anl latoiredlate les.
-6 ~Keep .. od lOn of wallitered error eefas

a=*d Slpaif e abat e&~.aeo Default is 28 mcroma.
Frlarge lies dre ubsuld be nu a bath mode (a Mtnstochpaks2IV u

boors).
Wham due lads violations. it cras COF lis of rectangles mrugtegoerceg
iavolved. These markers -r pieced as the glam layer. SeparateAlamcetdfrah ai

rortear ned arewrepe~hu.un.

Toabort duc, hit the SUMA key and wait while it outputs some error messages until it even-
tually quits.
Drewcrpt will merge due output files, labels, Indicating error typ, and the original CIF file into

CA- a single fil. drebrna.wAff. If this file is processed by erkc. the resulta my be viewed with
conw. Errors show up n orange bases in the giam layer. Each pair of b ans involved In an
error will have an asiociated errerrype label which will be located at the midpoint between the
centers of the two bones.
NMOS rule checked by drc

*Errortype Rule Lambda
dS diffusion spacing 3A
lOg implant-gate overlap 1.5
i~g iplant-gate spacing 2.0
pS polyspacing 2A

*POX poly-ate overlap 28)
pSd poly-diff spacing 1.0

%CS cut-cut spacing 2.0
dc~g diff-cut to gate 280
MW metal width 3.0
iNOg implants with no gate
xC cuts with no Dor P
dW diffusion width 28
ntdW non-ztr diff width 2.0
is ipat-implant 1isI!OW pol width 280
SW gate width 280
cW cut min width 20

*td~e duff-cut overlap 18

UWINW VLSI Release 2 1 614184
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DRC(1.VLSI) VLSI CAD Toolk Manual DRC(1.VLSI)

Poe polYcm overlap 1.0 ,

asp buried-poly opaing 2.0
aBD burleddiffuulon qmcing 2A)
o'D burled-diffudon overlap 2A)
oBU buried-contact surround 1.0
bW buried-contact width 20

UX AIO
. caesar(cadl), cla-V(.vlu), penplo(l.Vu)

A Geometric Desiog Rod# Checker. Dorothe Hakea, VLSI Document V053, Carnegie Mlilon, 9
June 1980.

FILM
errarrorarebwem
drbam.cif
errb.raesmecif

AUTHOR
.- Dorothea Haken (CMU)

BUG8

The polyoverlap-gate check fails when the overlap is eactly ero.
Spacing checks do not consider mutual connectivity. Sometimes weird thinp will happen near
butting contacts.

Cuts in diffusion or poly that do not have eal covering are not reported.

Diagonal spacing checks do not consider the tre diagonal distamice.

0
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ERC (I.VLSI) VLSI CAD Toos Manual DC(I.VLSI)

ere - VLSI (nMOS) electrical rules checker

we -sbc 1 811'wmwl 4 [-float] [-a ) hawum..
-ccr brneswuf

NAME

Ere reads a switch level circuit description of an nMOS chip produced by maxta and a
designer-supplied list of inputs and outputs, and produces a listing of poible electrical rule
violations, a cros-reference of nodes and tranistors, and CIF code to display the locations at
the electrical rules violations with cffplot, pempr or ciar. (Before camr is invoked the
filter program clf2ca must be run on the ere cif output file.)

Erc will read the files bas.me.im, bewuaswJab, huaame.mds, bwa, m-d and create up
to five new files: bwexnie r , basenmewer, baaexa.Arr, webwarmmsdf and wsbmatm.e.aw.

A If baweama is greater than seven characters in length only the rst seven characters will be
used for basenume in the files erebwume.rr and rebeaawmecif.

*!. Ere recognizes many command line options. These can be used to enale or disable certain
tests and to specify whether a crom-reference will be generated. Several options may be
selected. A summary of the options in effect is placed at the beginning of the fle
baseamn.re. A dash (-) may precede each option specifier or options may be concatenated
together with a single leading dash. The following is a list of options that may be included on
the command line:

-a Disables checking for transistors with the sme source and drain node.

-b Disables the "pass transistor gating pm transistor' check.

-e This option causes the file bwmmwf to be generated. This file contains a cross-
reference of all transistors and nodes. The format of this file is discussed later.

-d Causes all depletion mode transistors that are not attached to Vdd to be listed.

-0 This option causes all enhancement mode transistors attached to Vdd to be listed.

-g The 'trasistor reachable from ground test is disabled.

- Disables listing of badly formed transistors.

-1 Disables listing of transistors gated by GND.

-j Disables listing of transistors gated by Vdd.

-4floa A floating point value is given. This becomes the lower limit for the k-ratio test.
*, Default is 4.000.

- Disables "multiple pullup transistors on the same node test.

-6 Causes explicit lsting of the locations of all unconnected nodes instead of giving the
Scount only.

-r Disables ratio checking.

-6 Disables listing of Vdd-GND shorts scrum transisto.

- Causes explicit listing of the locations of all unconnected transistors instead of giving
the count only.

-s a The integer x specifics cif units per lambda ( 250 is the default).

-v This option disables the 'reachable from Vdir test.

-w Disables the "pullups separated by only I ps transstoe test.

??WINW VLSI Release 2 1 101/83
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INIUTr FILS

baseuwdmbasemmil"d

These files ae obtained by running msur. No modifications to thee fies are
required for ere. It is important to note that erc understands only Vdd for power and
GND for ground.

bauemnmeb
There is one line in baw* Jai b for each input and output of the circuit being
checked. The format for each line is as follows:

[ .. m.etss Br=arl 0en otput Ihllrimmealmid uei

The arguments enclosed by 0 are optional. Alternatives are separated by ''.
Nodem. is the name of the input or output.

OUTPUT FILJ
barenanKMe~

This file contains a summary of the tests ere applied to the circuit, a breakdown of the
number of transistor types, and warnings of any potential errors ere found.

The first page summarizes the tests applied to the circuit and hs a count of transistors
acting as pullups, pulldowns, precharges, lightning arrestors, internal pulUIdown and
pan transistors, and transistors that are errors by themselves. After this first pap any
errors that ere detected are listed. Each different type of error sturs a new page of
the output.

iuwanwsvrf contains a croa-reference for all transistors and nodes. Ba,.ns. ai is
generated with the -c option.

The first section has a numbered entry for each transistor in banumw.im. The entry
consists of type (enhancement or depletion), gate, source, and drain nodes, length and
width of the channel in lambda, and the x and y coordinates in lambda.

Example of a transistor entry:

[1] e latch 67 Vdd 2.0 2.0 9.0 175

This is transistor 01. It is enhancement mode. Its gate, source and drain nodes are
latch, 67 and Vdd respectively. This transistor is 2 lmbda by 2 lambda and is located
at (9.0,17.5) relative to the origin.

The second section of b mmrwnumf has an entry for each node in the circuit. An
entry consists of the node's name, its • and y coordinate, input or output type, a list of

transistor gates the node is attached to, and a list of transistor sous. aand drains that
this node is connected to.

Example of a node entry:

[SRIn 145 4.0i (3:6 S&D: 17 12

This node's name is SRJn. (14.5,4.0) is a point located on this node. The i after the x
and y coordinates means this is an input. When the characers b. , , and eare inh
field they mean bldireclaid. hqpw. am. (not an Lqpw or m.up), and .upi respee-
tively. After G: there is a list of transistor numbers that are gated by this node(there
may be none). After SAD: there is a list of transistors that have their soure or drain
attached to this node. The transistor numbers in the node entries orreqomd to the .
transistor numbers in the first section of this file.

We
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This file should be used with p I or cewdr as an aid in debugging the circuit. It
contains the original Ci file together with a symbol that has glSm layer boxes around
possible errors in the circuit. The symbol that c-ntains the original CIF file and the
error layer a named ercawge and the symbol containing the errors only is called
erewrors. All other symbol names remain unchanged. At the center of each error
box there is a label that denotes the type of error detected. A list of these labels and
the type of error they denote follows:

EPAD This pad is the source or drain of a pass transistor.
ERAT The &-ratio for this pullup is less than the allowed lower limit (default limit

is 4.000).
EMPU This node has more then one puflup attached to it.
EPPU Two nodes with pullups are separated by one pass transistor.
EVDD This transistor is not reachable from Vdd.
EG.ND This transistor is not reachable from OND.
EPUD This pullup is not depletion mode.
EPDE This pulldown is not enhancement mode.
EERR This transistorls nodes are nonsense.
E PGP This pm transistor is gated by another pm transistor.
ESME This transistor has the same source and drain nodes.
EAON This transistor is always on.
E7AOF This transistor is always off.
ESRT There is a power to ground short from the source to the drain of this

transistor.
E TNC This transistor is not connected to anything.

.. E-NNC This node is not connected to anything.

rebuaemmeArr
This file contains a CIF symbol containing only the errors ere found. Use this file to
look at only the error boxes.

hwenmameer
This file contains the CiF code that is destined to become the symbol ercerreis in the
file erebasenm.df and -rsbweusm,err. This file is only meant to be used if
"erebasenanw.clt or uebamneaw has been inadvertantly removed. To recreate the
merged representation of the CIF file type:

sresertpt basewwwef

This will make two files, srebasenmedAf and s'ebwewerr.

baemnamsJim
-s baenaameal

bawemwnodes

bmamm.m

ebganmcif
ercbam.cif

V.'. ercbweumrbeua .ert

*3 ALSO
cifplot(l.visi), mextra(l.vlsi), drc(l.vlsi)

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 3 1/83
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AUTHOR " "
Keith Pennick (Boeing Aeroqmce)

'- BUG$
Doesn't check k-ratios for pulidown networks Oe 1-level deep.

Multiple errors at the .ame node at transitor make thu error memsuq diplayed by the display
prorams hard to read.

CIF resolution for the error symbol ercerrart in webwnmtmea is only 1 lambda. This mome-
times results in a label not on any layer. The arespoudiag error messag in bweamware hu
the exact coordinates.

Ia

if
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.#? NAME

laytools - Introduction to VLSI layout tools

DSCEIVTON
This document is an introduction to the tools in the UW/NW-VLSI Consortium collection
that are used in connection with the layout of VLSI circuits. Theme fail into four caegories:

functional design tools which translate high level design descriptions into layout tool
input;

Iqeut soots which are used to design the actual artwork for the circuit;
display tools which are used to display circuit designs;
ride checkers which are used to check geometric and electrical parameters of

designs;

The functional design tools are:
peg Translates a language description of a finite state machine into logic equations com-

patible with eqaons.
eqneqMs Converts logic equations into a truth table format to be used as input to m*pla or

Wel.
presto ,Tries to minimize the number of product term in the truth table.

The layout tools are:
plop Compiles a pascal design file created by the u e, links it to a package of artwork

generation routines, and executes it to produce artwork data Rhoe in either db or

c4(2c Caesar ormat. Handes general nonnhattan designs. Rqie

db2caf Converts from db format (produced by a FLAP program) to COF forma.

spackA collection of C routines that assembles Caesar-generated artwork tiles into semi-4 regular design modules. This is not an executable program but a library of ron-
tines. Employed by quilt and upla

quilt Assembles Caesar-generated artwork tiles into a rectangular array.
umkpla Generates NMOS PLA artwork from a truth table. This program has been largely

superceded by 0pa.

Opld Technology-independent artwork generator. Employs Caesar-generated artwork
tiles and a truth table.

The display tools are:

c(Oplot Berkeley program that plots a CF design in stippe pattern on Versatec or Prn-
tronix dot-matrix printers.

peuple Penplatting programs for HP 4- and $-pen plotters. Compatible with either db or
CIF formatted designs.

VIC Display program for a Tektronix 4010 compatible device with penplot options for
* HP 4- and S-pen plotters. Compatible with either db or Caser formats

UWINW VLSI Release 2 1 1011683
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The rule checkers are:
dre Design rule checker from Carnegie-Mellon. Checks MOSI[S nmos (buried contact)

rules on Manhattan CI designs.
drcscript Merges the design rule violation files created by drc with the CIF dsign file for

display purposes.

lyra Performs hierarchical design rule check on a Caesar-formatted design using a
corner based algorithm. NMOS, CMOS and user-defined rulesets are available.

"COMM4

There are two basic layout progrms -plap and cesaw. Caeear requires the availability of a
graphics display such as an AEDS12 or Metheus Omega 440. It also restricts one to Manhattan
designs. The PLAP language has no such restrictions. Hower, using FLAP to enter
geometries of low level cells is somewhat tedious. Once a design is in either db or Casar for.
mat, conversion to CIF is done through db2c or by a Caesar command. With the design in
CIF, a circuit description for simulation may be extracted using mmra (see the wsrtoo"

manual entry).

N V,
e#. ,.
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NANIZ
meunodes - integrate intermediate nodes extracted by mextra with the original caesar design.

SYNOPSIS
aezmedes [aptLons] beseame

DESCRIPTION
Mexmdes is a shel script that uses cqf2ca and cae.: to generate a Caesar-format file. This file
allows the user to view the intermediate nodes named by nutra on the original design. Meg-
nodes can be helpful when a simulation tool reports errors at a node not named by the user, sa
such errors are sometimes hard to locate. The output file created by mexnodes is named
mzbasename.a. This file can be then viewed using caesar in order to find a given node.

The option are as follows:
-t technology

Technology is one of nms, isocmos, or cmoopw. Default is amos.

-I lambda
LAmdna specifies the centimicrons to lambda correspondence of the design. Default is
200 centimicrons per lambda.

mbaenme ca
b- swzmodes

• " kbasmnm if

SIKALSO
(j camsar(l), cif2ca(CAD), mextraCAD1)

AUTHOR

Terry J. Ligocki

'a
' BUGS

UW/NW VLSI Relese 2 &V/i84
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NAPAZ.J
mtp - Multiple Time-series Plot for simulator output

mip beAwior-file directive-file plot-file

DEMI PTION
Mip plots the output of rat and spice simulations on the Printronix line printer. ,ehavior file
is the ra or spice output file, directive flfe is a "specification file for the plot, and plotfile is
an output file to contain the plot suitable for printing on the Printronix line printer.

The use of mp involves the following steps:

1. Generate a behavior file.

If you are using rai, the directive

openplot "belnWorfile

will cause the changes to ail traced nodes to be written to behavior-file in addition to
being written to the terminal. Quotes are necessary if the file name has any punctua-
tion in it.

The RNL directive

closepot
will terminate the behavior file. If the entire ri sesion is to be recorded closeplot is
not required, as the file will be terminated when rai exits.

If you are using spice, a behavior file may be specified as the third positional param-
ter of the spice command. Behavior records will be put on this file for all nodes
specified on the Spice PLOT directive.

2. Generate a plot file from the behavior file using np.

The plot is sent to the Printronix printer using the Unix command

lpr plea file

The contents of behmior file are interpreted with the help of directlve-lle. For the basic pur-
pose of plotting the output of rai or spice, only a few directives need be spplied:

1. start time
Tells mrp when to start plotting. U not supplied time defaults to 0. Data is skipped on
the behavior file until an event is found whose time is greater than or equal to the
start time.

2. step time
Tells rap when to stop plotting. A stop value must be specified. If the stop time is

greater than the time of the last event on the behavior file, th plot will be concluded
with the last event.

3. seale time

Tells xrp the number of time units per inch. The default value is 1000.0. Because the
time unit used by rat for behavior fle output is .0 nanosecond, this value will pro.
duce plots of rat output having a scale of 1.0 microsecond per inch.

4. logical sinal
This is used primarily for plotting ral output. To select signals A, 8 and C for plot-
ting in logical format the directives would be

logical A
logical B
logical C

TdW/NW VLSI Release 2 1 4/3084
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~: ~S. =af signal height
Analog format is required when dealing with spice output becuse spice produces
floating point values rather than logic levels. The height in inches of each trace mus
be specified. To select node voltages for nodes 1, 2 and 3 for plotting in analog format
the necesry directives might be

analog V(i) 05
analog V(2) 05
analog V(3) 05

The order of selection directives in the file determines the order of the traces on the plot.
The first signal selected is plotted closest to the time axis. A maximum of 20 signals may be
selected on a given plot.
Spaces are used to separate the fields of a directive line. Blank lines or lines starting with 0

are ignored. Directives are case insensitive except for signal names.

EXAIIlLI
The following example uses sup to plot the behavior of a 10 bit counter, cntriOnet, shown
here in netlist format:

; net file for 10-bit counter

half adder made from gates
(macro half adder (a b a c)

(local hl h2 h3)
(nand (hi 2 16) a b)
(nand (h2 2 16) a hi)
(nand (h3 2 16) b hl)
(nand (s 2 16) h2 h3)
(invert c hl)

one cell of a counter
-: (macro cell (in out Cin Cout)

(local cl c2 c3)
(invert cl in)

5-5% (trans phil cl c2)
(invert c3 c2)
(half adder 3 Cin out Cont)
(trans phi2 out in)

)

declare global node names
(node count c in out phil phi2)

; carry-in to first significant bit controls counting action
(connect count c.)

n; gerate the counter
(repeat i 110

(capacitance out-l 1.234)
. )(cell ini outl c41. i) c')

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 2 4/30/94
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The ml control file, cntrI1, is a follows:

;RI4L initilization file for 10 bit ripple-crry counter

(load -uwdl')
(load WumisiiU)

(read-network entril)

;(setq report-form nil) This turns off the report generator

(setq incr 1000)

;bind symbols to node names

(chfiag '(phil phi2 out.10 out9 outS out.7 out.6
out.5 outA outS out.2 out.1))

(defun init (dummy)

(I '(count in.1. in2 in3 WA in.5
in.6in.7 in$iW9 in.10))

(I '(phi2))
(h '(phil))

(step incr)
(I '(phil))
(step incr)

(x '(in.1 in.2 in3 imA in.S
in.6 in.7 inA in9 in.lO))

(h '(phi2))
(step incr)

(I '(phi2))
* (step incr)

(h '(count))

(Wr-report)

* 'done

(defvec '(bit bout out.l0 outS outS out.7 outh
outS outA out.3 out.2 out.l))

(defvec '(doe dout out.l0 out.9 outS out.7 outA
outS outA outS out2 out.l))

tUWII4W VLSI Release 2 3 4=8W4
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(dcf-report '('10 bit counter current state' newline
count (vec bout) (vec dout)))

Generate the behavior for the counter using ra

netlist cntriOnet cntrlOsm
presim cntrlOsim cntrlO
ml cntrlO.!

init 0 initialize the counter

openplot 'cntrl0&vl" # open the behavior file

i" # (AA stands for event list)

c 30 0 run 30 locks

exit 0 elit ml

Generate the plot.

ctp cntrlOevl cntrlO.mtp cntrlOplt

lpr cntrlOfplt
The file carlOjmp could contain the following:

start O)
stop 20000.0
scale 1000.0
logical phil
logical phi2
logical out.1
logical out2
logical out3
logical out.4
logical out.

The start and seds directives are not necessary but are included for the purpose of illustra.
tion. Although not required, these directives typically preceed the signal selection directives
in the file.

When mp runs it lists the contents of the directive file an the terminal and reports progre.
with the following mesages:

Frevious output cntrlO.plt removed
Select and preproces input dataSort prpocse events
Generate the plot
Rasterize for the Pulntronil
mtp complete, plot Me is cntr0.plt

WN',
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The Rasterize for the Printroni message marks the beginning of the longest step in the pro
cess which typically takes about a minute under moderate system loads.
Mtp creates scratch files named fortJ. fors2, fortJ, fonrA. and fort.7. If any of these files are
present when ntp is invoked it will exit with an error message. This can happen if atp is
aborted before having time to clean up the scratch files. If this happens the scratch files can
be cleaned up with the Unix command

rm fort .123471

ME3 AUGO
.Mr(1.vlsi) spice(x1.lsi),

User's Guide to RNL VLSI Desg Tools Reteises Miasse, UW/NW VLSI Consortium,
University of Washington, (Christopher Terman, MIT Laboratory for Computer Science).

SPICE User's Guide. VLSI Desip Tools Refhomes Maaud, UW/NW VLSI Consortium,
University of Washington, (A. Vladimirescu et a., 15 Oct. 1980)

AUTHOR
William Beckett (UW)
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• NAM

netlist - a simple network description language for VLSI circuits

SYNOPSIS
.eat Inile [oufilel [-1 1-ue.k) [-hmal 1-e ] I-d n,. [-* nin1 [-tn-01 [4uam] [-p "I

DESCRIPT[ON
Netlist requires an input file with any/all extensions on the command line. An optionl output
file can be specified. Additional options are described below;

-o Uses old input format. Size specifications are taken to be length/width rather than
width/length.

-tech Uses tech in the technology portion of the units/tech line at the beginning of the
simulation file produced (Default is nmns).

-aunits Sets the number of centi-microns per lambda to uilt, (Default is 250).

-on Uses number n as initializer for internal node names; useful when you want to
merge the results of separate netlist runs.

-d n, s Sets the default width to a and length to a for depletion devices. The defaults are
n=8 and m-2.

-en, n Similar to -d except for enhancement devices. The defaults are m=2 and n-2.

-In, a Similar to -d except for intrinsic devices. The defaults are a-2 and n-2.

-In, n Similar to -d except for low-power devices. The defaults are n-2 and an-2.

-pn, a Similar to -d except for p-channel devices. The defaults are n-2 and m-2.

In addition, if node alias records (- nodel node2 .) are declared using "connect (See mtlist
reference documents) they appear in a file with the name wbasename~al. The buename is the
input file name minus its last extension.

Nedist is a macro-based language for describing networks of sized transistors. Names in netist
refer to nodes, which presumably get interconnected by the user through transistors. Macros
for describing transistors can be found in the NETLIST User's Guide. In addition to transistor
macros erlist provides macros that allow the user to set node capacitance, specific node delays
(in tenths of nanoseconds), and transistor threshold voltages. The user may also define his
own macros.

The foad command uses the environment variable RNLPAT, (default
.:$UW VLSI.TOOLS/Iib/rxl). See the NETLIST User's Guide for details.

313 ALSO
presln(1.vlsi), rn/(1.vlsi),

NETLIST User's Guide, VLIi DWO Took Eteres Maainal, UW/NW VLSI Consortium,
"TOUniversity of Washington,

%.. AUTHORt

__ Christopher Terman (MIT)

I 11W/NW VLSI Release 2 14/30/8
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NAM
penplat - display db (FLAP) at CII Albe on a pen plotter

Ppee is a program, that plots db database les or standard CEP files, on an z-y pen plotter.
The current plotter options include the 111722 and 117730.

-db (default) Specifies that the input is from. db database files ( .Aft and iy les);
-dlf Specifis that the inputis froma standard ClF Me (.ANfle);

'S -7221 (default) Specifies that the plotter is the 111722 z-y pea plotter;
-736t Specifies that the plotter is the IHP7301x- pa plotter.
Penplot first prompts the user for the technology to be used. Currently they are Rme., lbe-.

a * was, and emsepw. It then prt s for a data lie name. This name nms be of the form
V dbabasweeNwe where d ~bauue~bauN~.e eits when using the -eff option, or

dbJls.suselbwaeNematt and d Wh bu.NM=es exist when using the -ib option. Db~lb.
neuw is a pathname to the FLAP-generated database fles

* The programa can be run inside the library directory is desired.
The pmi~or commands are:
a Selects the symbol for subsequent plotting. The program prompts for the symbol

name.
a Selects the symbol(s) to exclude fom the next plot. The program prompts for a list of

symbol names, one at a time, the last of which must be '.V. Typing - 'W after a
symbol name causes only the minimm bounding box of the namted symbol to be plot-
ted.

I Selects the layer(s) to be displayed in the snt plot. The currently available layers are
listed and the program prompts for a list of layer, separated by spaces and termninated
by a carriage return.

9 Lists the symbol names, including bounding bases, in the current datafie.
g Sets the new grid size to some number of lambda. The program prompts for the

number of lambda per grid.
w Changes the window definition. The current window coordinates are lised and the

* program prompts for new lower-left and upper-right coordinates.
4 Selects 4-pen plotting capability. Default is 8-pen plotting capability. To return to 8-

pen mode the program must be restarted.
9 Togges plotting of labels on oroff.

In Shows the current selections in effect.
-. P Plots the current symbol with current selections in effect.

N ? Prints the lis of possible commnands.

q Quits the program.I Roundflashes, are approximated by 12 sided polygons.
The program use the technology files to determine what color to plot echb of the CII layers.
The following table shows the color available and what pen stalls they must be in. Note that
the spelling of the color MUST match the spelling in the technology fies. The PLAPPATN H ~ *.

environment variable must contain a list of directories (in PATH formt) In which to search

T"TW/N VLSI Release 2 1 06/&
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for technology files.

Stan Color

1 black
2 blue
3 peon
4 red
5 yellow, gold
6 brown
7 orange, lime-green
8 purple, violet, turquoise

Any colors not appearing in the table will be plotted a black. Furthermore, for the four pen
plotters, only black, blue, green, and red are recognized with all others plotted as black.

FILM
dbiibumebaenume .att
dbl hibam 1 bcanew .sym
dblibnwmelbweeam e.cif
technology .cmp
technoldgy .tc

853 ALSO
plap(1.vlsi), ca2db(1.vlsi), cifplot(CADI), tec($.vlsi)

AUTHOR
(Boeing Aerospace)

BGS The tilde character " in pathnmes always gets expanded into 'ises. Don't use it.

Default values for unselected items are not given, either by the - command or by the com-
mand for altering those selections.

The use of end to terminate the exclusion list precludes the use of any symbol named md.

If 4-pen plotting capability is chosen, the program mum be restarted to return to 8-pen plot-
ting capability.

The plot interrupt capability does not work when using the HP7221 four pen plottersl For
some reason the enquire/acknowledge handshaking used with those plotters screws up the
interrupt processing .

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 2 0611/84
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N pIsp - iompile, fink, and run a plap layout of a VLSI circuit

SYNOPSIS
po -optiomsi bgwemw

DESCRIPTION
Plop will compile a PLAID IC design fie in bam4p, link it to the appropriate atwork

modules, and run the program. Template files (techamoudpa, wher technlogy is one of
ames, ecuoeas emcpw, or 12) are available in SUW_VLSLTOOLSiibpsJ. (UWVLSfTOOLS
is an environment variable set to the directory that contains the vlsi tools.) Normally a
designer copies the appropriate template file, renames it basaemew, and inserts PLAP code
into it.

options include:

-iss
Compile and link only. Do not run.

-nocomptis
Run only. Do not compile or link.

'S -beelnes
-cmepw
.r1

Design is being done in the respective technology, either numo isocmuo, cmopw, or i2l.

Database used is db database (default).

-en
Database used is Caesar database.

The program creates a number of new files:

bmenasm.out
an executable file is placed in the current working directory;

basenaae.c
a Caesar format file created when the -a is used;

symbol nme.att

* an attribute file for each symbol uymbN*lm. defined is placed in the Iast library
declared in the design file when the default db databae format is used. If no libraries
are declared, a subdirectory of the current working directory named 1ib is created (if
necessary) and the attribute file is placed there;

a modified CIF file for each symbol symboeint defined is placed in the last library
declared in the design file. As in the case of the .att fle, the aT file is created when
the default db database format is used. If no libraries are declared, a subdirectory of
the current working directory named I& is created (if necesary) and the modified CIF
file is placed there;

a log file, which is a copy of the output to the terminal, where Iomuw is the string
given in the PLAP ldadfm command (usually this is basenw);
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~~ The foilowiug is a summary of mmaands available in a PLAP propam=

Artwork Primitives
Iayhr( layermame);
box( x],yl,x2, y2 );
lbox( l7ayerN. zl 9yl 9 2q y2
whre( width, xStart, yStat); wirePath
lwtr,( 7ayerN ame ', width, z~tart9 At~ai); wirePath
polyps( xStun , yStart ); 'polyParh [pedus;I

V.' Path Primitives

xy( Wonext, yNewui

dzy( xDelta, yDeta)
z( yNext)

ds( xDelta)
4. idy( yDelta)

w( newWldth)

Symbol Def inition and Call Statements

deflme( symnboName);
eaddef;
draw( 'symbolNa ame,
draw=z( 'symbolNene', z, y)
drawm( 'symbolNane, z, y)

- drawrot( 'syrnboiNam , x, y, vx, vy;

Functions and Annotation Statements

plotezt 'texStrln,', x, y, centered)
sadabol( ItezStrioU x, , y, -lay.rN ame');

Boolean Switch Variables

chechowich

Macror

* ~dowuroua( a~es , zltart~ray, y'Stwt, xEndtrray,
yEnd, width, spacing)

atpha IteTStIrln, X, Y, SCale

Symbol Access Statements
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iibrary( - llhrayNae);
withla( ' symbol Wee;
to( - arlbueSri';
ntat( 'arlhiuv.Strlag -, value)

AMOS Macros

z( 'mswLerNewue);
rb( z, y)

ISOCHos macros

ad( x, y
* . be( z, y)

'. b e( x.y )

-~ bw( x, y)

CMOSPW Macros

a.rb( x, y);

symbolnamsymL
be renam. U

logume log

US3 ALSO
PLA User's Guide, Staiard Cell Libary Guide. VLI Duiga Tomb Rhtureuee Mooid,
UW/NW VLSI Consortium, University of Washington.

AUTHOR
(Boeing Aerospace)

MODIICATION
(UWINW VLSI Consortium, University of Washington)

N RUGS
All occurences of the string 'SUW..VLSI TOOLr in ba~eumbe* are replaced with the current

* value of environment variable UW..VLSLTOOLS. However. if bmnoume~p includes any files
(via Oinclud.), itis the user'sresponsibility to make sure IUW.VLSITOOLS" is properly
replaced In the included Ales.
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presim - a netlist preprocessor for the ml VLSI circuit simulator
SYNOPSIS

prm Iif ie otut o. [c[visfil (-:1 (-eineal (-VUe Ra] [preslsovotaej

-" •DESCRIPTION
Presim converts the Ana file into a binary file to be used by rip).
The parameters and options are as follows:

infile A net list file that must include any/all extensions;

outfile An output filename must be specified on the command line;

cotifile (optional) A file to set lambda and RC parameters for nodes and transistors in
the netlist (see the presim user's guide for descriptions of the parameters and syn-
tax).

.- Suppresses the sum-of-products formation. This may be desired if you think
-.- .. sum-of-products is formed wrong otherwise the advantages of the transistor and

node reduction make this option unattractive.

-cfile, mins Writes a list of node names and capacitances to the specified fit. Only capaci-
, .tances larger than min will be included.
V.- -tfile, mina Writes a list of transistors and RC values to the specified file - there are two

entries for each transistor. The R's come from the size of the transirtor, C's
from the source/drain capacitance. Only RC values larger than ads will be
included.

-predst, voltage
Provides a worse-case estimate of the circuit power consumption by asuming
that all the pullups (DEP or LOWP devices with drain=Vdd) are all on simul-
taneously. Voltage specifies the supply voltage,

Presim also attempts to open the file basenamed, where basesame is defined as the input file
name minus its last extension. It is non-fatal for this file to be absent. This allows ad files
produced by Berkeley tools to be picked up easily. Netlist also creates this file for any (emet
...) done in the net description.

SE ALSO
netlist(1.vlsi), rnl(1.vlsi), simfile(S.vlsi)

PRESIM User's Guide, VLSI Desia Tools Retomes Manual, UWINW VLSI Consortium,
University of Washington, (Christopher Terman, MIT Laboratory for Computer Science).

RNL User's Guide. VLS Dslga Tools Refernc Manual, UWfINW VLSI Consortium, Univer-
sity of Washington, (Christopher Terman, MIT Laboratory for Computer Science).

" .AUTHOR
* " Christopher Terman (MU)
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'4. NADI
presto - combinational logic minimization program

presto

DZSCRIPTION
Presto is an efficient combinational logic minimization program. This program not only
reduces the number of product terms, increases the number of don't care inputs, but also
reduces the number of the output connections. Therefore, this program is very useful to pin
designers.

An ezpample of the typical input file is as follows:
14
.o2
I
.*4

10xi 11
00091l,

111101
0101 10

The integer after ".i is the number of input variables. The integer after "d is the number of
output variables. The integer after '4f is the number of input product terms. '"r is optional
for input listing. There is another option "dl for intermediate results.

In the input part, I means logic level 1, 0 means logic level 0, z(or -) means don't care. In the
output part, I means that the term is connected to the output, 0 means that this term is not
connected to the output, and z(or -) means that the output doen't care whether this term is
connected or not. *e means the end of the input file. When there is a format error in the
input file, the program will give the message: "INPUT FORMAT ERROR?' and abort the job.

AUTHOR
Sheng Fang

IS 2
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NAME
pspice - prepare an input fle for the Spice circuit simulator

SYNOPSIS
pile [-rml [-modal [-d deflf ile [--a ,delfile] [-a e l base me

DESCRIPTION
Pspice is a shell script for preparing Spice input from information from several source-s. Pspice
runs sim2.pice to convert from a basenwme.d format circuit description to a Spice-compatible
description and modifies the slr2spice node label translation table to be acceptable Spice com-
ments. It then runs spcpp to translate a pseudo-Spice formatted file that contains symbolic
node labels to a Spice-acceptable file. Finally, pspce concatenates the circuit description file,
the translation table, a file of untranslated Spice input, and the translated Spice input into a
single file named basenawspcl.. This file is usually an acceptable Spice input file. The
optional parameters can be used to cause parts of this process to be skipped.

The options and parameters are:

-no.2. Suppresses the execution of the slm2jpke step.

-rm Indicates that the files created in intermediate steps are to be deleted.

-d def sf ie Specifies a file to be used as a sim2spice definitions file.

-m modelfile Specifies a file that contains Spice input that is to be included (untrnslated) in
the final output. It is intended that modefie name a file containing Spice
JM0DEL cards as well as other Spice commands that are independent of the
particular circuit being modeled.

-e expfile Specifies a file that contains pseudo-input for Spice. Spcpp will intepret strings
in expfile that are bracketed by '<' and '>' as node names to be translated
into spice node numbers using the translation table (beaw.m u) created

-: " by sim2spice. Lines containing bracketed tokens are converted into Spice com-
ments. It is intended that upf U. contain Spice commands that describe the
experiment to be simulated on the circuit. The ability to use mnemonic node
names makes the preparation of Spice input much easier and it means that the
description of the experiment need only be specified once, even if the circuit is
modified and reextracted. If epfile is not specified then spcpp is not executed.

basenaxw Specifies the bae name for the files describing the circuit. If A92upice is run
then a file named base.m... . must exist. If sim2spice is not run then the files

-~ ba.senne.maru and busmamu spice must exist.

* FILES
basenaw.sim circuit description input to tin2spice

" def sfiUe optional sam2spice defs input
:." basenanwnames modified sim2spice translation table output. This is read by apepp (s)

. basexa..spice si.2spice output Spice format circuit element definitions (4)
modelfile optional Spice JMODEL commands to be included in basean.spcln
expfile' input to spepp containing pseudo-pice commands describing the experiment

to be simulated
basenape.spc translated output from spepp (0)
bauenameApcin The Spice input deck created by concatenating bwmmvqploe ,

base..,e. .aarw n, modelfile, and ba weni.spex
Note: Files marked (s) are deleted by the -r option.

~~0U SKALSO7 .. sim2spice(I.vls), spcpp(lvl)
spice(1.vls)

'NW VLSI Release 2 1 10/1/83
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mcxtra(1.vlsi), cifplot(1.vlsi)

AUTHOR
Robert Fowler (UW/NW VLSI Consortium, University of Washington)

DIAGNOSTICS
The error messages are intended to be self explanitory. Note that sim2spice and spcpp produce
their own error messages.

DUGS
The command line is long enough to tempt a user to call papice from yet another shell script.
A better way to do this is to set up an alias for pspice with the commonly used options already
set.

p. " .

.C.j

TWINW VLSI Release 2 2 10lI/83
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NAMS
mi. nl - timing and logic simulators for VLSI circuits

SYNOPSiD
rut [cmdfilej

a DESCRIPTION
Ral (NetLisp) is a timing logic simulator for digital NMOS circuits with a lisp-like command
interpreter. It has also been used with many CMOS circuits with some succem. The hAd
User's Guide discumes some of the limitations found in simulating CMOS circuits. To use ral,
one needs a Amd file for the circuit to be simulated. This can be de.ived from the mask file
(eg., CIF) or developed using nalist, a program that proceses textual schematics.

NI is a version of ral that implements a switch-level transistor model. It is called from within
the rat program. Ni is somewhat faster but does not correctly handle circuits that depend on
the relative sizes of transistors for correct operation (ie., there are circuits for which at and
rea will get different answers). However, et does work for "Mead and Conway" type circuits
(so called ratioless logic) -- it has been used with good results on almost ali the circuits to
come out of MIT in the last couple of years.

One must first convert the Asm file to a network file suitable for use by ral. To do this run
presim:

presm .fdaenme.lm netfife [c q..I&paramJ

which converts the file fileemawe m into netile, a binary file for rea. (see Presimn User's Guide
for information on the various configuration parameters.

The optional cradfUe is the file rea initially reads for user input. Usually one prepares a com-
mand file that loads one or more lirary files containing RNL function definitions and reads in
the network from Wile. As simulation proceeds, user defined functions developed for test-
ing the circuit can be added to the command file. At a minimum the command file should
contain the commands

(load °uwstd I")
(load "uwsimr)
(rmd-network °aefile)

When using the load command both netlist and real search the current directory and then any
directories specified in the environment variable RNLPATH. The value of RNLPAT1 defaults
to $UWVLSITOOLSIIib/rrd. Read-metwork does not use RNLPATI. Netfile must be pr
duced by presim. When the end-of-file is reached in the command file, input is taken from
stdin. Commands and formats to be used are given in the RNL User's GOdde.

The top level of rat is a simple loop:

(1) read command from current input;
(2) evaluate command, performing specified actions;
(3) print the result and loop back to (1).

The following is a list of the objects that rea knows about

mi #ers - signed integers. (16 bits on PDPIs, 24 bits on VAXen, 28 bits on PDPlOs).
- floating point.

swrings sequences of characters enclosed in quotes ('). Useful as constants for file
names, print statements, etc. Special characters can be introduced into the
strings by using the backdash escapes:
Nn' newline
Nr' return
Nto tab

7JW/NW VLSI Release 2 1 4/3)/84
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Nooo asc code oo" where oo are octal digits

symbols variable names. Any sequence of characters that isn't a number, string, or som
special character - starting symbols with a letter, followed by more leten
numbers, and punctuation is usually a safe bet.

wde: an electrical node.
lisn a sequence of objects enclosed in parenthess. Standard LISP utax applies,

including dot notation. The empty list 0° is also called "nir.

'ubrs dprimitive, or built-in, functions (like +).

The functions are listed by application area. The wow are:

- arithmetic functions
* - predicates

- list functions
- I/O functions
- miUcellaneous functions
- special form
.network/simulation functions
- functions defined in °uwsimi"

SEX ALSO
,et lst(vlsi), Preuim(1.vii), s, ile(S.vi)
XNL User's Guide. VEX Dsign Took IUdremes NMeu, UW NW VLSI Cosortium, Univer-
sity of Washington, (Christopher Terman, MIT Laboratory for Computer Science).

AUTHOR
Christopher Termuan (MIT)

RUGS
User defined macros with the same name as a node in the not list puts rat into an infinite
loop.

. V
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simfflter - Berkeley Jim <> AU -Si Afe rVS simulators

sin.liter [-,ulamhda I-ceambda I-Ilaubdaj ii~e (.anfie

DIZCIIPTON
Slipfilter reformats the Aim Mie format of either Berkeley or bIT (output from nwra for
example) into the other An format. This allows layouts extracted by uwzsra to be imulated
using rnl. Alternatively, using the -a or -c option allows Aim Ailes from nedlas go be input for
s6.2 spice or crystal.
sr,-c, ac, WI, amses and emas transistor records are accepted and reformated. The so-called
attribute records 'A' in the Berkeley format and the "-- records in the MIT format are refor-
mated as comments.

Slatilter requires a Am fie, fel including any/all extensions for input. Output defaults to
standard output.

* Additional command line options awe:
-mlambda Outputs ain file in Berkeley format with technology set to urn. Lambda isgve

in centimicrons and defaults to 200.

-clambda Outputs Aim file in Berkeley format with technology set to cmuspw. Lambda is
given in centimicrons and defaults to 200.

-Utwnbda Outputs Aim file in Berkeley format with technology set to bssam. Lambda is
given in centimicrons and defaults to 200.
These options would generally be used on output files from weiis. Spaces between
-in, -c or 4I and lambda ane not accepted.

outf fie (optional) An output file name can be specified on the command line.

Note: The default lambda values for Berkeley and 1MIT Am files differ. SWIter makes no
assumptions about compatibility of these parameters when reformating Berkeley A. files.
This must be done during the extraction of the layout or when running preshm on the An fie
for rxd. See the appropriate documentation for details.

ZSIDAMJ
mextra(1.vlsi), netlist(l.vWs), preaim(1.vlsi), rnl(1.vlui)
cigplot(1.vlsi),

AUTIHOR
Rob Dasch (UW/NW VLSI Consortium, University of Washington)

BUG

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 1 tell=S
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NqAM ,
simtools - Introduction to simulation support tools for VLSI

DZSCRUTION
r This document is an introduction to the tools in the UW/NW-VLSI Consortium collection

that are used in connection with the simulation of VLSI circuits. These fall into two
categories The first category is the set of simulators and circuit checkers. The second is a set
of filters and utilities that are useful for preparing inputs to the simulators and for converting
from one file format to another.

We note here that the circuit extractor me rais used for obtaining in fles from layouts.

The simulators and checkers are:

spice2a6 The well known device level circuit simulator, with minor mods to output an
additional file that allows multiple time series plots to be made.

RI An event driven 'timing' simulator. It uses logic levels and a simplified circuit
model to estimate timing delays through digital circuits. It also has a Mode that

%: allows it to be used as a switch (gate) level simulator.

eaim An NMOS gate level simulator. It uses logic levels and models transistors as per-
fect switches.

crystal A static timing verifier. It Uses a siplified circuit model to estimate the worst
case delay through a circuit.

ere Checks circuit description of an NMOS design for consistent electrical propertice.

The filters and utilities that are included in the distribution ar:

for or Converts a file using FORTRAN style carriage control to one using ASCI con-
trol characters.

nelist Generates circuit descriptions (net lists). The output is a Alm file.

presin Converts a m.. file into the binary format required by rau. In the process preaim
simplifies the circuit by identifying gates in the circuit.

papice Runs s2spice and spcpp. In addition to running those progras it concatenates
various files so as to create a complete Spice input deck. This considerably
reduces the effort of simulating variations on a particular circuit.

simn2pice Reads a .im file containing a description of a circuit. It writes a i.me fle and
a .mple file. The former contains a translation file from node names in the Alm
file to the Spice node numbers. The .pke file contains a description of the dev-
ices in the circuit in a form acceptible to Spice.

upcPp Facilitates the writing of Spice input by allowing the user to refer circuit nodes
using mnemonic node labels rather then Spice node numbers.

Spice A coh script for running 4pedg.

sup Displays, as multiple time series plots on a Printronix printer, the simulation out-
put from either spic. or FRI.

Mlaifter Translates between Berkeley style Alm files and MIT style eA Ales.

-UW/NW VLSI Release 2 1 10/1/83
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NAME
spcp - Spice (circuit simulator) input pve-procesor

SYNOPSISinepp -- m.41 -- ilt .

DSCEMIPTION
Spcpp is a program that translates bracketed text tokens in an input file into other text strings.
It is intended to allow users of spkce to prepare their simulation input using mnemonic node
names rather than the numeric node numbers required by Spice commands. The program has
two major modes of operation. If the user does not specify a file that contains a translation
table, then spcpp builds a translation table itself numbering the tokens from aro as it
encounters them. Alternatively, the user can specify the name of a file containing a tranda-
tion table to be used. In particular, the .m file created by u2spl is usable as a tranda-
tion table file.

The options and parameters are:

-a Indicates that the first non-whitespace word of each line of the translation table file
should be skipped over. This is useful if your translation table has an asterisk ('o)

S-' in column I of each line to allow it to be read by spice as comments.

-orn Indicates that x lines at the beginning of the translation table file should be skipped
over. If no number is specified then only the frst line of the file is skipped.

.. po.

-d r Redefines the token delimiters to be '' and 'Y" respectively. The default delimiters
are '< 'and '> '.

-t um.. Specifies a file that contains a translation table (default is to build a translation
table a described above). Each line of this fle should have tleast two non-
whitespace words on it. If the -c option is specified then the first word on each
line is ignored. The next word is interpreted as a string to be translated and follow-
ing one is interpreted as the target string into which it is translated. Any subse-
quent words on the line are ignored. For Spice input preparation the target string
should be a numeral. The -9 option allows the file to be prefaced by one or more
lines that spcpp will ignore.

-e on.o Specifies a file into which the output is to be written. If this option is not used
then the output is written to troot pex where Iroor is obtained by stripping away
any tap from 1u .

la.me Specifies the name of the file to procen.

A bracketed token is defined to be a left delimiter character, zero or more spaces, a word (the
token) not containing either right or left delimiters, zero or more spaces, and a right delimiter
character. Unmatched delimiter characters are not allowed in any conter. Bracketed tokens
are not allowed to span lines. Tokens and the strings that they translate into are limited to be
at most 40 characters each.

Any line that contains no bracketed tokens is simply copied from the input to the output. If a
line does contain a bracketed token then the input line is written into the output a Spice com-
ment line. An output line follows immediately. If the line is valid, then the output line has
the untranslated parts immediately below the corresponding pr of the commented input
line with the target strings substituted for the bracketed tokens. If an error is detected, then
the output line has a caret ("') immediately below the point at which the first error is

,detected. An error memge line then follows. Since the scanning of the line is abandoned
there may be subsequent undetected errors in the remaining part of the line.

V'W/NW VLSI Release 2 1 I0/1183
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Example: 
S.-

If the following lines are contained in the translation table file:

Vdd 1
Input 55
Output 107
too 23
bar 45

then apcpp will, upon seeing the lines:

plot trans v(< Input>) v(< Output> i(< Vdd>)
+ v(< too> ), v(< bar>)

will output the lines:

* plot trans v(< Input> ) v(< Output> )v(< Vdd>)
.plot trans v(SS) v(107) v(I)

• + v(< foo> ), v(< br>)
*- + v(23), v(45)

Note that pepp correctly handles Spice continuation cards.
•. ,,*. Note also that the substitution procem is not recursive. That is, once a token has been

.. -. translated, the translated string is not rescanned.

The usefulness of spepp for simulating a circuit extracted from a layout depends upon the user
being able to ensure that his mnemonic node labels will be retained through the extraction
process. The mama and oWp2ape manual entries will help with this.

'C- hPpice is a shell script that runs sim2spice and #pepp and concatenates several files is useful for
preparing Spice inputs from im files.

'lbU

*SI. ,OM

NE A
mextr(l.vlsi), pspice(1.visi), sim2spice(l.vsi), simtools(1.visi), spice(1.vid),
SPICE User's Guide, VLSI Design Teds Referes Mmuml, UW/NW VLSI Consortium,
University of Washington, (SPICE Version 2G6 User's Gudde, A. Vladiinrescu e0 aD., 15
October 1980)

0- AUTHOR

Robert Fowler (UW/NW VLSI Consortium, Universty of Washington)

The error messages are intended to be self explanatory. If apcpp encounters a syntax error on'. a line then it suspends processing on that line and writes it as a Spice comment to the output
file. It then writes a line containing a caret ("') under the character at which scanning failed

iS and finally, a line containing an error message. It then goes on to procm the remaining lines
of the file. If errors have been encountered then at the end of the output file Vepp writes
mess s to the effect that errors have been encountered and exits with status 1. The erro

_TTW/NW VLS Release 2 2 1W1IP
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memuas written to the output file begin with dollar sgn. In addition, some number of mW.
us are directed towards the standard error output.

BUG$
The target strinp are not checked to see whether they are valid numerals or not. This can be
regarded as either a bug or a feature.

The target string must fit into the space from the left to right token delimiter inclusive. This
is normally not a problem since most node numbers will be small integers and the available
space will be at least three characters. This was done so that the input lines and the
translated outputs would line up vertically.

'I"W/NW VLSI Release 2 3 1( V83
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NAMK
spice - circuit simulator

EtNoPIS
opkes We ,f u e Ua [fnl]

IMUCIIPTION

Spice reads a circuit description from hVife. Output is written to tWill., and error messags to
standard error. An optional output file, mtpffe, can be used by ap to obtain a multiple time
series plot on a Printronix.
Spice calls spice2 6, a general-purpose circuit simulation program for nonlinear DC, nonlinear
transient, and linear AC analyses. Circuits may contain resistors, capacitors, inductos,
mutual inductors, independent voltage and current sources, four types of dependent sources,
transmission lines, and the four most common semiconductor devices: diodes, BITs, JFETs,
and MQSFETs.

Splce2g6 has built-in models for the semiconductor devices, and the user need specify only the
pertinent model parameter values. The model for the BJT is based on the integral charge
model of Gummel and Poo; however, if the Gummel-Poon parameters are not specified, the
model reduces to the simpler Ebers-Moll model. In either case, charge storae effects, ohmic

, resistances, and a current-dependent output conductance may be included. The diode model
* can be used for either junction diodes or Schottky barrier diodes. The NET model is baed

on the FET model of Shichman and Hodges. Three MOSET models are implemented; MOSI
is described by a square-law I-V characteristic, MOS2 is an analytical model while MOS3 is a

""semi-empirical model. Both MOS2 and MOS3 include second-order effects suc as channel
length modulation, subthreshold conduction, scattering limited velocity saturation, small sine

effects and charge-controlled capacitances.

To build a Spice input file for your circuit from maxrwe output run alm2apice or popice.
J.- 313 ALSO

mextra(1.vlsi)
mtp(1.vldi), sim2spice(l.vsid. pspice(1.visi), spcpp(1.vsi)
SPICE User's Guide, VLSI Dadp Teals eftms Im ud, UWINW VLSI Consortium,

-, University of Washington, (SPICE Veion 2G Usw' Guide, A. Vladimiresca a at., 15
October 1980).

Program Reference for Spice2, E. Cohen, ER!. Memo. ERL-M92, Electronics Research
Laboratory, University of Califomnia, Berkeley, June 1976.

SPICE2: A Compuer Proram to Simulare Samicandlcsr Circuit, L.W. Nagel, ERL Memo.
ERL-M520, Electronics Research Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, May 1975.

The Simulatios of MOS Integrated Circuit Using SPICE2 A. Vladimirescu and Sally Lin,
UCBIERL M80t7, University of California, Berkeley, February 1980.

AUTDO
(UCB)

G MOSFET Model, Level-2 does not work, due to a charge conservation problem (it grows).

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 1 1W113
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VIC (l.VLSI) VLSI CAD Tools Manual VIC (1.VLSI)
N

vie - view an integrated circuit layout.

SYNOPSIS
vie [options I ymbotnaan

DESCRIPTION
Vic is an interactive graphics display program for integrated circuits that is technology
independent and has a built-in hardcopy feature. It understands layouts in db and Caesar
data base format. It currently displays only on the GP19 graphics terminals, but it can pro-
duce a hardcopy on a number of devices.

The options are as follows:

-t technology
Supported values of technolosy am & omnes, ecmes, and csMaw. Default is lsoes.

-h plotter
Supported values for ploan are RP7I2Cr, HP7221A3, EF7i, and Tek460-31.
Default is HIP7221CT.

-8 grahics
Currently there is only one valid value for graphics, GPLm.

-9
echoes the names of the symbols as they are read in.

-f format
Choice& for format of symbol to be read are sym (db files) or cm (Caesar files). Default
is sym.

For all the commands, only the portion enclosed in parentheses need be typed and a list of the
posible parameters for each command (if any) are shown after the command in the menu.

(ay)ers <lst>
list the layers to be plotted. The list consists of layer names seper-ted by spaces, or
the entire list may be preceded by a 0+0. In the latter case, the given layers are added
to the plot ALREADY on the screen (it should be pointed out that a space must fol-
low immediately after the -+', followed by the additional layers). Upper/lower cee is
not significant. A null list sets all layers to be plotted. Default is all layers.

(n)sft levls < number>set the number of levels in the symbol's hierarchy to be plotted. Any symbol at a level

greater than this will show up only a a boundlag ben with its symbol ame in the
lower left corner. The current symbol is at level 1, its children ae at level 2, and so
on. Default is 1.

* (w)lmdew

window in on the plot. Use the graphics curser to ew to the desired lower left
-corner of the window and hit the ypce ber. Them o to the pper right eorner end
do the same.

(ha)rdeepy C deiewk>
produce a hardcopy of exactly what is dth on ths sermmal sum either the pen
plotter, versatec plotter, or printrnix printer. A Wid my aim be plaed over the
hardcopy by specifying mythiag pet then i when the pama prompts fw gr
size. For versatec ad printrni haneepies, the pre-a al the e.pE(1.vix) pr.
gram with the current plettiag Npt"-s Default s p eplot. For the peoplot option to
work, the me termlmal am 6emmaisate with the ba throgh the plotter, in
order that the plotter ay Interenp the plotg eumminds.

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 1ifi,
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,.-- ...

" " (12,)ek < velue>

turn node labels on/off. Default is on.

- (p)Is t plot on the graphics terminal with the current options in effect.

* (v)Jew view the current symbol fully instantiated with all layers and node labels.

(ha)tp show the menu.

(q)ut quit from the program.

select the symbol to be plotted. Default is the highest level symbol.

DIAGNOSTICS
If an error occurs, a mesage is written to standard error and the program exits with a non-
zero status.

teckmology.tec
"6 t echnologycmp

symbol.att
Mysboljsym

"" symbol.ca

M R ALSOcaesar(CADI), cifplot(l.vlsi), penplot(l.vsi), dbdi(l.vlsi), tec(.vlsai)

AUTHORS
Pat Bates
Larry McMurchie
Bruce A. Yanagida

uw/Nqw VLSI Release 2 2 W91/4
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NANX
simfile - im file file format

DESCRIPTION
The .im files are ASCH files used by various programs to describe MOS transistor networks
and their associated parameters. NMexra and netli output .im files; sin2spice, presin and
others read the files.

Each line of a An file is a separate "record' whose type is determined by the first character of
the line. The possible record types are:

Lines beginning with vertical bar (I) are treated a comments and ignored by program that
read .al files.

A only exception is if this line contains the information units:, tech: and format- Units
specifies the conversion factor to centimicrons, tech declares the technology (eg. nmos) that
was used in the design and format declares the An filMe format used for the various other
records.

The format specifier is required as there are currently two slightly different formats used.
One is used by tools from Berkeley and the other by tools from MT. If a format in't
declared in one of these intrepreted comments the original file format used by the tool is
assumed.

The only program that uses a .in file for input that doesn't support both formats is the erc.
This is because it is heavily dependent on the circuit extractor meare.

Other than the record formats the main cause for concern are the units used in transistor sizes
and capacitive loads. MT genery uses a lambda value for transistor size and picofarad

U. loads, UCB uses centimicron transistor sizes and femtofarad loads.

@ fileame

Redirects input from the named file. When the end-of-file is reached, input reverts to the
current file at the following line. Indirect files can be nested; usually there is some system
dependent limit on the number of simultaneously open files which limits the depth of nesting.

The following record is format dependent;

MIT format:

e gate source drain length width xpos ypos [rpal area

I gate source drain length width xpos ypou [rpa] area

d gate source drain length width xpas ypoa [rpaI area

p gate source drain length width xpor ypos [rpa] area

I gate source drain length width xpos ypos [rpa] area

UC format:
a Sate source drain length width xpos ypo# [8-att s--att d-an]j
p gate source drain length width Apos ypos (gatt s-an dmatt]

d gate source drain length width Ipos ypas [gmat s-att damn)

a gate source drain length width ;pot ypos [ptt s-att d-attl

Above are the possible transistor records. The first character tells the type of the transistor.

MIT tormat

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 1 6/184
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' n-channel enhancement

I n-channel zero threshold (intrinsic) enhancement

p p-channel enhancement
4.. d depletion

I low-power depletion

UC3 ftrms:

" e n-channel enhancement

p p-channel enhancement

A "d depletion

a unusual implant

The nelt three parameters are the names of the gae, source, and drain nodes.

The length and width can be either integers or floating-point giving the dimensions of the
active transistor area.

xpos and ypos report the coordinates of the upper left hand corner of the transistor (NETLIST
always specifies 0,0).

The next parameter (MIT only) is a letter specifying the shape of the transistor:

r rectangular

p rectangular, monotonically increasing width

a other shapes-,.

Netlist always puts an w" in this field.

4. area (MIT only) tells the true active area; may be different from widthelength if the network
extractor used an approximation (in output from elist, area always equals widthelength).

G=att, s=att and d=att (UCB only) are optional transistor attributes used by crystal a timing
verifier.

The following record is format dependent;

MIT format:

N nodexpos ypos MA PA DA DP

UCIB format:

N node DA DP PA PP MA PP

Node record from the network extractor. Tells the node name, coordinates of the upper left
corner of the node and various geometrical info described below.

MIT format only;

M Mode pos ypos U2A M2P MA NP PA PP DA DP PDA PDP

This record is similar to (N) in a format (MIT only) that includes more information.

xpos and ypos give the coordinates of the upper left corner of the node and following provide
geometrical information:

M2A area of 2nd-level metal

M2P perimeter of 2nd-level metal

S. MA area of 1st-level metal

T'1 W?!4W VLSI Release 2 2 6/84
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MP perimeter of 1st-level metal
PA area of polysilicon

PP perimeter of polysilicon

DA area of n-diffusion

DP perimeter of n-diffusion

PDA area of p-diffusion

PDP perimeter of p-diffusion
Presim and sam2spice can use these numbers to compute interconnect capacitances from layout
information; netlist never produces this type of record. Note that not all programs use all of

"- .~these values for computing the lumped capacitor value. The perimeter measures are the
actual total perimeters.

The following record is format dependent.

SMIT format:

e mode cap
UCD format:

C node) node2 cap
SUsed to specify node capacitance in pf. cap can be either an integer or floating-point number.A This is the type of record used by netlist to described user-specified capacitors. Node2 is

assumed GND in the MIT format.

= node) node2

- -. Used to establish a name equivalence. Indicates that two or more names refer to the same
electrical node. Parameters for the specified nodes are merged; the user can subsequently use
the names interchangeably.

The following are MIT records and have no UCB equivalent.

D node low-to-high high-to4ow
-.. Describes user-specified delays for the given node. Delays are integral numbers of RNL time

units (111Oth nanosecond).

t node low high
User specified node thresold. Describes user-specified voltage thresholds in normalized voltage
units (ie., low and high are floating-point numbers in the range 0.0 to 1.0).
The following is a UCB record and has no MIT equivalent.

A node attribute
This is the node equivalent of the transistor attribute mentioned earlier and is also used by
the timing verifier crystal.

*S1g ALSO
xwra( CADI)

presiM( Y.LSI )

nettist(I.VuSi)
sim2spice( CADI)
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errors 0 34 255 0 extra
buried contact 0 32 255 0 buried
LL s 35 255 0 label

Here, nmos refers to nm.cmp, which is the colormap to be used. The columns are defined

as follows:

1) plap layer name;
2) fill type (f=filled, z=X'ed, *=outlined);
3) color map index (see below);
4) write mask (25=opaque, others control amount of transparency);
5) minimum wire width in lambda;
6) caesar layer name.

The rechnology.cmp file contains the color map used by the plotting programs. There are 256
entries (0-255) and all must be specified. Below is a portion of the default mmoscrp file:

200 200 200 0 fight background
220 0 120 1 red
70 250 70 2 green
160 160 0 3
0 0 200 4 blue

115 0 155 5
0 170 140 6

115 115 125 7

250 250 0 8 yellow
200 100 60

C The columns are defined as follows:

1) RED value (8 bits);
2) GREEN value (8 bits);
3) BLUE value (8 bits);
4) color map index (as referenced in technology.tec and technology tec2);
5) color name.

SIBE ALSO
technology(5)

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 2 5129/84
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NAME ._,

technology - VLSI technology database files

SYNOS IPS Y Wtecholosy .tse

t~chnologyy scl

tr chologyok
technology .tIek
techrwlOMP811

p-Style.tp
pstjechology
edUlb/techoloryl
technology r
technologyx

! technologry .lprm

DIS( CIriON
Technology files used by various VLSI programs. Each file is described below giving the file
name with specific technologies available, a short description of the file, the directory contain-

Suing the source file, file accss information, reference to file format information and a list of
tools that use the file. Refer to the manual pages for the tools for the specific usage of a file.

VILE DIMMPTION:
technologyt - layer information and colormap name
twhnolozy.tec2 - PLAP-CAESAR communication information
technology .amp - colormap to be used by plotting programs

where technology is one of
cmospw -MOSIS 3 micron bulk cmos process
isocmos - GTE 5 micron isocmos process
'mos - MOSIS nmos process

TOOLS USING THESE FILES: plop, p&e*ot, vk

DEFAULT VERSIONS: SUWVLSTOO fI4ht*dhu

INSTALLED LOCATION: Environment variable PLAPPATH is searched for these files, so
the user may create these technology files in any directory specified in this search path.

FORMAT INFORMATION: aee tee(5).

iLX DESCEIPTION
technologyc.h - Caesar layer information

* technoloy Ad - Caesar color map
#chnoloq pls - alternate Caes color map (for long persstence phosphors)

where technology is one of
. ,cmos-pw -MOSIS 3 micron bulk cmos process

isomos -GTE S micron isomos process (no isocmospale file available)nmos -MOSIS nmos proess

TOOLS USING THESE FILES: ea .c#2ea, lyre, tpeck

.V
U.W/NqW VLSI Relese 2 1 Sf29184
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DEFAULT VERSIONS: -caillhiamrl

INSTALLED LOCATION: The Caesar search path is searched for seehaoqVJAcb when exe-
cuting the ':technology' long commnd. The first tecloogyiueh Mie encountered is used. If
no file is encountered in the Caesar search path, caesar looks in directory 'cadlhemaer. A

% .0similar resolution occurs when loading a new colormap file via the mliii long command. The
colormap file may be a sechnology Ad file or a techaelegy~pd file.

FORMAT INFORMATION: see "Editing VLSI Circuits with Came? by John Otwterbout.

VILE DESCRIPTION:
p-rnyletp pin style files for tpla

where style is one of (see tpla manual page for more detail)
* Dcis -amos (buried contacts), 'cia 'version

fltrans - amos (buried contacts), 'trans'version
Meis - amos (butting contacts), Wca version
Mtrans - nmos (butting contacts), 'trans' version
Tcis - Similar to Deis

0Ttrans - Similar to Dtrans
isocmos - GTE 5 micron iaocmos process (floating gates)
isocmosjg - GTE 5 micron isocmos process (gates tied to ground)
CS3cis - MOSIS 3 micron pwell cmas, 'cis' version
CS3trans - MOSIS 3 micron pwell cums 'trans' version

TOOLS USING THIS FILE: tpla

V - DEFAULT VERSIONS: 'cad/llbitplaf

-b INSTALLED LOCATION: The style of pla to generate is specified with the -s option in tpla.
a" The directory -cai/Ilb/tplai is searched for the file.

FORMAT INFORMATION: see the tpin manual page

FILE DESCRIPTION:
pat .echnology - stiple pattern for each layer for cifplot

where technoiogy is one of
cmIospw - MOSIS, 3 micron bulk cmos proems

aisoemos -*GTE 5micron isocmos process
nos MOSIS amos procem

* TOOLS USING THIS FILE: ctfplot

DEFAULT VERSIONS: eai/llbI

INSTALLED LOCATION: The user may specify the file via the -P cifplot option or through
use of the ceadre file (see cadre man page). The default is amos. User-created pattern files

* must be referred to with full path name using the -P clfplot option or the .cadre fie.

" a'..>FORMAT INFORMATION: see the crfplot manual page

* UW/NW VLSI Release 2 251 8
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lrlL I)6=I1I0TON ..

csillb/tec/moOieT - standard cell library

whe e technoWo is one of
*onocc p MOSIS 3 micron bulk cemos process
isocu os - GTE 5 micron isocmos process
amos - MOSIS nios proesm

TOOLS USING THESE DIRECTORIES: pe ,. Cair

DEFAULT VERSIONS: $VWVLLTOOLSIIel/.

INSTALLED LOCATION: FLAP: the user must include the library location in plap source
code. Caesar: the user's standard cell library must have the directory name somewhere in the
search path.

FORMAT INFORMATION:

VILN DEICIIPTION:
echa oy-.r lyra rule set lisp source

techlology - compiled lyra rule set

where sechroioe is one of
cmos-pw3 - MOSIS 3 micron bulk cres process
isocuos - GTE 5 micron iocms process
nmosBERK - MOSIS nms process (buded contacts)
amosMC - Mead & Conway rules (butting contacts)

TOOLS USING THESE FILES: blyr. eiwu

DEFAULT VERSIONS: The source and compiled versions of these files are contained in the
default directory "od/lib/Iyr

INSTALLED LOCATION: User-created, compiled rule sets must be in "eillly or the
full path name of the file must be specified using the -r option.

FORMAT INFORMATION: see 'Specifying Design Rules for Lyra by Michael H. Arnold, 29
March 1963.

ILR DISCRIPTION:
ttu elosy frm - spice parameters

where technoi is one of
cmo2 - sample MOSIS bulk cmos process, Level-2
gteiso2 - GTE 5 micron isocmos procem, Level-2
amom2 - MOSIS 2 micron nuos proc-s, Level-2
amos3 -MOSIS 2 micron nms proc.., Levl-3

TOOLS USING THIS FILE: papie

DEFAULT VERSIONS: Example versions of these files e in
_W/WVLS TOOL1/we/epkee3p 5a8

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 3 5/29/84
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INSTALLED LOCATION: User verujom of thoe Ales must be in the current directory or
must have the full path nam specified in the -m option of popice.

FORMAT INFORMATION: wee "SPICE Uscru GuidV by Vladimirescu, et ..

Tool to Technology File Table

Tools Genetic GTE MOSIS, 3
smog sco micro CMOs

penplot, n.mste £uocum.tee cmospw.:ec
plap, nmos.tec2 iuoemos~tec cmosPw-tec2
Vic nmspzmososcp cmospwxcmp

caesar, umostech isoemos~tech cmos-pw.:ech
ci 2c, nmossutd iuocumosd cmos-pw~ud
lyr. znospale cmos-pw.pale
tpack

cellib Jnmoaf Jisocmosf JcmosWl/
(caesar
plap)

tpla P.Dcistp p-isocmostp p-CS3cisip
p-Dtranstp P-usocmossp p-CS3trans.tp

P-Tciu-tp

p-Ttrans-tp

cit plot patnmos patmcomos patcixsw

lyra nmosMCzr isocmo$.r cmos-pw3.r
iamosMC* iuocmwo cmos-pw3e
umosBERI~r
iwmosBERK*

pspice nmam24Pm gteiso2.prm cmos2.prm
nmoas3.prm

6WN LIRees
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.cadre - Initialization file (Modified by UW/NW VLSI Consortium)

DISCRIPTION
The cadre file is an ASCII text file which is used to initialize several CAD programs. A
.cadre file may be in any wubdirectory or the users home directory. A direct search from the
current subdirectory to the home directory is done, stopping at the first .cadre file found.
This encourages the user to build separate .adre files for specific projects and hopefully
minimize conflict between projects.

In addition to the .cAdrc file in the user's home directory there may be adre file in -cad.
This file is read before the one in the user's directory and is used to tell the program where it
can find various files and library programs. This allows program binaries to be transported
between systems without recompiling.

The cadre file contains blocks identified by (Begin Program-Name, end) pairs. Each block
contains commands listed on separate lines. Only those commands within the block identified
by the current program being executed will be processed.

The first word on the line is called the keyword. The keyword tells the program how to inter-
pret the line. When a program reads a keyword it doesn't understand it ignores the line. The
case of the keyword is ignored. Text following a ';" is ignored and can be used to comment
the cadre file. What follows is a list of .adre command lines.

Echo This command writes to stderr the absolute path of the cadre file being used.

ArsaToCap layer value
This command is read by the cifplot circuit extractor and mextra. It is used to set up
the default capacitance per unit area. layer can be 'metal', 'poly', 'diff', or 'poly/diff'.
value is in atto-farads (i0*'-18 farads) per square micron. Also see the command 'per-

,imetertocap'.

CapThreshold value
This command is read by mextra. Mextra will not report any node capacitance below
value, value is in femto-farads.

Cirplet oplions
This line allows you to select default command line options for cifplot. Call this com-
mand just as you would call cifplot from the shell but without any CIF file.

Device DevCk x ymax resoltlon DuapProg
This command sets up information about a particular plotting device. This command
is used by cifplot. DevCh is a single character which indicates which output device.
The characters 'U', 'V', and 'W' are black and white raster scan type devices. Lower
case letters are for output in trapezoid format and is generally used for driving ran-
doma access displays. The letter '7' is for pen plotters. DampProg is the progrm to
actually display the plot on the device. For raster scan output the program is called
with the the name of the dump file. For other type of devices the program is called so
that information is piped into standard input. zm and ymax indicated the range In
device co-ordinates in the z and y direction. resolutlu is the resolution of the device
in dots per inch.

FmtDtr dirsnoe
dlrwni is the name of the directory in which to find font files. This keyword is
recognized by cifplot.

0. cletms me s

sm is the net address of the machine. (B4. on Ernie the the command would be
""machnename cvae'.)
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MUlMamth lefth"-
length specifies the maximum length in feet that can be plotted. This command is
recognized by cifplot.

Patm,,file
-~ file is a file of stipple patterns to be used a the default stipple. This command is

recognized by cifplot.

PerlmeterToCap layer value
This command is read by the cifplot circuit extractor and mextra. It is used to set up
the default capacitance per uait length. layer can be 'metal', 'poly', 'diff', or
'polyldiW. yalue is in atto-farads (10*O-18 farads) per micron. Also see the command
'areatocap'.

Slm2Spl TransType parameter value
This command is read by sim2spl. It is used to set default parameters to give to splice.
TransType is a '.sim' transistor type, either 'e' or 'd'. pa'ameer is one of the splice
parameters: 'vt', 'kp', 'gam', 'phi', or lai'. value is the value given to that parameter.

TmpDir dirname
dirname is the name of a directory with a lot of free space. This directory is used to
set up dump files by cifplot.

A brief example may clarify what is going on here.
Example:

Begin Sim2spice
tech cmos-pw ; tecnolog set to cmoopw
set vdd 1 ; identify new nodes
set gad 0end

begin mextra
tech isocmos ; technology for mextra set

; set to isoemos
echo ;cadrc used will echo to stderr

END ;Note case insensitivity

313 ALSO
cifplot(CAD)
MuetrdgCAD)

lms2jpl(CAD)

DUGS Not yet completely Implemented or documented.
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NAME
cifpot - CIF interpreter and plotter for displaying VLSI circuits

SYNOPSMS
clfplet [options] file' Adf Vie2.df .4

DESCRIPTION
Cif plot takes a description in Cal-Tech Intermediate Form (CIF) and produces a plot. CIF is
a low-level graphics language suitable for describing integrated circuit layouts. Although CIF
can be used for other graphics applications, for ease of discussion it will be assumed that CIF
is used to describe integrated circuit designs. Cifplor interprets any legal CIF 2.0 description
including symbol renaming and Delete Definition commands. In addition, a number of local
extensions have been added to CIF, including text on plots and include files. These are dis-
cussed later. Care has been taken to avoid any arbitrary restrictions on the CIF programs that
can be plotted.

To get a plot call cifplo: with the name of the CIF file to be plotted. If the CIF description is
divided among several files call cifplo with the names of all files to be used. Ctfplo reads the
CIF description from the files in the order that they appear on the command line. Therefore
the CIF End command should be only in the last file since elipit ignores everything after the
End command. After reading the CIF description but before plotting, cUplot will print a ea-

4mate of the size of the plot and then ask if it should continue to produce a plot. Type y to
proceed and n to abort. A typical run might look as follows:

% cfplot flb"ef srter.df
Window -S700 174000 -7650 168900
Scale: I micron is 0.004075 inches
The plot will be 0.610833 feet
Do you want a plot? I

After typing y cdfpiot will produce a plot on the Benson-Varian plotter.

Cifpiot recognizes several command line options. Thes can be used to change the diz and
scale of the plot, change default plot options, and to select the output device. Several options
may be selected. A dash(-) must precede each option specifier. The following is a list of
options that may be included on the command line:

-w SmnW MaW YM ymax
(window) This option specifies the window; by default the window is set to be large
enough to contain the entire plot. The windowing commands lets you plot just a small
section of your chip, enabling you to see it in better detail. Xnd, mm, ymla, and
ymm should be specified in CIF coordinates.

(seals) This option sets the sale of the plot. By default the scale is set so that the
window will fill the whole page. Flom is a loating point number specifying the
number of inches which represents I micron. A recommended size is 0.02

-I Iqevrlas

(lkyW) Normally all layers are plotted. This option specifies which layers NOT to plot.
The Iqvrln consists of the layer names separated by commas, no spaces There are
some reserved names: elTeat, bbs, segas, $i, pdatNms, and symbsl'me.
Including the layer nas neat n I the I ppre es the plotting of text; bbs.
supprese the bounding ban around symbols. emibss mppresses the thin outline that
borders seeb iyer. The keywrds IMt, p 1b03-, and asmbeNimn supprems the
plotting of ertn te M created by M extmiom commands. at eliminates text
created by wser estmos 2. pd bsms iminate teat crested by user extension 94.
I I Oms elimimuss tr er~aed by mt esteesis 9. alfset, pelut/ems, and

" rkley Distribution G1/4
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symbelName may be abbreviated by at. ps, aud si repectively.
-c a (copies) Makes n copies of the plot. Works only for the Varian and Versatec. Default

is Icopy.
-d a (depth) This option lets you limit the amount of detail plotted in a hierarchically

designed chip. It will only instanciate the plot down a levels of call. Sometimes too
much detail can hide important features in a circuit.

-S a (grid) Draw a gid over the plot with spcing every &CIF units.
-h (half) Plot at half normal resolution. Mot: ye' iampememedj

-e (extensions) Accept only standard CIF. User extensions produce warnings.

-[ (we-Interactlye) Do not ask for confirmation. Always plot.
-L (List) Produce a listing of the CIF file on standard output as it is parsed. Not recomn-

mended unless debugging hand-coded CEF since OF code can be rather long.
-a a (approxioate) Approximate a roundflauh with an a-sided polygon. By default a equals

8. (ILe. roundflashes are approximated by octagons.) If a equals 0 then output circles
for roundliashes. (It is bee not to use full circles since they significantly slow down

* plotting.) (Full circles ast yes hayleaweated.)
-b "texa'

(bummer) Print the text at the top of the plot.
-C (Comments) Treat comments as though they were spaces. Sometimes CEF files created

at other universities will have several errors due to syntactically incorrect comments.
(L~e. the comments may appear in the middle of a CEF command or the comment does
not end with a semi-colon.) Of course. CF fles should not have any errors and these
comment related errors must be fxed before trnsmitting the file for fabrication. But
many times fixing these errors seems to be more trouble than it is worth, especially if
you just want to get aplot. This optionis useful in getting rid of many of these cam-
ment related syntax errors.

-r (rotat) Rotate the plot 90 degrees.
4 N (Printredaf) Send output to the Printronix.

4 V (Vauiem) Send output to the Varian. (This is the default option.)
4-W (Wide) Send output directly to the Veruatec.

-8 (Speed) Store the output in a temporary file then dump the output quickly onto the
* Versatec. Makes nice crimp plots; also takes up a lot of disk space.

-T (Terminal) Send output to the terminal. (Not yet fully implemented.)
-GhI-Ga (Graphics tersial) Send output to terminal using it's graphics capablities. -Gh indi-

cates that the terminal Is an 111264. -Ga indicates that the terminal is an AED 512.
-X basnew

(eXtruee) From the CFP file create a circuit deecription suitable for switch level
simulation. It creates two fles: breasae~sm which contains the circuit description.
and haseaaw~mei which contains the node numbers and their location used in the

.J.. circuit description.
When this option is invoked no plot is made. Therefore it i advisable not to us any
of the other options that deal only with plotting. However, the -w, 4, and -a options
are still appropriate. To get a plot of the circuit with the node numbers call c~fpioi
again, without the -Z option, and include baseaiaenome in the list of CIF films to be
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plotted. (This Ale mus appear in the he of fles before the Ale with the CIF End
command.)

-c a (copies) This opton species the number of copies of the plot you

allows you to get many copies of a plot with no extra computatiom.

-- PpaterfisLe
(Pattern) This option lets you specify your own layers and stipple patterns. Panerque
may contain an arbitrary number of layer descriptors. A layer descriptor is the layer
name in double quotes, followed by 8 integers. Each integer specifies 32 bits where
ones are black and zeroes are white. Thus the 8 integers specify a 32 by 8 bit stipple
pattern. The integers may be in decimal, octal, or hex. Hex numbers start with 'Te';
octal numbers start with 0. The CIF syntax requires that layer names be made up of
only uppercase letters and digits, and not longer than four characters. The following
is example of a layer description for poly-ilicon:

IP 0x08088 0x04040404 0x0202022 OxOlOlOl01
0xx8080 040404040 Ox22=202 Oxl0101010

-F ford!ilename
(Fat) This option indicates which font you want for your text. The
fanMien ame must be in the directory Iusrlifbl~fow. The default font is Roman
6 point. Obviously, this option is only useful if you have text on your plot.

-0 filename
(Output) After parsing the CIF files, store an equivalent but easy to parse CIF
description in the specified file. This option removes the include and array commands
(see next section) and replaces them with equivalent standard CIF statements. The
resulting file is suitable for transmission to other facilities for fabrication.

In the definition of CIF provisions were made for local extensions. All extension commands
begin with a number. Part of the purpose of these extensions is to test what features would
be suitable to include as part of the standard language. But it is important to realize that
these extensions are not standard CEF and that many programs interpreting CIF do not recog-
nize them. If you use these extensions it is advisable to create another CEF file using the -0
options described above before submitting your circuit for fabrication. The following is a list
of extensions recognized by etfplot.

4I filename;
(Include) Read from the specified file as though it appeared in place of this command.
Include files can be nested up to 6 deep.

$A smasddy;
(Array) Repeat symbol s m times with dx spacing in the x-direction and a times with
dy spacing in the y-direction. s. m, and s are unsigned integers. dx and dy are signed
integers in CIF units.

I messtage;

(Print) Print out the mesage on standard output when it is read.

2 "ma' tra eorn I

2C "tea tranf orm
(Tet an Plot) Text is placed on the plot at the position specified by the transforma-
tion. The allowed transformations are the same as the those allowed for the Call com-
mand. The transformation affects only the point at which the beginning of the text is
to appear. The text is always plotted horizontally, thus the mirror and rotate transfor-

.. _. mations are not really of much use. Normally tet is placed above and to the right of
S "* °e the reference point. The 2C command centers the text about the reference point.
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9 nw;
(Name smaW) anie is mnociated with the current symbol.

94 xamnezy;

4 amnez XYlayer;
'C- (Nam pelat) same is associated with the point (x, y). Any mask geometry croming

this point is also asociated with arni. If layer is present then just geometry croning
the point on that layer is associated with amti. For plotting this command is similar
to text on plot. When doing circuit extraction this command is used to give an explicit
name to a node. Namse must not have any spaces in it, and it should not be a number.

-; 11L38
-cadi.cadrc
-/.cadrc
-cadibinlvdump
/usr/lib/vfont/R.6

e' /usr/tmp/0cif*
S99 ALSO

cadrc(cad5)

A Gulde to 1.81Ialmutl, Hon and Sequin, Second Edition (Xeo PARC, 196) for a
description of CEF.

AUTHOR
Dan Fitzpatrick (IJCB)

IIODMVCATIOW
(UW/NW VLSI Consortium, University of Washtington)

UGS
The -r i somewhat kludgy and does not work well with the other options. Space before
semi-colons in local extensions can cause syntax erroms

The -0 option produces simple cif with no scale factors in the DS commands. Because of this
you must supply a wcale factor to some programs, snah as the 41 optioa to cf2e.

The -X option does not work for non-manhattan circuits.

41 ekee itrbton&8.
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lyra - Performs hierarchical layout rule check on caesar design.
SYNOFM~

lyre [.w-] [-* output] (-p path] [-r ruleset] [-t technology] rootCaesarFie,
or
lyr -a [-t technology] [-r ruleset]

DESCRIPTION
Lyra has two modes of operation: it can be invoked directly to perform a batch hierarchical
check of a caesar design, or from the Caesar (or Kic) layout editor to interactively check a
portion of the design currently being edited.

In batch mode, a hierarchical check of the casa design rooted at reosesarFile is done. A
log, including a summary of errors is written to stdout, and a lyrefie 'namely' is created for
every cell "nameca" in which design rule violations are detected. The lyra files flag each
design rule violation with a bright splotch of paint on the error layer, and a caesar label iden-
tifying the type of violation. The lyra file for a cell 'name.ca" contains the origina caesar file
as a subcell, thus the caesar subedit command can be used to conveniently fix design rule vio-
lations reported by Lyre. Obsolete lyra files are removed by Lyra when a cell checks on the
current, run.

Lyra's violation messages have the form:

1< LayersOrConstructs >_< Type >.

Note that all violation messages begin with an exclamation mark ("'r). Lae',OrCotruct
gives the single character abbreviations for the layers involved in the violation. Circuit con-
structs such as transistors and buried contacts may also be indicated by short abbreviations
(e.g. tr for transistor; Be for buried contact). Type is given by one or two characters indicating
the type of error as follows:

u = minimum spacing violation,
w = minimum width violation,
p. = parallel edge spacing violation,

x = insufficient extension or enclosure,
p - polarity, eg. Dif. doping doesn't match well in CMOS,
f - malformed circuit construct.

For example, a spacing violation between PNlysillcon and Diffusion would look like this:

IF/D.

Note that Parallel Edge checks are les restrictive than the corresponding Width and Spaclig
checks would be, since they Ignore diagonal interactions.

The following ruiesets are currently supported at Berkeley:

IoMsty aMOS rubs. Modified Mend & Conway rules. Buried contacts are supported;
Butting Contacts are disallowed. The Lyon Implant rules are used.

tolPWJPL
CMOS rulm (p well). An exltension of the Mead and Conway nMOS rlks to CMOS,
worked out by Carlo Sequin in conjunction with JPL.

3rd Berkeley Distribution 10/24/62 1
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ammsmc .-

Mkod a Cenway aMOS ruleseas described in 'Introduction to VLSI System? by Mead
ad Conway. Butting Contacts are &awed; buried contacts ame not allowed.

emo@-pw3
MOSIS 3 mderon hulk cum proc...

hseeme.
GTE 5 micron issmm. procss.

If the -r option is not given, Lyra chooses a raleseg based on the sechnology specified in the
rootCaesaFile. The correspondence between caesar technologies and default ratl cact is
specified in -cadIlibllyreiDEFAULTS. If Lyra does not recognize the technology of the
rootcaesarFile, it uses the default raileset for amos.
in editor node standard input and standard output are used to communicate with the layout
editor, no log is written to stdout!, and violations are flagged directly in the edit cell. The
caesar technology or ruleses, if different from umo, must be specified explicitly on the comn-
mand line, since Lyra does not have direct access to the caesar database. Note that interactive
checks are nonhierarchical and slow, thus it is a good idea to use this mode only to check
small pieces of a design; complete designs are best checked in batch mode.
The options described below may be specified in a .cadre fie or as command line options.
Lyre reads options from cadlxcedrc, 1.cadrc and the command line, in that order. If an
option is specified in more than one place, the later setting takes precedence. Capitalizing an
option 'on the command line, or giving the keyword mfSW< option> in cadre causes the
option to be reset to its default value (eg. "lyra -W., resets any previous ruleset specification,
forcing the default to be used). ALM

-0 (edit mode) Used by Caesar and Kic. In this mode Lyre reads rectangles etc. from stan-
dard input and reports violations on standard output.

-0 < otpuml>
(output directory) Gives directory for lyra (-Jy) files. Defaults to current directory.

-p < path>
(mearch path for cam file) Path gives a colon (01) separated sequence of directorys
to be searched in order for caesar files. The default search path is just the current
directory. As in caesar 'cadlibicaesar is searched as a last resort.

-< ruleset>
(design rule set) Gives rulesat to use. Rulesets are stored in 'cadlifflyrd. A user can
supply his own rudeset by giving the full pathname on the -r option (see mie). If the

.~.* ...- r option is not specified, Lyra determines which ruleset to use from the technology
specified in the rootCartarFile for the design.

-t <technology>
(cas, sckology) Used to specify caesar technology in editor mode. or to override the

40 technology given in the roooaeeserFlle. Lyre uses the caesar technoo to choose a
i -%.'default ratl es.

-V (inro. mode) Causes more detailed log information to be written to std..,. This
option is primarily for debugging.

-a (restart) If Lyra dies abnormally, it leaves a RMSART file in the output directory
which gives the cells which were completely checked. Lyra can then be restarted with
the -z option, to resume checking with the firs (sub)cell not already checked. Note
that the restart option should only be used if the caesa database for the project has *
not been changed since the time the original Lyre run was started.
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9'.

FMIS
. cadibin/lyra - executable lyra.
"cadilibilyru -- rulesets (in symbolic and executable form).
"cad/Ilib/lyr/DEFAULTS - gives default rulesets for caesar technologies.

:., 333 AlSO

Rule (CAD)
Caesar (CAD)

-KIC (CAD)
Cif2ca (CAD)
Cifplot (CAD)

AUTHOR
Michael Arnold.
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NAME mextra - Manhattan circuit extractor for VLSI simulation

SYNOPSIS
mextra [-] [-- scale] [-a] baseame

DESCRIPTION
Mextra will read the file basename.df and create a circuit description. From this circuit
description various electrical checks can be done on your circuit. The circuit description is
directly compatible with esia, powest, and erc. There are translation programs to convert ma-
tra output to acceptable spice input (see sim2spie. pspica and spcpp ).

Mextra creates four new files, baseame.lg, basnamal, baseawadm and beaase.ndes.
After mextra finishes it is a good idea to read the .In8 file. This contains general information
about the extraction. It has a count of the number of transistors and the number of nodes,
and it contains mesages about possible errors. The al file is a list of aliases which can be used
by esim. The .nodus file is a list of node names and their CIF locations listed in CEF format. It
can be read by cl plot to make a plot showing the circuit with the named nodes superimposed.
The form of this cifplot command is:

cltplet basenam .noae baweaae.df

The .sAm file is the circuit description for use with simulation programs and electrical rule
checkers.

Names

Mextra uses the CIF label construct to implement node names and attributes. The form of the
CIF label command is as follows:

4 nam X y [layer];
This command attaches the label to the mask geometry on the specified layer crosing the
point (x, y). If no layer is present then any geometry crosing the point is given the label.

Mextra interprets these labels as node names. These names are used to describe the extracted
circuit. When no name is given to a node, a number is assigned to the node. A label may
contain any ASCII character except space, tab, newline, double quote, comma, semi-colon,
and parenthesis. To avoid conflict with extractor generated names, names should not be

j .numbers or end in 'Ons' where a is a number.

A problem arises when two nodes are given the same name although they are not connected
electrically. Sometimes we want these nodes to have the same names, other times we don't.
This frequently happens when a name is specified in a cell which is repeated many times. For
instance, if we define a shift register cell with the input marked 'SR in' then when we create
an 8 bit shift register we could have 8 nodes names 'SR in'. If this happens it would appear a
though all 8 of the shift register cells were shorted together. To resolve this the extractor
recognizes three different types of names. local, global, and xnspaec1/d. Any time a locel
name appears on more than one node it is appended with a unique suffix of the form 'An'
where a is a number. The numbers are asigned in scanline order and starting at 0. In the
shift register example, the names would be 'SR.inOW' through 'SRIn #7'. Global names do not
have suffixes appended to them. Thus unconnected nodes with global names will appear con-
nected after extraction. (The -g causes the extractor to append unique suffixes to uncon-
nected nodes with the same global name.) Names are made local by ending them with a sharp
sign, '0'. Names are global if they end with an exclamation mark, 'T. These terminating char-
acters are not considered part of the name, however. Names which do not end with thes
characters are considered unspecified. Unspecified names are treated similar to oeals. Multi-
pie occurrences ar appended with unique suffixes. By convention, unspecified nes sinify
the designer's intention that this name is a local name, but is connected to only one node. It

"h Berkeley Distribution 6/1/84
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is illegal to have a name that is declared two different types. The extractor will complain if
this is so and make the name local.
It makes no difference to the extractor if the same name is attached to the same node several

times. However, if more than one name is given to a node then the extractor must choose
which name it will use. Whenever two names are given to the same node the extractor will
assign the name with the highest type priority, global being the highest, unspecified next, local
lowest. If the names are the same type then the extractor takes the shortest name. At the
end of the Jog file the extractor lists nodes with more than one name attached. These lines
start with an equal sign and are readable by esia so that it will understand these aliases.

Attributes

In addition to naming nodes nexztra allows you to attach attributes to nodes. There are two
types of attributes, node attributes, and transistor attributes. A node attribute is attached to a

C- node using the CIF 94 construct, in the same way that a node name is attached. The node
attribute must end in an at-sign, '0'. More than one attribute may be attached to a node.
Mextra does not interpret these attributes other than to eliminate duplicates. For each attri-
bute attached to a node there appears a line in the i file in the following form:

A node attribute

Node is the node name, and attribute is the attribute attached to that node with the at-sign
removed.

Transistor attributes can be attached to the gate, source, or drain of a transistor. Transistor
attributes must end in a dollar sign, '$. To attach an attribute to a transistor gate the label
must be placed inside the transistor gate region. To attach an attribute to a source or drain of
a transistor the label must be placed on the source or drain edge of a transistor. Transistor
attributes are recorded in the transistor record in the An, file.

-" t."Transistors

For each transistor found by the exrctor a line is added to the Am file. The form of the line
is:

type gate source drain length width z y
g=attributes s=attributes d=auributes

Type can be one of three characters, 's' for enhancement, 'dW for depletion, or '' for unusual
implant. ( Unusual implant refers to transistors which are only partially in an implanted area.
It will be necessary to write a filter to replace these transistors with the appropriate model in
terms of enhacement end depletion transistors.) Gate, source, and drain are the gate, source,
and drain nodes of the transistors. Length and width ae the channel length and width in CIF
units. X and y are the x and y coordinates of the bottom left corner of the transistor. Attri.

bates is a comma seperated list of attributes. If no attribute is present for the gate, source, or
drain, the a-, s-, or d- fields may be omitted.

The extractor guesses the length and width of a transistor by knowing the area, perimeter,
and length of diffusion terminals. For rectangular transistors and butting transistors the
reported length and width is accurate. For transistors with corners or for unusually shaped
transistors the length and width is not as accurate.

It is possible to design a transistor with three or more diffusion terminals. The extractor con-
el ders thes asefmV transistors. They are entered in the As file in the form:

ftype gate model node2 ... edeN sloc

4th Berkeley Distribution 6/84 2
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The 'r is followed by the type : 'a', 'd' or 'a'. Node] .. nodeN are the diffusion terminal nodes.
As with any circuit with 'n' transistors, any circuit with 'r transistors must be run through a
filter replacing each of the funny transistors with the appropriate model in terms of enhance-
ment and depletion transistors.

Capacitance

The in file also has information about capacitance in the circuit. The lines containing capa-
citance information are of the form:

C nodel node2 cap-value
cap-value is the capacitance betweens a node and substrate is in femto-farads. Capacitance
values below a certain threshold are not reported. The default threshold is 50 femto-farads.

Transistor capacitances are not included since most of the tools that work on the Aim file cal-
culate them from the width and length information.

The capacitance for each layer is calculated separately. The reported node capacitance is the
total of the layer capacitances of the node. The layer capacitance is calculated by taking the
area of a node on that layer and multiplying it by a constant. This is added to the product of
the perimeter and a constant. The default constants are given below. Area constants are in

ifemto-farads per square micron. Perimeter constants are femto-farads per micron.
Layer Area Perimeter
metal 0.03 0.0
poly 0.05 0.0
diff 0.10 0.1
poly/diff 0.40 0.0

Poly/diffusion capacitance is calculated similar to layer capacitance. The area is multiplied by VI
constant and this is added to the perimeter multiplied by a constant. Poly/diffu3ion capaci-
tance is not threshold, however.

The -'option supresses the calculation of capacitance, and instead, gives for each node in the
circuit the area and perimeter of that node on the diffusion, poly, and metal layers. The lines
containing this information look like this:

N node diffArea diffPerim polyArea polyPerii uetaiArea anealPerim

Node is the node name. x y is the position of a point on the node. Currently this is always 0
0'. DiffArea through neaiPerim are the area and perimeter of the diffusion, poly, and metal
layers in user defined units. (In addtion the -. option causes transistors with only one termi-
nal to be recorded in the din file a a transistor with source connected to drain.)

If the network is being extracted from the x file we sugest the node capactance sot be cam.
pued by meztra. Rather the-* option should be used. This puts the burden of computing node
capcitance on the programs presim and sim2spice2. We feel this is advantageous because
presim and sim2spice2 are filter programs linked directly to the type of simulation that is to be
done. This will hopefully reduce some of the confusion andated with calibration.

* C &lSng Default Valse
As part of its start up procedure inure reads two files: /usr/vlsibin/.Adre and then a search
for the first adre from the current directory (.) to the the user's home directory is made.
Metra reads these files to set up constants to be changed without recompiling. The keywords
for nextra are contained within the mextra environment of the Amdre file. Declaration of
environments in the mire file are described in cadre(S).

By default, amunra reports locations in CIF coordinates. A more convenient form of units may
be specified either in the .Adre fle or on the command line. The form of the line in the
Sadre file is:
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u-its scale

where scale is in centi-microns. The user may type in the chosen value for the scale directly.

To set units on the command line use the -a option.
metta -a scale basenam

The parameters used to compute node capacitance may be changed by including the following
commands in your .cadre file.

ersaecaplayer value
"perlmtocap layer value

value is atto-farads per square micron for area, and atto-farads per micron for perimeter.
- layer may be 'poly', "diff', 'metal", or "poly/diffw.

To set the capicitor values to those given in Mead and Conway the following lines would
appear in the cadre file:

areatocap poly 40
J',. areatocap diff 100

areatocap metal 30
areatocap poly/diff 400
perimtocap poly 0
perimtocap diff 0
perimtocap diff 0
perimtocap metal 0

-. perimtocap poly/diff 0

The threshold for reporting capacitance may be set in the .cadre file with the following line.

capthreshold value

A negative value sets the threshold to infinity.

Mextra knows of two technologies, nMOS and cMOS p-well. NMOS is anumed by default.
To set the technology to cMOS p-well, include the following line in your .aidre file:

tech eems-pw

FILES
-/.cadre
basenamedif
basenam.al

0, basenamecog
~basenam.nodes

basenamu am
.s ALSO

powest(1.vlsi), pspic(1.vsi), pcpp( .vli), sim2spice(1.vlsi), spice(lxlsi), drc(1.vW), erc(l.vli)

caesar(cadl),
cadrc(cad5),

AUTHOR
Dan Fitzpatrick (UCB)

~MOMICATIoNS
O..,. (UW/W VLSI Consortium, University of Washington)

-; .Accepts manhattan simple CIF only, use etlpht -O to convert complicated CIF. For unusu-
,.* ",' ally shaped transistors the UW/NW modified amnar should be used, otherwise values will be

quite inaccurate. The modified sexra will either yield accurate values or a "reaonable gum,

At
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depeding on the complezity at the unusual transistor. The modified mr. wiLl tell you
when the output values are only best estimates. The length/width ratio for unusumily shaped
transistors my be inaccurate. This is true for ske transistors. Attributes for funny tranuis-
tar's are not recorded. Node attributes are ignored unless the -o switch i present.
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NANU
powest - estimate power consumption of MOS circuits

SYNOPSIS
powM [-p] [-valuej

DESCRIPTION
Power: reads a MOS circuit description in the format required by esim(cadl) and writes esti-
mates of its DC power requirements.

Two types of input lines are accepted:

d gate source drain length width
a gate source drain length width

(Other lines are discarded.) These lines specify the connectivity and size of depletion (4) and
*1* enhancement (e) MOSFET's. The three signal names gte, source, and drain may be composed

of any non-white space characters, and may be of arbitrary length. Upper and lower case dis-
tinctions are ignored only for the signals Vdd and GND. Length and width specify the channel
dimensions in (integral) CIF units (centimicrons).

Powest looks for three types of pullup transistors:

I Depletion device with its gate counected to its source, and its drain connected to Vdd.

2 Depletion device with its gate not directly connected to its source, and its drain con-
nected to Vdd (eg. depletion load of the second stage of a uperbuffer)

3 Enhancement device with its gate and its drain both connected to Vdd.

(The symmetric cues in which the sources and drains are interchanged are also recognized.)

For each of these pullup types, a count of the number of such devices is given, along with an
average and maximum DC power estimate attributable to those devices. For both of these it
is assumed that Vds equals Vdd (or Vsd equals Vdd in the symmetric case), and for the deple-
tion devices, Vp (Vsg) equals zero. In obtaining the maximum estimate it is further assumed
that the devices are on all the time. For the average power estimates it is assumed that the
second type of depletion pullups and the enhancement pullups are on half the time. For the
first type of depletion pullups, a count, j, is made of the number of enhancement devices con-
nected to a pullup's source and it is assumed that the pullup is on a fraction 1 - 2 sup -n of the
time.

The user may override the default values for the supply voltage and certain process parame-
ters used in the calculations using the pem -value option. The -p option causes a list of these
parameters and their effective values to be printed. Values take the form of C floating point
constants. The following table summarizes the accessible parameters, their default values, and
their implicit units.

parm value wl description

pmma 0.4 V**.S bulk threshold parameter
tox 91)e-8 m oxide thickness
uO 0.08 mosWV-s electron surface mobility
vab 2A0 V source-to-substrate voltage
vtd -3.5 V depletion threshold voltae
tWe 0.8 V enhancement threshold voltage

vdd S) V apply Voltage
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M ALSO"

esina(cadl)
AUTHOR

Bob Cielik (UCB)
BUGS

Pullups which don't fall into one of the three simple categories recognized can be the biggest
power dimipstors.

S4th Berkeley Distritmtim WAS 2
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NAMEX
*, sim2spice - convert from mextra format to Spice (circuit simulator) format

* . SYNOPSIS
dm2splce (-d defs- bdeieww s

DESCRIPTION
Sim2spice reads the basenaeim, basenaei.smie and beaeae.id files created by mui.r and
creates,a Spice readable circuit description, baseamse.pies. Spice requires node numbers and
sim2spice generates a translation table basenamej.aa which shows the mexara nodelabel
corresponding to a given node number.

The user can specify his/her own translation table by using the .d option, where des is a file
of definitions. A definition can be used to set up equivelences between .As node names and
Spice node numbers. The form of this type of definition is:

st sim-same spice rmsber [tech]

The tech field is optional. In nMOS, a special node, 'BULK', is used to represent the substrate
node. For cMOS, two special nodes, 'NMOS' and 'PMOS', represent the substrate nodes for
the 'n' and 'p' transistors, repectively. For example, for nMOS the i node 'GND'

0 corresponds to Spice node 0, 'Vdd' corresponds to Spice node 1, and 'BULK' corresponds to
.Spice node 2. The dais file for this set up would look like this:

set OND 0 nmos
set Vdd 2 nmosset BULK 3 nmos

A definition also allows you to set a correspondence between Am transistor types and and
Spice transistor types The form of this definition is:
Againdot sim.tras spicejram [tech]
Again, the tech field is optional. For nMOS these definitions would look as follows:

def e ENMOS nmos
def d DNMOS nmos

Definitions may also be placed in the '.cadrc' file, but the definitions in the def file overrides
those in the '.cadrc' file.

Sim2spice also reads 7N' lines generated by mextra with the -o switch. In order to compute
capacitances from this it must have a set of conversion factors between length/area and capaci-
tance. These are specified in the sim2spice section of '.cadre' file in exactly the same format as

in the mextra section of the '.cadre' file (see mextra).

The program has been extended so that a comment line beginning with I--' is interpreted as
an MIT Am style node equivalence line.

To create a complete Spice input file it is necessary to append applicable Spice model descrip-
V.~r tions as well as the user's Spice simulation commands to the baseame spies file.

It is recommended in most cases that the user run p#pie rather than sam2spke. Papice incor-
porates the features of sim2spice but will in addition allow the user to build all of the Spice
input file in one step. Pspice also Incorporates the features of pcpp.

FILES

basenme.sim
ba ame.nodes
basenam.Al
bauenawm.epice

. 3 buseamenames
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133 ALSO
metra(1.vi), .pie(1.V.si), pspice(1Vlsi), SPCPP(I.v)

* Dan Fitzpatrick (UCD)
MODIFICATIONS

Neil Soiffer (UCB) - cMOS fixes.

Rob Fowler (UW/NW VLSI Consortium, University of Washington) -- node equivalence han-
dling and misc. bug fixes.

BUGS

The only pre-defined technologies are 'nmos' and 'cmoe-pw'. Only one definition file is
allowed.

Warning: for nMOS circuits the node names "ENMOS" and "DNMOS" are preempted by

sin~spice s synonynms for "BULK.

The node equivalence handling is not completely general. New nodes can be added to
equivalence clases, but classes cannot be merged. This is deteted and an error message is
produced.

-. 3i'd Berkeley Distribution 10f/83 2
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NAM
tpla - technology independent PLA generator

SYNOPSI
4. ~tpla j-acvj I-s siy~e) I-c omupaile] iapsjile

DESCRIPTION
Tpba is a PLA generator that generates PLAs in several different styles and technologies. The
input format is compatible with sqateft, see PLA(S) for details. Tpla does not handle split and
folded PLAs.

Tpla is a program written with the Tpack system.

ITYLES OF PLAs AVAILABLE
The following styles of PLAs are currently supported:

Bct Buried contacts, nMOS, cis version (inputs and outputs on same side of the
PLA). Clocked inputs and outputs are supported. Berkeley design rules.

Strs Buried contacts, nMOS, trans version (inputs and outputs on opposite sides of

the PLA). Clocked inputs and outputs are supported. Berkeley design rules.

Mcts Mead & Conway design rules. Butting contacts, nMOS, cis vernon (inputs and
outputs on same side of the PLA). Clocked inputs and outputs are supported.

Mtrns Mead & Conway design rules. Butting contacts, nMOS, trans version (inputs
and outputs on opposite sides of the PLA). Clocked inputs and outputs are
supported.

Tols Just like Beli except that it has protection frames and terminals added (a spe-
cial mod for EECS at Berkeley).

Tams Just like Strans except that it has protection frames and terminals added.

*hmeMs
Complies with GTE S micron, isocmos process (lambda - 2.5 microns). Inputs
and outputs on same side of PLA. Fabricated and tested.

CS3cls Complies with MOSIS 3 micron bulk CMOS process (lambda - 1.0 microns).
Berkeley design, simulated but not fabricated. Inputs and outputs on same side
of the PLA.

cSWt,..
Same a CS3ls except inputs and outputs on opposite sides of the PLA.

It is easy to create a template for a new style of PLA, and tpla(CADS) has informa-
tion on how to do it. If you develop a particularly nice template and would like to
share it, send it to °mayo~berkeley" or °ucbvaxnayo.

Tpla handles CIF symbol naming directives and input & output labels as described in
pla(CADS).

0.
OPTIONS

.1 Clock the inputs to the PLA, if this feature is supported for this style.

-0 Clock the outputs to the PLA, if this feature is supported for this style.

-Gms Insert an extra ground line every - rows in the AND plane and every - columns
in the OR plane.

- aim 'Stretch power and ground lines by mum lambda.

-v Be verbose, and show (in the Caesr output) how the PLA was constructed from its
basic components.

*Berkeley Distribution 3/17183 1Berele
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.V Be verbose, and print out information about what tpla is doing. This option implies

-a produce Caesar format (this is the default)
*c produce CUF format
-0 - The next argument is taken to be the base name of the output file. The default is the

input file name with any extensions removed. If the input comes from the standard
input and the -e option is not specified then the output will go to the standard output.

-s The next argument specifies the style of PLA to generate. (This causes tpla to use the
file "cad/llb/tpla/p.syketp as its template).

-1 nun Set lambda to mint centimicrons. (200 is the default)
-t The next argument specifies the template to use, this normally defaults to the standard

library. A .tp suffix is added if no suffix was specified. This option is useful for gen-
erating styles of PLAs that are not included in the standard library.

The file containing the truth.table. If this flename is omitted then the input is taken
*from the standard input (such as a pipe).
b other options

This program inherits several more options from Tpack(CAD).

"cadlbin/tpla - executable
"cad/src/tpla/* - source
cadlib/tpla/tp.tp - standard templates for PLAs

* 3 AlSO
eqntott(CAD), presto(CAD), plasort(CAD), pla(CADS), tpla(CADS), tpack(CAD),
mkpla(CAD)

ATHOIR
Robert N. Mayo

BUGS
4 !The defaults for the -G and -S options have no way of knowing what the grounding require-

ments are for the style of PLA actually being generated.

This program inherits any bugs that may exist in tpack(CAD).

3r Berkeley Distribution Y117/83 2
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PLAP User's Guide

UW/NW VLSI Consortium
University of Washington

Seattle, WA 98195

This auai orreapoed to FLAP verdo 3D.

1. Introductim
LAP is a package of artwork generation routines, originally written at Caltech by Bart Locanthi. It
generates integrated circuit artwork data files in the Caltech Intermediate Form (CIF) in response to
procedure calls executed within a program written by the VLSI designer. Boeing piap is a complete
re-design of the original software. It is written in PASCAL rather than SIMULA, has many additions
to improve the user interface, and removes former restrictions of maximum chip complexity.

plap allows either the entire design, a group of cells (symbols), or a single cell to be contained in a
program. Thus, if only one symbol needs to be altered, only the program containing that symbol
needs to be re-compiled and re-executed. The result is a minimization of the compilation and execu-
tion times required to design an integrated circuit, assuming a careful decomposition of the design.

Also, pimp has the ability to read cells which have been created using crsmm, the Berkeley interactive
graphics layout package, and can create easmr format cells as well. These cells will have a cm exten-
sion. Typically in the design process, the designer will lay out the low level cells using casar ,nd will
place and interconnect them with plap. It must be pointed out that using this approach limits the
designer to Manhattan geometries only, as cnem will not allow non-Manhattan geometry.

If the user is not creating caear files using plop, the files created will be in the db format. There will
be two files created for each symbol defined in the plop code. The first is the sym file, which contains
modified CIF code with symbol numbers replaced by symbol names. The second is the st file, which
consists of bounding box coordinates, a list of the symbols called, and a list of user-definable attri-
butes. These attributes are (namevalue) pairs where the attribute name is associated with an arbi-
trary real number. They may be used at the designer's discretion and routines are provided for setting
and retrieving attributes. Both symbol files are read-only protected to prevent any manual editing of
their contents. To produce a 'standard' CIF file from files in the db format, the db2dt conversion
program must be run. This collects all the .uym files required to completely describe the given symbol.
In creating CIF from a caor format file, ee the documentation on emar.
plap uses macro calls to lay out certain symbols which have been made available so as to facilitate the
layout process. These macros will position and orient certain specific symbols contained in the symbol
library. Also, there other symbols in the library which can be used in designs and can be positioned
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using the more general placement macros.
In order to facilitate the use of a large data base of symbol files, pmp makes use of a symbol data base
organized as cell libraries. There must be at least oe, but not more than three libraries declared in a
plap program. The current working directory should never be used as one of the libraries to avoid a
clutter of pimp programs and symbol files. The symbol files will be created in the last library declared
in the plop program.

2. How to Use Boeing plp v.3

2.1. Program Shell
%A small shell file is provided which sets up the proper global variable environment for linking with the

pimp modules. User-defined variables and procedures must be inserted in appropriate places ollowift
the pimp system declarations. This shell file is located in SUWVLSITOOLSiUb/psk under the name
tekpsh, with tek being either nmos, isocmos, cmospw, or i21. The user should be aware that
$UW VLSI TOOLS is an environment variable specifying the path to the source directory for the vial
design tools. The template file $UW VLSI TOOLSlfLbipshIsocmo# sh is shown below.

{ basic shell for VLSI artwork design language "I

1.

{ * program sheil E)

Pinclude 'SUWVVIJTOOL/indi do/plap3/nemsmt h

procedure user; { insert user-defined conast, type, var here }

beglt {0 main program ")

{ declare up to three libraries]
%n fltie( 'project';
* libray('SUWVLSIE TOOLS/IOb/celli/Isecmasl');

-Ubrary('1h);

{ insert VLSI design definitions here

- end of user VLSI design definitions

and. (10 main propam )

The Pindude statements cause external te files to be inserted at the locations which contain the
actual declarations. These files must be the same files used to compile the pmp system modules.
Users should verify that the pathnames are the ones actually used on their system.

TJW/NW VLSI Release 2 -2- O601/84
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The idtialze and library calls must precede any other main program statements.

Note: On UNIX, Pascal keywords must be in lower cae and the case of variables is significant. There.
fore, users should be aware of the possibility of this type of error.

N 2.2. Compile, Unk, and Rm

The plap design file is a Pascal program which must be compiled, linked with external plap modules,
* and executed. A command file is provided which performs all of the above for the user. Simply type:

% plap [-options] basename

The file extension is not necessary in basene.

Options includes:

-orum
Prevents execution of the compiled plop program.

.noceapile
Prevents compilation of the plop program.

.1~~ -umoyw
.M"1-cmospw

Design is being done in the respective technology, either nmos, isoemos, cmospw or i21 (default
is nmos).

.. My
Files have db database format (default), with file extensions of Jym and at.

-ea

Files have caesar database format, with file extensions of ca.
4. The plap program will execute, listing symbol names on the terminal as they are defined and display-

ing any error messages that might occur. All information displayed on the terminal is also echoed
into the log file whose name was entered in the biladilh statement. In addition, hdap's interpretation
of any PLA code files will be echoed into the log file for confirmation by the user.

After processing the user's program, piap will give the prompt:
-. menu: w-write, s=sow, q=quk, a-abort?

Typing s< return> will cause all the symbols in the symbol tree to be listed, along with the bounding
box of each symbol. Typing q< return> will terminate the program if a write has already been per-
formed. Typing a< return> will terminate the program without producing any Jym and An or ea
files. Typing w< return> will cause the Sym and at or ca files to be written onto the disk in the
user's account. They will be written into the last library declared by a library call in the plap design
file.

2.3. Units and Parameter Types

All dimensions ar in lambda (Mead & Conway). Conversion to microns is done when the CIF file is
made using db2df or ense.

Parameters passed to plap commands must adhere to certain Pascal type-checking rules. For instance,
all dimensions or coordinates must be of type real. Other parameters are of types such as inteer or
string, as described for each command in Sections 3 and 4 of this manual.

' ." tUNIX is a Trademrk of M Lobortomie.
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Parameters can be literal constants (numbers) as well as variables. Under UmX, real numbers need a
decimal point and at least one digit preceding and following the decimal point. (The umrx Pascal * -'

compiler may create illegal binary code if real constants are not followed by a decimal point and one
digit.)

A string can be either a literal enclosed in single quotes, or a variable. Strings can be any length,
within the following constraints:

String parameters specifying symbol names (in define and draw commands) are truncated to 9
characters. Other text string parameters may be up to 80 characters in length.

* Strings do not need to be padded with blanks to a fixed length, and trailing blanks are ignored.

String parameters must be at least 2 characters, however the second character may be a blank,
which would then be ignored.

3. Detailed Discusion of Commands

3.1. Artwork PrIntives

* layer('LayerName');
This command sets the mask layer for succeeding art work. plap understands the layer names to
be those specified in the teckology.tc file. The following is a list of those, and their
corresponding CIF layers, for nMOS. ISOCMOS. CMOSPW, and Ik technologies:

nMOS Parameters:
'layerNwrv' CIF layer

polysilicon NP
metal NM
metal2 NM2
diffusion ND
implant NI
himplant NH

A.. ,contact NC
contact2 NC2
glass NG
buried NB
extra NX

ISOCMOS Parameters:
'LayerNam' CIF layer

poly CP
poly2 CP2
metal CM
metaL2 CM2
diff CD

A pplus CPP
nplus CNP
pweli CFW
pads XP
label LL

f.' *o
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cut CC

- CMOSPW Parameters:

'layerNaw" CIF layer

polysilicon,poly CP
metal CM
metaL2 CM2
diffusionAdiff CD
pwell CW
pplus CS
gim CO
label LL

"-'pads XP

12L Parameters (noe: No support will be offered for this technology in later releases):

'layerane' CIF layer

metal IM
metal2 IM2
emitter EB
base IB
sinker IS
glass 10
contact IC
contact2 C2
buried IBL
isolation II

, ,oresistor IR

Examples:

layer('polysilicon');
layr( 'metal');
layer('sinker');

boz(xJyl,x2,y2);
Iboz( 'layerNane',xI,yl ,x2,y2);

layerName Layer name as described for the ayer command.
.xr2,vly2 Coordinates in lambda units (real);
Both of these procedures draw a box with lower left corner at (x,yl) and upper right corner at
(x2,y2). Box edges are always aligned with respective x- and -axes.
The lb. procedure causes a permanent change in the mask layer before the box is generated.
Although a warning message is produced if a box has zero width or length, it is still output to
the CIF file.

Ezamples:
'p-~bo(-29,7.O,93,26D);

hP( 'metal',13.0,0.5,19.D,9.);

.1*
40%0
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wire( widthxStar,yStart); wirePath
V. Iwtra('layrNama',widthxStart,yStart); WirePath

layerN a Layer name as described for the ayer command;

width Width in lambda units (integer);

xStart4tart Coordinates in lambda units (real).

wirePath An arbitrary sequence of wire path primitive commands (Section 32). A wire
path is automatically terminated by any plap command that is not one of these
primitives.

Both of these commands draw a wire of width-width starting at (zlsary ftart) and continuing as
specified in the wirePash. The wire procedure draws the wire in the same layer s last drawing
command. The Iwin procedure changes the layer to layerNamw before drawing the wire.

Examples:

wlre(2.0,-7.0,2.5);
z(23.0);y( 7.0);xy(35.0, 17.);s( 'metal');iu(4O);

Iwlr*('metal',3.0,9.0,6.);
dxy( 12.0,9.0);w( 10.);z(21A);y( 17.);

polmom(x5:art,yStart); polyPatk (polylbs);

* .Star,yStart Coordinates in lambda units (real);

polyPath An arbitrary sequence of wire path statements, excluding the a and w commands
(Section 3.2).

pelyclmn An optional command to close the polygon (generate a final vertex
equal to the first vertex). If a polygon is not closed or has less than three ides, ("'
an error message will be generated.

This procedure generates an arbitrary polygon. Is should be wed only If absolutely necessary and
when the user is willing to take the risk that downstrem andysis proqra may am accept polygos.
For instance, fastdre , sdre and the mnus extractor ignore all polygns.

.1, If a polygon statement is used anywhere in the program, a warning message will be given at the
I end of program execution.

Examples:

pogan(1.0,35);
s(5.0);dy(2.5);z(-4.0);y(-2.);l(.0);y(35);

'-" pdygeon(1..3-5);

-0 xy(5.0,6.0);z(.4.0);y(-.3);z( 1.0);pdydhm;

3.2. Path Primtlvu,. .

Sxy(zNeXt,yNCXS);
*. dxy(zDeita,yDelta);

z(zNexs);
y(yNer s);
dx(zDeita);

" .". dy(yDelta);
xie.-New Coordinates in lambda units (real);
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xDeltayDeIta Lengths in lambda units (real);
- Procedures x, y and zy create a wire from the current position to the point with the specified

new z- and/or y-coordinate.
Procedures dx, dy and dxy create a wire from the current position to the point with the specified
change to the z- and/or y-coordinate.

w(newWidih);

n wWidth Width in lambda units (integer);
The w procedure changes the current wire width to be newWidth. Subsequent commands in the
wire path will create wires of this width, until changed again. This command is only appropriate
in a wirePath, not in a polyPawh.

3.3. Symbol Defimiton and Call Statemats

defne('symbolName');
enddef;

symbolName A string constant or variable (see Section 2.3 for a description of acceptable
strings).

This pair of statements is used to bracket a symbol definition. A symbol must be defined before
it can be used. All artwork statements must be contained within symbol definitions, otherwise a
warning message will be produced.
The symbol name must be unique and must not correspond to any of the symbol names in the
technology library. Symbol definitions may not be nested. This restriction is due to CIF not
allowing nested definitions.

Examples:

define( 'latch');

sadst;

deflne('REGISTER_16');

. enddef;

draw('symboINam,',x,y);
d*rwu('symbolNwmu',x,y);
drawmy('symbolNwne',x,y);
drawrot('symbolN am',x,y,vx,vy);

*rxoMu we Symbol name as described for the deft@ command.
X-y Coordinates in lambda units (real);

VZ,vy Coordinates (integer) of the vector endpoint starting at the origin;
These procedures cause a symbol with name symboLName to be drawn with its origin at (zj).
The symbol must be defined before it can be drawn.

drawm= first mirrors the symbol in the x-dimension (exchanges -z for z) and drawsy first mirrors
the symbol in the y-dimension (exchanges -y for y). drawrt irt rotates the symbol using the
rotation vector(vz,vy). The symbol is rotated through the same angle that the rotation vector is
rotated from the z-axis. For instance, the following rotation vectors correspond to the these
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rotations: ,
(1.0) 

no rotation

(0,1) 90 degrees
(-1,0) 180 degrees
(o,-1) 270 degrees
( 1, 1) 45 degrees

The rotation vector can be of any magnitude except zero. The user should be warned that nm.

orthogona rotatio may cause d fflcuhy in dowutream anaysis programt and ihi, shuid be
avoided.
Examples:

draw(latch',23.0,37.5);
drawmx(plala.planame ,0.0,-23.0);
drawrot('datapaths' ,7.),13.0,0,1);

3.4. Funtelons and Annotation Satetmats

These functions return the most recent x or y coordinate (real) used in a series of wire path
statements. box or draw commands do not set these values.

Examples

wire(2.0,70, 13.0);x(11.));y(21.0);z('metal');
wire(20,MtX,lestY);x(-20);dy(-2.0);

*, plottext('textString',x,y,centered);
m ode~nel( 'textStrlng',. y ,'layerNam');

teaString A string constant or variable, up to 80 but at least 2 characters in length. Trailing
blanks are ignored.

x.y Coordinates in lambda units (real);
centered Boolean fag;
layerName Layer name as described for the Iayr command.
These statements serve to annotate the Vermtec plots created by the Berkeley clfptet program,
and to name nodes for the metra extractor.
plotteat plots a string of text at (xy) on the Versatec plot. I cetered-'tru . fle teat is cetered
on (zy); otherwise (x,y) is the lower left corner of the text. The text is always horizontal. This
is useful for labeling the plot with date and version of the design.
inddiabol plots a text string at (xz) on the Versatec plot and attaches a node name to any
feature intersecting (xj) on layer layerN~.. For elrplot , (xy) is the lower left coter of the
text and layerN.as is significant only in that If that layer is excluded from the plot, the string
will also be excluded. Node labels are required for the mestr extractor, ere and saauim simula-
tor. (See the user's guides for those programs.)

Examples:

plettat('versiona823/SI',100.0,239.,false);
neddbd('muulnput',10.0,223,'metal');
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3.5. 3D Switch Vaulablas

checkswitch :-boolemn;
inanhattis heel eaas;

These are global Boolean variable switches that the user may override.
checkswitch False by default, but if set to true, causes the program to check for minimum wire

widths in all wires.
manhattan True by default and causes the program to check that all geometry in the user's

design contains only 90 degree angles.
half check True by default and causes the program to check that all figures in the user's

design fall only on V/2 lambda boundaries.
Any of tie above switches may be set by assignment statements placed after the lnltls state-
ment and before any user VLSI design functions.
Examples:

chechawitch true;
.manhattam :false;

4 halfchok :=false;

3.6. Macros

dowamte(nLines xStar:ArrayyStart xffnd~rra'yyEnd ,widsh,spuclag);

Atiffes Number of wires to route (integer), wheoe Aid.. z 59;
*yStart,yEnd y-coordinate in lambda units (real);

xStartArrdyxrlndArray Array of atines x-coordinates in lambda units (real). This is a
A predefined type called routarray;

width Width in lambda units (integer);
spacing inimum wire spacing in lambda units (integer).
This procedure performs a simple river-routing in the current mx-sk layer, with right-angled
corners. It only works in the vertical direction, preferably topdw (bottom-up may still have
some biugs). It connects an array of wires, all starting at y-lsae with initial z-coordinates in

* .vSasArray, to points at y-yEnd with final z-coordinates in zEnd~rey. All x-coordinates in the
two arrays must be in ascending order, and no crossings dre allowed. The wires will be drawn
with width and spacing as specified by the last two parameters.
Example:
In the declarations section:

* var startxs,endxs: routarray;

In the execution section:

layer('polysfflcon');
for i:- Ito 23do

begin
starzs~iJ:- 80i;
enduliJ :- 102 + 901;
end;

dewamt.23,tat,O,ends,-121.0,2,2);
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dpla(' Strin',Zy,,cdch
texiStMri A string constant or variable up to BD characters long;

x-y Coordinates in lambda units (real);
scale Text sealing factor (real).
This macro call uses wires to generate letters in the current mask layer. (xz,) is the lower left
corner of the string, and the letters are created with

height - 8scae (lambda),
width = Pscale (lambda),

-: spacing = 2*scale (lambda),
thickness = scale (lambda).

The following characters ar supported:

A Z, 09,

Lower case is converted to upper cue, but any other character will result in a blank space.

The alpha command is very expensive in computer time and CIF file space. It should no be wed
for extensive plot amosation. For plot annotation, use plett or mdlab.

Examples:

alpha('SXSMultiplierVersion2/17/81',103.0,79.5,2D);
alpha('date-out' ,5D ,27.),3.0);

3.7. Symbol Access Statements

llbrary( 'IbraryNan.' );

libraryNtvme A full Unix path name.

The library procedure is used to establish a search path for plop to follo when looking for a
particular symbol. In searching for a symbol, plap will search the libraries in the reverse order
in which they were declared and it stops u soon as it finds the first occurrence of the symbol. H
the symbol is not found, plap will search its library the standard cell library, located in
SUW_VLSLTOOLS/lrclcdlbttek/, for the symbol. ete refers to the particular technology being
used for the design, which is a directory in which the symbols are located. The user must
declare his own working library and he may optlimly declare group project and system libraries.
The libraries must be declared before any symbols are defined. A separate lbary command
must be used for each of up to three library declarations.

Example:

begin
initialize(..);
lbrry('/uasrry/b');

end.

wkbsym('ymblNuume');
symblNms Symbol name as described for the dorm command.
This procedure is used in conjunction with the fa function and utmt procedure to specify the Qd

symbol currently being secesmed.

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 - 10- 06101/84
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Example:

var x : Mal;

beein
initialize(...);
wthsym('ceil');
x := fa('vddx');
setatt('vddy',O.0);

end.

In this example, the symbol being accessed is ceil'. The call to ta will set variable x to be equal
to the "vdde value from -ceil" and the call to statt will set the °vddy' attribute for °clll to be
zero.

tatt('atribweString' ,value);

attributeStrlng An attribute name as described for the fa function.
Value The value (real) to be amigned to the attribute name.

*This procedure sets the attribute name for a symbol to have the corresponding value.
Example:

begin
initialize(...);

m withsymn( 'c c !!2 ' ) ;C-.att('cfll4jndx',l5.5);
.tatt('gnd-'.lo.);

end.

The first call to secott will set the attribute "pd" of the symbol "celll to have the value 155
and the second call will set the attribute "gndx" of the symbol "cellr to be 105.

ts('attribweString');

attribateString may be one of the following:
1. A string containing only the attribute name, in which cas the attribute associated with the

symbol name used in the last call to the wkthqm procedure.
2. A string of the form tymbLo e tribueNam, in which case the attribute is assumed to be

associated with the symbol name specified in the string.
The fetch attribute function returns the value of an attribute of a symbol as a real number. TIh
attribute must have been set beforehand by the mutt procedure.

Labels created using mm can be accessed by appending either '_A* or "_y" to the attribute
name.

Example:

W']/N"' VLSI Release 2 -11- 06101/64
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var xl*2: real;

begin 4

initialize(...);

-" wlthoyes('cell');
xI : fa('gndx');
x2 := fa('ceU2.pdx');

end.
In the example, x1 will be set to the value of °gndx from ceurl" and x2 will be set to the value
of "gndx from "cel2".

4. ISOCMOS Macros
Note : This is the GTE ISOCPOS process which assumes a minlam polysilicos wire width of 2 Ltusbda.

4.1. Badc Macres
'ae

mp(X,y);
ad(x,y);

be(x,y);
bn(x,y);
bsgx,y);

bw(z,y);
op(x,y);
er(z.y);

x,y Coordinates in lambda units (real).
These macro calls generate symbol calls for various ISOCMOS contacts. ap and ad are metal-
polysilicon and metal-diffusion contacts, respectively, centered at (,y). The next four calls gen-
crate butting contact symbol calls in various orientations. The butting contact origin is one
lambda from the diffusion end, and is placed at (xzy). The last two calls deal with the placement
of ohmic contacts, again centered at (xz). op places an ohmic contact on p type material, and mn
places an ohmic contact on n type material. be places the polyuilicon end eastward, ba north-
ward, etc.

Examples:

mp(5.0,22.5);
be(12.0,19.5);
em(343,26.5);

S. CMOSPW Macros
Note : Tis is the MOSIS bulk emos process with J micron riles, where the mauinemm polysllicon wire width
k i .a1-1a.

40"N VLSI Release 2 -12- 0611)8
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5.1. Dole Mamras

&(W,y);
rb(x,y);

x y Coordinates in lambda units (real).
These macro calls generate symbol calls for various CMOSPW contacts, gb and rh are green-
blue (diffusion-metal) and red-blue (polysilicon-metal) contacts, respectively, centered at (,y).

Examples:

gb(S.0,22.5);rb(12.0,19-5);

6. aMOS Macros
note : All nMOS macros assume a polysillcon wire width of 2 lambda, and use Mead-Conway design rides.

6.1. Badc Macres

z( 'newLayerName');

newLayerName Layer name as described for the layer command;

The a procedure changes the current layer to be newLayerName. A contact will be placed at the
0 v current point in order to make the change from the current layer to the new layer specifled.

rSubsequent commands in the wire path will create wires on this layer, until changed again. This
command is only appropriate in a wirePath, not in a polyPath.

rb(x,y);
gb(x,y);

x,y Coordinates in lambda units (real).

These macro calls generate symbol calls for various nMOS contacts. rb and &b are red-blue
(polyuilicon-metal) and green-blue (diffusion-metal) contacts, respectively, centered :t (zy).

Examples:

rb(26.0,395);
ba(-7.S,2D);

7. Technology Cell Ubrarles
Certain pre-generated symbols ae available for use in deagping with nMOS, CMOSFW, and ISOC-
MOS layouts. These can be used with the various symbol manipulation commands available in pimp.
The user should avoid using the same names of these symbols when designing his own symbols. A
more complete description is contained in the StmadsI Cell Ubury Guld.
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&. Comumd Suammy

U.. Artwork Pr~ativm
W Iay'aerN=ns');
box(xl ,yI ,x2,y2);
lbz('IayrNM',XIYl ,2,Y2);
wlrwwidthxStars ,yStart); wirePark
Iwks( 'layrNamv',width,xStar,ySuaru); wirePigh
polygm(XSanj,ySjar:); polyPdfh {,ulyIMe;

8.2. Path PrImltdvu
xyxN ext ,yNext);

* dzxr(zDeLta,yDedra);
z(xNezt);
yXyNext);
dx(xDefta);
dy(yDeffa);
w(newWidth);

* 8L3. Symbol Doflos and Call Statgmmal
defus(synsboNm');
endef;
draw( symbolName',x,y);
drmwmz('aymboLNam' ,,y);
drawmy( 'aymbolN ne' ,x,y);
drawrt( 'ymbolN am' ,x ,Y,vz ,vy);

8.. Functions and Annotation StateugatS

lastY;
plotext( 'exitring' ,x,y,cenuered);,
modlI( 'sexiSuring' ,x,Y,'laerN am.);

U.. Boean Switch Variables

8.. Macrem
dewurmts(nL~nes ,xStarfArray ,yS tart,zaudArray ,yEauds

width,spacing);
ulpha('tenztrin#' ,x,y~sc4le);

M.. Symbol Aces. Statemm to
lUbraey(IIbrarYNaMi);
withsYIR( sbeLONanW);
mat alt(anrlbmndurlng vlme);
ta(antruWeStriag)
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8.8. ,MOS Mcre.
-. ..- ,' n('AewLayerNaw');

rb(xz)

-.. ISOCMOS Macros

md(x,y);

ba(x ,y);
Sop(x,y);

bm(xy);

8.10. CMOSFW Macrof
rgb(z,yl;
rb(z,Y);

9. ISOCMOS Example
The following is a sample file of an ISOCMOS layout. It is a bidirectional inverting buffer using cells

-_ from the ISOCMOS Standard Cell Library, a described in the document Standmrd Cell Libray
Guide. It uses two cells from the Standard Cell Library, an inverter and two clocked inverters for a
total of three devices. In the example below, user text is "in boldface" for highliting purposes.
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0#include SUW VLSI T00LS/includeplap3/isocmoeU-h'

* { insert user-defined cons?, type, vat heroe

* iw", Y", iwi, YWl, xW2, YW2, es, or,

vddzO, vidy, pad9, gud,
bz9, lntyO, ib jO,

* eut, eaty, outby,
dlkzO, clkby, clkqt

-~dkbrdS, clkbrby, dlkbrtA,

vddul, vddyl, gndul, godyl,

estil, outtyl, outbyl,

vdix2, vddy2, gmdz2, gmdy2,
- mhZ2, Iaty2, tuby2,

ostul, omtty2, outbyZ,
clkz2, dlkbyl, clktyZ,

* clkbrz2, elkbrby2, elkbrty2,

p .aetalwidth, polywith, sep01, sep12

-~ :redl;

begin

initialize('project');
library('SUW VLSI TOOLS/srccib/'isocmoW');
library('IibI');

sep61 := 2.0 ; RP12:= 2.0;
mtalwldth :- 2.0 ; polywith :- 2A6
ox :=0.S *ey :- $A;
defue(Wldrect);

* (* Obtain cootd'me Inforamatlon of the labels contained In
* the dlocked inverter cael. 9)

wittuy.('cdlklv)
iwO : fa('.pperllghtz ; ywO :- fm('.ppeRl*t-.)

lax$ ta('sb-z')
* labyS a.- fa(labjy ; WAt :- ta~latf)

clhbrxl :- fa('dekwbz') ;c. dkbisbyl :- ta('cleck~mrb~y) 1 dhbrtyl fA('eleek5wrt_0)

CuLas :- fa('dcaebx) ;
* clkbyl: fa('leeokb) ; dktyG :- fm('claekt..f)

esibyO :- a('.tby' ; .ettyl :- fA('owtt_
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vddzl : a('vddllght x' ddY : fa('vddllght-Y1)
gadm : fa('pdLett' ; gdyS I. fa('gmdLeft);

(s Draw a badec Inverter call 9
draw('bav',e +zwO +sepl.. Y)

(0 Obtain cowrdInate Information of the labels combained
In the Inverter cell. 0)
wl thsym('lnv1 ;

.4. wi fa('upperllghtz) ; ywl := faCupperRit..1Y1)

Inzl : a('Inb x') + iwO + sep01;
Inbyl :=fa('lnb~y') ; intyl := fa(lntj');

outil := a('outb z') + iwO + sep1;
outbyl := ta('ootby) ; outtyl := fa~eutty')

vddzl :=fa('vddllgbt _z') + =w0 + sep61 ; vddyl := fa('vddRIotyl)
gndxl :=fa('gundLeft-zx) + iwO + sep01 ; gudyl := fa(gndLeft~yl)

[* Ay the second clocked Inverter out. 0)
draw('clklnv', 0x + iwO + sep01 + IWA + sep12, SO)

(*Obtain coordinate Information of the labels contain"d In
-4 the clocked Inverter cell. 9)

zw2 z wO ; yw2 := yw2 ;

IU2Inz no + zw+ zwl +sepel + MPll
Inby2 :=inbyO ; lnty2 :Inty;

clkbrx2 := clkbrx0 + iwS + iwi + sep01 + sep12;
clkbrby2 := clkbrby0 ; clkbrty2 :- clkbty;

cLkZ2 =cULz + iwe + iwi + sep01 + sep12
clkbyl := clkbyO ; clkty2 := clkty ;

omtu.2 := MizeO + iwe + uwi + sep01 + sep12;
* outby2 :=omibjO ; OUtty2 :- euttyll;

yddz2:vddu + xwl+ zwl +sepll+ ep12 ;vdy2 ddyf ;
gndz2 pdxz + zwS + zwl +sepfl + sep12 ; pdy2 wadyS

(0 Lay Vdd [Inas out 9)

* lwlre'aueta',4.,vddz-zw-S.,vddy)

moddelbe('Vddr,dd.zw.S.0vddy,.otal')

(Lay GND Hanm out9
wh*s4.6,gd-3igdy)

* m~odolbe('GNDr~wd6.2.6pdy0,!motalj)

(0 Conneot puts of first clocked Inverter to Input of
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second clocked inverter. 0)
Iwiru'ply,pmywurn.~oobtywO)
y(eutty+40);

y(outtyl);

(0 Coed output of second clockud Inverter to Inpunt of
first clocked inverter. I)
wfrepolywldth,eot2,outty2);
y(oottyo+140);

(Comnect clock ba t lime of firs docked Inverter to dock
Uina of second clocked Inverter. 0)
wtre(poywdth,ckbrxO,ckbrty)
y(clkbrtyS+4.O);

(0 Draw a poly-meWa contact 0)
draw('rb',clkbrz~c~kbrty+4O);

(Ran a metal line ever to the second clocked Inverter 0)
lwlre'eta',metawdtkclbr,kbtl+4A);
Z(Clkz2);

(*Draw a poly-moetal contact to coedecto top clock Iaput of the
second clocked Inverter. 0)
draw('rb',clks2,clkty2+40);

(Connect to the poly-meta by poly 0)
* lwlre('poly',polywtdthclk2,clkty2+4A);

Y(cikty2)

(s Connect clock har of the firt inverter to clock bar b of
the second clocked Inverter (volag the boteom lUse). 0

whrepolywdthcMkzckt");
$(clktjo+90);

71( Draw a poly-metal contact to tw metal to tde second
clocked Inverter. 0)
draw(',b'ckzO,clkty4446);

(0 Rum a metal lim eover to the send clocked Iaverter 0)
* lwlre("'meta',eAldwdthcMIkq*+9A) I

0 z(clkbrz2);

5: (18 Connedt by a poly-metal contact to poly 0)
P draw(',b',cikbrz2,clkbrty2+gA) ;

16elwfeply'pldthclkbrz2dkbty2+1OA);
y(clkbrty2);

(Inputusignal I
?* wlrepdywdthnz&SAlAM*234) i
* .,.~. u(lazO2A);
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(Labelthe input lme0

C. Embb Loft lHueS)

z(clkbrzl);

-. *plane a pely-metal contact to canned the ffabl Left tn.
to clock of first Inverter, elockbor of seend, end
the Input of badec Invertuia
draw('rb',c"k,ckh83J9);
desw('rb'ckbrznkbrb2-3.9)
draw('rb'Jnsl~inby-.A) ;

(Connedt the Einable the to the bode Is enter aud connect the
output of the Inverter to the dlock bar Input of the
first clocked Inverter end the dock Input of the send

- clocked Inverter I)
lwlre'pdy',pdywidthjnxlJabyl)t
y(tnbyl.3.0) ;

* whpdywdth,clIOz,clkby@);
y(clkb03.0) ;

V ~wlrepolywldthclkbrz2,ekbrby2-30);
y(clkbrby23.0);

(0Output of Inverter 0)
wire~pojrwdthoutzl~outbyl);
Y(oothyl-1S*) ;

(Poly-imetol contactn for output of Invrter, dock har at
first clocked Inverter. and clock lOn of mmmid
clocked Inverter 0)
druw('rb,outz,outby-1*A);
draw('rb',elkbrz,elkbrby*-1A)

- . drnw('rb'.clkzselkby2-4SA);

(Connect poly to thorn tU froa the poly-send contact 0
* wfrepdywdt~ek2,ekb21A);

* y(clkby2) ;
wlrepoywldthclkrze~dkbrb*-lSA);
y(clkbrbyS);

Ro a mewshpconecting esa ll0
1w maeta' mtwtdthckrdelbbrby-l@i)

* zx(elkz);

(0 Abe the dlock bar thne 0)

meddah('ELetrjs4,kbrbye.S.g'.etdI

(0 Output thne - froma bade in ierter 0
lwlro'pdy',pdywldth~stul~omtty2-23A);

-~ .~. (outu2+S.);

(Label the Output the 0)
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ma aloha paol l mt4A *offfwi *.6'pal;

, unddef;

end; (" user "')

It would be useful, after compiling the above file a an exercise, to view the file on a GP-19 gaphics
terminal using the program rie. This will show the user how the design is actually appears when laid
out by the above code.
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Placement and Routing Procedures

Rick Heqt

UW-NW VLSI Consortium
(Microtel Pacic Research)

1. intraductln

A forty-pin pad frame and a cell library based on the ISOCMOS proces has been
developed, along with a set of PLAP procedures to manipulate them. The library is intended
to be used as a reference only. It is anticipated that an experienced designer would use the
cells in this library as templates to design a library specifically suited for a particular chip.

Two sets of PLAP procedures are available for assisting in the layout of integrated cir-
,. cuits. The first set performs a semi-automatic placement and routing of cells to form larger

cells in a hierarchical manner. The second set automatically places pad driver circuits next toE~ their associated pads in the pad frame. With these procedures, the layout of an integrated cir-
cuit could proceed as follows:

0 lay out low-level cells using either PLAP or CAESAR,

0 combine these cells and cells from the library into larger cells using the placement
and routing software,

* * place pad drivers around the 11O pads in a pad frame,

* lay out programmable logic arrays (pla's) using TPLA,

. place the large cells, pla's and any other modules into the pad frame and intercon-
nect them using CAESAR.

* Examples of combining cells into larger cells and placing pad drivers around the UO pads
are given in the folowing FLAP programs:

Uls.p

Both programs can be found under the directory SUW_VLMTOOLSfare/gmphu/plap.

i '4.
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2. The Cell Ubruy

The library is located in

SUWVUTOLlbceSilne

ad it consists of the following cells:

lav (Inverter)
maudi2 (2-Input nand gate)
ad3 (3-Input sand gat)

'a 4 (4-Iaput sani gete)
awl (2-Input net gat)
men (3-Input men gafe)
Maui (4-10put nor gate)
uer2 (2 Input exclusive-er gate)

- dhlav (ckwhe laverter)
uel2lav (2-Input Inverting selectee)
ilath (i-type latch)
iatchr (i-type latch with ret)

4. lped (input pad)
eutpai (output pad)
tripad (tristate pad)

trtpaim (mairer luag ef tnlflate diver pad)
fraseiS (fotty pin pad tram) j1

vii (contact to YIi)
gad (contact te greund)

Each cell has terminal points available which can be connected to terminal points on other
cells. In general, each terminal is available at both the top and bottom of the cell. Each ter-
minal point on the top of the cell has the suffix 't and each terminal point on the bottom of
the cell has the suffix V. Thus, the terminal 'in' has two points associated with it: vint', and
'jab' which are identical electrically. Thean terminals are accessed automatically by the place-

-, went and routing software.

6 3. Plain md Routing Cell

4.: The cells in the library are easily accessed using the FLAP functions and procedures
available in the file:

* cells.ps

which is in the directory SUWVIUI.TOOLWhp. This file contains the shell of a program
which allows the use of a set of procedures and functious to suapport the placement of cells in
a row and the interconnection of terminal points on these cells. This file is a FLAP file and
once the commands ame entered into It, it should be renamd so that the file name ends with

* p'e. The FLAP compiler is then called by typing the UNIX comumd:



piap -ea -Isesl, < fils>

Cells that are defined within the file are then available as PLAP symbols in the subdirectoty
•"iV. Note that the flag -lusclhs causes a plap library to be linked to the user program to per
form the specified placement and routing functions. The -e flA causes the cells to be defined
in the CAESAR format.

For example, consider the following FLAP program that is typed into cuIlsp.

var InvI, lnv2, lav3 : SYMBOL;
nefl, net2 : NET;

deflneaCll( 'test' );

luvI := plteCeil( 'lnv', normal)
imv2 := placeCeU( 'lnv', normal);
SIv3 : placeCeil( 'Inv', normal);

eti := startNet( InvI, 'lab');
aet2 := cencetPoints( invl, 'suit', lmv2, 1.t');
net2 := cmnectPolats( lnv2, 'euit', lmv3, 'tat');
cotlnueNet( neil, Inv3, 'outb');
exportNet( neil, west, 'rlngOut');

endCel; ( test)

This file defines a cell called 'test" which consists of three inverters each of which has its out-
put connected to the next inverter's input. The output of this "ring oscillator" is exported so
that any cell which uses 'test' as a subcell can connect to that point as a terminal. Note that
once *test' is defined, only the net that is exported is available for connection. All other ter-
minal points are hidden from cells at higher levels in the hierarchy.

There can be an arbitrary number of cells defined in each file, however, each cell
definition must be surrounded by the commands:

defneCell( celiName);

eadCelH;

celiName : string;

Cells are placed next to each other using the command:

sy := pimesal( calNwm, ehrle a )l

sym : SYMBOL;
'celName : string;

orientation : ( normal, mirrorz);

Cells are placed horizontally, from left to right in the order specified in the program. User-
. defined cells must adhere to the interface standard described in section 5 of this report. If

... ' ' these standards are used, power and ground lines abut and no design rules ae introduced
between adjacent cells or between channels when the interconnection is performed. The

We&1%!W.Zk



returned value from this function (sym) is used to identify each instance of a particular cell
, ,."and must be placed into a variable which has been defined to be of type SYMBOL. These

values are used when specifying connections.

There are two alternative methods of specifying connections between terminal points

within a cell. The first is convenient when only two points are to be connected:

aet := cneetPotnta( symI, ptNamal, aymi, ptNim=2);

net : NET;
symI, 52yn2: SYMBOL;

- ptNamel, ptName2: string;

The value returned by this function must be stored in a variable that has been declared to be
of type NET. The following commands can be used to specify an arbitrary number of termi-
nal points connected together:

met startNet( sM, ptNam)
cntlauNet( net, sym, ptNama)

4 net: NET;
4.: sym : SYMBOL;

ptName : string;

Once a net is started (either using startNet or connectPoints), that net can be continued an
arbitrary number of times using an arbitrary number of calls to the procedure continueNet'.

No point within a cell is accessible to any other cell unless it is uaociated with a net
which been exported using the command:

euportNet( nt, direction, netNa..);

net : NET;
direction : (north, south, east, west);
netName : string;

*The terminal of an exported net will be extended to the specified edge. Often, a terminal
point must be exported without being connected to any other terminal point in that cell. This
is acceptable and would result in a "startNet' command followed by an "exportNet command
with no "continueNet' commands.

This is a preliminary version of the placement and routing software, consequently, only
terminals on one side of a cell can be connected by a net. Currently, the only way to connect
to points around a corner is to export the points in the proper direction and connect them at
the next highest level in the hierarchy. Similarly, a net on the top of a cell can not be
exported south, one on the left can not be exported cut, one on the right can not be exported
west and one on the bottom can not be exported north.
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4. The Pd Frme

A pad frame is available with a capacity of up to 38 user-defined pads plus power and
ground. Pin 20 is reserved for ground and pin 40 for power. Each of the other pins can
accommodate one of the following pad driver circuits:

0 inpad (input pad)

* outpsd (output pad)

0 tripad (tri-state pad)

The placement of pad drivers can be done automatically in a fashion similar to placing
cells. As with cells, there is a shell file which includes a set of procedures to support the
automatic placement of pad drivers. This file is:

in the directory: SUWyVISITOOLSII/psh

The PLAP compiler is then called by typing the UNIX command:

plap -ca -lsopads < ie>

As with the cells, the flag -tsepads causes a plap library to be linked to the user program to
00 perform the specified pad placement.

The following PLAP program uses these procedures as an example:

defthchlp( 'teUstChp');

placeWd( Impad', 1);
*, plneend( 'outpu', 2 );

paeswad( ',p0a., 3);

eadCbp; { tgCblp )

In general, each pad is placed by calling the procedure:

paesai( paTypa, pIaN.eI- );

SpadType : (Inpad', 'outpad', 'tripad');
pinNumber : (1-19, 21-39);

The resulting plap cell, "testChilf, will be available in the directory 'lib'.

* ,tb -
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S. Guidoline For Deda lg Custom Ceils

This section describes the interface standard used by the cells in the library. If all cus-
tom cells adhere to this standard, then both custom and standard cells can be used indistin-
guishably without fear of introducing design rule errors between adjacent cells or between
cells and the interconnection network. For the purpose of this report, the term "conducting
material means either metal, poly or diffusion (both n and p type).

1. Each cell must contain power and ground lines which are exactly ter lambda wide.
These lines are made of metal and run horizontally.

a) The power line may be at the top and must be labeled vdd. The ground line must
be at the bottom and may be labeled gad. These labels are for the circuit extrac-
tion program °mextra. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD THE LABELS
VDD! AND GNDI BE USED. These labels are defined once in the pad frame and
will be used by "mextra" to ensure that power and ground are supplied to all cells.

b) The pitch between power and ground lines in a cell is arbitrary, however, all cells
used in the definition of a cell must have identical pitch. The pitch in the standard
cells is 40 lambda.

c) In a cell, the only conducting material which can be above the power line or below
the ground line are the terminal points and interconnection channels. Violating
this rule could introduce design rule violations between a cell and the interconnec-
tion network.

2. Terminal points are two lambda by two lambda poly squares located either above the
power line or below the ground line.

a) The coordinates of the center of these squares must be specified using the Caesar
.labd command.

b) No two terminal points can be closer than dz lambda in the x direction. That is,
'a four lambda spacing must be maintained between the poly squares.

3. The origin of a symbol is arbitrary. However, the following four points must be defined
for each symbol:

pgdLeft,
vddRight.
lowerLeft,
upperRight,

Each of these are defined according to the following rules. The plamC@ command mauntains
a POINT variable called CURRENTORIGIN. Bach cell is placed so that the point gdLeft is
coincident with CURRENTORIGIN. After the current cell Is placed, CURRENTORIOINx
is then set equal to vddRtlgt to be ready for the net cell. Impliit interonnection of cells

*0 can be achieved by allowing conducting material from adjacent cells to make electrical con-
tact. This is achieved by choosing vddRight.x and gndLftz appropriately. It is recommended
that all cells be capable of pasing a design rule check without the aid of other cells. There-
for, it is not recommended to have a one-lambda wire on the right edg of one cell which
abuts to a one-lambda cell on the left of the nex. Instead, both cels should have fullis

% %.6LL 
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wires on thier respective edges and vddRight, and pdLeftr should be chosen so that there is
overlap between the two cells. As a result, conducting material which is shared between adja-
cent cells can appear to the left of gndLeft and to the right of vddRight. However, all other
conducting material, which is not intended to make electrical contact with adjacent cells must
adhere to the following rules to avoid introducing design rule violations when cells are placed.

a) ndLeft.y is defined to be the y coordinate of the center of the ground line.

b) SndLeft is defined as follows: if the left most conducting material (not making
contact with the previous cell) is metal and/or diffusion then gndLeftzr is the x
coordinate of that conducting material. U the left most conducting material is poly
then gndLeftx is one lambda left of that left most poly. Under no circumstances
should the x coordinate of a terminal point be within four lambda of gpdLeft.i.

c) lowerLeft.x is equal to &ndLeft.z or the x coordinate of the left most conducting
material, which ever is farthest left.

d) IowerLeft.y Is equal to the y coordinate of the lowed condctin mterial In the
symbol.

e) vddRtlgt.y is defined to be the y coordinate of the center of the power line.

f) vddRlghtx is defined as follows: if the right most conducting material is poly then
vddRightx is one lambda to the right of that poly. If the right most conducting
material is metal and/or diffusion then vddRight.x is two lambda to the right of
that conducting material. By definition, no label x coordinate will be within two
lambda of vddRightx.

g) upperRight.a is equal to vddRiaot. or the x coordinate of the right most conduct-
ing material, which ever is farthest right.

h) upper~llht.y is defined to be the y coordinate of the top conducting material in
the symbol.

Notice that the .y rules are symmetric with respect to the top and bottom while the .x
rules are not. The asymmetry is due to the one lambda spacing rule between poly and
diffusion but two lambda spacing between two pieces of poly or two pieces of metal.

4. The design rules state that there must be an eight lambda spacing between p-type
diffusion and n-type diffusion. For devices with forty lambda spacing between rails, the
following rules must be adhered to at the boundaries of cells to prevent inter-cell design

rule violations. A boundary is defined to bw within eight lambda from the left or right
edge of a cell. If these rules ar violated, an adjacent cell may have a design rule viola-
tion between n and p diffusions.

* a) N-type diffusion at a boundary must not be drawn above dateo lambda from
gndLeft.y

J

* .* *.a
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: ' b) P-type diffusion at a boundary must not be drawn below dtusm lambda troma
~~~~vddRight.y -::.,

c) The above rules exclude ohmic contacts.

*0

.- ,
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16. caummi Sumary

defineCell( str)
sym :-placeCeil( str, orientation)
net :'connectPoiutn( sym, str, sym, str)
net startNet( syrn, str );
continueNet( net, sym, str)
exportNet( net, direction, sir)
cndCell;

defineChip( str)
placePad( sir, int)
endChip;

str :string;
sym SYMBOL;
net NET;
orientation :(normal, mirrori);
direction :(north, south, cast, West);
imt .integer;

7. Fles Used

$UWVLSITOOLS/tib/cellibisocmou/*

SUWVLSI TOOLS/liblpsh/cells.psh
$UWyVLSI-TOOLS/libpshpads.psh

SUWVLSITOOLSsrc/examples/plap/cels/cellsp
SUW_VLSI-TOOLS/srclexamplestplappad/pads~p

SUWVLSI OOLSsr/plap/isocelb
SUW-VLSI-TOOLSsrciplap/isopads-
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Standard Cell Library Guide

UW/NW VLSI Consortium
University of Washington

Seattle, WA 98195

1. Introduction
Various pre-generated cells are made available to the layout designer for use in custom designs laid
out using plap or caesar. The various cells are to be used with the particular technology under which
they are listed. The designer should avoid using the same names of these symbols when designing his
own symbols.

1.1. nMOS Cell Library

These cells were provided courtesy of MOSIS, and as such correspond to MOSIS specifications for
fabrication. They are current as of April 1984. For more information on the pads and padframes,
refer to the MOSIS document nmo.oc included in the cells' source directory.

1.1.1. Padframes

Pin I of these padframes is connected to the substrate, and therefore should not be used for a
signal line.

28p23x34 - 28 pin frame with dimensions of 2300 by 3400 microns ;
28p46z34 - 28 pin frame with dimensions of 4600 by 3400 microns ;
40p46z34 -40 pin frame with dimensions of 4600 by 3400 microns ;
4Op46z58 - 40 pin frame with dimensions of 4600 by 6800 microns ;
40p69z68 - 40 pin frame with dimensions of 6900 by 6800 microns ;64p4.54g -64 pin frame with dimensions of 4600 by 68W microns ;
64p 9z68 - 64 pin frame with dimensions of 6900 by 6800 microns ;
64p79x92 -64 pin frame with dimensions of 7900 by 9200 microns ;
84p69z,8 - 84 pin frame with dimensions of 6900 by 6800 microns ;
84p9z2 - 84 pin frame with dimensions of 7900 by 9200 microns ;

1.1.2. ads

The names of some of these cells have been shortened due to system limits on the length of
filenames. The MOSIS names are listed in parentheses with the renamed verion ahead of them
in boldface.

PdVdd - VDD pad;
PadGround - GND pad;
Padil - Protected signal input pad;
PadOut - Output pad ;
PadClkO (PadClockedOut) - Clocked output pad;
PaMitate (PadTriState) -Tri-state input/output pad;

L '.P PCkDar (PadClockBar) - Two-phase non-overlapping dock-bar pad;

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 -1 - 06/01/84
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1.2. CMOSPW Call Librr7.
-. " These cells are intended for fabrication under the MOSIS 3 micron CMOS proes WCBPr", and

correspond to MOSIS specifications. They do not use second poly or metal, and were laid out using
lambda = 1 micron. The pads and padframes are provided courtesy of Paul Bassett of the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology. For a description of the differences between the three pad groups
covered below, as well as a more complete description of the individual pad drivers and padframes,
wee Appendix A.

1.2.1. Padframes
Pin I of these padframes is connected to the substrate and should not be used for a signal line.

28p46z34 - 28 pin padframe with dimensions of 4600 by 3400 microns;
40p46z68 -40 pin padframe with dimensions of 4600 by 6800 microns;
40p6 9x68 - 40 pin padframe with dimensions of 6900 by 6800 microns;

~64p69z8 - 64 pin padframe with dimensions of 6900 by 6800 microns;
64p79z92 - 64 pin padframe with dimensions of 7900 by 9200 microns;
84p79z92 - 84 pin padframe with dimensions of 7900 by 9200 microns;4

4

1.2.2. Group I Pads
These pads are the largest of the three groups of CMOSPW pads provided, measuring 300 by 640
microns.

padlot - Output pad;
padlout.ttl - TTL output pad;

*.-.. padIts - Tristate pad;

padlln - Input pad; *8±-

padibin- Buffered input pad;
padlbla-ttl - Buffered TTL input pad;
padlgmd - Ground pad;
padlvdd - Vdd pad;

.,. padlspace - Spacer pad for padframes;
padl - Complete group of the padl cells;

p. 1.2.3. Group 2 Pads

This group has pads measuring 200 by 430 microns, and does not include any output pads.

pad2ln - Input pad;
pad2blb - Buffered input pad;
pad2bln-ttl - Buffered TTL input pad;
pad2pd - Ground pad;
pad2vdd - Vdd pad;
pad2spae - Spacer pad for padframes;

..1 pad2 - Complete group of the pad2 cells;

* 12.4, Group 3 Pads
Group 3 contains an only unbuffered input pad, with a Vdd and Ground pad, all being 200 by
306 micron size.

padsm- Input pad;
pad3gd -Ground pad;
pad3vdd -Vdd pad;
pad3qece - Spacer pad for padframes;
pa3 - Complete group of the pad3 cells;

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 -2- 06O84
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1.25. Standard Loglc Celis
Refer to Appendix C for a complete description of each symbol as well as well as informa-
tion on simulation and testing.
Inv - Basic inverter;
=2ad - Two input nand gate;

aind3 - Three input nand gate;
naod4 - Four input nand gate;

', mor2 - Two input nor gate;
nor3- Three input nor gate;
anr4 - Four input nor gate;
or2 - Two input exclusive-or gate;

clktav - Clocked inverter;
sel2av - Two input inverted selector;
dlatch - D Type latch;
dlatchr - D Type latch with reset;

1.3. ISOCMOS Cell Library

This is the 5 micron GTE ISOCMOS process. Refer to Appendix B for a more complete description
of each symbol as well as information on simulation and testing. Also refer to the document Fety
Pin Pad Frame and ISOCMOS IUbrry.

Inv - Basic inverter;
nand2 - Two input nand gate;
and3 -Three input nand gate;

nand4 - Four input nand gate;
nor2 - Two input nor gate;
nor3 - Three input nor gate;
ner4 - Four input nor gate;
szor2 - Two input exclusive-or gate;
.lkinv - Clocked inverter;

-u.sd21nv - Two input inverted selector;
dlatch -D Type latch;
dlatchr - D Type latch with reset;
Inpad - Input pad;
outpad - Output pad;

-.. trlpad - Tristate pad;
trpadm - Mirror image of tristate pad;
frame40 - Forty pin padframe;
vdd - Connection to vdd line;
gad - Connection to ground line;

0..
*, .
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Appendix A
4
4
4
4

CMOSPW PADS AND PADFRAMES

I

These pads are intended for fabrication under the MOSIS 3 micron CMOS process CD12'.
''N.

They do not use second poly or metal, and were laid out using lambda = 1 micron. They are
provided courtesy of Paul Bassett of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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1. The Pad Types
The pads are divided into 3 groups. All of the pads in each group are compatible with the other
members of its group but the groups are not compatible with each other due to power bus mismatches
Some of the pertinent properties of each of the groups are briefly discussed below followed by a brief
discuuion of each of the pad types. Members of different groups that have the same function are
differentiated by a number in the name e.g. pedli vs pad2lt; since Group 1 has a complete set of
pads, each type of pad will be discussed briefly only for that group.

2. Group One
This group is the only complete group and the pads in this group are also the largest pads. All of the
pads are 300 x 640 microns. This size is dictated mostly by the size of driver transistors and the input
buffer stages on the output pads; however, the pads have been expanded somewhat to fit the pad-to-
pad spacings of the MOSIS standard padframes more closely. Two consequences of this are that the
pads could be made slightly smaller if this is desired or the spacings of the driver transistors could be
increased slightly more to provide some additional latchup protection. The input protection on all of
the input pads consists of a well resistor, approximately 20 x 20 microns, followed p+-to-substrate and
n+-to-well diodes providing additional clipping above Vdd and below Grd, both diodes are approxi-
mately 15 x 15 microns. These pads have two Vdd buses and one Ground bus. The top Vdd bus is 60
microns wide and the bottom Vdd bus is 20 microns wide and has a 20 micron wide strip of n+
diffusion under it providing a guard ring to separate the pads from the internal circuitry, this guard
ring is only broken where the inputs and outputs to the pads crou it. The Ground bus which runs
through the middle of the pads is 74 microns wide. The input and output signal lines extend past the
lower Vdd bus by 6 microns to allow connecting to them without design rule violations or
modifications to the pads. Therefore, even though all of the pads have their lower left-hand corner at
0,0, the lower left-hand corner of the lower Vdd buses are at 0,6.

padlout - output pad. While this is intended for driving principally capacitive loads such as
other MOS devices, it can sink current for TTL. The signal is presented at point DATA'. It
presents a small, though not minimal, load on this point. Experiments show that it can source or
sink about 3Oma, and has a delay of about 20ns into a very light load and 2Sns into SOpf.
padlout-ttl - TTL output pad. This pad is similar to the regular output pad except that it has
an n-type pullup and the input buffer has been changed to drive the pullup and pulldown
separately. This pad is experimental in that it has not ever been fabricated ; in spie it simulates
correctly, it pulls HIGH to between 2.5 and 3 volts. How high it will pull in real operation is the
major point in question. If it does pull high enough for TTL compatibility, it should be faster
than the regular output pad.

padits - bidirectional tristate pad. If point "OUT-ENAB" is set low, the pin is left to float, and
whatever signal comes in from the outside appears at point 'IN' (which is not buffered). If point
6OUT-ENAB9 is set high, the signal on point OUr is placed on the pin (and is also available
on 'IN"). This presents a fairly small, though not minimal, load on 'OUr[, but a moderately
heavy load (sorry) on "OUT-ENAB.
padln - unbuffered input pad. This has the lightning arrestor resistor and protective diodes,
but no logic. The signal appears at point IDATA.

padibl - buffered input. It presents both the true data at the point labeled 'DATA, and the
inverted data at "-DATA'. Both are driven by fairly strong buffers.

padble-ttl - TTL input pad. This has input amplifiers designed to have a threshhold near 1.5
volts for sensing the output of TTL chips. It presents both the true data at the point labeled
qDATA', and the inverted data at "-DATA, though the latter's threshhold is not offset as far as
it should be. The output from IDATA! is fairly strong but the "-DATA output is weak.

padld, padlvdd - Vdd and Ond pads. The appropriate voltages come out on 100 micron wide
metal lines. The ground bus is broken in the Vdd pad and the lower Vdd bus is broken on the
Gnd but the guard ring does continue under the ground line, without any contacts (obviously).

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 . 2- 06101/S4
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padlspmo - spacer for pad frames. This cell is mainly meant for making it easy to fill n spaces

between pads; all it contains is the three power and ground buses.

- short guard ring. This cell is a 40 micron long piece of the 20 micron wide guard ring.

- long guard ring. This cell is a 400 micron long piece of the guard ring.
",'-' pad1 - the complete group. A cell containing an instance of every cell in the group.

'-" 3* . Group Two

The pads in the second o are much smaller than those in the first group, 200 x 430 microns. This
size is dictated by the sie of the buffers on the buffered input pads. There are no output pads in this
family. Each of the pads again has two Vdd buses, which are both 20 microns wide, and one Ground

- bus, which is 28 microns wide. The input protection is the same as for the Group 1 input pads and
there is also a 20 micron wide guard ring under the lower Vdd bus.

4. Group Three

- "This group actually consists of just an unbuffered input pad so the size of the other pads, Vdd etc., is
S.dictated by this pad and is 200 a 306 microns. This pad has a 30 wide upper Vdd bus, a 10 micron

* .- wide Ground bus and a 20 micron wide lower Vdd bus with the guard ring under it like the other

pads. The input protection on this pad is the same a on the others.

*_ S. MOSIS Standard Pad Frass

Pad frames have been developed for some of the MOSIS standard pad frames. The frames contain the
indicated number of pads, all of which arm initially unbuffered input pads. The pads are arranged to

meet the MOSIS specifications and where necessary, the padapoes instance has been used to fill in the
-, buses and the guard ring in between the pads. Also, each of the pad frames has instantiated in the

- middle of it a set of the available pads. Since the output pads are fairly larg, not all of the padframs
spacing would allow using all of the allotted pins, only those frames that allow a full complement of
pads have been implemented; the available frames are:

FRAME DIE SIZE IRIOR PROJECT PINS/pACKAGE PIN ROW

NAME (MICRONS) SIZE SPACING
28p46x34 4600 x 3400 3320 1 2120 28 DIP 06r
40p46x65 4600 x 6800 3320 5520 40 DIP 0
4 Op69x6• 690z6800 56201 5520 40 DIP O"
64p69x68 6900 6800 562 5520 64 DIP 09
6 4 p 9 z9 2  7900 • 9200 6620 x 7920 64 DIP 0.9'
8 4p7 9 9 2 7900 • 9200 6620 • 7920 84 PGA -

.. J

'.
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Appendix B

ISOCMOS CELL DESCRIPTIONS

Herein is contained a description of most of the standard cells available in the ISOCMOS cell lbrry.
At the end of this appendix is located a writeup on simulation conditions.

,Ve.
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ISOCMOS LIBRARY CELL INV MIVERTER
49 ~Truam T"b

e< Neeru" Fumedem

.4A-, Equainmu:

> 0--YCMOS 4049.4069
a' TTL 7404

Nodes A Y
Inpu Load I

Week Dtm st IO pies col Wndibi Is h AC Ch1UdagkS VMO 5 V

lapuM out~ 1OO 0101

iFt Out m
4- vows"w Lua-1 Lai-11

(hiO to low) ALw&. .2 "3

Fropagadoe dc*a
(low to NOg) t~f 2D~ 5

GND[ __1 ___1 1 06t4M &a him t~F 23 5.

-Outpt fin flim fraa 3.0 12.0
intb 06th _____

Vw NOTES:
1) rail beparation: 40k
2) bounding box (z xy): 16k x441%

A- 3) W/L of p-channel transistor: M2

0 4) W/L of n-channel tranuistor. 4/2

Table values from SPICE simulation

* CASA Ills: SUWVLSI TOOLS/ra/cell Wiuoulinvxca
DlU fibs: SUWVLSI300LS/wc/clisomow'(invam=, invAtt)



:. IOCMOS LIBRARY CELL NAND2 2-INPUT NAND
'a Trt Table

Mawas FumwdemalVA yEquivakat

CMOS 4011
TTL 7400

Node.I A 1B YI
Inpu Load I III -L

Enek Dlapm d I/O pins Wl Uidba 34 X AC £CmtdikS VD, 5VS
IUWU Thmidm 1h -I

FM out Fm on$

*~c ______ __ TOp TO

FtOPNgAdOM dela
NO two h) 'lnL 2A 63

fopsadon dela
(low to high) #A 2S 10.0

Oatpat fagl tim 9jf 2.5 12.0

Out"t fie tim 175ff 45 20a
inib inib outb

Great Sebad Dkom

VIM MOTES:
1) rail separation: 40
2) bounding box (x xy): 24k2(44k
3) W/L of all transistors: 4/2

y. Table values front SPICE simulation

AB

0..fk UWVS OL/adelbioeoiadz

ILCASA file: SUWVLSI TOOLS/src/elib/isocmoilrnd2cAym ada
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ISOCMOS LIBRARY CELL NAND3 3-NPUT NAND
Trutb Table

A Y -ABC

B Y Eqalvalesit:

Nodes A I BIC I YI I I I I
IInpu Load I I I I I I I I I I

mock Diev d 1/0 PWm CAI misb 32 X ~ AC Cherdortas V0 - $
input Imidm Thi - Sam

IFmE out Few one
lol n Fe "rns" L4ad1 lad-Is

______ TYP TIP

FropessOic delay
(higb to low) jgj... 23 5.5

FRopaseo. delay
(low to hish) 9.fggw 3.0 13

Output taul thin r 33 17.0

LiOtpat fin. tion tTLY 43 213
ialbiaZ~ in3b Oath

VOP NOTESt
1) rail separation: 40 h
2) bounding box (x xy): 32A X44X
3) WIL of all transistorrE 412

Table values from SPICE simulation
A

CAESAR fie: SUWVLSITOOLS/urc/elfliwisomnand3.ca
DD Mae.: 513WVLSI TOOLS/srclib/isamoul(nand3.sym, naud3.Att)



V, ISOCMOS LIBRARY CELL NAND4_______ 4-INPUT NAND
~ *:~- Trt Tab

A C D YY=-ADCD

Xe x xi

A 0 1II Neast" Functioul
B ESquivalcmt:

D - CMOS 4012

TTL 7420)

Nodes A B C D Y
InputLoad I I I I I

Seek Dlapin of11 V Ow CdI UII: 41 h ~ AC Cbm~ddk VD SV
*hu IUP 1miSm Tim I=S

jain~t i3t in41 1OM..~O
.r PFropagadoe ef

(bib t b) tNL 35 11.5
Fropogado delay

( o siplbi) SANL. 3 8

Owtpt fin 11mg n L. 43 19.0
inlb in2b irs3b in*b oath

Mresh Sehomate MR-m

VDDNOME:
1) rail separation: 40 X
2) bounding box (z xy): 40h X44h
3) WIL of all p-channel transistors:

B 4) W/L of all n..chmnel transistors:

A 1 4 Table values from SPICE simulation

4' CASAR flet 51W VLSI TOOLSfsrcciibliuocmmmnand4eca
D3 fiN.: $UWVLS30LS/sccbfbomo/(nand4sym, nand.att)

A.

is



ISOCMOS LICBRARY CELL NOR2 2-INPUT NOR
Truth Table

A 5Y -A$+3

A4 ~ Near.d Fusedual
Equivalent:

CMOS 4001

Nodes IA IB IY
Inp Load I I 

Back DSPmW d /0 fin Coll Wit: U4 k AC QmmgutgIUS Vnog 5 V

IMput 1rUMdIM TE. smw

iaFm Ou at OWt
rows"w Lad-i1 Laul-Il

_______ TIP TIP

4. FrOP0smt1oa delay
NOis to 10oW) .2AR IS 25

* Ftopaeadou delay
(low to NOI) f 4.5 21.5

_08_"1 outual tim 9THI 135 435

li ia b ut Owtpt ilw tim T~ll 7.5 44.5

arealt Sebmatle Dkqim

VDD 
NV

A 1) rail separation: 40 h
2) bounding box (x xy): 24h X44h

* 3) WIL of all transistorE 4J2

Y Table values from SPICE simulation

CAMSR nI.: SUW VLSI TOOLS/arc/ceO inocmamno2ca
Do to"m: $UWYLSITOOLS/srcltUbocma/(nor2.sym, nor2Att)



ISOCMOS LIDRARY CELL NOR3 3-INPUT NOR
Trut Table

&I. c YY -A +B +C

A::X Neared Fetlemul
B Y zulvinleat:

CMOS 4000
TTL 7427

Nodes A IB IC YI
Inpt Load I I III I

Blaick Dlapm st 1/ phas Call MWh 32 X AC cutuik VDD 5VS

it in2t in3t OUti ti ~ - ~i

_ _ _ _ _ TOp TYP

Proapgao. delay
(highto low) tAN is so

-~ Popagatou delay

(low to high) fjga. 7* 34.

G Output fanl time ITEL la as

LjHL jOutput rim time fTLN 12A 70.5
ib in2b in~b outb

a31,910t Schiamde DlqIn

VDD NOTES:
A- 1) ruil separation: 40?%

2) bounding box (x xy): 327. X44
3) W/L of all transiutors 4/2

Tabe values from SPICE simulation
C

4Y

CAEAU tile: SUWVLSILTOOLS/sr/celiblioctuoenor3.ca
DD ties: SUW-VLSLTOOLS/wrccellib/focmos(nor3sym, nor3.att)
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ISOCMOS LIBRARY CELL NOR4 _ ______ 4-INPUT NOR

Truth Table____

A.D Y -A +8+C +D

B - Y Ix x xEquivalent:

CMOS 4002
TTL 7425

Nodes A B C D IYI
Inpt Load I I I I II I

Mack Dapmo of 1/ pine Cdl WNWh 46 X AC Chaecouiae Vapd 5VS

brat Inmdm Tim - saw

A ~~il~t in2t in3c in ott1a OutO

- ftopeatioa delay

(higb to low) OaWL 03S 43
N. Fiopegatioa delay

Oow to high) IA&~.... 10.0 45.5

09t tan1 tim tTNL 3j) so

imib in2b in3b ia4b outb uhtie ~ 'L 75 9.

1) rail separation: 40).
13-42) bounding box (x xy): 40). x44k

3) W/L of all trasstors: 4/2

C Table values from SPICE simulation

I.D

CAESAR Mel: $UWVLSL-TOOLS/r/eeiibliocmas/nor4.ca
SDE run: $UW-VLSITOOLS/sr/celiblao/(nor4sym, nor4.att)



ISOCMOS LIBRARY CELL XOR2 2-INPUT XOR
" Truth Table

A B Y'=YA 9B
.- 0 0 0

1 ",0 ANearest Functlonal
Equvaulemt:

CMOS 4030
TTL 7486

Nodes A B Y
Inpt Load 2 121-I

NMck DIwspas o f/O ps Call Width: 32 k AC ktJ Alles Voo -V
Input Trmddm Tin - S-

Irs Out P D Out
lolt io2t out' 0hmI0r "a1s 0Ld-li

VD " TYP TYP
Popepllon delay

(hihbto low) I 2.5 60
Ptopaatioa delay

(l~ow to bib) tf SJD 21

G N- -" Output fall 
1

i tTL 15 12.5

Output fin tim TLM 8 450

iolb it2b outb

arcult Schai Dinm •

NOTES:
1) rail separation: 40).
2) bounding box (z xy): 32h. X44)X
3) WIL of all transistors: 4/2

Table values from SPICE simulation

Y

CAESAR tile: SUW VLSI TOOLS/src/cellib/isocm/oxor2 ca
DD tiles: suWVLSiTOOLSurc/celiib/isocmou/(zor2.sym, xor2.att)

4P



ISOCMOS LIBRARY CELL CLKINV CLOCKED INVERTER
Truth Table

*1

No=I CIC I AIY I 
IptLoad 1.33 1£7 L I I- 7

Nmk DIapM d IO plan Wl mdtb: 33 X AC Cmduulilss VVw 5 V
I""a 1rmdm TIM - s

int clockflsit clock OUR Fm ont lam out

VDD 1- IM1

*Typ Typ

Propagtion d"la
(high to low) taf 20 6D

hopagadon d"la
(l oeoigh) ..ANE.. 10 11.0

GND E~ -t -i 
9, 3B 12-

- - iobdockfarb clockb cotb- - -

OreWl Mmade DWm

VDD NOTES:
I? 1) raft uepwrution: 40 x

2) bounding box (z xy): 33x x44x
3) WIL of all p-channel. transistors: W2

* 4) WIL of al1 rn-channel transistors: 412
A

Y Table values from SPICE simulation

5,. -

C'A e S-LITOSwdelbiotoilmc

-ON ~ AEA DD Ma : SUW VLSI TOOLS/srccelibiocma(clknvjy.elcaat



ISOCMOS LIBRARY CELL SEL21NV 2-INPUIT INVERTED SELECTOR
Truth Table

S Nearest Fumctleu4,
Equivalent:

B ~ V CMOs
B TTL 74157

Nodes S A B YI
Input Load 2 1 1

MoNck Dlupm d 1)0 plus Cdl Width: 54 k AC Okanctada Vj4, 5Y

bmpa ThMUS Tim - 3M

iolt outt in2t witl FMt a IFMM out

I VD J__________T Typ

Propapadon delay

N (owto high) jf. sa 173

3 Oatpat fell tim tTL 49 193
L- - L L1OuqMt fin tim 'tLN 7.1 363

ialb outb in2b scib ___________ ___

Gals Shnd n'W

Y VfDNOTES:
1) rail separation: 40 k

* 2) bounding box (x xy): 54h X44h
3)WLoBl -hnnltassos /

4 4) W/L of all n-channel transistors: 4/2

Table values from SPICE simulation

CAESAR fie: $UW-VLSI-TOOLS/srccelib/iomosulsl2invca
DD ties: SUWVLSI TOOLS/src/celiibisocmosW(selnvaynz, ul2invatt)



ISCO ERAYCL ATCH D-LATCH
Teamh Tabe

CMs

Nod I IC ID 1 Neru 1wa1d1m
9'. o d 1 3 1 - I

Mac Dk£dYqO u ldu9 C ~f~"VAD IV
b*lT dMTO-S

int cwkt wumn am F ONCMOSO

V n LL a T" T

(low to high) SfA 4B0 73

_____ IO082"t taul tim tTxL 35 a3
ODEowtpt rim time TL 335 12.0

-~iab clockb clackazb cutb

c VA NOTES:
4., 1) mail separation: 40 k

2) bounding box (z xy): 37h x44h
3) W/L of all p-channel transistors: 8/2

* 4) W/L of all n-channel transistors: 4/2

0 Table values from SPICE simulation

CAESAR Ills: SUW VLSI TOOLS/urefcellibliacmauldlatch ca
D9 Mwes SU*-LSIOOLS/reelib/aomaul(dlwtchsym, dlatchatt)

4N1 ' , Izi



ISOCMOS RACELL DLATCHR D-LATCH WITH RESET
'Truth Table

Equlvuleat:

Ct CMOs

c TTL

Nodes C cIC- I K D 101 1 1 1
Inpu Load I I I I I I I I I I I

Week EasWm d VOC plus cai llu 63)4 a AC Chaitu~k VVD - 5

clockflaf reset ia udds rom - Ism a
int clocks tO lama Ow Ft O

V D D :: ~ JTYP TYP
Plopagaton delay

(bit so low) fAN 43 8A)
Ptopoadoe delay

(low to blab) .2w... SAL 133
Output fal1 tim 'tilL 30 83

OND r z 1 Ousu rise tim fLN, 6.3 25.0

iab clockb esetb outb
clockflvb

arnul sebemade Dlagrm

IC VIDNOTES: 1) rail separation: 40 X
2) bounding box (x xy): 63k x444
3) W/L of all p-channel transistors: 8/2

* 4) WIL of amU n-channel transistors: 4/2

5) Renet propgation delay: LS 4.5
6) Reat fall time: 3.0 9.0

Table values from SPICE simulation

* C~ESAR flbs SUW VLSI TOOLS/srcuw-vWsoo/dlatchrca
DS is: $UW-VLSIJOOLS/rccei/locu(dlstcbrsm, dlatchratt)



JSOCMOS LIBRARY CELL INPAD INPAD

Trt Table

Nmffrei Fumdeal

IN PADEqiaet
CMOs

_ _ _ _ TTh

Nod=s
lop Load

M Nek DIai d I/O Onu can W~dwb AC OWMINiION V, - SV
how Tmiilm Ibm - SO

Fom 06 FmS Ong
ftgindwLami-I Lout-If

* VDGE _ _ __ _ __ Tip T"

GNDE _________

VDDL 3 -

9.. A_______

PAD.

M:9,VS-OL/dcubieo/nse

DID~~n~ Mee:fl SUULITOSucIifb~Wnajm naat



~~MTV. ~ WT -:9 v - 6 -j6

ISOCMOS LIBRARY CELL OUTFAD OUTFAD
Truth Table

OUT Neared Fumetheal
OTPAD Equivaleft:

CMOs
4. TTL 7404

Nodw I OUT PADI
I.p Load I1 [

Back Dop d RIO Ons Cdf WIdth AC OMMinedift Va,, 3 V
ihpa Thmidm 22M - Ur

Pazw TdI lad-

Propapafom dela

_________ 
(high to low) Ij L $a 14.3

Propagdom delay

(low to high) 8.6 15 I

~3 042"______ ept tan tim 98 33 13.0
UOmput fi 'TIN 47*Q 240)

Table values from SPICE simulation
Load-i means 5 pF

WT Load -10 means 3D pF

CAESAR file: SUW VLSI TOOLSisrc/ceilib/aocmauioutped ca
*D5 Mlae: su*vLsi5TooLs/wccibiiaomoaW(outpadaym, outped~att)



p'! -. 77-. - - _ -.- - -. - -. -~

ISOCMOS LIBRARY CELL TRIPAD TruthTabl

1N 0 1 1

PAD Equialenst:

CMOs

Nodes EN IOUT I ADI I I
Inpu Load 2 121

Seek DlW d 1/0 plus CdI Widths AC Cberseldea es;A, 5V

ftaedw Law-I laued-IS

VIDD Typ TYP
* -. Propagation delay

GN! ______(bisghto lw) IM 5.6 12.
* Prpaptios delay
'' (low to high) tAIL 83 203

vuot Enable tin
U U Uto high lewmel ta 0.S 223

to an 40 Ema time
to low level f 1.6 -i S5

Disable fime
_j fives high level iaiL.. 14. 32.0

aR hal Uce Dqpm MOW tim
-V to low level 1J -i.s 00

Output fail tine tZ. 3.1 12.5
V Output: fin fie tu... 5L. 37.

Table values trmu SPICB simulation
EW4 Load -1I means 5 pP

V D Load - 10 means 50 pF

adjacet tripads must be mirroed to
avoid deuign-rule errors

IN -_ _ _

CAESAR file: SUW VLSI TOOLSdsrc/ceiib/iao~tripsdsa
* DD fies: SUWYLSLSIOSsr/wcelib/isool(tripadaym, tripad att)



Appendix B UW/NW VLSI Consortium

.-... Simulation Conditions

All standard cells were simulated by spies (a circuit simulator program). The circuits were generated
from the layout artwork by first creating CIF (Caltech Intermediate Form) fles from the layout. The
circuit extraction program miera was then used to extract the circuit from the CIF fe. Following
are some electrical data of the timing simulations.

Temperature parameter was set to 271C

Control signal transition time was 5 ns

VDD = 5V GND - OV

Output fall time (St sub THLS) was measured from 90% (45V) point to 10% point (0.5V) of the
output signal.

Output rise time (St sub TLHS) was measured froI 10% (05) point to 90% point (4.V) of the
output signal.

Propagation delay (St sub pHL$ or St sub pLHS) was measured from the control uignal 50% paint
(2.5 ) to the output signal 50% point (25V).

Output disable time from high level (St sub pHZS) was measured as following. Output signal was
pre-charged to high level (5V) at the beginning of the simulation. St sub pHZ$ was measured
from the control signal 50% point to the output signal 90% point, ie. 05V swing.

Output disable time from low level (St sub pLZS) was measured as following. Output signal was
set to low level (0V) at the beginning of the simulation. St sub pLZ$ was measured from the
control signal 50% point to the output signal 10% point (0.5V swing).

Enable time to high level (St sub pZHS) was gained by setting the output signal to low level at
the beginning and measured from the control signal 50% point to the output S0% point.

Enable time to low level (St sub pZLS) was pined by pre-charging the output signal to high level

at the beginning and measured from the control signal 50% point to the output 50% point.

For all cells (except pads), fan out load - 1 means loading the cell with one inverter; fan out

load -10 means loading the cell with 10 inverters in parallel.

For the pads, fan out load of I moans loading o 5 pP while fan out load of 10 means a loading
of 50 pF. During the measurement, output of each pad was load with 2 resistors: one 16.67K

a-, resistor from Vdd to output and one SK resistor from output to Ond.

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 -1- 0601/84
5



Appendix B UW,/NW VLSI Consortium

Following is a list of the SPICE model pmrmeter values (see SPICE reference manual for pram-
eter description) that wen used:

Palos NNWO
LEVEL 2 2

VTO -O.65 05
KP 12E-6 32E-6

GAMMA 0.5 1.1V' PHI 0.64 0.66

LAMBDA 0.06 0.05
PB 0AS 095

CGSO 454E-10 6.0,E-10
CODO 454E-10 6.06E-10
CGBO 1.6E-10 1.6E-10

-,- RSH 924) 15.0
Cy 20)E-4 3.3E-4

CJSW 4.OE-10 ThE-iD
TOX 78E- 7.8E-8

W XJ 1.2E-6 1.6E-6
LD 0.961-6 128E-6

UCRIT 2A8E4 4.0E4
UEXP 0.24 0.14
TPG -1 1bJ 0., 0.5

MJSW 033 0.33
NFS 1E11 1E11

S.V%

Si..'.

'1



Appendix C

CMOSPW CELL DESCRIPTIONS

Herein is contained a description of most of the standard cells available in the CMOSPW cell library.
At the end of this appendix is located a writeup on simulation conditions.

OW/NW VLSI Release 2 -1-06/01/84

MM.-



Op.CMOSPW 14DRARY CELL MNV TrtUubsmVRTER

A V Y =A

* A- Equivalent:

CMOS 4049,4069
* TTL 7404

rNodes A IY
Inpu Load II

Macek Dimpvu of IO on Cii Tmilk 33 X AC ChtiudlkS VgDD SY
upw Tbmidm TUN - on

I VD[ __ __ ___ __TYP Typ

* ?ropelgaio delay
(high to low) SfgL 15 53

-~ Propagadom delay

-. (low to hiO) t"g... 2*0 5!

GND[ output_ hta fim rR 3* 93
Outpt fin tim IL 3a0 1.0

iab oaith

VDD NOTES:
1) rail separation: 58 X

A-

Table values from SPICE simulation
Y

CAESAR fiM: SUW VLSI TOOLS/src/ellib/cmmopw/lnvica
*Do fima: SUW7vLSITOOLS/r/ceuib/cuicpw/{inv~AttjnvaM)



-7 *.* -J :--!r

CMOSPW LIBRARY CELL NAND2 2-INPUT NAND

A lieD

CMOS 4011
TTL 7400

Nodw A IB Y

Black NDW of 1/ pime call Widwh 4a AC £haeadmils V8  - SV
- Impat T1odow ma - Sm

I'M out FM out
it We 06ff ?armiwe Lsei-1 Iami-1

*VDE Typ TIP

hropegado. delay

a' (og to low) t'niL 2.5 110.0
ftopeaioe delay

(Om to high) ~ 3.0 103

0 ~Output toll tim fTDLg 9
Outjtj0pat des tins Inn. 435 2135

ianb in2b oath

Oftult Sebamue Diqrm

VDD NOTES:
1) rail separation: k

a-.. 2) bounding box (z xy): 49k X65k

0 Table values from SPICE simultion
y

A -, 
B

* ~CAESAR Ill: SUWVLSI TOOLS/srcceiib/cmospwlnand2ca
DD Mat. $UW-VLSIJOOLS/rclib/ecopw/{rand2.ait, nand2ymn)



-V 77 W -- - -- --. .---

CMOSPW LIBRARY CELL NAND3 3-INPUT NAND
Truth Table

ADCY =ABC

A 1 1 F Nearms functinal
1 0 0 1 Equivalat

1111CMOS 4023
TTL 7410

Nodes. A 1B C YI
Input Load III

Mek Dlr= o !/O pbS Call Wdtl 5 AC EhmdWdIes VD, - SV
bpt 1tmidm TN - Sm

.1. Fm Ot FIND One
r. mes, Led-I Led-1l

______ __ TOp Ty

Fropgetice delay
(bills to lmw) $AW 23 as

Propegahlom delay
(low to bigh) 3A Il i5

Oupu fal TEL 35 17.0
Otpm de tim tTLN 43 215

inlbin2b in3b oath

rcut lSebmace Diami

ve NOTES:
1) rail separation: 58
2) bounding box (z xy): 65k X65X

Table values from SPICE simulation
By

A

*6 C

"..

CAESAR fle: UWVLSITOOLS/rc/cellib/cmospwnand.ca
* DD f: SUWVLSlTOOLS/src/llib/cmospw{nmnd3.att, nand3nym)



LIBRARY CELL NAND4 _ ______ 4.INPUT NAND
Truth Table

A C D Y -ABCD

AX x 1Nared FutucUda
B- Equivulent:

D CMOS 4012

TTL 7420

Nodes A B C ID IYI
Inpu Load I I I I 1

Week Darom of IO plas con WIdt: n1 k AC Catecthdes Vim SV
- * bPM Thsdd Tim. - Ine

lu= Oat Vm Owt
jolt i02t in3t in4* t pagmi Lmd-1 I..-19

Propagation delay
(high to low) UzilL 35 10.5

fpraptoo delay
(low to high) ,L 30 11.0

G 13Output fall time 97L 55 23.0
-j t dOutlt fin *1.. tW~ 33 2335

inlb in2b in3b in4b outb

aret Uebonsie Dlqrmw

VDD NOTES:
1) rail separation: 58 k

% 2) bounding box (z xy): SUA x65?k

0 y, Table values from SPICE simulation

* CAESAR Me.-: SUW VLSI TOOLS/src/cellib/cmospw/nand4.ca
DD files: SUWVLSIJOOLSsrcclib/cmopw/{nand4.att, nand4sym)

4



LIBRARY CELL NOR2 _ ______ 2-INPUT NOR
Troth Tabl

A 5 fY Y-A +8

A4 > _yI I IEquivulent:

CMOS 4001
TTL 7402

Node.I A IB IY
Inpu Load I I I

W eek Dmpm d 1/0 pbn. Cdf MOM* 41 AC ChmlUddl. Va, 5V

ftpVm lrumm Pm OW

jil in2t Outt Pamenw i-Ia-2

V]DE IIF Typ Typ
ftopgdom deway

(hMO to 1mw) 9*WL 2.1 68
a ~FtoPagda dela

(low to high) tg& 2.5 9
-~O&VS ho fi 'TEL 33 103

0etddcw: lt i tTUI 53 1935
ib in2b outb

Omidt Shme Diefrm

NOTS:
A 1) rafl separation: 58 X

2) bounding box (x xy): 49k x6SA

0 Table values front SPICE simulation

CAS til: SUWVLSI TOOLS/srdc/ciib/cmaspw/nor2.ca
On tilo: SUWVLSLTOOLS/srccelHb'cuiaspw/{nor2.att, nor2sym)



.. '* LIBRARY CELL NOR3 3-INPUT NOR
Truth Table

A 5C V Y-=A +B+C

A * *Neared Vinadl
B - j L-Y 10 qluhC 0 1 iS

1 1 0 CMOS 4000
TTL 7427

N od es A I C I Y I I I I IInpu Load I I I I I I I 1 1 77 1
Mack DlON v of V , pasg co ,'Ma AC Chereledikae VVra 5VS

Imp lhmidm Thn - sm

Fml o.t FM O52

Propeptio delayl

(bigh to low) tatI 2*D 635

(low to high) tw 3.1 14.0

GOutput fall tim Irn 3.1 12.0

Outptutj00t fin tim tTI 6.5 29.
aib in2b iu3b oath

areldt SehawU. D*mo

VDD NTS

A- 1) rail separation: 58,'

L 
12) bounding box (z xy): 65,'XGX6,

0 Table values from SPICE simulation

4.c

til: SUW VLSI TOOLS/.recellib/cmospw/nor3.ca
D5 Iles: SUW VLSI TOOLS/wc/ceil/mospw/{nor3.att, nor3syui)

fb'MANf.-ON.4 1



LICBRARY CELL NOR4 4-INPUT NOR
Truth Tabk

& IC DV -.A + +c +D

B E D xI x xIir NearMn Functnmaliliiti Ealmnu:

D CMOS 4002
TTL 7425

Nodes A B C ID IYI I I
I u tLoad I I I 1

Mack Dapm of iO pt. Con Mobth U1 x AC ChMetdifs VDD 5 V
Imat Ttmddm That.- Sm

was oat FM on$
init in2t in3t j,4t @utt poadw Lod-1 Ll-li

Propeautom delay
No gtokw) 1N 23 61

Fropstom delay
(ow to hio) 1"~ 53 19.0

Owiput fall im rg 4.0 12.4

d dtj j dOwupe t im IKIL.. 2 . 40.

inlb in2b in3b in4b oath

Ckcd hoemi DAMIM

A- __ NOTES
-* 1) rau separation: 58 k

B--2) bouding box (z xy)Y. 8lIA x65

TaUble values from SPICE simulation

'p.

flk SW VSITOL~udc~b/mow/or.V

vAsA uln: SUWYVLSIJOOLS/rc/ccub/cmoam/pw/t.nor4.ca)
* D3Al. SUYLSLOOL/nr/ceib'coup/(nr4.at, or4sym



CM()SPW LIBRARY CELL XOR2 2-INPUT XOR
~ Truth Table

A B Y -A O

-~ A-Ner cdia

B -I DCMOS 4030
TTL 7486

Nodes IA 1B Y
Inpu iLod 2 12 [

week Olar at 1/0 On ~ Cii WIm: SI x AC CbinUIks Vzkp - 3V
h pa Trnitio Th - fa

1mlt Fer Oat

* VD 2__________ - TIP

Fropgaion delay
4. (b tio kpw) tOR 4.1 7D

hptapm delay
(Oaw to higb) 1 4D 13.5

N)Output fil fim IL 53 ?SJ

5'.inib in2b Mub

ari chwaste DW

NOTES:
1) rail leparatioti: 5B x
2) bounding box (z xy): 89h x65k

B, Table values from SPICE simulation

CAESARL Mie: SUW VLSI _TOOLSlwdclibdmmpwm/xor2ca
* DD his: SUW VLSI TOOLS/srccelimspw/{uodratt, zor2au)

%V.V



LIBRARY CELL CLKINV CLOCKED INVERTER
Trolh Tawl
C C- A Y

is to Nar" Vi~dnd
A-, Y Equivalent:

CMOs
TTL

* Nodes IC IC- A IYI
Inpu Load .67 1 33 11-I

M eek Dlvp d I/O pbs Cii W~ddu $8 k ~ AC ~Martedks VD1, 5 V

clockt clackilact int O

VDD _ _

_ _ _ _ _ Typ Typ

Ftopegation delay
(h1gh to 1ow) iAL.. 2D 73

FlpcpAiom delay

(law to hNO) 9A 3A 12.

ND EOutpt fall time 97M 3B s
GM Outp t urn timn rf ,0

p clokbr'clcflrb ieb olUb

aftcuit Schwse Dkgm

VDD NOTES:
.1' 1) ranl separation: 5B k~

2) bounding box z xy): SUx65k

0 A Table values from SPICE simulation
Ay

CAESA fle: SUWVLSTOOLSscclbcmopwfclkinvxca
DS Alas: $UW-VLSI.TOOLS~/cellib/cmaopw/{clkinvat, elkinvaym)

%-e



LIBRARY CELL SEL2INV 2 INPUT INVERTED SELECTOR

A A1

S NeardFunctional

CMOs
TTL 74157

Nodes IS A B IYI
Wpm Load 12 1 11

Neck Dkgm d I/O plus con WNW SO k AC Cbumtwiaks VD 5V
*~p . la uium Thm - sw

V.t 710 oat PON out
I LedpI1LedqIS

VD _ ___ __ Typ Typ

Fropagedon deay
/(high to W.) 1,9L 45 Ili

Propagdom dela
(low0 to high) 53S 14*O

-- -6" fi Our im tf 69 273

inib outb in2b W3db

Maeut khwe Dioru

1) rail separation: 58 k
2) bounding boz (z xy): S& x65k

0 Table values from SPICE simulation

CAESAR flu: SWVLI TOLS/wC/cCUiWmopw/sUdinvca
D9 fila: $UWVLSITOOLS/c/ceib/cmopw/in~nvatt, sel2lnvayui)



LIBRARY CELL MLATCH _ ______D-LATCH

Trut Table ..

C-D0

0 1 x EqalVA l ueI:n

CMOs
TTL 74LS77

/(Nodes. C IC_ I D 10 1 1 1
Inpu Load I I I 1 - I I I I

Black DIWin of 110 pb Cdi WIdiORU 10A krwsde VDD $V

ant clockt clockinan out YOU oat FmO Ow

*VDD _ TIP TIP

Fpegatla do*a
NOig to low) 1AN 55 20.0

Puogiagada dela
(low to Mi) Ig 5* 93

GD1111Owtpt too fim 1AF 4a 12.0

_Nj:::... Owps in. tim 1L 4B 1435

iob dcwkb clockflab outb

VDDNOML:

D 2) bounding box (x xy): IOODX SU

* I Table values from SPICE simulation

I

* CAESRfile: SUW-VLSLTOOLS/wrcii/mmpw/dlatchca
DD film: SUW _VLSI TOOLS/src/eib/cmampw/(dlach~Att, diatchaym)



* LIBRARY CELL DLATCHR TthTbeD-LATCH WITH RESET

TrthTal

D- xI U ~ Neared Fuacdoal
Eqlwabmt:

CMOs
TTL

*jNodes. C IC-. R ID 10 1 1
Inpu Load I I I IIII I I I

B*e tmr ar dO O/wpe Cdl WMdl 114 k AC (bermIordles VA, 5VS

Olockflar Iupo hmddm nw - Sm
i3t cIockt Vm tO FOR O w

VDD Lmi- lad-TO

-, Ptogpaatioo delay
(hipa to low) ta SS6 10.0

Pmopagation delay
*(low to higb) ..fgd. 6S ISA

output fail tiM firg 4.4 U23

G14D E: Outpt fin tme tyw 7D) 24.4

4 mb clockb rfustb outb
dcklarb

C C VWD RESET NOTES:
1) rail separation: SOX?
2) bounding box (x xy): 114h X65k

D 3) Reset propagation delay-~ 2.0 6A0
4) Reset fall time: 3.5 11.5

Table values from SPICE simulation

CAESAR Nbk: SUW VLSI TOOLStusrciib/cmospw/dlatcbrca
D3 Mwles SUW -vLSI7ToOLS/src/eilib/cmospw/{dlatchratt, dlatchrjsym)
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S- Simulation Conditions

All CMOSPW standard cells were simulated by spie (a circuit simulator program). The circuits were
generated from the layout artwork by first creating CIF (Caltech Intermediate Form) files from the
layout. The circuit extraction program nmetia was then used to extract the circuit from the CIF file.
Following are some electrical data of the timing simulations.

Temperature parameter was set to 27M

Control signal transition time was 5 ns

VDD - 5V GND - OV

Output fall time (St sub THLS) was measured from 90% (4V) point to 10% point (OM) of the
output signal.

Output rise time (St sub TLHS) was measured from 10% (0SV) point to 90% point (4.V) of the
output signal.

Propagation delay (St sub pHL$ or St sub pLHS) was measured from the control signal 50 point
(2-V) to the output signal 50% point (2-5V).

Output disable time from high level (St sub pHZS) was measured as following. Output signal was
,We-charged to high level (SV) at the beginning of the simulation. St sub pHZ$ was measured
from the control signal S point to the output signal 909 point, ie0. 5V swing.

Output disable time from low level (St sub pLZ$) was measured as following. Output signal was

set to low level (OV) at the beginning of the simulation. St sub pLZ3 was measured from the
4, control signal 50% point to the output signal 10% point (05V swing).

Enable time to high level (St sub pZH$) was gined by setting the output signal to low level at
the beginning and measured from the control signal 50% point to the output 0% point.

Enable time to low level (St sub pZL$) was pined by pre-charging the output signal to high level
at the beginning and measured from the control signal 3D% point to the output 50% point.

For all cells (except pads), fan out load - I mens loading the cel with one inverter; fan out
load - 10 means loading the cell with 10 inverters in parallel.

For the pads, fan out load of 1 means a loding of 5 pF while fan out load of 10 mum a loading
of 30 pF. During the measurement, output of each pad was load with 2 resistors: one 16.67K
resistor from Vdd to output and one SK resistor from output to Gad.

II --
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.Following is a list of the SPICE model parameter values (we SPICE reference manual for param-
"a *'* ."eter description) that were used:

PMOS NMIS

* LEVEL 2 2
VTO -0.9 0.9
CGSO 4.OE-10 52E-10
CGDO 4.0E-10 5.2E-10
CGBO 4.OE-10 5.2E-10

4, RSH 95.0 20.0
Ci 2.0E4 3.2E4

CJSW 4.SE-10 9E-10
iS 1DE-4 1.OE-4

TOX S.OE-8 5.OE-8
NSUB $.OE15 2.5E16
TPG -1 +1
Xi 6.OE-7 8.OE-7
LD S.OE-7 6.4E-7
UO 200 450

UCRIT 8.0E4 8.0E4
UEXP 0.15 0.15
UTRA 0.3 03
VMAX 5$E4 $DE4

-.,
.%,..
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NETLIST User's Guide

UWINW VLSI Conortmn

Department of Computer Science
University of Washington

Seattle, WA 98195

(This document is based on portions of the document fUser's Guide to NET, PRESIM a id
RNL/NL," by Christopher J. Terman, Laboratory for Computer Science, M.I.T., Cambridge, 'A
02139.)

To run NETLIST type
netft infile [o~itej [-a] f-s*][d##

infile is the name of the NETLIST input file, if outfile is specified, that file is used for output. '!he

options are:

-. old format input, size specifications are taken to be length/width rather t'an
width/length.

-ttech Uses tech in the technology portion of the units/tech line at the beginning of the simul, ion
file produced (Default is ??., unknown).

-aunits Sets the number of centi-microns per lambda to aunts (Default is 250).

-s20 use specified number as initializer for internal node names; useful when you waw.t to
merge the results of separate NETLIST runs.

.d#,# set the default width (first number) and length (second number) for depletion devices.
The defaults are 8 and 2.

-. ,0 like -d except for enhancement devices. The defaults are 2 and 2.

40l,0 like -d except for intrinsic devices. The defaults are 2 and 2.

-I0,0 like -d except for low-power devices. The defaults are 2 and 2.

-pO,# like -d except for p-channel devices. The defaults are 2 and 2.

A NETLIST file can insert other NETLIST files by using the include com- mand:

iwnde fleMma9e8e
4 ,- The single argument must be a string (i.e., enclosed in quotes).

Available through NETLIST are all the regular built-in functions of RNL (ie., a suibat of
standard LISP primitivies) - see RNL documentation for a description of thes subroutines. In eddi-
tion, NETLIST offers some ape. cial functions useful for building a description of a transistor net-

'!NW VLSI Release 2 1- 10/1/83
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work. These functions are described below.

NETLIST is a macro-based language for describing networks of sized transistors. Names in " '

NETLIST refer to nodes, which presumably get inter- connected by the user through transistors. A
• -node name has two forms

*, (it width length)

. .. n is the name of the network node, length and width specify a transistor size. This is used in NET-
LIST constructs where mention of a nan causes creation of a transistor.

n is the name of the network node; when transistor sizes are required they are taken from the
appropriate defaults

When using a name to refer to a node, it must first be 'declared' (this allows typo's to be caught
early on). Nodes are declared by using the node statement or the local statement (see below). The
node statement looks like:

(node ns n2 n3 ...)

where nl, n2, etc are the names to be declared. Note: when using structured names (see the repeat
statement) only the first component has to be declared.

The interconnect capacitance associated with a node can be specified as follows:

(capaci:ance n 1234)
(aetq pf-sq-micron-of.diffa sion Oe4)
(capacitance n (0 13 pf.sq-micron.of-diffasion))

The first argument is the name of the node, the second the capacitance in pf (must be a number).
An electrical node can be given several names by using the connect statement:

(connect n) n2 n3 ...)

The names n1, n2, etc. will all refer to the same electrical node. This statement is useful for connect-
ing i/o signals to the edge of an array generated by a repeat statement.

The voltage threshold for logic high and low states can be set by the NETLIST command thres-
hold:

(threshold a 020.)
would et the logic low threshold for node n to 02 (normalized voltage) and the high threshold to 0.
If no threshold is specified, the node will be given the default thresholds as given in the configuration
file for PRESIM (see PRESIMDOC for details).

*, The "delay" of a node (the transition times for changes in the node's value) can be specified by
4. user with the delay command:

(delay n plh phi)
where plh and phi are integers specifying the low-to-high transition delay and the high-to-low delay
respectively. Delays are specified in RNL time units (1/10th nanosecond). I you do not specify a

,,_,• delay for a node, RNL will calculate one based on the impedence of the driving transistors and the
capacitance of the node; user-specified delays override the usual RNL calculation.

(ratio satt_ratio)

set a global parameter gate-ratio for use in nand, enor, cinvert and the transistors connected to the
input signal in the clkinv. Default gateratio is 2.0.

Node interconnections are accomplished by one of the following NETLIST statements:

V.-.a..
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(trans sd [w 11D
(eyrana S d [w [111

enhancement mode transistor with gate g, source a, and drain d. I and w specify length and width of
transistor (can be ommited).

(dtraa g s d [w (11D

like etrans, except depletion mode transistor

(itrans S d [w [1]D

like etrans, except intrinsic transistor

.(lirans gsd [w [lfl

like etrans, except low-power transistor

(ptrans S d [w [Qfl)

like etrans, except p-channel transistor

(tgate out in node nodebar)

wires a CMOS tranmission gate from the signals node and nodebar. The order is alphebetical, the is
the n type is gated by node and the p type by nodebar. The size of the p type device is set explicitly
on the nodes node and nodebar not by the ratio commands. Additional arguments (more control)
may be added but there must be an even (2N) number or it will complain. Nodes in and out are have
their usual meanings.

(Pultup a)

depletion-mode pullup (to vdd) of a.

(pulldown a n-i ... n-k)

chain of k transistors from a to pid, gates of transistor are n-1, -, n-k.

(invert a b)

two-transistor NMOS inverter with output a and input b.

(cinvert a b)

two-transistor CMOS inverter with output a and input b. The size of the p type transistor is deter-
mined by the current value of ratio. See the command ratio for adjusting this value. Default 2.0.

(clkin out in elk elk-)

CMOS clocked inverter. This function builds a clocked inverter from ck, ck- and in nodes. Cik
gates the n type transistor and clk- the p type (just like tgate). The size of the p device gated by in is
determined from the current value of gate.ratio (set by the ratio command). The size of the p device
gated by nodes clk and clk- are set using standard node syntax and does not use the ratio command.

(nor a n-I ... n-k)

puls up a, and creates k transistors from a to gad controlled by n-1 through n-k.

(tnor a n-I ... n-k)

produces a CMOS nor gate with output a and inputs n-I .. n-k. The node a is pulled up with a chain
p type devices and is connected to gnd with the n type devices. Both sets are ated by the lst of
inputs. The size of the p type transistor is determined by the current value of ratio. See the com-
mand ratio for adjusting this value. Default 2.).

(nmd a .- ... n-,
equivalent to

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 .3- 10/1/83
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(pullup a)
(pulldown a n-i... n-k)

(chand a n-! ... n-k)
produces a CMOS nand gate with output a and inputs n-i .. n-k. The node a is connected to Vdd
through the p type devices and pulled down by chain of n type devices. Both sets are gated by the list
of inputs. The size of the p type transistor is determined by the current value of ratio. See the com-
mand ratio for adjusting this value. Default 2.0.

(and-or-invert a (n- ... n-k) ... (m-i ... m-I))

• -! equivalent to

(pullup a)
(pulldown a n-i ... n-k)

(pulldown a m-1 ... m-I)

Iteration construct is repeat statement:

(repeat index low high
[(local I-i ... l-j)]

where index will be given successive values starting with low and finishing with high. You can use the
index in structured names, e.g.:

fooindex foo.(l+ index) foo.(I- index).bar
local variables are described under macros.

For ease c;f circuit entry, the user can build and call parameterized macros. macro definitions
have the form

(msacro is (p-) ... p-k)
[(local 1-1 ... l-j)J

where n is the name of the new NETLIST function being created, p-i .. p-k are the formal parame-
ten, 1-1 ... 1-j are the optional local node names used in the body.

The macro is invoked as follows:

-. : (is a-I ... a-k)

which causes the body to be interpreted after

1) all occurrences of p-i in the body have been replaced by a-i, etc.
2) all occurrences of 1-1 in the body have been replaced by a new, unique node name. Unique
names will be a number (like for anonymous nodes in pulldowns).

3.0 Esampla

In the following examples

eg diw
specifies an enhancement-mode transistor with gate g, source a, and drain d with length I and width w.

*. dgsdlw

is iimiliar, except transistor is depletion mode.
Quickie examples:

4JW/NW VLSI Release 2 -4- 1011/S3
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(invert a b)daavdd82

eba gad 22

(invert a (b 17 5))
d a a vdd 8 2
e b a gnd 517

(invert (a 2 2) (b 2 4))
d a avdd 22
cbagnd24

(nor (a 16 2) (b 2 4) c d)
d a a vdd 2 16
e b a gnd 4 2
ec a gnd 22
cda gnd 22

(and-or-invert a (b c d) () (9))
daavdd82
e b a 1001 2 2
e c 1001 1002 2 2
c d 1002 gnd 2 2
c c a 100322
e f 1003 grid 2 2
e g a gnd 2 2

Two dimensional array of foo's:

(repeat i 1 8 (repeat j 18 foo~j))

generates

foo.1.1 foo.12 foo.1.3 .. foo.1.8
foo.2.1 ... foo.8

Simple two-inverter dynamic memory cell:

(macro bitcell (output owput-enb input input.eb refresh)
(local a b c)
(tram input-enb input a 24)
(invert b a)
(invert (c 2 2) (b 2 8))
(tram refresh a c)
(trans output-enb c output 2 4)

*. )

4 enae (bitceli itO renb bitO wenb p2)

* generates

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 .5- 10Y1/83
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-4
c wenb bitO 100142
d 1002 1002 vdd 8 2
e 1001 1002 gnd 2 2
d 1003 1003 vdd 2 2
e 1002 M3 nd 8 2
c phi2 10011003 2 2
e renb 1003 bitO 4 2

Assume you had an alu bit-slice macro of the following form

(ala carry-in operand) operand2 residt carry-oat)

then the following macro would produce an n-bit alu:

(macro ALU (n databarl databus2 resuitbus cbs coat)
(connect cia coaD)
(repeat i I a

(ala cort l, i) databuslJ detabus2i resulbual coaJ))
(connect coa coasa)
)

Instead of using the connect statement one could have conditionalized the calculation of the argu-
ments to alu:

(macro ALU (n databasl databs2 resultbus cia coal)
(repeat i I

* (ala (cond ((= I) ci) 0u co4l. I)))
databsl i
databus2J
re ssalb C .
(cond ((= i n) coa) (t cowaa))))

The file /ur/vlsi/nl'pads.net contains the following macros:

(input-pad world) ; the input pad
(output-pad world in) ; the output pad
(tristate-pad world in direction) ; the tristate pad
(clockbar-pad world "phil "phi2) ; the clock pad

%J

V R,
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PRESIM User's Guide

UWINW VLSI Consortlim

Department of Computer Science
University of Washington

Seattle, WA 3195

(This document is based on portions of the document 'User's Guide to NET, PRESIM and
RNL/NL," by Christopher J. Terman, Laboratory for Computer Science, MI.T., Cambridge, MA
02139.)

I... One must first convert the aim file to a network file suitable for use by RNL or NL - to Uo this
we run PRESIM:

presim foosim foo [config] options...

which converts the file foosim into a binary file for RNL/NL called foo.

The - option:

Suppresses the sum-of-products formation. This may be desired if you think
sum-of-products is formed wrong otherwise the advantages of the transistor and
node reduction make this option unattractive.

The -c option:

.cfileminvalue

writes a list of node names and capacitances to the specified file. Only capacitances larger than min-
value will be included.

The -t option:

-tfile,minvalue

writes a list of transistors and RC values to the specified file - there are two entries for each trans-
tor. The R's come from the size of the transistor, C's from the source/drain capacitance. Only RC
values lagrer than minvalue will be included.

The -p option:

-presistvoltase

: .' . provides a worse-case estimate of the circuit power consumption by assuming that all the puliups
(DEP or LOWP devices with drain-VDD) ae all on simultaneously. 'Voltape specifies the supply

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 -1 - 10/183.
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voltage, for example -p" specifies a VDD of 5 volts. The result is printed after PRESIM completes its
A other processing. When figuring the resistance of a pullup device the "power characteristic resistance :.

as set in the config file is used.

The optional third file (config) specifies various electrical parameters. The internal values (the
defaults) are a generic set. They do not reflect any particular fabrication process. (UW-NW VLSI

-. .- NOTE: A configuration file is provided in the source code that duplicates the internal settings as an
example of how this file could be used. In addition we note that, the resistor values are stored first
sorted by width, then by length not by the ratio. Values not explicitly provided in the configuration
file are estimated by linear interpolation.) The format of this file is lines of the form

parameter value comments...

Lines beginning with ," are treated as all comment. The parameter names and their default values
are:

configuration file for 'standard" MC process

capm2a .00000 ; 2nd metal capacitance - area, pfisq-micron
capm2p .0000 ; 2nd metal capacitance - perimeter, pf/micron
capma .00003 ; Ist metal capacitance -- area, pf/sq-micron
capmp .00000 ; Ist metal capacitance perimeter, pf/micron
cappa .00004 ; poly capacitance - area, pfsq-micron
cappp .00000 ; poly capacitance - perimeter, pf/micron
capda D0010 ; n-diffusion capacitance - area, pflsq-micron
capdp .00060 ; n-diffusion capacitance -- perimeter, pf/micron
cappda .00010 ; p-diffusion capacitance - area, pflsq-micron
cappdp 000 ; p-diffusion capacitance -- perimeter, pf/micron
capga .00040 ; gate capacitance -- area, pf/sq-micron

lambda 2.5 ; microns/lambda (conversion from smira file units
; to units used in cap parameters)

, lowthresh 0.3 ; logic low threshold as a normalized voltagehighthresh 0,8 ; logic high threshold as a normalized voltage

cntpullup 0 ; < > 0 means that the capacitor formed by gate of
; pullup should be included in capacitance of output

node

diffperim 0 ; < > 0 means do not include diffusion perimeters
; that border on transistor gates when figuring

; idewa capacitance ()

-- subparea 0 ; < > 0 means that poly over transistor region will not
4.° ".- ; be counted as part of the poly-bulk capacitor ()

.'-.

.%

S.
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diffext 0 diffusion extension for each transistor, i.e., each
transistor is assumed to have a rectangular source
and drain diffusion extending diffext units wide and
transistor-width units high. The effect of the
diffusion extension is to add some capacitance to

- the source and drain node of each transistor --
useful when processing the output of NET to improve

, the capacitive loading approximations without adding
explicit load capacitors. diffext is specified in

**. , lambda (it will be converted using the lambda factor
above).

resistance channel context width length resist
; this command specifies the equivalent resistance for a transistor
; of type channel with the specified width and length. Transistors
; matching this entry will have the specified resistance; linear
; interpolation is done if the width and/or length is not matched
, exactly.
; channel is one of "enh, "dep', 'intrinsic", "low-powe',

"pullupw, or "p-chan"
context is one of *static", "dynamic-high', "dynamic-love, or -power"
width is given in lambda
length is given in lambda
resist is given in ohms

() These paramters should be 1 only when processing the output of
the node extractor. They cause various corrections to be made
to the interconnect component of a node's capacitance -- usually
only extracted aim files have information regarding interconnect
capacitance.

PRESIM uses these parameters in calculating the capacitance for each electrical node and the resis-
tance for each transistor channel.

60%,

V-. .R..

..
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RNL 4.2 User's Guide

UW/NW VLSI Consortium
Sieg Hail, FR-35,

University of Washington,
Seattle, WA 96195

(This manual documents version 4.2 (UW) RNL. The manual is based on
Chris Terman's manual of similar title.)

L INTODUCTION
RNL is a timing logic simulat for digital MOS circuits. It is an event driven simulator that

T, uses a simple RC (resistance capacitance) model of the circuit to estimate node transition times and to
estimate the effects of charge sharing. The tter interface is a simple LISP interpreter. This allows
both interactive simulation ad the programming of complex simulations. See Chapter 2 of "Simula-
tion Tools for LSI Design" by C. Terman for details of the algorithm. A short introduction to the
model is included in the "Theory of Operation section of this guide.

The version of RNL described herein is version 4.2 as distritmted by the UW/NW VLSI Convor-
tium. It differs from previous versions in that it is considerably fastr for many simulations. In addi-
tion the user interface has been sugmented.

To use RNL, one needs Am fie for the circuit to be simulated. This can be extracted from the
mask file (eg., CIF) or developed using NITLIST, a prosram that processes textual schematics.

The fArst step is to convert the Am Ale to a network file suitable for use by RNL by running
MRESIM:

% PuM rM f et m] [-mbpl l-amu..j [ ,.dl [pmit',vfters < Ca>
Presim converts the file fooim" into a binary file for RNL called "fooV. The other parameters ae
optional mad are described in detail elsewhere. The conversion process Involves the computation of
the effective resistaces of the transistors as well is the capacitances of the circuit nodes. In order to
he a consistent estimation of capacitances we reccommend that if you are using the circuit extractor
mesta that you use the "-o option to force the propsam to output the dimensions of the circuit nodes
rather than to estimate their capacitances. (See the FIESIM documents for information on options
ad sections of this manual on calibration.)

To invoke 3NL, either type
Z adl <CR>

SV Re 28
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16 M cmdfls <CR>
. " If the "cmdfile" argument is provided then it should be the name of a file that contains a sequence of ,:"

RNL commands. At the very least this command file should load one or more libraries of standard
functions and should read in the binary description of the circuit prepared by PRESIM. For all but
the simplest of circuits the command file will also contain commands and the definitions of LISP func-
tions written by you to help in your simulation by performing such tasks as test vector generation and

N' the simulation of the environment in which your circuit is designed to operate.

A minimal command file would contain the commands:

(load *uwstdri)
(load *uwsim.l')
(read-network "foo)

where the file 'foo' was prepared from a "aim" file by PRESIM.

When the end of the command file is reached, input is taken from the standard input.

2. RNL THEORY OF OPERATION

It is not necessary to have a detailed understanding of the internal computations of RNL in
order to begin to use it. It is, however, useful to have a general idea of what is going on. In particu-
lar, this section will be helpful when reading the discussion on some of the limitations of RNL's cir-

* cuit model. The rest of this section is a discussion of RNL's internal computations and is quoted
directly from C. Terman's original RNL User's Guide.

The RNL simulator are designed to handle ratioed logic, bidirectionality, and charge
sharing/storage. They can be used to determine the functionality and approximate timing behavior of
circuits commonly found in digital MOS designs.

RNL uses the following simple recipe for simulating a circuit. Recall that PRESIM has esta-
blished the capacitance of each node and the size of each transistor. (The network extractor written
by C. Baker automatically derives both from the mask files; if the network is derived from a NET-
LIST description, the user must explicitly specify the interconnect capacitance for nodes where it is
important.)

Once input values have been aigned by the user, RNL calculates the effects of the new values
by repeating the following operations until no further nodes change values:

(1) when nodes are added to the network (the result of some transistor turning on),

compute the "charge sharing' implications of the new node's capacitance and logic
state on its electrical neighbors.

(2) for each node that might be affected calculate Vtm and Ra,, the parameters for the
Thevenin equivalent circuit. The new logic state of the node is determined from
VIA-

(3) if the node has changed state, calculate the transition time using the node's capaci-
tance.

(4) propagate changes (if any) to other nodes.

Basic to the operation of the simulators is the notion of an event - an event specifies (i) a node in the
network, (Ii) a new logic state, and (iii) a time at which the node's value is changed to the new logic
state. RNL maintains a list of events, sorted by time, that tells what procesing remains to be done.
Whenever the user changes an input, an event is added to the list; when the list is empty the network
has 'settled' and RNL waits for further input.

When started with an initial list, RNL sequentially processes the next event on the list, stopping
(1) when the list is empty, (2) when a node the user is tracing changes value, or (3) when the
specified amount of simulated time has elapsed. Processing an event entails
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(a) removing the event from the event list.

- "" (b) changing the node's state to reflect its new value.

(c) calculating any consequences, i.e., new events, resulting from the node's new value.
First all nodes that might be affected by the change are found and marked - this
includes the source and drain nodes of transistors with the current node as a gate,
and all nodes connected to these nodes by conducting transistors (the search through
the network stops only when an input or a non-conducting transistor is reached).
For each marked node two calculations are made: first a 'charge sharing! calculation
is performed (see 2.1) to model changes of state due to charging/discharging of the
node capacitances. Second, a "final value" calculation is done (ee section 22) to
determine the nodes ultimate logical state.

Since nodes are only added to the event list when their values change, portions of the circuit
unaffected by the current set of changes to the inputs are not re-evaluated - the algorithm is event-
driven (sometimes called selective trace).

A node can have up to two events pending:

(1) a "charge sharing" event describing an immediate change in the node's state due to
the redistribution of charge among the capacitors for nodes on the connection list.
This type of event is only generated when a node is added to a subnetwork (i.e.,
when a transistor turns on).

(2) a "final value" event describing what the final, driven state of the node will be.

The simulation computation computes both types of events for each node and then does the following:

(a) when a new charge sharing event is scheduled, throw away pending events of either
flavor. If the new charge sharing event is for the same value that the node currently
has, it can be thrown away too, i.e., the node wil end up with no events pending.

(b) when a new final value event is scheduled it will be ignored if

(i) there is a pending final value event for the same value which is scheduled to
happen at an earlier time than the new event. If this test fails, any pending

"- final event is discarded, and the remaining conditions checked.

" (ii) there is a pending charge sharing event for the same value as the new final
value event.

(iii) there is no charge sharing event and the new event is for the same value that
the node currently has.

If none of the tests are successful, the new final value event is added to the event
list.

These rules are based on the observation that the event that was last calculated reflects the latest net-
work configuration and hence should override events calculated earlier. Charge sharing events throw
away final value events since the charge sharing calculation is immediately followed by a new final
value calculation.

The next two sections describe the two parts of the simulation computation.

2.1. Chmp tdim g esuputatin
This portion of the simulation calculation ries to model various capacitive effects that happen

when two (or more) previously unconnected nodes become connected. For example:
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0-> 1

0 i mai Qarge

In this circuit the transfer gate has ut turned on, connecting a bus (represented by C&,. initially at
logic low) with an inverter whose output is a logic high. If Ct,. and the ps gate are large enough,
the inverter output will go low (C,... is discharged) initially, but eventually both the inverter output
and bus will go to a logic high. In RNL, this sequence of events happens in two steps: a charge shar-
ing calculation that predicts the first transition, and a final value calculation that predicts the first
transition, and a final value calculation that predicts the ultimate state.

The charge sharing computation proceeds as follows:

(1) set CL = ci - CA u o;

(2) compute connection list: starting with current node, include all nodes in the net-
work that can be reached via non-off transistors (includes trans/tors with gates with
logic state *X*). For the chare sharing calculation, depletion transistors e con-
sidered to be "off1 since they (usually) represent a high impedance connection over
which charge sharing would happen very slowly.

(3) visiting each node on conection list, calculate summary capacitances (CL , Cx , Cs:
each node contributes to the sum corresponding to the node's current state). Actu-
ally steps (2) and (3) can be merged into a sngle computation.

(4) compute initial state:

ICHACL + CK + CM)> Vf

INITIAL STATE 0 (CW + CE )I(CL + C, + C,)< V1.

otherwise

For each node on the connection list, schedule a transition to the initial state with
zero delay - this event may be ignored under the conditions described at the end of
the previous section.

Vt is the logic high threshold of the node, V,, the logic low threshold; thee can be set separately
for each node or one can use the default setting (see NETLIST and PRESDM documentation).

Note that although the computation could be made node-by-node, goups of electrically con-
nected nodes are dealt with as a whole since their events are obviously related.

2.2. Find vein empoads.
After the chrp sharing calculation is done, RNL revisits each goup of affected nodes to compute
their Anal values. As we saw in the exmple of the previous section, a node's ultimate value may
differ from its charp-sharing value.

The Anal value computation computes two pelces of information about each node.

(1) its Anal logic state. Recall that the transistor network containing the node is being
* modeled by m equivalent resistor network. To determine the logic state of a node,

RNL computes the Thevenin equivalent for the node in question fcrm the modeling
resistor network (more on how this is done below) - the Thevenaf equivalent v--

, tap is used to calculate the final logic state of the node.
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(2) if the node value is changing, an estimate of the transistion time is needed. if the
- transition is from high to low, RNL computes the effective resistance to GND for

the node (Qtw) and then calculates the trasnition time as RCD *(capacitance nat
already at OND). A similar calculation is made for low to high transitions. Transi-
tions to X are defined to take the same time as the shorter of the high-to-low and
low-to-high transitions.

The following subsections deal with each part of the final value computation.

13. Netwwk aalysis
This section outlines how the Thevenin equivalent circuit for a given node is calculated from a

larger network. We start by describing the simple transistor model, show how the Thevenin
equivalent is derived using information about each transistor, and end by showing how the new value
of a node is computed.

The transistor model in RNL can be quite simple since it is only used to predict the final logic
state of a node and how long each state transition takes. Although the channel resistances of the
transistors change as their terminal voltages vary, it might be possible to use "average channel resis-
tancees to characterize the transistors' behavior. RNL does just this - transistors are modeled as resis-
tors whose resistances are determined by the logic state of the transistor's terminal nodes and the type

.4-'. of transistor:

0;; Rtransistor = Oength/width) * type " state where
width, length are the dimensions of the active transistor area.

- type is the average channel resistance per unit area for the particular type of
transistor.

state a scale factor that depends on the logic state of the transistor's terminal
nodes.

The following table shows typestate for an enhancement transistor (V, is the logic state of the gate
node).

V type state

enhancement 0 O

I enh

X [enh,a-I
where enh is the characteristic channel resistance of an enhancement device. When the state of the
gate and/or source nodes of a transistor are X, the resistance of the transistor is also "unknown" and is
specified by an interval.

We can now describe how V&,, and R&, for a given node can be calculated from a network of
A .nodes and transistors. The network analysis subroutine does a tree walk of the network returning the

values of the two resistors, Ra and RL, that make up the characteristic voltage divider for a node:
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node 
R

RL

The subroutine is outlined below. The terms bource and "drain' are used to distinguish between the
two terminal nodes of a transistor and do not imply anything about their relative potential.

if node is a logic low input {
return with RH -' and RL -0+

)else if node is a logic high input(
return with RH = 0+ and RL - .

local RH: = local RL: - m
mark current node

*for each "on' transistor.L with source connection to current node(
*if drain node is not marked(
.44 recursively analyze drain node

derive a voltage divider that approximates the effect of the
drain node on the current node (approximation uses RH and RL
for the drain node and the equivalent resistance for t)

parallel approximating voltage divider with localRH and localRL

return with RH = localRH and RL = local RL)
Cycles are avoided by marking each node as it is visited: this keeps the tree walk expanding outward
from the starting node. If the network does contain cycles, the subroutine only approximates the true
resistance to VDD and GND. For example, consider the following gate where the output (the pulled-
up node) is the node of interest:

* RI RI

" either
R2 R5 R2 or R5

kR4 kR4

jt3 R6 R3 36
-i

In the circuit on the left the pulldown path contains a cycle; RNL treats the cycle as if the Circuit
looked as shown on the right. This approximation avoids having to solve a system of equations at
simulation time; fortunately, very few networks actually contain such cycles. It is aim worth
remembering that the resistor network is itself only an approximation - it is not worth a large invest-
ment of computation time to calculate an exact equivalent to the resistor network.

The final state of a node can be characterized by a voltage source with a series resistor, ie., the
Thevenia circuit equivalent for all pieces of the network that influence the value of the given node.
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.. '. Rthev _
~ node

V,, , a voltage interval [V_, V ] in the range [0,1] specifying the possible voltages the out-
put node may have.

Re,, a resistance interval [R-, R] in the range (0+, a 1.
V,, and RA,, are, in general, intervals since the equivalent transistor resistances from which they
are derived might themselves lie in an interval. Using the values returned by the network analysis
subroutine, we have:

V-= and V =RL+
ItL_ + ., RL+ +I f_

RA. =J+IRff +

Because we are interested only in the worst case determination of the voltage level, we need only con-
sider the worst case Thevenin resistance. As will be seen in the next section, the final value is directly
related to V - and V .

Different values for Rthev lead to different conclusions about the state of the node:
input (RA, - 0+). Node is designated input node (eg., VDD or GND). The value of input nodes
can only be changed by explicit simulator commands - the assumption is that they supply
enough current to be unaffected by connection (even shorts to other inputs) made by transistors.
driven (04 < R,, < -). Node is part of a voltage divider between two inputs, i.e., it is con-
nected by transistors to other driven or input nodes. As will be seen below, the logic state of a
driven node is determined by Vthev. charged (Rti, - w). Node is connected, if at all, only to
other charged nodes. Charged nodes will maintain their current logic state until either (1)
reconnected to some other part of the network, or (2) a user-specified decay interval elapses at
which time logic state changes to X.

2A. Calculating trandtlen delays
Once the final logic state of a node has been determined using the Thevenin equivalents, RNL

calculates transition times using one of the followig characteristic resistances calculated for each node:
RGjD the effective resistance of all direct paths to OND. A simple serial/parallel calcu-

lation is used to determine RwD.
Rvoo the effective resistance to Rmn, computed in a similar fashion.

These two resistances can be calculated at the same time as the Thevenin equivalents; the network
analysis routines actually return four values: the intervals RL and RH, and the values RGND and
RVDD. The calculation proceeds as follows:

(1) set In,,uua= false, C, = C5  C = 0;
(2) calculate connection list and summary capacitances (CL, CE, Ca: each node contri-

butes to the sum corresponding to the node's current state). U an output node is
reached during the construction of the connection list, set ipatseeu - true.

(3) if inpauseen is false, schedule a decay transition for each node on the connection list,
then exit.

(4) if iapuseen is true, for esch node on the connection list:
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(a) if node is an input, continue with next node on list.

(b) calculate Vdw, (also P, and Rvn, to be used later).

(c) compute the node's final state:

FINAL STATE 0 V , < V,,,

x otherwise

and the effective capacitance and resistance

CL + Cz if final state - I

Ce! = CH + Cz if final state = 0

d a(CL + C5 ,CA, +¢z) otherwise

0 R if final state - 1

Re - AGND if final state 0

Mm(RG, R , ,V) otherwise

(d) schedule a transition to the final state with a delay of R.! "C, nanoseconds,
or use user-specifled delay if present.

Note that the effective capacitance, C,1 1 , depends on the summary capacitances, not just the capaci-
tance of the node in question. This means that none of the connected nodes will reach its final value
much before the others.

-4 2j3. Calibrating the M"i
The charge sharing calculation described in section 2.1 depends only on the capacitance assci-

ated with each node. These capacitances are specified by the designer a part of the NETLIST
-.1-'d description or in the PRESIM parameter fle, both of which are described elsewhere in this document.

210 The final value computation uses both the noe capacitances and resistance information about
-4. each transistor. The circuit data base contains the size and type of each transistor - what the

designer must provide in addition is the characteristic resistance for each type of channel (i.e., the
resistance of a square transistor of that type). See the description of the set-params subr in section 7.5
for how this information is specified to RNL.

* Actually, RNL uses three characteristic resistances:
" .. a static rdslanwe used in calculating RH and RLI. a dyumfc-Iew reaiutwece use n celculatingl

W . the resistance of paths to eND. a dymdl-hOg reistasce used in calculating the resistance of
paths to VDD.

V A single characteristic resistance won't suffice: RNL uses resistances to determine both the voltage
level and transition times - a resistance value that gives an accurate estimate of the voltage level may
not necessarily result in good transition time estimates. Thus, "statie resistances used for voltage
level calculations can be specified separately from "dynamic" resistances used for transition time calcu-

lations.
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! r Therst an e two a ts of dynamic resistances: dynamic-high resistances used when calculating the
Teresistane of paths to VDD, and dynamic-low resistances used when calculating resistance to GND.

Ordinarily, these are set to the same value for a particular type of transistor; some useful exceptions:

(1) setting the dynamic-low resistances very high for devices which should not appear in
pulldown paths. The very high transition times that result will serve to flag 'strange'
circuits.

(2) setting the dynamic-low resistance for enhancement devices to be appropriate for
puldowns, while setting their dynamic-high resistance to be correct for source-
follower configurations.

(3) since pullups are treated as separate types, the dynamic-high resistance for deple-
tion devices can be set for a source-follower configuration.

Future versions of the RNL will distinguish between different circuit contexts for the same type
of device: e.g., enhancement devices would be classed as ordinary, pulldown, source-follower, transfer,
etc. Having the ability to set separate dynamic resistances for a transfer device (for example) means
that the transition times for high-going and low-going transitions involving the transfer device can be
much more accurate.

The static resistances can be estimated from measurements (actual or SPICE'd) of the low thres-
hold for standard logic gates -- there is considerable flexibility since there are many more adjustable
parameters than are needed. Dynamic resistances can be estimated by measuring high- and low-going

* transition times of standard circuit configurations and choosing the characteristic resistances to give
an R-C time constant equal to the time the actual waveform takes to cross the desired threshold.

3. RNL CALIBRATION VIA THE PRESIM CONFIG FILE
Provided here is a brief description for setting the parameters in the presim configuration file.

This is not the only way to obtain these values but the scheme does provide some consistancy between
analysis models like those used in SPICE. Throughout it is assumed that the Presim User's Guide has
been consulted and is available for parameter names, defaults etc.

3.1. Capacitance

- . There are three basic types of capacitance values that can be set by the use of the configuration
file.
1) Capacitance from the area of the node interconnect. This case breaks down into 3 subcases;

metal area (1st and 2nd layers), polysilicon area and diffusion area (both types in CMOS).
2) Capacitance from the perimeter of the node interconnect. Parameters for all layers are provided

by presim.
* 3) Capacitance from the area of the gate regions of a node.

All capacitance is assumed grounded.

3.1.1. Area Capacitance
In NMOS the diffusion area capacitance can be estimated as directly proportional to the SPICE

model parameter C1 with proportionality constant Kg. For abrupt junctions (a good approximation
• considering) ,sq is given by,

AK, 0 - 2*-t(*V-*V0
- V2

- U.. ~V 1 -V 2 is the voltage range and can be assumed rail to rail. One must also be careful that the units
are correct for presim (presim: pflmicron, SPICE: F/m). For a complete discussion of this approxima-
tion see "Analysis and Design of Digital Integrated Circuits," D. A. Hodges and H. 0. Jackson,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, p. 137.

Similarly in CMOS, one uses the C1 for the two types of diffusion a* and p. The contribution
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of metal and polysilicon areas can be assumed to be an order of magnitude smaller that diffusion. As
of yet we have no experience with second layers of poly and metal.

3.1.2. Perlbmter Capacitance

For the diffusion perimeter contributions one use the values for CJSW provided in the SPICE
-" models. Warning, get the units (presim: pfimicron, SPICE: F/m) correct!

3.13. Gate Capecitane

Gate capacitance can be estimated from ratio of the silicon permittivity and the oxide thickness
times the area of the active gate,

cow= LW
lea

Again one must be aware to the difference in the units used in presim and SPICE.

3.2. Resistance vaue

Establishing the resistance values is much more complicated. As the circuit elements (eg. static
logic, pins etc.) have a direct bearing on the representation of transistors by the resistors R.,. and
RdYWAO •

In most caes it is sufficient to perform circuit analysis on single transistors charging a fixed
capacitive load. Two examples that should be included in any suite are shown below.

.55.

T l pF  T I pF
-.5- .

The type of transistor used in these experiments would vary from depletion, p type enhancements or n
type enhancements. Of course the gate voltages and must be adjusted for these various transistor
types.

The resistance value is defined then as,

R - a

This is in effect inverting the calculation done by RNL. The R values can be computed for the all
types and the typical sizes (length and width) of transistors used in the circuits to be simulated by
RNL. This should be streesed, the table maintained by presim is indexed by type and the length and

Lwidth independently not by the ratio

Interestingly as a practical matter using the above definition for the resistance includes some of
the effect of the volatage dependent capacitance. This can be represented by the writing St as

&I - R CW+ V),

From this the ratio c ( ) is the contribution to the resistance R from the voltage dependent
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V .. capacitance.

4. SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE LIMITATIONS OF RNL'S CIRCUIT MODEL

We begin this section quoting from the original User's Guide by C. Terman.

N Is shonld be remembered that the programs are based on a model of what actually happens. As with
any model, there are likely to be discrepancies between the predictions ofthe model and whag actu-
ally happens. The soots described here try hard to be conservative, ia. give a pessimistic prediction
-- but this can't be guaranteed. Thus. it's wise to acquaint oneself with how the models work and
where their shortcomings lie; think of she tools as performing a calculation you could do by hand
(only a to: faster and with greater accuracy and consistency); for your own protection, don't trea the
tools as black boxes.

With this warning in mind it will be assumed that the reader has acquainted themselves with the
model. The basics are provided in the Theory of Operation section of this user's guide.

As a practical matter RNL provides sufficient parameters for nodes and circuit elements to
reproduce the overall behavior obtained from other more elaborate circuit analysis tools. However, it
should be remembered that as the designer pushes the tolerances no simulation may reflect the phyd-
cal device.

4.1. Propagation of X S foae

The main considerations for X state evaluation are;

1) Initial resistance values (RGvD and Ry,) for charging and discharging the capacitive load are
assumed infinite.

V 2) In evaluating a network stage, transistors that are gated by nodes in state X are assumed to have
a resistance represented by an interval and do not terminate the stag evaluation. This interval
is included only in the Thevenin state evaluation end not in the resistance values used for
estimating the delay times.

3) Recalling that an explicit estimate of transition times to the X state are not made. The transi-
tion time is defined to be the minimum of [tplh, tphl].

There are two quite different interpretations of X states. One is to consider it as some intermediate
* . voltage, say 2.5V. This is inconsistent with condition 2) because some contribution to the delay time

would be made with this as the gate voltage. Within the RNL model, X is best considered as an
undefined voltage. Condition 2) is then a very conservative statement of what these undefined nodes
contribute to delay times.

4.1.1. NMOS and CMOS Invertrs

The effects of these conditions are highlighted by the propagation of an X state through NMOS
and CMOS inverters. In both cases the state calculation reaches the correct answer that the output
should also make a transition to X. The transition times for the two cases are now considered
separately.

For a NMOS inverter the transition time to logic H is independent of the inverter input (ie. it
uses a depletion pullup) and it reports this as the transition time Rv "Cakw.
In the CMOS case however, both logic H and logic L transition times depend upon the inverter
input. Then from condition 2), in CMOS no contributions are made to lower the transition time

. from infinity. This leads to a rather unrealistic estimate for the delay time on the output.

On a node by node basis RNL does provide the capability to override the RC time constant. By
explicitly setting the rise and fall times for a node, transitions to X are propagated with minimum of
the two values. By its nature this solution removes one of the attractive features of RNL, the
dynamic evaluation of signal delay times. Moreover, in the cases where there e more inputs to the

:",* . output node (e.g. a nand) this effect can be difficult to track down. Let a word to the wis be
sufficient.
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4.2. Node Overdrive .

Important considerations for the following discussion;
1) The replacement of transistors with resistors is independent of the logic thresholds declared for

the transistor terminals.

2) Node states are determined by comparison of Thevenin resistance ratios with node logic values
Vh,, and Vw.

" When two (or more) charging elements are driving a single node, accurate modeling of node
overdrive guarantees the right element wins. Node overdrive is used more frequently in CMOS design
and should be of particular interest to those designers. Using this property in a digital circuit intro-
duces significant dependence on analog properties of the circuit elements and nodes. In such cues it
is suggested that an analysis tool such as SPICE be used to characterize the behavior of the subcircuit.
With the SPICE results one can use several equivalent approaches to modeling the subcircuit with
RNL. The following approach is trail and error but does not require that the device sizes be changed
from those analyzed by SPICE.

From the theory of operation section of this user's guide recall that the final state of a node is
determined by comparison of the Thevenin resistance ratios to parameters Vj., and Vu*. Further-
more, these parameters can also be set on a node by node basis. Values can then be found that repro.
duce the SPICE behavior for the node of interest. Depending upon the translation from transistors to
resistors, the range Vu, to VAO can be quite narrow. Again success of any of these methods depends
on the tolerances in the design and all can be made to fail.

4.2.1. Memory cell
An example of node overdrive that is commonly found in NMOS and CMOS designs is the 6

transistor memory cell. Only the CMOS example is shown here but the technique presented here
works equally well for the analogous NMOS design.v

dd

M5 
M6

M M
3 -7 4I _J"

R M2 W

* C C.2 D.

We include from Hodges and Jackson ('Analysis and Design of Digital Integrated Circuits, D.
A. Hodges and H. 0. Jackson, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, p. 380.) a discussion on the sizing
of the transistors in such a memory cell.
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- .... To read a I. D and Dbar are Initially biased at about 3V. When the cell is selected, current flows
" ".- through M 4 and At2 to ground and through M and M to D. The gate voltage of M2 does not fall

below 3V. so it remains on. However, to ovoid altering the state of the cell when reading. the con-
ductance of M2 uint be about three time that of At4 80 that the drain voltage of M2 does not rise

above VT. The operations of writing and reading a 0 are complementary to those just described.

Such conservative design style should provide the designer with a working circuit without appeal to
detailed analysis. Optimization, however, of the memory cell would be difficult to accomplish with
RNL.

Simulating circuits of this type brings into focus an important conceptual difference between
RNL and analysis tools. In RNL the logic threshold voltages V,.. and Viii are declared indepen-
dently from the replacement of transistors with resistors. In the memory cell this independence means
that RNL could find transistor sizes that predict correct behavior for any set logic threshold voltages.
Design of the 6 transistor memory is by no means the only case where the independence of the logic
thresholds and transistor replacement can provide misleading results. As a rule subeircuits with ana-
log properties should be analyzed using other tools first and then RNL parameterized to fit that

.q ," behavior.

,", 4.3. Floating Nodes

Important considerations for this discussion are;

I) The effects of a charge sharing event are evaluated immediately.

2) Only one charge sharing and one final state event can be pending for each node in the circuit.

Floating nodes present another case where the analog properties dominate the prediction of the
behavior of the subcircuit. In many cases a floating node can have several inputs making it difficult to
find a set of RNL parameters for the nodes involved. The following example demonstrates these
difficulties.

43.1. Eclumdve or

This is a CMOS design of an exclusive or where all transistors can be of minimum size. It
requires the transmission gate (TO) to compensate for the poor transmission of a logic low by a p type
enhancement and conversely logic high by a n type enhancement.

b

.1-0

* a abarT

Initially it was thought that ouit would require the mast attention in the parameterization. Naive
RNL simulation provided reasonable predictions for the cases where TO contributed to the final state
of out. The states that utilize the TO are indicated in the state table below. RNL did not predict

* proper behavior in other cases. For example, when b was high and a changes from low to high, out
.0 % .-%zo, was predicted to be X. This was not the result of SPICE analysis. It was also found that correct

'A predictions for the other states could only be obtained when nodes a and b were set at the same time
in the simulation. Another alternative was to declare abo as an input. This evidence suggests that
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the other nodes (e. a, abea, b) should be the focus. Why?

a b out

0 0 1 (TO)

0 1 0 (TO)

1 0 1

1 1 0

In the first case the simultaneous transition of a and b produce the proper final state because the
result of charge sharing is the correct final state. Secondly, declaring any node an input (in this case
abar) provides it with zero impedance for that state. For the duration of it being an input, this

- excludes any possible state changes including the offending charge sharing event.

The difficulty in simulating this circuit with RNL centers around the fact that the node oat is
controlled by the nodes that are also its inputs, namely a and sut. Transitions of either node can
promote the scheduling of both charge sharing and final state transistions. The effects of the charge
sharing event are by design evaluated immediately. Without careful consideration of the VI,. and
Vk for the nodes a and abar, the charge sharing events can result in a final state of X for node mt.
The correct final state for eat is then discarded by RNL (only one charge sharing and final state
change can be pending) and is replaced by a transition to X.

43.2. Summary
From the examples presented RNL, used with some care, does have the ability to reproduce

many of the results obtained from other analysis tools. Due to the independence of transistor replace-
ment and node logic voltages detailed analysis of subeircults should be done when analog properties
dominate the subeircuits behavior.

4.4. Problems With Circuit lifialmtlea.

The functions slawI.It and switchbit operate by walking through the network and for each
4node that is in the X state scheduling on the event queue an immediate transition of that node to the

0 state. A subsequent advancement of the simulated time will allow these transitions to occur and
their effects to propagate. This is especially useful in circuits that contain storage elements that can-

, not be controlled by the inputs to the circuit. A typical example is a divider circuit composed of a
chain of latches and whose only input is a clock line. Because RNL interprets X as the 'uknown

- rather than as the "intermediate state, a flip-fiop which contains X's will remain 'unknown' rather
than go through a transition from a meta-stable to a well-defined state. (Circuit ananysis simulators
such as SPICE have their own problem when it comes to resolving mets-stable states.)

While it is sometimes necessary to use d-it or idch-it, there are caes in which these func-
tions will be unreasonably expensive, taking hours or even days to initialize the circuit. This is espe-
cially true if iabit is called before any other attempts are made to initialize the circuit. This
phenomenon ha two realted causes:

,h.-bit schedules its (nominally simultaneous) transitions in the order that it finds the nodes in
." the node hash table. This is in contrast to scheduling nodes closer to inputs Arm, or other

'related schemes. This can result in a lot of extra events being scheduled and evaluated. A typi-
calexample is when an output of a NOR gate is initialized before its inputs. The effects of the
output being In a I state are computed and propagated even though the evaluation of the inputs
will eventually put the output in a I state.
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. The evaluation of events during initialization can be very, very expensive compared to compar-
S. able events during the normal operation of the circuit. The reason for this is again the interpre-

tation of the I state. When RNL attempts to evaluate the effects of an event on some node A,
it examines the states of all the other nodes connected to A. Since the interpretation of X is
-unknown, a transistor whose gate is X might be on. If A is the source or drain of that transis-

" ftor then it might affect the final state of A and therefore the computation must consider this. If
the node A happens to be affected by many transistors (consider one line in a bus), and if the

" - control lines gating those transistors are in state X, then each time any of the nodes connected
to the bus through one of these 'maybe on" transistors goes through a transition all of the nodes
will be examined. This is exactly what happens when dn-bi is invoked before the control lines
arm initialized. Eventually the control lines may be initialized, but by then the damage has been
done.

The moral is that one should be careful when one attempts to initialize a circuit in RNL. Good
design practice dictates that for testability purposes it should be easy and efficient to put a circuit into
some known state by driving its inputs. One should attempt to use that initialization protocol to ini-
tialize simulated circuits also. The cases in which this does not seem to work are those in which there
are embedded state machines that must already be in a well-defined state before they can be initial-
ized. If the outputs of these sub-circuits control large parts of the chip then a special initialization
protocol for these parts should be considered. Only after one has initialized what can be controlled
from inputs and only after one has eliminated the X's on the major control lines of the circuit should

*one consider using dm-tep to do the residual initialization.

S. USER INTERFACE
The user interface of RNL is a simple LISP interpreter. This is a brief introduction to that ver-

sion of LISP.

, The interpreter continually executes the following loop:

* . (1) read a command from current input;

(2) evaluate the command, performing the specified actions;
(3) print the result and loop back to (1).

There are two syntactic forms for specifying commands to this loop. The most general looks like

(function argument argument ... argument)

*4- ie., a list of names, numbers, etc. separated by white space (spaces, tabs, and newlines) and enclosed
in parentheses. The parentheses delimit the command, so that the white space can be used to format
the input any way one pleases. The arguments themselves may also be of the form (function arg
arg). The interpreter first reads the entire command - up to the closing parenthesis. The first ele-
ment of the list is interpreted as a function. The arguments are then evaluated in left-to-right order
and the results passed to the function. The value returned by the function is printed and the reader
invoked once again. For example, given the following input

7(* 732)
(/102))

-. RNL would respond by typing 425 and then wait for more input. Note that nothing happened after
the fr newline since the first parenthesis had not yet been closed.
The reader for the command interpreter also accepts commands of the form:

function argument argument .. argument < newline>
This is equivalent to

(function '(argument argument _. argument))
The" is shorthand for the queot special form. This keeps its argument from being evaluated. Qutft
is explained in more detail below. Many of the simple simulator functions contained in the file
"uwsimlJ are written this way in order to eliminate the typing of parentheses when invoking common
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commands.
Comments can be included by preceding them with a semicolon (;). All characters following "

the 'p" up through the next newline are ignored.

S.1. Objects nd Values

The RNL LISP interpreter allows you to access the following types of objects:

numbers -- signed integers. (16 bits on PDP11, 24 bits on VAXen, 28 bits on PDP10s).

floating point. (the standard single precision format for the machine.

.strings sequence of characters enclosed in quotes (w). Useful as constants for file names,
print statements, etc. Special characters can be introduced into the strings by using
the backslash escapes:

'\n ' newline

'\r ' return

*\t ' tab

'\ooo ' ascii code "ooo" where ooo are octal digits

symbols are like variables in other programming languages. A symbol is referred to by its
print name: any sequence of characters (not including a period 9:) delimited by
"white space" that isn't a number or string. Special symbols (including white space

and control characters) can be included in symbol names by using the backslash
escape convention. Long symbol names with embedded blanks and all other special
characters can be created by enclosing the name in a pair of vertical bars. -

Example: I long symbol\014 name I defines a

long name with a form feed in the middle. Use long symbols in preference to strings.4 ..

nodes are the electrical nodes of your circuit. Although they may have names that resemble
symbols, they are a distinct data type. Note that many nodes have print names that
are numbers. Symbols and numbers are distinguished from nodes by the context in
which they are used. In addition to numbers and symbols, nodes can have structured
names of the form "a.b...." where each of a is a symbol and b, c, etc are symbols or
numbers. This allows you to create arrays and hierarchical naming schemes for your
nodes. It has the unfortunate side effect of forcing you to use the vertical bar con-
vention to enter symbol names containing periods, Le. lakbcI.

lists are sequences of objects enclosed in parentheses. Standard LISP syntax applies,
including dot notation. The empty list "( is also called "nilr.

subrs primitive, or built-in, functions (like +).

One can evaluate an object for a value; numbers, strings, subra, and nodes are "self-evaluating',
ie., the object and its value are one and the same.

Evaluating a symbol yields the value last assigned to that symbol by the user (see the setq func-
tion). Symbols actually have two distinct values: the value used during evaluation and one used only
when the symbol is used as a function name. A useful example of this is the symbol "0 which when
used as a function denotes multiplication, but which when used a an argument denotes the last value
returned by a command to the top level interpreter.

Evaluating a list is like making a function call. The function value (or the ordinary value if
there is no function value) of the first element of the list is the function. The values of the remaining

list elements r e the arguments. For example, evaluating
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S(+ a 3)
.. . looks up the function value of the 0+0 symbol (in this case it will be the subr for addition), then calls

the function with the values (recursively computed) of we and '. The value of the list will be the
value returned by the function.

Certain lists have special meaning to the system and are called special forms. Two special forms
. of particular interest are discussed here, the remainder are described in a later section. The quote
*. special form,

(quote arg) or 'arg
allows us to create symbol and list constants. Thus the value of (quote a) is the symbol a, and the
value of '(+ 2 3) is a list of three elements.

User defined functions are represented by the lambda special form:

(lambda (param param ...) exp exp ...)
The symbol "ambda indicates that this list is actually a user function. It is followed by a list giving
the names of the arguments and finally by a sequence of expressions which make up the body of the
function. The value returned by the function when called wil be the value of the last expression in
the body. For example,

((ambda (x) (+ x 3)) 4)
evaluates to 7. We can give this function a name by making the lambda expression the value of some
symbol:

(setq plus-3 '(lambda (x) (+ x 3)))

(plus-3 4)

also evaluates to 7. In doing this we set the ordinary value of plus-3 to the lambda expression. A
better way of doing this is to use

(defun plus-3 (x) (+ x 3))

pwhich makes (lambda (x) (+ z 3)) the function definition of the symbol "plus-3.

Note that setq changes the 'expression value" of a symbol, while defun changes the 'function
value* -- this distinction is unimportant in most applications, but is useful if you wish to change the
definition of a built-in function (beware of the implications before trying to change built-in function
definitions though!).

This version of rrd is case sensitive. Special nodes with names 'Vdd' and 'VDl' are aliased to
'vdd'; "Gnd' and "GN[Y are aliases of 'gnd'.

5.2. About Emcency

LISP symbols and circuit nodes with the same name are in fact different objects. Functions that
take nodes as arguments also work with LISP symbols, but the symbol is converted to a node each
time the function is called. This entails getting the print name of the the symbol and using it as the
key in a hash table lookup of the node. While this is implemented efficiently, it is still much more
expensive than using the node directly. Often used arguments shc- ld therefore be converted from
symbols to nodes using flnd-mode. (This conversion can be done only after the network has been
loaded because the nodes are not created until then.)

53. Usftl Symbols

The following symbols are defined by RNL and are accessible to the user. They are useful in
writing your simulations.
* is the value last returned by the top level loop. This is mostly useful when you are

poking around interactively.

base controls the radix for printing integers. If not one of 2, 8, 10, or 16 then base 10 is
used. The input radix is controlled by using the Unix conventions extended by using
'OB' to signal a binary integer.
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current-time is the current value of simulated time, expresed in tenths of nanoseconds.

end-of-file returned when -OF is read.

event-list-empty is set to t when there are no pending electrical events on the queue, an otherwise.

user-interrupt is set to t if the user types the "quir character. (Default is ctrl-\.) A check for
.ms-lnterrupt as a condition for exiting a time consuming loop is often useful.

6. BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS

The file "uwstdl1 contains functions that are usually found in LISP environments. This section
documents these functions in addition to the functions that are really built in to RNL. The functions
are grouped by application area. The areas are:

arithmetic functions and predicates

list and symbol manipulation functions

i/o functions

special forms

network/simulation functions

Unless otherwise stated all functions evaluate their arguments. In addition to standard functions
described in this section, you have the option of loading the file "uwsimr" which contains a suite of
functions that implement a collection of useful and relatively easy to use "froat-end" facilities for
doing circuit simulations.

The notation used in the descriptions of the functions is intended to make clear the types of the
arguments. Arguments are prefixed as follows:

g_ for any type,

for a symbol,

t_ for a string,

p_ for types with unique print names (symbols, nodes, strings, and integers),

c_ for symbols and nodes,

I- for list arguments,

n_ for any number,

i_ for intepr,

I_ for foating point.

Quoting the formal parameter means that the argument evaluates to the required type. Special
types are mentioned explicitly. For example (fue 'L..arg) means that i..g evaluates to an integer and
(fune 'vec) means that tune takes an argument that evaluates to a circuit node vector.

6.1. Arithude functfms

Unless otherwise stated, the arithmetic functions take both floating point and integer arguments,
returning a floating point result if any argument was a floating point number. Warning: overflow
and underfiow are not checked by these functions.
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S 7returns the product of its arguments.

(+ 'nargl ... 'sur)
returns the sum of its arguments.

(. 'as arul... 'narga)

returns the first argument minus the sum of the remaining ones. The form ( - ars) returns
the negation of its argument.

( I' _arSi 'xarg '#sars... )

returns the quotient of xjsrs divided by the product of the rest of the arguments. If all argu-
ments are integers the result is an integer truncated towards zero.

(S 'largI ' arg2 ) returns the remainder of (_ag) divided by Ljr 2 .

(1+ 'Lars )
like (+ 'i.arg 1) but restricted to integers.

(1. 'Lars )
like (- 'iarg 1) but restricted to integers.

( 'n.argl '..arS2 )

returns t if nargl less than n.arg2.

(< 'nLarI 'n..arg2)

returns t if n argl less than or equal to n_arg2.

( ='nargl aarS2)
returns t if n-argl (numerically) equal to n.argl.

(= 'nargi 'narg2)
returns t if n arg (numerically) not equal to nargi.

(> 'n..s) 'n.arg2)

returns t if n-argI greater than narg2.

(> '# _qgl 'na_'2)

returns t if n aril greater than or equal to narg.

returns the absolute value of mart.

.. .:. (Ans 'ns..ar)

WV'
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returns integer part of o.ar.,
truncated towards zero.

o"(l 'erg)
.' returns floating point version of karg.

. 'iw ... '.rm
returns maximum of its (integer arguments.

(Ef '_arg) ... 'L.argo )
returns minimum of its (integer) arguments.

(mnumier 'gar )
returns t if gjus is a integer, nil otherwise.

e ~' 6.2. Fuections and Predtcates for La .nd Symbel MalpuIttton

(aipiamp 'parg 'p_.arg2 )
* returns t if par' a print name is lexicographically less than pug? s.

(append 'Largl 'Larg:2
returns list of L.argl with Lfag2 appended to it. (This is defined in "uwstdj.)

(atom 'garg)
returns t if fanw is not a list.

(car 'Lrs)
returns first element of list lug.

(cdr 'Larg )
returns list of all but first element of I rg.

(c €r 'l r)
equivalent to multiple car and edr (o . aadda, or dd). (This is defined in "uwstd1'.)

( chr-to-num 'p ang)

returns the ASCII code for the first character of s-ars' a print name.

(cowa 'gang 'grg2O)

returns a list I such that (car 1) - gjvng and (edr 1) - gav2.

"eq ',_gr, ',_a,2)

returns t if gang1 and LaF 2 are the same (identical I) LISP object.

(eq-al 'gng) ,g 2) ,-
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'. returns t if s_argl and g argl are conformable.

(expode 'par:)
returns a list of symbols whose single character names are the characters of p_rt' a print name.

"' (ta '_arS 'lambda)

sets #st' s function definition.

(frmeal 'J.arg )

returns sars' s function definition.

( Set 'JsAr 'a wM )

returns value of sarg' a t_M~s property. (This is defined in "uwstdl'.)

(Implode (p-argI parg2.. j )
inverse of explode. Arguments with no sensible print name are ignored.

(length 'Larg )
returns number of elements in list Larg.

(i 'tqrgl garg2 ... )
makes a list with elements gargl, etc.

(make-symbol 'pargI 'parg2...

returns symbol whose pname is concatenation of pnames of its arguments. This is very useful for
converting nodes to symbols. See Implode.

(mapear 'u.fJu 'Larg)

returns a list whose elements are the result of applying ujuc to each of the elements in Lars.
(This is defined in *uwstdr.)

(mmq 'gar, '_arg)
returns tail of ILarg begining with gar, if gqe, is not in Larg, then it returns all. This uses eq
to test equality.

Ile,

returns t if Sar, is nil. not is a synonym for mull.

(palt l ..s.gr)
returns _a rg' a property list. (This is defined in *uwstdw. It is not intended to be used directly
by users. See "get'.)

( ;ar 's..ars)
* sets saqr' s property list to iarg and returns Lerg.

".'. (This is defined in "uwstd.l. It is not intended to be used directly by users. See "putpr j.)
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(pname 'parz"
returns string equal to parg' s pname.

(putprep 'sar 'syal 'gamew )
sets sars' s Snap property to salue and return Sal (This is defined in "uwstdl'.)

(rmmprop 's-ars 'Suam.)
returns s_arg' s property list from samm, on and removes gumw property from list. (This is
defined in °uwstd-r'.)

(rplac 'tarS 'Sars)

replaces car of ijarS with SarS.

(rpilci 'Lars '..arg )
replaces cdr of larg with g.ag.

(t 'sars 'gars )

sets value of s.arS to sarg and returns ..arg.

(ustq sars 'sarg )

sets value of sar, to fars and returns sarg.

( abo 'sarg -

returns t if garS is a string.

6.3. 1/O functlems

The notation ['fidJ indicates an optional file identifier argument. If it is included the operation
is directed to the designated file. If omitted the operation goes to the standard input or output device
as appropriate.

The strings used to specify filenames can contain all the standard UNIX file name expansion con-
ventions including the use of environment variables (e.. I myfile').

The base used for printing integers is controlled by the value of the symbol 'ase. The default
is decimal, base 10.

(elsss'Yid)
close file specified byf'd.

(flush 'fid)
force buffered output for file fid.

(hed 'pjnae)
take input from file named by pmnse.

If the file is not found in the present working directory then the directories specified in the
environment variable RNLPATH will be searched. If RNLPATH is not defined then the default
directory SUW VLSILTOOLS/lib/rnl is searched. UWVLSITOOLS is an environment variable
that is used in many of the tools distributed by UW/NW VLSI Consortium. This searching is .
done only for led.
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(og-e 'pw.)
closes the currently open log file (if any) and opens a log file named py#m. and returns a/id for
the file. (log-file nil) closes the currently open log file. A log file contains a verbatim copy of
everything that goes to your terminal during the time that it is open.

( penl 'pjR a )
open file with name pname for input, return fid for the file opened.

(openo 'p_ n )
open file with name pawne for output, return id for the file opened.

( prii 'gyrg [Yid])

prints gw g without trailing newline.

( prime 'garg f'Yid))
like prinl without quotes around strings.

*~ ( print ' grg [YidJ)

print g_arg followed by newline.

(printf ['fid] 'string 'garj 'S.gg2 ... )
print gargl... under format control specified by string. This is similar to the printf in the stdio
library for C. Escapes for printing the garg' a are: %c-> ASCH char, %%->print '%', and

OK %S-> print LISP object.

Example: (sctq a 10)
(stq b '(list of symbols))
(printf "a=%dO=%SO a b)

produces
a=10
b=(list of symbols)

(read '7id] )
read an S-expression from an appropriate file. Returns the expression read or the symbol .nd-
of-file if the end of the file is reached. This does not recognize the shorthand syntax of the stan-
dard read-eval-print loop.

(read-network 'pnamw)

read a network in file named pn.e.

This file must be the output of PRESIM. The network described in the file is merged with the
networks already loaded. There is no way to undo the loading of a network other than reetart-
ing RNL.

(read-ae 'p-nam)
reset state of circuit to that in file named pnne.

N:
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Soutput newline.

.... (wr-lte-asedl-state 'I, )
save readable form of current state in file named pmae. This Cmnot be read back by road-

,, ( write-Elte 'p ,ame )

current state in file named 'ppame. This can be read by read-stat routine.

6.4. LISP Central Structures and Spedal Form

Although special forms look like function calls, their behavior can be quite different (especially
,-, with respect to the evaluation of their "argumentse).

Warning: Lambda bound variables (parameters to defun, lambda, or prog) remain bound until the
form is exited. Functions called from within these forms will see the new bindings. This is not con-
sistent with other dialects of LISP.

(and gxp gexp2 ... )

evaluates £ ups left to right until the first nfl result is found. And returns the value of the last
argument it evaluates.

(and clause clause ... )

Following the cond is a sequence of clauses. Each clause is of the form (pred up up ... ). In
each clause the first expression is taken to be a predicate and the remainder of the expression
the body of the clause. Cad evaluates the predicates in turn, stopping at the clause with the
first non-nil value for the predicate. The body of that clause is then evaluated and the value of
the last expression in the body is returned as the value of the conad. If no predicates evaluate to
non-nil, nil is returned as the value of the coad.

(defumm nae (spar ...) e ... )
.. define function name with formal parameters s_pa... This is equivalent to (fset 'sneW '(

lambda (spar ...) up ...

*.-2 ( do (i vrbi ...) exil! &p exp2 ... )

is a generalized iteration expresmion.

It has three components:

* (i) a list of iteration symbol declarations,
:-. ". (ii) an exit clause,

(iii) and a body that is executed on each iteration.

The list of iteration symbol declarations are used to declare temporary (i.e. "prog bound) sym-

* bola whose scope is the de expression. Upon exiting the do they revert to their previous status.
Each declaration in the list has one of the forms:

.. (sy.) or (sjym 'g#_W) or (ay0 'fink gfr) -"
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where ssym is the symbol declared, 'gjnit is is an expression whose value is assigned to usym at
the start of the first iteration,, and 'gjter is an expression that is evaluated at the start of each
successive iteration to provide successive values for aSym. If '.jter is omitted then the value is
not changed automatically. The initialization and iteration expressions are evaluated in left-to-
right order. For example, the following declaration list says that i starts at zero and is mere-
mented by two, and that j starts at 3 more than the value of symbol k and is squared on each
iteration.

((i 0 (+ i 2)) (j (+ k 3) (6 j j)))
The exit clause, I-exit, is a list of the form

(pred eexpI eexp2 ... )

After the new values have been assigned to the iteration symbols, the predicate pred is
evaluated. If its value is non-nil, then the eexp's are evaluated in order and the value of the last
is returned as the value of the do. If the value of pred is nil, then the body of the loop, i.e.

.expressions eq), exp2, is evaluated. This process is repeated until pred is non-nil.

(eval 'garg)

evaluates garg and returns the result.

( exit )

exits rni in an orderly fashion, flushing buffers, closing files etc.

(lambda (sparl spar2 ...) expi eVp2... )
is the definition of a (nameless) function with formal parameters stparl s_pr2 .... lambda itself
is not a function.

(or Sep] ex2..x )

evaluates the g exps left to right, stops when the first aO is returned. Or returns the value of the
last argument ;., evaluates.

(pro (s_l s2 ... ) 'g_exp 'gexp ... )
saves the old values of san s, binds the symbols to ,ll and evaluates each of the sexps in order.
The old values are restored when execution of the prog is completed. Returns the value of the
last of the S expa. Prog is used to allocate local variables within a function.

(quote garg)

returns garg without evaluating it. The syntax 'gurg is equivalent.

(repeat s index 'I-lower 'Lupper exprlist)

is a simple iteration similar to a for loop in Pascal. Expr/ist is the body of the loop. Sindex is
the index variable. ijlower and ..opper are integers representing the initial and the final values of
the index. The index is increased by one each time the loop is executed. Returns the final value
of the index.

6J. Network funct ns
An electrical network consists of a list of nodes transistors, capacitors, and resistors. The func-

• ' tions described in this section allow user-defined functions to deal with the network.
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(I I nt.,odes )
prints a list of the transistors whose gates are connected to nodes in '1xodes.

The syntax: I nodel node2 - is more common. Returns dM.

(? '..odes)
prints a list of transistors whose source or drain are connected to nodes in 1-nodes. The syntax:
? nodel node2 .. is more common. Returns all.

This command is useful for wandering through the network trying to track down the source of a
particular value.

(: nd-sed 'parS)

returns electrical node with print name the same as pr#1 . Returns ad1 if there is no such
node.

(match-node 'partrn )
uses p_patern' s print name as a pattern using " as a wild card. Returns a list of symbols whose
print names correspond to print names of nodes that match the pattern.

(node-value 'pprg )
if a node exists with a print name matching pjwr' s return its value (one of 0, 1, or X), other-
wise nil

(st-del y 'cuode 'ijph 'LQeI)

Set the transition times for the specified node; tplh (low-to-high transition time) and tphl (high-
to-low transition time) are integers specifying time in 10ths of nanoseconds. If either tplh or
tphl are negative, the node's times become unspecified and the transition times will be deter-
mined by the usual RC calculation. This command allows one to override the timing calculation.
This is useful when the RC calculation gets the wrong answer for one reason or another. Usu-
ally this is worth doing only on critical nodes, such as clocks, where an timing error can be
significant.

(Mt-nod. 'Cnode ',_y)

set value of node cnode to gLap. adds/removes node as an input. I exp evaluates to

0 node is added to low input list
1 node is added to high input list
U,u node is added to undefined input list
Xx ...see text...

The node will be stuck at this input value until changed by another call to set-node. If exp is X
(remember ep is evaluated so you'll probably want to type 'X), node is removed from the input
lists. At the next simulation step it will acquire whatever value it would naturally have.

(..-v.....MW Valuievoig
give a value to one of the simulation parameters:
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. , report flag (default = t). If non-nil, nodes given the value of X because of
improper puilup/pulldown ratio or because of charge decay will cause a
warning message to be printed.

unitdelay flag (default - nil). If non-nil, all node transitions happen with unit delay.

decay fixnum (default = 0). If non-zero, tells the number of time units (10ths of
nanoseconds) it takes for charge on a node to decay to X. A value of 0
implies no decay at all.

maxres number (default = IE10). Capacitors on the far side of transistors bigger
than this value don't contribute to summary capacitance used in calculat-
ing transition times.

(t-threshold 'cnode :I.ylow _vhigh )

set c node' s logic thresholds to f.yfow (low) and f._yhfl (high). viow and vhigh should be
numbers in the range [0,11. These thresholds are used when converting from a Thevenin
equivalent voltage to a logic state - sometimes it is useful to be able to override the defaults for
special nodes which otherwise will turn out X.

This finds all nodes whose values are X and queues a transition to 0 for those nodes. The

integer returned is the number of affected nodes. A call to mr-step or one of the higher level
simulation commands such as "step, Yss, or c will allow these changes to propagate. Initializa-
tion should be done by manipulation of the inputs of the circuit, simulating the real initialization

CO sequence. Sim-init can be used to initialize nodes that cannot otherwise be initialized. Using
swn-it without first simulating the setting of the inputs can be very, very expensive, especially
when trying to initialize circuits conected by a bus.

(da-step 'Lstop.time)

simulation step using RC model. This runs the electrical simulation until curretutisme - i#top-
.9 time.

If the simulation runs to completion then nil is returned. If a node that has the STOPON-
CHANGE flag set goes through a transition, then the simulation is stopped at that point and the
node that had the transition is returned.

(sop.m-chau ';_mode 'jwitch)
If .jwItch is not al then set cmode's "STOPONCHANGE" flag. If _switch is n then c mode'
s "STOPONCHANGE" flag is cleared.

(swutch-lat)
like sim-init, except prepares network for initialization by switch-step instead of vim-step.

(swt h-ep 'stop-time)

simulation step using switch model. This is similar to dmtep, but transistors are modelled as
switches and transitions have unit delay. This algorithm is somewhat faster than the usual RNL
calculation for many circuits, but can give X answers for circuits for which transistor size is
important for correct operation (eg., bit line in a dynamic memory). To ensure correct opera-
tion, one should not use dia-step until the event list is empty (and vice versa) - ie., all events
scheduled by a particular algorithm must be handled by the ome alorithm. The value of

or
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eventt- empty can be tested to see if the all events have been handled.

This routine may be useful when debugging the basic functionality of a circuit, or when simulat-
ing a circtit which has not been correctly sized (one that gives ratio errors using dam-step). Since
the switch-level algorithms are much faster when dealing with large groups of interconnected
nodes, switch-step may be particularly useful when initializing a network.

(,walk-se ycion )
fuction should be a symbol or a lambda expression that takes a circuit node as its only argu-
ment. walk-aet applies that function to every node in the network.

(trace-node 'crnode 'switch)

If g.switch is not mlU then start to trace cnode, otherwise stop tracing cnode. This is useful for
trying to track down exactly what is happening to a subeiruit at a very low level. The first form
turns on tracing for the specified node, the second turns it off. Sample outputs:

[1); event 1: b=H 0 10.Ons
[21; b => clist:d <input seen>
[31; d: rgnd=[30Se+04,6.Ile+04], rvdd=[l.00c+l0,.00e+l0
14]; d-rpd=l.l18+04, d-rvdd-Me+10, lhdelay=0, hldelay-
[5]; cap: high =O.OOOOOe+O0, low -. A0000e+C0, x-l.14720e+O0
161; => value=L @ 120c+01 us
[7); enquing d [event 1: b) L 0 220 (delta - 120)

[I]: node b makes a transition to H at 10.0ms

[21: a list (clist) of nodes affected by b is reported. In this case one
node (d)is found before an input ends the search. Inputs can be forced
nodes, vdd or pud.

(3]: Report the result of the Thevenin calculations for nodes on the clist,
rgnd Thevenin resistance to ground, rvdd Thevenin resistance to vdd.
Note in this first case rgnd is computed to be an interval. This
is the result of an input node having a value of X.

[41: Report the value of the resistors to pnd (d-pd) and vdd (d-vdd) used
in the delay calculations. Note thes values are not necessarily
the same as those in (31. This is the result of using different values
for R,,., &,. and Rdwo.

[5: Report the value of total capacitance charged high, low and x for
current node.

[6,71: Compute new logic value for node and enque it at current-time +
delta (delta = RC). R and C are choasen from the values given in
lines [4] and [S].

[8]; event 1: c-H @ 1 .Ons
[91; c -> clist: d <input seen>
[101; d: rgnd-j OOe+1O,.Ie+lOJ, rvdd-[3.0 +O4,3Me+04]
[111; d-rpd-1.00e+10, d-rvdd-S.90e+03, lhdelay-0, hldelay-O

112); cap: high -O.iO0 Oe +0, low-1.014720e+O0, x-O.OOO0e+O0
[131; => value-H @ 600+00 ns
[14); enquing d [event 4: c] H 0 531 (delta - 60)

This example is substantially the same as the first except that the Thevenin resistance is no
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longer an interval.

(trce-anmou 'gwitch)

If g..wkchi, is not aft then start to trace all nodes, otherwise stop the trace. Sometimes this is the
only way to track down oscillating subcircuits.

7. The awdal package.

The uwiml package is intended to provide a powerful and esy to use front end for rm. In
addition, it is can serve as the basis for customized front ends for specific projects. In this document
we concentrate on the functions intendend to be directly called by users. The programmer who
intends to extend this or to customize it is invited to peruse the code.

7.1. Syntax md symbels.

The uwsimJ package defines two new data-structures: Vectors of circuit nodes are defined by
vecdef' s. A vecdef is a list of the form ( a mode nme cModel ... c..ode"). s..mode is one of {hex,
dec, oct, bin, bit) and controls the formatting of output and input for the vector. The first four modes
allow numeric input in any base and output in the specified base (and are limited to 23 nodes), the bit
mode uses bit vector input and output. If a numeric vector contains undefined nodes it is printed as a
bit vector. The first element in the list of nodes is the high-order bit of the numeric vector.

You can request that a report about the state of your circuit be printed at certain times during the
simulation (usually at the end of a clock cycle). The format of this report is specified by a report-

* form which is a list containing vecdefs , strings, symbols corresponding to nodes, nodes, and the for-
-.- mat control symbols { newUne, tab, and page) printing of a report. The car of the list is a string that
' heads the report.

.Q. It is useful to know about the following symbols:

t The property list of t is used to hold tokens describing which packages have
been loaded. UwsimJ requires that uwuidJ be loaded first.

incr is the time interval used by the step and clock functions.
The default is 1000 (- 100.Ons).

relative-timing If this is not wnilw then transition times are reported relative to the start of the
step.

switch-level If 'switch-level is non- nil then the switch-level is used, otherwise the RC
model.

7.2. Fou mne tasided for Direct Use by Uss.

(devae 'Yedcf)

4 optimizes the representation of vecdef by converting LISP symbols into nodes and stores that
5- representation as the vuedsf property of vecdef' name.

(d erpert 'la.,)
creates an optimized report form. 1Lar. is a list, beginning with a title string, containing the fol-

dlowing LISP forms: strings are printed in the report without surrounding quotes.
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newline inserts a newline in the output.

tab inserts a tab in the output.

page inserts a form feed in the output.

s-_ for symbols other than those above causes the state of the
corresponding node (if any) to be displayed. An error is reported
and a newline is inserted if sJaS cannot be converted to a node.

(vec s...arg)
* or

(vec vecdef) causes the state of a vector to be inserted in the report. If the first
form is used, s-rS should have been previously been given a vector
definition. If the second form is used, the vector definition is created
on the fly.

(function gLarg) causes gqr to be evaluated when this form is encountered in the
printing of the report.

(h '_nodes)
makes the nodes in 1jnodes inputs at logical high (1). (Alternate syntax: h nodel node2 ..

(I '1 nod es )
makes the nodes in Inodes inputs at logical low (0). (Alternate syntax: I nodel node? .)

( ' 'nodes )

removes the nodes in Ijnodes from the input list. They can now be driven high or low by the
modelled circuit. (Alternate syntax: x nodel node2 ...)

(a '_nod ei )

makes the nodes in I nodes to be undefined inputs. (Alternate syntax: u nodel node2 .)

(t '.nodes )

turns on traces for nodes in I nodes. (Alternate syntax: t nodel node2 _)

(ut 'l od)
turns off traces for nodes in I-nodes. (Alternate syntax: ut nodel node2 -)

(Invec '(ve m-_nw 8gvaI g_.y2 ...) )
checks the type of vecm. Uf the vector is one of the numeric types (hex, de, oct, or bin)
then it assigns the numeric value gWll to the vector. Otherwise, it treats the vector as a bit
vector and assigns the value gyll! to the first node in the vector, syv2 to the second, etc.

( ftec'( ,w.. _ Sy,1_, ... ).
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is like invec but forces the input to be in the bit vector form. This function allows elements of
" -2." -the vcctor to be set to x or a.

(openplot '(filename))

opens a plot file to receive notifications of reported transitions. The resulting plot file can be
processed by the program sup to produce plots that resemble logic analyzer displays.

(doseplot 'Larg )

closes the plot file. The argument is ignored.

(arkplet marker)

inserts a marker with the name marker in the plot file.

(s 'Lars )
, runs a simulation step for iner simulated time and generates a report at the end. (See det-repot.

( '( ars))

runs a two-phase non-overlapping clock for Larg cycles. This assumes that the clock nodes are
called phil and phi. Each of the 4 periods is Lacr long. At the end of iLu8 cycles a report is
attempted using the user's declared format.

(wenames rg)

. erg should be either vector definition or a symbol with a vector definiton. It prints out the names
" .and current values of the vector.

(vecodes rg)
erg should be either vector definition or a symbol with a vector definiton. It returns the list of
component nodes of the vector.

(achagaed-since '_ time)
returns a list of nodes that have not changed since aflam. This is useful for helping to decide
whether your simulation has adequate coverage.

(unchanaue 'Lar )

is shorthand for (unchanged-since 0). The argument is ignored.

(chig 'La,)

sets the "STOPONCHANGE flag for the nodes in Iarg.

(um ehft 'Lr)
clears the "STOPONCHANOE flag for the nodes in ler.

7.3. Fumetleas Kntesd to be Called by Other Funetins.

There are a lot of these functions. You are invited to look at uWOm .

* , %In addition, they provide examples of how many of the elements of this language ar utilized.
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* NETLIST & RNL

7Tutorial for Beginners

5-.

Rudolf W. Neuron

UW/NW VLSI Consortium
Sieg Hail, FR-35,

University of Washington,
Seattle, WA 96195

This document is intended as a guide for people who want to acquire a basic working knowledge
of the RNL digital circuit simulator and the NETLIST network description program in the UW/VLSI
VAX 11/780 environment. Examples ae given for the preparation of logic network description files
and the production of the corresponding .Jim and binary files for input to RNL. Next, instruction on
the use of RNL commands to set up a clearly defined network state for a simulation is provided. Per-
forming actual simulations of some of the networks defined previously, frequently needed commands,
such as those for setting circuit values, asking about node information, running a simulation step, etc.,
are explained and applied to the network in both interactive and batch mode. Further references are
Usted in the appendix.

If you are not familiar with the UNIX operating system, read the introductory document UNIX-
quick.
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4.1 interactive Command [nput and Batch Command Input

42 Practicing RNL Simulations - The Shift Register

1 'P'

.3Printing RNL Output Using MTP

_. 4A Displaying RNL Output on a Graphics Terminal or Plotting it on an HP 7220 Plotter

5. Summary and Outlook

Appendix I - Further References

Appendix 2 - Description of the aim file of the example "invertere (section 3.12)

Appendix 3 - Preparation of a simple wconfig' File

Appendix 4 - The "alias file of the example "shift (section 32.3).
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V . L FerzW ovntim fr this Docuet-

The UNIX system prompt is given as a small percent sip ( ) in bold-face type.

(The RNL command interpreter has no prompting sip, which can sometimes be confusing.)

All information RNL prints out in response to your entries, including error messages, are indicated
in =n bd4w* tp. If a short description of what RNL returns to you is given instead of the actual
RNL response, it is also shown in small bold-face type.

Your entries are indicated in bold-tw type, normal size.

v Certain commands and phrases within the text are also printed in bold-faced letters for emphasis.

Program names within the text are frequently capitalized for emphasis (eg. PRESIM for presim).

File names are indicated in italic type (unless they are part of an entry sequence, in which case they
are shown in bold-face as is everything else that is part of an entry).

< CR> stands for the RETURN key.

(Caret) stands for the CONTROL key (frequently labeled CTRL). If ^ precedes a character, the
CONTROL key has to be pressed and held down while the character key is premed.

DELETE and <DEL> stand for the DELETE key.

A" I I
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-.-- " 2. Overview of the Peuition of NETLIST and RNL t the UW/VLSI Tool Envlronmmnt

The aim file plays a central role in connecting NETLIST and RNL with the rest of the UW/VLSI
tools, as well as with each other (see Figure 1). The name aim file derives from the mandatory file
name extension Am.

In this tutorial, we will use NETLIST to produce a aim file from a logic network description file, then
transform the Ama file with the program PRESIM into a binary network description file for input to
RNL. We will not deal with the generation of the Am file with other tools, such as MEXTRA, nor
will we consider the possibility of using the Aim file for input to programs other than RNL.

RNL must be given two sets of information for a simulation run. These are:

(a) a description of the network to be simulated and

(b) the commands to control the simulation run.

The network description specifies the elements of the -etwork (such as transistors, NANDs, etc.) and
the way they are interconnected. The RNL command input performs functions such as setting the ini-
tial state of the network, providing signals to be applied to the network (input signals, clock, .. ),

specifying the format of the simulation report, etc.

We will deal with the network description first, and later use the networks defined in this way to
illustrate the generation of the RNL command input.

, The RNL command input can be entered in two ways: interactively, or via a command file submitted
to RNL (batch mode). You may use a command file to initialize the network or to apply complex
stimulus signals, and then continue to work with RNL interactively. In interactive mode, you can do

*. simple simulations and develop programs in RNL LISP, which may be run in batch mode subse-
*. quently. In most RNL sessions you will probably find yourself alternating between interactive and

batch mode.

There are conventions for the names of the files to be processed by NETLIST, PRESIM and RNL.
These conventions will be observed in this tutorial. All files related to a particular circuit are given
the same main name followed by a period (.) and an extension. The binary input file for RNL is an
exception to this rule - it has no extension.

The meanings of the extensions are:

met network description file, input to NETLIST

aim intermediate file, output of NETLIST and input to PRESiM;

this file is a true "mediator - it forms the connection not only between
NETLIST and RNL, but also between NETLIST and the other VLSI
tools, and RNL and the other VLSI tools.

command file for RNL (batch mode)

S1t all= file produced by NETLIST"
" Normaly yas do no have much to do with the d ll., it is cratd mtomaicaly by NEaTUt sed aud

mstommiciy by P335KM.
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no extension: binary network description file, output of PRESIM, input to RNL

You need not follow thewe file name conventions, but it is strongly recommended since it makes the
communication between various users much easier.

3. Logic Network Descriptions for NETLIST

3.1. A CMOS Inverter ma Simple Eanmpe

3.1.1. The NETLIST Loglc Circult Dumrptiom of a nvyerter

*Recall from section 1. that RNL needs to know the network before you can start your simulation'.
We will describe here how the network can be specified for NETLIST in a logic network description
file using a LISP-like command syntax.

You therefore should familiarize yourself with the basics of LISP, if necessary. To help you with this,
this section will provide an example of a logic network description and an implicit description of some

S~ . important LISP properties, but will omit much of the detai and the intricacies of LISP.

Figure 2. shows the circuit diagram of our first example, a simple CMOS inverter. We will prepare
the logic network description for the inverter according to this diagram.

Vdd

]11

in out

GND

Figure 2 CMOS Inverter

Hawwm. itls poedbls to add to yw N.wok in ti .an of ei doamloa.
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The general form of a NETLIST (and RNL) command is:

(emmmume arumpemt.1 r.pmmt_2 arummet_ -. )

In most cases the parentheses are required. You will find later in this tutorial examples for caes
where the parentheses can be left out. (In particular, RNL has a syntax simplification designed to
save you some typing of parentheses).

Here is a listing of the logic network description, followed by the explanation of its commands (write
the network description into a file named Lnverterv.) :

; (1) NETWORK DESCRIPTION FOR A CMOS INVETER

(2) DECLARATION OF TIE NODES IN THE NETWORK

(node Im out)

(3) P-CHANNEL ENHANCEMNT TRANISTOR (FULL-UP)

(ptrans In out Vdd 1 8)

(4) N-CHANNEL ENHANCEMENT TRANMSOR (PULL*DOWN)

(etrans In GND out 4 8)

(S) SPECIFYING AN INTERCONNECT CAJPACTANCZ FOR THE OUTUlT NODE

(capacitmee out 6.3)

Hereafter, the numerals enclosed in parentheses will be used to indicate each part of the description
file.

(1) Note that a semicolon causes the rest of the line to be treated aS a comment, i.e., to be ignored
by the NETLIST program. Blank lines are also ignored*.

This first comment serves as a title to the network description file.

(2) You must declare any node you want to name for subsequent reference. (you could think of
this declaration as bringing the nodes named by you to the attention of RNL)". There are a
few exceptions to this rule, however. Some nodes, common to mast circuits, are known to RNL
without declaration. These are the ground and drain voltage potential connections" symbol-
ized GND and Vdd (the symbols OND and Vdd are not sensitive to upper or lower cas, so

You thould make am$e un of seb eomment ad blank U..r to make oun metwork Ws u "rwdai* a
possibe.
" Thee e mos always additiomal ooda named by NUTl*T (or other propm produing a aft we
Tlbs hppens, for snmple, when NETLIST proeeoms maino wbl sb iaternd (load) mode. Sub
amine Bo undeclamed. You will Bud mmy of them ia mon m sl .

We m the term "dra votkep potmodelr da. the at toMIm may smthe drn of a o audalwt , .
my be connected, we to Vdd, but so my other node. Notably this i the emen wib trmmie o .p.
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... ad and, vdd are equivalent symbols).

Nodes are declared with the command
(aode al &2 s 4 ..

where ai, n2, n3, n4, .. are the names of the nodes to be referred to in the network.

(3) The declaration of the nodes has provided the "skeleton' for the network. Next you must "fll
in" the remainder of the circuit. For a transistor this is done with a command of the form

(transtertype gate scarce draid width hngt).

Trandmtor-type represents a mnemonic for various types of transistors, such as
ptrans for p-channel enhancement-mode transistor

etrans for n-channel enhancement-mode transistor

dtrans for n-channel depletion-mode transistor

(see NETLIST User's Guide for more available transistor types and other circuit ele-
ments.)

Gate, smarce, and draim represent the names of the nodes to which the gate, the source, and the
drain of the transistor are connected.

The pull-up of the inverter is specified a a p-channel enhancement-mode transistor, and the

appropriate nodes are *in, "outw, and OVdd.

The width and the length of the transistor's gate area in units of lamxa my be specified
optionally. If omitted, both width and length default to 2 lambda. Our pull-up is given a

* - width of 8 lambda and a length of 8 lambda.
-.. "

*4*-i The width and the length of the gate area determine the resistance of the transistorO. In this
way you can influence the ratio of the pull-up to pull-down.

(4) The pull-down is specified, analogously to (3), a an n-channel enhancement-mode transistor
with a gate width of 4 and a gate length of 8.

(5) The final element to be specified in the inverter is the interconnect capacitance. The command

(cepfdtaee eat GAS)

tells NETLIST that a capacitance of 0.M pF is to be inserted between the nodes "ont and
OND. (One side of a capacitance specfied with this command is always to OND). The
specification of this capacitance is an estimate of the load capacitance of the inverter.

RNL detemim d tomktie by looking up a two4 uiaa ttb is. wbicb tbM dimeilow we lag*
mad slf. [MO WRYs wae ibm . of the gNM~auofttM PI aMas do gifhcedv (emils) uia
is" b tmay be I wute.
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Pw mthe r u WniNwMd nEu3SA

After the logic network description has been written to the file bdierter, it has to be processed with
the NETLIST and PRESIM programs.
Substitute "inverter for "example in the file names from Figure 1. (You already prepared the file
IWvermvaet.)
Then enter:

mei sd lawvurtrat laverterim <CR>

This causes NETLIST to proces the network description file Ivmsnr m. writing its output to the file
winerteriuhm. If you omit the filename Inverte. ia .NETLIST will display the output on the screen".

(Enter % aa netlit or see NETLIST User's Guide to get moe information about optional parame-
ters for NETLIST).

If everything worked out correctly, the only response you will get is the UNIX prompting lign().

*. You may want to look at the Iwener rjui file produced by NETLIST. Its content is listed and
9' analyzed for this example in the appendix.

The next step b to process inverter.ms with PRESIM. PRESIM transforms the transistors in the jim
file into resistors of equivalent size. This is done because RNL uses resistor models for the transistors
and estimates transition time delays from the equivalent network formed by the resistors and the cir-
cuit capacitances.

There is an optional configuration file which can be used to give to PRESIM technology-dependent
parameters, such as the specific resistances of the transistor channels. If you do not use this
configuration file in the PRESIM run, default values for the specific channel resistances are assumed.
The assigned default values are the same for all the different transistor types, which reults In a resis-
tance ratio of 1 if the gate areas for the pull-down and the pull-up transistor a sized equally.

An explanation is given in the appendix on how to prepar a sim~e configrion file to change the
channel resistance of the p-channel transistor to twice the value of that of the n-channel transistor.
Read this appendix or simply prepare the very short cOm't file (six lines) from the listing there. You
can then run PRESIM with the crnfle file as a perimeter:

pr lm baverter.alm tivein essig <CI>

This will cause PRESIM to procem aweerr i, putting the output into the fie m,,er. This output is
.'-'.'ary file.

PRESIM will give you some information about what it did:

VImM 4.j

In@" e intm b-I i p..m-I dfea bwh-g-m,4-0 ins' misw

Tod iumit= disdm -2
.

w is ft. I ,uW e O ns X mad, cpu. wd b aeuesu inpud to dos mss. Of emm, yes
aylmem man"es OMt(Se& fame -.'
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: 5w, First, it tells you its version number, which is 4.2. Then, you are informed that eight nodes were
found in the network. If you look at Figure 2, you might count only four nodes, but PRESIM counts
some of the nodes more than once.

PRESIM tells you how many transistors of the various types it found in the circuit and how many
transistors it Oeliminated'.

You could now use the inverter file as the binary network description for RNL and run a simple simu-
lation. However, the example of the inverter was only intended to be a simple exercise to give you a
feeling for the way networks are described using NETLIST. We will consider the network description
of a more complex network before proceeding to an actual simulation.

3.2. NETLIST Description File for a Tn-S Shift elutar Moe from Latches and Flip-Flops

3.2.1. Deningn Masros as Building Blocks (Latches and flip-flops) - Baufldig Block Ubrory

We are going to build the shift register in a modular fashion as illustrated in Figure 3a through 3c.
First we make a latch from inverters (3a), then we put together two latches to get a master-save flip
flop (3b), and finally we chain ten flip-flops to build the shift register (3c).

onin

F r Lt
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in nIout

AlG- 2 i out

cl

Figure 3b MS Flip Flop (made from Latches)

in - out. out.1 out2 o out.10

4- 0

Figure 3c Shift Register (made from ms-if)

Since it can already be seen that we may need latches and flip-flops in future desigs, we will define
these building blocks such that we can later call them without having to redefine them. This Is done
with macro definitions, which can be stored in a library fie and easily loaded into future network
description files. The library file, which we shall call network library, has the same format as the mtm
files. We give it the name UbJ,."

Here is the listing of the macro definition of the latch, followed by the explanation of its statements

(see also Figure 3):

;(1) MACRO DZFINITION FOR A CMO0 LATCH

- *it is mem- to sow the iEssro ddoIommn is a Miw3y 8. Yor may dom to wdifk se mago
dg m dioty at the bs.miq of the mework dintperom o.
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-

% .,. ; (2) NAMING THE MACRO AND ITS PARAMI'ERS
(mnaro mbt (ot Is d d-)

; (3) DECLARATION OF THE NODES LOCAL TO TE LATCH

(local ml)

; (4) FIRST CLOCKED CMOS INVERTER

(etiv -l In c! cl-)

; (5) UNCLOCKED CMOS INVERTER
(claver ot al)

; (6) SECOND CLOCKED CMOS INVERTER
4.. (cllav al out el. d)

;(7) CLOSING PARENTHESIS FOR THE MACRO
%)

(1) This is the title identifying the library entry.

(2) A macro definition has the general format

(macro name (praml parm2 param) ...)
body of the macro'V. )

Note the closing parenthesis after "body of the macro', and make sure that you never forget
them in any macro definition. You should invent short and descriptive names, but do not use
the name of any of the other NETLIST functions (a listed in the NETLIST User's guide.).
The body of the macro is made up of the statements (2) througah (6).
We give our macro the name Olatch'. The name is followed by a list of parameters paramni,

* param2, param3, .. These parameters represent the values to be used when the macro is called
later. In the latch macro, they represent the names of the nodes that are used to connect the
latch to other circuits.

(3) There is one node to which one need not refer when the latch is used later. This node, "ni, is
only of local importance to the latch. Therefore it is declared as a local node in the latch
macro. Locally declared node names may be declared and re-used in other macros, dne they
ae considered free symbols outside the macro of their declaration.

(4) As in the previous example of the inverter, the nodes form only a "skeleton" for the network
which must be "filled in' with the circuit elements. The circuit elements are two clocked
inverters and an unclocked inverter. Thene elements are available in standard form as com-
mands for the network description. (This means we need not have taken the trouble to describe

."'v'. ,_ . .the inverter with single transistors in ectlos 3.1. However, we did this as an example of a sim-
ple circuit, and to demonstrate the us. of transistors in a network deecription.)

"W/NW VLSI Release 2 .12- 7/=84
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A clocked CMOS inverter is specified with a command of the form

(dkthv out b elk elk-).

clkinv is a mnemonic for "CMOS docked inverter. out, in, "WIk, and "clk-" represent
the names of the nodes to which the output, input, clock input, and negated clock input are
connected (the clock input is the bue of the n-channel transistor, the negated clock input is
the base of the p-channel transistor). In (4), a clocked inverter is connected to the respective
nodes out, in, cl, and ci-. (The pte simes and ratio of the clocked inverter "€lkine, and the
devices "cnand'. "cnor and "cinvert". can be changed with "width' and fength" values and with
the *ratio" command; see section 32.5 and NETLIST Users Guide.)

(5) A simple unclocked inverter is inserted. The general command for the specification of this
CMOS inverter is (clavrt out In), with out and in representing the names of the nodes to
which the output and the input of the inverter are connected.

(6) The second rlocked CMOS inverter is specified analogously to (4).

After completing the macro definition, save it in the library file Ib .

In the following definition of the muter-slave Sip-flop (see also Figure 3b), you can simply call the
latch by its macro name.

The macro definition of the master-slave flip-flop is analogous to that of the latch. Its statements, fol-
lowed by the explanation of their meanings, are listed below:

; (1) MACRO DEFINITION FOR A 0M10 MASTER-SLAVE FLIP-FOP

(2) NAMING THE MACRO AND ITS PT
(miaers mif (eat In d)

; (3) DECLARATION OF THE NODES LOCAL TO THE FLIP-FLOP

(loecalml 2)

; (4) FIn LATCH
(lath 8l In el .)

;(5) SKCOf4D LATCE

Ie
(ltch eat al all el)

(6) CO8 INVERTER

(elaiert .2 d)

; () CLOSING PARSNTESI FOR THE MACRO

"/NW VLSI Releae 2 -13- 712W4
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Most of the statements in this macro definition will already be familiar to you. Note that the previ-
ously defined macro 'latch' is used in the same way as other circuit elements. If you had not defined
the latch yourself, you might not even know whether latch- is a macro or a basic NETLIST function.

-. This property allows you to define successively more complex building blocks and nevertheless use
them with the same ese as the 'primitive functions.

As we did with the macro definition for the latch, we now add the macro definition for the mater-
slave flip-flop to our library file ibuet. It must be inserted after the latch, since it uses latch! as a cir-
cuit element and will therefore call the 'latch' macro.

3.2.2. Making the Register with Macros from the ibeary - Loops md Ided Symbols

Looking at Figure 3c, it is now easy to make the ten-bit (or any number of bits) shift register by
chaining ten of the flip-flops defined in our macro library i a. We could write down the call for
"msfr with the appropriate parameters ten times, but NETLIST has the facility of a loop and indexed
symbols, which makes the specification of such repetitive elements as the flip-flops of the shift register

very compact. (In accordance with the file name conventions, write the following network description
into a file named shiftAer.):

; (1) CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION FOR THE 10-BIT SHIFT REGISTER

(2) LOADING THE FUNCTIONS FROM THE MACRO LIBRARY

(lad "Ub.ad)

; (3) NODE DECLARATION FOR THE NETWORK

(mode In out ci)

(4) LOOP CALLING THE MASTER-SLAVE FLIP-FLOP 16 TIMES
(repeat t 1 10

(msfl oatl ot.( 1 1) el)
4 )

(5) ASSIGNING AN ADDITIONAL NAME TO THE INDEXED NODE OUTA

(coamect In out.$)

(1) This is the usual title.

(2) Load the macro library lib n, which has the effect of inserting the macro definitions for latch
and omff before the description of the shift register.

t UW/NW VLSI Release 2 -14 - 7/20/84
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(3) Declare the network nodes to which you want to refer. Remember, there are two kinds of
node declarations: global, as here and in the example of the inverter (section 3.1); and local, as
in our macro definitions.

(4) This pert illustrates two new facilities which we have at our disposal when we want to specify
the description of network structures that contain the same oub-circuit repetitively.

In most cases of such network structures, a in our shift register, the regular pattern of sub-
circuits makes it possible to refer to their nodes with a collective name followed by an index.

out.0, out.l, out.2, .. , out.1O (se Figure 3c) are examples for iadeed node . "our is
the collective node name for a group of nodes having a similar function or position in the net-
work; '.0., .1", .. are the indices uniquely identifying each of the individual nodes.

Note one other application of indexed nodes in the 'node command of (3). Indexed nodes can
be declared by simply declaring their collective node name. It is not necessary to list each indi-
vidual node. Thus, our declaration of 'out in (3) represents outs, out.1, out2, - out.10.

Generally, an index can be represented by any symbol or expression. In the 'repeat' loop, it is
given as "i' and 0(- i 1)', respectively. (- i 1) is the LISP form of subtracting I from i,
and just one example of how an index can be calculated from an expression.

The symbolic index enables us to use a loop calling our master-save flip-flop ten times. A loop
has the format

(repeat loop-index start-value end-value

body of the loop

The 'body of the loop can be any sequence of commands. The loop in (4) starts with the index
'i set to 1. "i is increased by 1 after each call to the flip-flop. In this way the loop specifies
flip-flops with connections to

out.1, outs, cl

out.2, out.1, cl

out.3, out2, c!

0e

out.1O, out9, cl

After "i has reached the value 10, the loop is exitedV

"Upee lavingq te loop, the yars oftb smbd of the loop Inde will be inuozei o the vdse it bad be.fo =coes tme °,pet form.
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S . (5) The network description using "repeat and indexed nodes looks very compact, but a few nodes
were designated cumbersome names. Rather than using the name "out.0" for the input to the
shift register (see Figure 3c), we will call it "in. This can easily be accomplished with the con-
met command, which equates the names "in and "out.'. Another application for the emufect
command is in connecting two or more nodes electrically.

3.2.3. Prceming the Shift Register Desecripom File with NETLIST and PRESIM

You should be familiar with the procedure for processing a description file with NETLIST and
PRESIM, from section 32.1. However, be aware of one additional file created by NETLIST. This file
is called an alias file and it contains, for each node, all the different symbolic names that have been
assigned to that node. Remember that you specified explicitly with the (cemnect la ent.) statement
that the names "in' and "outD' were to denote the same node.

The alias file created by NETLIST has the same main name as the other files related to the network,
which is shift for the shift register, followed by the extension al. A short explanation of the sktia
file is given in the appendix.

Substitute "shift' for "example" in the file names from Figure 1. (You have already prepared the fileshif:.neu.)

Then enter:

, mt shift met sblftm < CR>

This will cause NETLIST to process the network description file shift-we in the same way as explained
before for the inverter.

(Feel free to inspect the shif tim file produced by NETLIST, which should not be difficult since you
know how interpret sim files from the example Inverterim analyzed in the appendix.)

To process the description file with PRESIM enter:

*presim shiftIa awft cemfig <CR>

%: PRESIM gives you the following information:

" Void. 4.2

t aujtmibn: k-110 bitm-I p~em-110 ep-S w.psww pdnvp-4 ftdge-4
TeaW Wrond dfmsbud - 2X

It is very much similar to the case of the inverter except that the shift register circuit is much bigger.

You have now seen, for several examples, how to produce the network description needed by RNL.
41. The next section examines a special aspect of network descriptions (converting network descriptionsto macros). You may want to skip this now, and proceed to actual simulations of two of the networks

we have described so far.
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3.24. Convertnlg a Network Demcrpdou Into a Macro

You have seen how to use macros as building blocks in the description of a network. A network
description can easily be turned into a macro in the following way.

*, Specify as parameters the nodes you want to access when you call the macro. In the example
below, (output in cl) are the parameters for the output, input and clock connections. Later,
before you call the macro, you must "globally' declare (with the "nodes" command) the actual
names for the respective nodes.

- Declare the remaining nodes as local nodes. Be careful not to use names that are to be used as
global node names in the 'main' network. In the example below, the indexed name "o is used
to represent all the individual indexed nodes o.0, o.1, o2, -, o.10 (formerly out.0, out.l,
outi, ... , out.1O).

Here is the listing of a possible macro definition for the ten-bit shift register, derived from the shift
register's network description:

; (1) MACRO 10-B1T SHIFT REGISTER

THIS MACRO MAY BE CALLED ONLY WHEN THE "LATCH AND

"MSFFr MACROS HAVE BEEN DEFINED OR LOADED

PREVIOUSLY.

(2) MACRO DEFINITION

(macro shlftrq1 (output In d)

; (3) NODE DECLARATION FOR THE NETWORK
(local o)

; (4) LOOP CALLING THE MASTER-SLAVE FLIP-FLOP 10 TIMES
.i.%- (repeat I 1 0

(Nuf 6 o4- i 1) cl)

(5) ASSIGNING AN ADDITIONAL NAME TO NODES o
AND o.10

(connect In o.0)

(connect output 0.10)

; CLOSING PARENTHESIS FOR THE MACRO.

O,_. After defining the macro, you can add it to the library 1liwhme and use it in the same manner as you
have used *latch! and msf.

,. UW/NW VLSI Release 2 - 17 - 7/20/84
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3.2J. Shdos of NETLIST FVmctlons with Tw or Mare Transistors (CINVERT, CLKINV, etc.)

In section 32.1 the NETLIST functions "cinvert and "clkinf were used to define the macros Olatch"
and "msf'. We did not specify any gate sizes there, so the default values were assumed. You will see
here what the default values are and how they can be changed.

In NMOS functions, such as inverters, NANDs, NORs, etc. (represented by the NETLIST functions

*invert", 'nand', "noa)" each individual transistor can be identified by the node to which its gate is
connected. This is either one of the input nodes, or, in the case of the depletion-mode pull-up transis-
tor, the output node (since the gate of a depletion-mode pull-up is connected to its source, which is
the output). You can specify the gate size for each transistor by specifying width and length together
with the node to which the gate is connected in the following manner:

(invert (out width-o length-o) (in width-i length-i))
(nand (out width-o length-o) (inl width-I length-i) (in2 width-2 length-2) ...).

Thus, (invert (out 4 6) (in S 10)) creates an NMOS inverter whose enhancement-mode pull-down
has a gate area of 8 by 10 lambda, and whose depletion-mode pull-up has a gate area of 4 by 6 lambda.
The case is similar for the anand" and the "nor, the only difference is that you have more than one
input. The default gate sizes are 2 by 2 lambda for an enhancement-mode transitors and 2 (width) by
8 (length) lambda for a depletion-mode transistor.

In CMOS devices the situation is different. Normally an input connects to two gates - one gate of a
p-channel transistor and one gate of an n-channel transistor. This makes the sizing specifications
somewhat more complicated, since a node does not any longer uniquely identify an individual transis-
tor. NETLIST permits you to specify width and length together with a node as in the NMOS case,

* e.g.,

(clevert oat (in width length))

However, these values determine only the gate width and length of the -chand trn dster and the
pte length of the p-channel transistor. Defaults are 2 lambda. You can sat the width of the p-chamd
transistor to a multiple of the width of the n-channel transistor with the command

(ratio value)

which must precede the function it is to affect. For example,

(ratio 3)
(cinvert out (in 4 6))

sets the 'ratio" for "cinvert" (and all following CMOS functions until the next "ratio command is

•,:,untered) to 3. The n-channel transistor (pull-down) of the inverter gets a gate area which is 4

lambda wide and 6 lambda long. The the p-channel transistor (pull-up) gets a gate area which is 3" 4
-12 lambda wide and 6 lambda long.

The default "ratio" is 2.

If a node connects to only one gate, width and length of the gate area are set in the same manner a

-*'" . * We did mot m MOe. bM cosesaUted on CMOS fIsaida. 1F Yo waM 0 kow mrs about m., m
ae NEThIST UMe's Guide.
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described above for NMOS. Thus, in the cae of a clocked inverter, you can specify the dimensions of
the gate area of the two transistors connected to the input node in the same manner as in the case of
"cinvert', whereas the dimensions of the two transistors whose gates are connected to "c1 and cl-" are
specified independently:

(ratio 3)
(clkinv out (in 4 6) (cl 8 10) (cl- 12 14))

The gate dimensions of the two transistors forming the inverter are the same as in the °cinvert ° above.
The gate area of the p-channel gating transistor connected to "cl-I is 12 lambda wide and 14 lambda
long, the gate area of the n-channel gating transistor connected to cr is 8 lambda wide and 10 lambda
long.

The sizes of the other CMOS functions available in NETLIST are set in a similar manner (see NET-
LIST User's Guide).

4. Circuit Simulation with RNL

4.1. Interactive Command Input and Batch Command Imput

You have now completed all the necessary preparations to run a simulation of one of the circuits
described previously. We will run RNL and start out with our simple inverter.

r Ml <CR>

RNL comes up with its version number

Vwdn 4.2

aP and waits at the beginning of the next line for your command input. (RNL does not have prompting
sign.) Every command you enter now is immediately executed and, if necesary, commented by RNL.
This is why this mode of operation is called the interactive mode. Correspondingly, this way of enter-
ing commands is called interactive command input.*

Before starting on your simulation, you must load the two files owstdJ and uwsiuJ , containing func-
tion definitions for RNL.

(lad " ,tdl') <CR>

Jui cam you want to ceit RNL. the command to eav RNL in an odedy faddo s (M) or dmply
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4 (load uawuima) < CR>

* (The loading of the uwstdJ file is implied).

Next, load the binary network description file bwerter.

(read-ntwork "Inyrte) <CR>

RNL will prompt with information about the network:

1 sedeq mihw b-4 Iiic4- p-Aso-6 dep-4 aw-power-6 pallep-6 nodar-0

-. There is a simple commandr(' - we will use it shortly) to run a simulation step for an amount of time
defaulted to 100 ns. To change this, a variable lar can be set. lInr * 0.1 ns, is the new length of the

C' of the simulation step. For example, an Iner of 10 results in a simulation step length of 1 nsi The
command to anign a value to a symbolic variable' is tustq symbol valoe).

Let us carry out the simulation in steps of one nanosecond. Set 1wi to 10 so that the product of
'inc? and the internal step width is 1.

(mtq hecr 16) < Cl>

RNL echoes (returns) the value assigned to lier.

Frequently it is convenient to refer to a group of nodes, rather than to one individual node. You can
4 denote a symbolic name for a list of node names with "setq7. We will give the name 'nodes' to the
* list of the two nodes 'in and 'out.

Stdly spainae is a Psymbol. Symnbols in IP ares quit. e osinn aales In eto

We 1hmfou. will frequeutly dedpate a variablu, objeca; wbieh dlnd Mind7 be cdiii smbdL.
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(st sodse '(On mO < Ci>
0. mS.

Again, RNL returns the value it assigned to the variable, which is the list (in out).

The final step is to specify details for the reports on the simulation step. There are two standard
report forms available in RNL.

The first type of report lists the state of nodes whenever this state changes. We want to obtain such a
report for the changes in our 'nodeeU, ie. win" and 'onte. Each node has a "change-flau' telling RNL
that such a report is requested. For a list of nodes (ni, n2, _.). this "change-flag" is met with the com-
mand (chflag '(al n2 _.). Since we have already defined a list of nodes (in out), named "mode?, we
can enter

(cUhng med") < Ci>

RNL has now met the change-flaps of win' and 'oue to "true.

The second type of report lists the state of nodes at the end of a simulation step. To obtain such a

report on the nodes "in" and "out", use the "def-report" command:

* (dot-report '("STATE AT END OF SIMLATION STP f m In a)) < (Z>

MSATZ AT 00DO01 UMAL&11N SXif to em)

* The capitalized text in quotes is the title of the report. It is followed by the names of the nodes that

are to be included in the report.

Now try a simulation. Setting the input of the inverter to high potential* is simply done by entering

h b< CU>

RLsreply dim means that it carried out your command. (From now on, we will not mention this

'one.)

W-W T wiI eq dy hia thoda WOl~ pow M w H 0 d to Im indt d a Low.
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J "2*', "h" is the mnemonic for High, followed by the name of the node to be set to High. (You can specify
: '.9 more names, separated by a blank).

Run a simulation step by entering the mnemonic a:

.- .. <CR>

In accordance with your specifications in chlair and "def-reporte, RNL will reply:

step beate@ 0 s,.

at-S 0 U

STATS AT 3M1 OF UIMAU TION ST1M

4' Canoe dme- I
5, '--1 60=4

* After starting up RNL, the starting time for a simulation is always set to zero, so your fAnst simulation
step begins at 0. The reports on changes in the states of the nodes 'in' and "out' show that "in' wa
set to High at time zero, and that 'out' changed to Low at 0.6 a. This is exactly what an inverter
should do. The time delay in the change of the output is caused by the time needed to load the gate
capacitance of the inverter and the time needed to unload the output node capacitance of 0M pF (see
3.1.1). The report at the end of the simulation step tells you that the time is now 1 as, and repeatst the state of the nodes 'in and "out. as required in the "def-report command. (For other com-
mands to run a simulation step see RNL User's Guide).

Now consider another state of the inverter, set the input to Low (1 is the mnemonic for Low):

I In <CR>

and do a simulation step:

.4 - , 8 9t J
8 < Ci>

nS etp bolo 0 U

.ATi AT 30 OF IDMUIATION 8Tlh
• ".' Coral tim- 2

/.'., 1oftms-1

The report given by RNL is analogous to the one just explained. This time the simulation starts out

at I n with the input set to Low. The output changes to High at Oh s (relative to the starting
point of the simulation step), again the delay is caused by the gate and output capacitances. At the

,end of the simulation step the time is 2n*, ln is Low and out is High.

UWIW VLSI Releae 2 -22- 7/20/84
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' RNL uses three different logic states to characterize the potential of a node. They are:

High, symbolized H, with the value 1. Logic high is assumed whenever the simulated voltage
level of the node is between a high threshold VAWt and 1.

Low, symbolized L, with the value 0. Logic low is assumed whenever the simulated voltage
level of the node is between 0 and a low threshold V&,.

Undefined, symbolized X. An undefined state is asumed whenever the simulated voltage level of
the node is between a low threshold VI., and a high threshold a high threshold Vft.

You can set any node to one of the three states with the following commands:

h Set the node to High (shown above).

I Set the node to Low (shown above).

u Set the node to Undefined.

Setting a node in this way has the effect of connecting the node to a voltage source with zero
impedance, thus overriding any other value the circuit might try to impose. Nodes with their values
fixed in this way are called input nodes (because they are used like an input to a circuit, and RNL
internally puts them on an "input list"). They will stay at the assigned logic level until you release
them. You release nodes with the command x, followed by the names of the nodes you want to
release. After the node has been released, it is free to assume whatever level it wants to assume
naturally in the circuit (it will assume this level after an "" command is executed).

The simple example of the inverter has given you a good idea of how to "operate" RNL in Interacthe
mode : You enter a command and receive an immediate reply. Now exit RNL to prepare a"batch"
command file:

eut < CaE>

You are back with UNIX.

There is one other mode of RNL operation which we shall call batch mae. You can write any
sequence of RNL command into a file and specify the name of this file as a parameter when you start
RNL. We will call this file "RNL command file", or simply command file. You will almost always
want to have such a command file to save yourself the work of keying the "load', "red-network", and
other commands that are invariably needed to set up the proper conditions for a simulation.

To see how the command file is used, write the frt seven of the above commands into a file iawrterJ:

(load "uwstdl')

(load "uwsiml')
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* (read-network "inverter)
, - (etq incr 10)

(setq nodes '(in out))
(chfiag nodes)
(def-report '("STATE AT END OF SIMULATION STEP." in out))

Now run RNL again, with the command file irwearerJ as a parameter:

%r ml InverterJ < it>

You will get almost the same replies as before when you entered the commands interactively. (The
only difference is that returned values, such as the 10 in (setq incr 10), are not shown.)

Now set the input High and run a simulation step, then set the input Low ad run another simulation
step. Again, you will get the same answers as before.

In order to set up the proper conditions for a simulation, most commonly one starts out with the e-
cution of the commands from a command file and then continues in interactive mode. RNL LISP pro-
grams for time-consuming simulations may be developed in interactive mode, written into a command
file, and later run in batch mode.

We will do the simulations of the shift register in this mind way in the next sections.

4.2. Practicing RNL Simulations - The Shift Regter

You can modify on the command file prepared in the previous section and use the modified lie when
we start up RNL for the simulation of the shift register. Write the following modified commands into
the file shift :

(load 'uwstd.l')
(load *uwsimlf)
(read-network "shift")
(setq incr 100)

V (setq nodes '(in out.10 ci))
(chflag nodes)
(def-report '("STATE AT END OF SIMULATION STEP! in out.10 cl))

Now run RNL again with shiftJ as the start-up command file:

ndl ddft < (:i>

RNL's reply is similar to the one discussed in the previous section.

Let us do some initializing and propagate input through the shift register ((1) through (17)).
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(1) Initialize the network

(sia-bit)

When you start up RNL, the state of the nodes is Undefined, ie. neither High nor Low.
This state, symbolized X, is not very useful at the outset of a simulation. It is preferable to
start with a definite, stable state. The (sim-init) command tries to help you with this. It
returns the number of all Undefined nodes and then sets them to Low. In this case, 52
nodes were set to Low. If the number of nodes set to Low was not 0, you should do a simu-
lation step and propagate the new values through the network (we will do that in (2)). If this
leads to Undefined node values again, do another (san-init).

Repeat the seqnce of ( d-nit) fullowed by a simulati step tl (do-bit) returns 0.
you cannot settle the network in this way after four to five repetitions, RNL might not been
able to simulate your design properly (for example, if a an input signal and a feed-back signal
derived from this input simultaneously drive a node). In such cases refer to section four of
the RNL User's Guide.

(2) Simulation step to propagate the nodes set to Low

* 3eb.~m@Uua.

WtlIO-I a L23
WLI-i 6 GA

STATI AT IM OF SDMULATION rr:

csmt um- Is

In- et.1,, .l-9

dim

As a result of propagating the Low nodes from the previous (in-init), "out.1OP changes twice
during the simulation step. The reports are analogous to the ones explained in the previous
section.

(3) Next initialization step.

(di-In)
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This time the number of nodes set to Low by (aim-mnit) was 0, ie., the network had been
settled to a stable state with the commands in (1) and (2).

(4) Simulation step to propagate the nodes set to Low.

8

-* p STATI AT END OF IMULATION SITW:

ON~rm tm 28

is-9

A ~As expected, no changes occurred in this step (no nodes were changed in the previous(u-
init)). Reports as usual.

(5) Give a name to a group of nodes.

(ustq ailmoda (i. tI ent.2 entJ o.tA outS
.t6 out.7 outA out.9 a.2.16) )

(ON (4&691- 0 1) (-urns, ow 2) (4&8m6.0 3U) (-mats. 00 4 ) (I-mat, oft 5) (-aimso ~i (aUIm- ad 7)
(4&096- ow 5) (-W=$-. =I (4&t-o U4))

We give the name 'aIUodee to the group af nodes forming the shift path. RNL returns itsinternal representation of tilstof nodes.

"-.I,(6) Set the change- flag for the group of nodes.

(in (4ftlss. =I 1) (ams o 2) (metw-ow N (-imsI- sow 4 (4&fimso 5) (4faimso w (3Mw so 7)
(Omnw. ow1) (m&N9- =Iw9 (43mg-so )

a. This command at& the changeflag for each node of dlmoiug.
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We could have used the command
(chflag '(in out.l out.2 out3 out4 out.5 *'

out.6 out.7 out8 out.9 out.10)
)

to achieve the same result, but instead used the symbol u1Lasdes to give an example of the
usage of a name for a group of nodes.

(7) Set the clock input to Low.

I l

duo

Step begim 6 20 ns.

STATE AT EN OF JMUIATION STEW,
Co Imt tim, 38

t-n 0 n.10-8 ei-s

The clock is set to Low, followed by a simulation step. Reports as usual.

(8) Set all node in the shift path to Hligh.

(repto IO
(h '(et.(oymd t)))

)

IS

SOWt0- bq 0 3 1
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% 
.

41
. " emiT-I OS

inUlI

.- ., m.4..,I

4 emtl-tOS

~Mrl=_1 0' e

'. , _ b-1 0

MIATX AT ICM 0 UMIUATION ST

Caml Uw- 46

I-I =L10-1 el-O

The repeat command is similar to the one in section 3.2.2, where it was used to make a shift
4 register from ten ms-flip-flops. Of course, the body of the loop is different here. It is the

command

(h '(out.(eval I)).
.4

There are several peculiarities in the form of this command (which you have already seen in
its simpler forms, eg. h out.1).

RNL LISP has a syntax simplification which permits you to write

maind argunmistl argieMm. srmst_.

instead of

(cemmand '(areumetl iwnpast2 argemit. ...))

Therefore, h 6nt.10 is equivalent to (h '(ut.10)).

However, the simplified syntax may not be used if the command is part of another command,
such as inside the "rqeat*.

The (oval I) is needed because RNL does not evaluate a symbol if it is preceded by an apes.
trophe (I. (vd I) returns the value of ', which varies from 1 to 10.

Since we set the change-tag for "all nodes, RNL reports all the changes in the corsnd-
ing nodes' values, followed by the usual final report at the end of the simulation step.
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(9) Apply one clock cycle

h CI

daM

S

Sa* hw 0 48
d-1 414

ISATIM AT J OF U ULATION STE
cuwmmt tre- N

Im-I mIl-I dml

d-0n

Id

-I,-I I 9

We set the clock first to High. then to Low, each time followed by a simulation step. This is
equivalent to a dlock cycle of the length of two simulation step.

.

(10) Rlease all nodes in the shitt path.

(- 1 0 sL
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-" 'S"T'A IX A? U4M OF SIIMflATION 5T :

le-I Mr.19-1 d,

diM

Recall that we have set all the nodes in the shift path to High (8), which is equivalent to con-
neching them to Vdd. By setting them to "e. we enable them to masume whatever state they
may naturally go to in the course of the simulation. Thus, the "repeat" loop releases all the
nodes in the shift path of the register.

(11) Set input to Low.

*l > I In

dn

,,.

a

,, Sup betm 0 7e a& ft-e 9

fATr AT R) OF SIDUATON 5TM:
nreCainm dwo 0

1.,4 40.19-1 de4

"M

With the previous steps, all the cells of the shift register have been set to a state of High.
Now we set the input to Low in order to later watch this Low signal shift through the regis-
ter.

-.5.

,5-"

(12) Shift the Low input for one clock cycle

.-. h el
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6

Sup q~ 6 U0rus.

SW.,.d-tI a

VTATZ AT WQ OF JIDRAION IW

cuwmt two g6

b-4 60.111 i-I

dw-

Step boom. 9 m.

-@S

STATi AT RM OF UNMUIA1170N STWF:

canm tim- In

b4- sw.16S1 d-O

is

is

* mt.-11 (wI-43N 'b-SA) (U.366 Pr) dfads

inpt to fufedm Ir solodwing madam
2?
2?
n

sso'U (,ItN vis-sN) (5.565 PC) ilf@M

5Input is functioh Ie ah felleafm media
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One clock cycle shifts the Low from the input to the output of the first register cell. At the
end of the clock cycle we use the I (exclamation sign) command to check the values of the

. first three cells of the register.

I provides the values of the specified nodes, their logic thresholds (normalized to 1), and
their capacitances. Next it provides the names of all nodes to which the nodes specified with
I are inputs. In the example, these node names are numerical. The numerical node names

* were assigned by NETLIST to nodes inside the shift register. They were not declared in
shftAet but came with the "latch! and "msffW macros. (If you want to know more about
them, you have to scrutinize shiftLm.)

(? (question mark) is a command similar to !. It provides information about transistors for
which a node is either gate or source, and about the sum-of-products representation of the
node. See RNL User's Guide for more information.)

_.., Using I (and ?), you can "walk" through the network and check node values and connec-
tions.

0 The listing produced by I shows that the Low input has moved to "out.r, as it should have
after one clock cycle.

(13) Shift the input a second clock cycle.

h di

dm

-s,"" stop bequu 15 t n.

d-1@6

UTAT3 AT END OF SAULATION W :
.....; smt ,an- 11o

,--- 60.1-1 d-1

d

s-
S .

-p..,.
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Mp bin 0 111s m.

-fA," d AT IM OF NU..'. I

m.2c t I UG9 O -O

da

eat.

* ,'. rulel-L (I-00 b-4N) (OAU PC) 1fab:

I$
t,... to a. ! tne e for so refoif8 so

-w .2L (v1-o.1 v 1'JS) (0U p1) aff..

Input ttan has Ifr the frtluwb* mi.
27
27

4 - 680-8 (41-439 wb-6.U) (SUNK PC) Ofu."

InpurtS tumlmu o (. the ULwitm t aomb
3
3

-- (14) Shit the Lo input a third clock cycl.

"h eo

-4..4.."

diM
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STATE AT im or snanATION SW:

Icam dw- in

13-4 6.191 d-1

I d

d-40

"t34 6 U

STATE AT EQ 0F SIMVLATION STI:

cae tbn- 149

-M- a-in.i6-1 dO

dowe

I t.1 ouit.2 out.)

ewt-L (vt-*IN Yb-&N) P.SUSM p1) fftem

apofto mtnwus fer the fenoulua MaiM
is
is

* mmt.2-L (,1-4I 'b-$M) (4.05M p1) inffumm

IMkti fucmuln for the feluwame med=

27
as

60- N -AVbL A f
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jam

Reports analogous to (12). The Low input has now mioved to 'outY.

*(15) Do seven more clock cycles to shift the Low input completely to the end (out.1O) of the shift
register.

(repeat 1 1 7
(b '(ci))
(U '(z))
(I '(di))
(a W()

Slap W1a 6 168 z. d-166 SrTZ AT MN OF SIMAIO IhTD Carnd mv U8ni M1 owL-1
"I .d-1

SUaP hqOm 6130 so. .3 4 soA4 0 6.5 STATS AT UP OF ZDUILATION Sr31 Chago Uns-M
1.4O 60.19-1 .30

Stap b~ 6 10 a& d1-166 STATS AT 3N3 Of UMUVIATION 3131 Cowso U.1- 17313t4 wU9-1
d3-1

Moap betin 6 173 a. d-46 4 0 0. swJG*9 rAIN AT IM OF SIIATION 531h Cong Bm- S
1.-4 so.10-1 d-4

Stap Iqim 6 INmg. d1-1 0 0 SATZ AT UP OF SIMUILAION 1111: Carme Urns 2513 to-@adM
d3-1

Sla bqlin 6 1I6 so. .3- 4 @NA-4 06.3 STATZ AT UPO Of WIMLATION I111: CwMant dw-M
M.4 60.19-1 846

Nop bWMi 6 20a. .d-166 STATZ AT UPD OF SIMATION STUP. CornUrn8- 216t- o44 l-1
.3-1

Slip bqlin 6216 a. d-6490.1.7-4 U NIATS AT UPD OF SMULATION Ir31 Congwi Ur- Ml
1.4 MK.lS-I .36

OV Sla h 6 23.. as. -1 06 MTATS AT UPD OF IMLATION 3131 Caino doo M 31m4 m.16-1
.3-I

SWa Was 4n 239ma. d-840 9 owJ4 0 U STATS AT UPD OF SIMLATION 5131, Cimi do- M
boo 6.1618d4

Sla kBtM 6 2mUL e1-1 0 STATS AT UP OF IMATION 1151: Corno d- 233M-4 ooU1-1
d1-1

Sop boom41 2Dm .3-6606 6.1 SN~e TAll AT UP OF MLATION $131 cwmt doo
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*- s.1-Id-

I"p b 6elt 2 n. d-1 6 O STATR AT M OF IMULATION 6117 CMsM tim- M i-6 mt.1-1

d-1

Sesp hagl=@ 276 on. d- 6 sa 0 IA STATE AT RV Of UDMATION 1r31 CaMS omp~-

7

(The simulation report is printed more compactly here to save space. Otherwise it is analo-
gous to the reports in (12) through (14)). At the end of each clock cycle the Low input
appears shifted one more cell toward the output. After the last clock cycle, it has reached
"out.11".

(16) Define a clock function with the number of cycles as a parameter. The function is called
"cycles.

(defun cycles (a)(repeat I I a

(h '(cl))
. (5 "(1))

(i '(ci))
(5 '(1))

)

)

"defun" is one of the most useful functions in RNL LISP. It enables you to define your own
functions that can subsequently be used in the same straightforward way as all other RNL
functions. "cycles' illustrates this point. "defun" is followed by the name you give the func-
tion, which, in turn, is followed by a list of parameters representing the arguments to the
function (see also (17)). The body of the function definition is made up of other functions or
sequences of functions. In the case of "cycle?, the body of the function definition is a
"repeat" loop that is to be iterated a times. In the next paragraph you see how easily one can
specify a sequence of a clock cycles with this newly defined function. (RNL has a clock
function "', which you could have used instead. We defined our own clock function here in
order to illustrate the power of defung. Another important function for you to explore with
the help of the RNL User's Guide is "do".)

.4
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(17) Set the input to the shift register to High and propagate it through the shift register for four :-
cycles, using the 'cyclcs" function. Then look at the outputs of [atches 3, 4, and S.

h In

(cycles 4)

Sump begin@ 4301ma .1-16613 -16 ST XATE AT EM ND CFSIULATION STEP Cinw~ dw DO ft-I
WI"' d-1

Imp bo 4 MW so. d-061 =Ut-1O 1.2 STATE AT WDOF WMLATION STEPt Camwo ne- 33
b-1 ntm.16- d-

lop bo 6 33 as. dl-1 @6 STATE AT END OF SOMILATION 8T1W: Con Urns 31613m-1 eft.lS-6

lim bgi 6316-. e1-66 0eJ-I@ 01.2 STATE AT EU OF EMULATION STEP: Como nt 3-29

Suap bgi 63219 me. d5-1606 STATE AT EN OF ZDMLATIN UTEft CuaM Urn- 339 1.-I of.16-6

lamp bgnaNOa -635 416 wS-I Q 1.2 STATE AT 2MD OF UMLATIN STEP: CWgnt tho- M3

d-1f

IMM bgi 6 JOBa el-4 66 9 iA-g 1.2 STATE AT MI OF EMUlATION STEP Cwrnt dw 3M

M-1 wt.0-0 .5-6

4

1 mtJ ent.4 ewtS
mIS-N Cyl -65 yb-GM) (6.816 1) gnawi bpw is fanminw 1w do Iibwbg Odin 39 53

mUd-N (,1-v6 V& -asM) (5.856 pr) afs"a bps 13 rumr Urse~fdmwbonemaim: St

mS1J-L (vl-Sl ib 4.86 (SUSI PC) stimiin &OWN to Immikm 1WO to~m mekw in ~ a

At the end of (16), all the cells in the shift register were at Low. After setting the input to
High and applying four clock cycles, the High input should have arrived at 'outA . The
function wcycles made it very emy to apply the clock cycles. The result is as expected.
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(18) Open a log-file to record the activities of the RNL session. Define a node vector and change
the report at the end of a simulation step using the vector.

*.' (leg-fie iddfto8')

(defvc '(bin path In out.1 out.2 ou t 4tA outS
.out6 out.7 outS ot.9 out.10))

(bin pett < nade ia-H> < made ut.l-> < aude etJ-N> <nde *uJ->

<noe itA-H> <me. utJ-L> <ado tAL> e <ned. t.7-L>

< do emt.8-> <nudet.9-L> <medee ouUL>)

N.
V. (def-report '("State of Shift Path:' (vee path)))

('MU b Sht Pat: ' (bim path < 8ao t-H> <, ado etI->
<nd.mt.2-H> <adoe t.3-H> <ndnmtA-H> <ad LJ-L>

<nado .. t-L> < nde et.7-L> <aCde nUJ-L> <n UteW'L>

<nd. Mt.I-L>))

9

Setoe Simt Pah:

Crrmt tUme- 375
phb-ObI11i I S

The "log-file" command has the effect that the file ikAEtJos is opened and that all sube-
quent terminal activities will be recorded in this file. You can later analyze this file or edit it
to keep parts of your interactive RNL sesson for inclusion in a control file (J file). The
number returned is the file identification (ID) of ahiftJo#. You can close the log-file with the
command (log-file nil). Alternatively, the log-file will automatically be closed when you exit
RNL (we will close the log-file in this way).

The 'defvec command defines a data structure called a vector. A vector is a list of nodes.
The value of a vector is determined by the value of its nodes. For example, if a vector has

• three nodes with the values 0, 1, 0 (Low, High, Low), the value of the vector would be 010
"* binary, or 2 decimal. There are a number of commands operating on vectors, e4 .assigning a

value to a vector (wee RNL User's Ouide). The vector definition has the format (defvee
'(bn name node 1 node 2 node3 .. )). "bse" is the base of a number system and
can be bin for binary, oct for octal, bx for hexadecimal, and dec for decimal. When the
value of the vector is printed, it is given ua number with the bue glve in nW (see "dof
report" below). "name" is the symbolic name of the vector, which is "path" in the example.
"node 1", "node r, "node , - are the nodes of the vector. In the example they are "in,

: ; -.".. out., lout.", - The lit returned after "deftec" is the internal represntation of the vec-
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The "def-report" specifies a new format for the report at the end of a simulation step, thus
overriding the "def-report" given in the shiftJ file (however, this does not influence the
reports on value changes of nodes marked with 'ch aug). With (vec path) you specify the
inclusion of the vector 'path' in the report (for more variations of the "def-report, we RNL
User's Guide). A simulation step following the report definition illustrates the new report
format. Since the base given in "defvec' is binary, the vector is printed as a binary number.
The first two characters, Ob, indicate the base (they would be 0 for octal, Ox for hexade-
cimal, and none for decimal). The binary vector representation provides a good "visuar pic-
ture of the shift path. The input and the first four cells are High, the other cells are Low.

(19) Open a file to store LNL output ('behavior file) for subsequent printing on a Printronix
printer. Then shift an input signal through the shift register and exit RNL. (The RNL out-
put in the 'behavior' file will be analyzed with the program MTP).

Il

-" epenptot "ltt~eh"

-. e In

i i-

(cycks 1)

"b

(cycles 1)

IIn

(cycls 1)

(cyces 10)

After the file skif t has been opened with the "openplot" command, information on all
nodes whose change-lag is set will be stored in this file until the file is closed with "closeplot'.
Terminating RNL with 'exit' will automatically close the file, in which case no "closeplot' is
needed. ('openplot' returns 'nil" after opening the plot file. The responses for the com-
mands following "openploe are reports similar to those already discussed and have therefore
been omitted in the above text.) .. ..
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.- o . Recall that we set the change-flag for "nodes with the control file shaftJ.. Later we interac-
tively met the change-fiag for "all node'. Therefore, information on the following nodes will
be stored in saht.beh:

in ci out.l out2 out3 out.4 out5

outA out.7 out.8 out9 out.10

To obtain a signal that can be easily identified in the printout, we apply a pulse at the input
of the shift register by setting the input Low, High, and Low again, each followed by a clock
cycle. Then we shift this pulse through the register with ten more clock cycles. With the last
command we exit RNL.

43. Printing RNL Output Using lIT?

The program MTP has been developed for printing the output of RNL simulations on the Printronix
dot matrix printer. MTP stands for Multiple Time-series Plot. From the behavior file produced by
RNL at the end of the last section a printout of the signals can be obtained in three steps. You have

* to (a) create a file containing directives for MTP, (b) create a plot file and (c) send the plot file to the
Printronix printer.

(a) MTP has been designed to plot a number of different kinds of behavior files in a number of
."different formats. However, for the purpose of plotting the output of RNL only a few direc-

tives need be supplied. These are the following

START time

The START directive tells MTP when to start plotting (in nanoseconds). If not supplied
its default value is 0. Data is skipped on the behavior file until an event is found whose
time is greater than or equal to the START time.

- STOP time

The STOP directive tells MTP when to stop plotting (in nanoseconds). STOP has no
default value and must be supplied. If the STOP time is greater than the time of the last
event on the behavior file, the plot will be concluded with the last event.

SCALE time

The SCALE directive tells MTP how many time units to plot per inch on the plot
(nanoseconds / inch). The default value is 10.0 which is an appropriate value for RNL.

Signal selection and trace format directives

MTP does not plot every signal in the behavior file but only those that are specifically
requested. This permits experiments which generate a large number of traces to be
analyzed selectively. MTP provides several trace formats which can be used for analog
and data domain values but the simplest and most useful for RNL is the LOGICAL for-
mt. To select signals A, B and C for plotting in LOGICAL format the necemary Ndr
directives are

'INW VLSI Release 2 -40- 7120/84
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Logical A
Logical B
LogicaiC

The order of the traces on the plot is determined by the order of the selection directives
in the file. The first signal selected is plotted closest to the time axis. There can be a
maximum of 20 ignals selected on a given plot.

All MlP directives uze cane insensitive except for signal names and are free field, separated by
blanks or CR.

For our example write the following into a directives 0e named ehlftdLr:

START Ui
STOP 700.
SCALE 100.0
LOGICAL Ia
LOGICAL cl
LOGICAL out.
LOGICAL out.2
LOGICAL out.)
LOGICAL out.4
LOGICAL outJ
LOGICAL e..6
LOGICAL out.7
LOGICAL outS
LOGICAL out.9 ILI
LOGICAL out.10

(b) To create the plot file, which is to get the name aslApaoes enter:

%mtp ddtt.b ddftdr drft.plt <CR>

MTP will provide information on its propess and echo the content of the directives file:

Shnt mi pnpm lava deft
START 4A

CAL 14U
LOGICAL d
LOGICAL =LSt

E LOGICAL =U
LOGICAL iU
LOGICAL aM
LOGICAL stU
LOGiCAL am
LGICAL aS.?

LOGICAL a"
LOGICAL a"
LOGIAL =LS
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,°o • ,'. I - anei fef as Pbmtrmdz

• - . ntlp eon$"te plot Mie Is redfplot

(c) To send the plot file to the Printronix printer enter.

, Ipr drift.plot < CR>

This will produce the printout shown on the following page. No signals are plotted before 370
ns (03700e+03), since we opened the behavior file only at that time. Remember, that at this
time the outputs of the first four cells of the shift register were High, the other six outputs
were Low. You can see this state of the register move through the output lout.l0v. You can
also see the input signal move through the register immediately afterwards.

4.4. Displaying RNL Output e= a Graphics Terminal or Plotting It on an HP 7220 lotter

The procedure for displaying RNL output on a graphics terminal or plotting it on an HP 7220 plotter
is similar to that for printing it on the Printronix printer. Generate a plot file by substituting paip
for mtp in the commands given in paragraph (b) in the last section:

imt enJ s hlft.beh sblft.dlr ihift.plet <CR>

However, gmnpS does met work properly wits Indmn mdes in Its directives file.

Therefore, you have to remove all 'LOGICAL! directives for indexed nodes in #kwtmfbe, which leaves
you with nodes 'in* and cr only. If you want to trace the indexed nodes in the example of the shift
register, you have to give them an additional non-indexed name with the "connect command in the
sl file.

After you have created a plot file with 8m_ , enter

Sipplet shift plot < CR>

to display on the GP19 terminal.

To plot on the HP 7220 plotter, you have to log in at the terminal next to the plotter (Sieg Hall. room
329), and enter

hpl h dlft4lt < CR>

(You will find some more details about thes procedures in the UNIX on-line manual under gpe.)

UW/NW VLSI Release 2 -42- 7/2W84
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S. Summary md Oummk

The simulation of the inverter and the shift register are examples of what you might encounter if you
attempt to model and simulate your particular application with NETLIST and RNL. We were not

.-,- able to look at all of the commands available in RNL and NETLIST, and therefore concentrated on
some of the most frequently used ones. You will find complete lists of commands for both NETLIST
and RNL in the references listed in the appendix.

The LISP-like command interpreter used by both NETLIST and RNL provides the facilities, and
enables you to create your own special tools, for simulating very complex circuits. There are several
ways to tackle the intricacies of RNL LISP. In addition to studying the User's Guides, you may work
through examples of elaborate simulations, such as the simulation of the microcode sequencer refer-
enced in the appendix. Another possibility is to have a close look at the function definitions given in
the files uwstdJ and uwsimJ. Also, especially if you are fond of languages, you may want to study
LISP in its "pure form, without commands particular to RNL and NETLIST.

Whatever you do, keep in mind that RNL is a simulator based on a model of the real circuit, and
therefore it is wise to know the assumptions underlying the model as well as the limits of its applica-
bility. Information about the theory of NETLIST and RNL is provided in Chris Terman's original
User's Guides and his thesis referenced in the appendix.
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Appendh 1 - Further References

You may need information from the following sources if you want to use NETLIST or RNL more
extensively.

From UWiNW VLSI Consortium, VLSI Design Tools Reference Manual:

I. NETLIST User's Guide (Contains, among other information, a list of all NETLIST com-
mands.)

2. PRESIM User's Guide (Contains, among other information, specifications for the cor iIs
file.)

3. RNL User's Guide (Contains, among other information, a list of all RNL commands.)

and in addition,

4. User's Guide to NET, PRESIM, and RNL/NL, Christopher J. Terman, M.I.T. Laboratory
for Computer Science.

,J.

5. Simulation Tools for Digital LSI Design, (Thesis), Christopher J. Terman, M.I.T. Labora-
tory for Computer Science.

6. Simulating a Microcode Sequencer Using RNL: An Annotated Example of RNL Usage,
Robert J. Fowler, UW/NW VLSI Consortium.

7. LISP, P.H Winston, BX.P. Horn, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1981.

8. Metamagical Themas, The Pleasures of LISP: the chosen language of artificial intelligence.
D.R. Hofstatter, article in three parts published in Scientific American, March and April
1983. .RE .LP

Appoudls 2 - Dmrlptba of the .Am file of the eoma "Invert (.cteu 3.1.2).

The inverter im file produced in section 3.12. contains the following:

I units: 25.00 tech: T?? format: MIT

p in out Vdd 8.00 8.00 r 0 0 64.00
. in GND out 8.00 4.00 r 0 0 32.00

c out 3.000000e-02

Lines beginning with a vertical bar are considered comments by PRESIM, unler they have an

entry "units. or 'format.". 'units-! gives the conversion factor to centi-microns. "format. is one
of 'MIT' or UCB (or, if no format is given, the old format originally used by the program is

'W/NW VLSI Release 2 .44- 712M
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assumed). "tech: ?9' is the default comment indicating the technology used. You can change this
comment with the -t option to NETLIST.

The following explanations relate to the MIT format, since the sim file of the example has MIT
format.

Lines 2 and three specify a p-channel and an e-channel transistor, respectively. Each of them is
followed by the names of the nodes to which it is connected (gate, source, drain), by the length
and width* of the gate area in units of lambda, by a geometrical descriptor for the gate area
which is always set to r (rectangular) by NETLIST, by its layout positional coordinates (NET-
LIST always specifies 0 0), and finally by the gate area in square-lambdas.

The last line of inversersim specifies the output capacitance between out and GND, again with
...- positional coordinates given as 0 by NETLIST, and a value of 0.03 pF.

(For more details on the sim file formats read the on-line manual with the UNIX command man
5 dmflle).

Appendix 3 - Preparation of a simple "cnflg" File

The PRESIM User's Guide provides details on how to prepare configuration files. It lists all the
possible parameters together with their default values. Generally, you need different
configuration files for different technologies. Since we use a p-channel transistor, we need to
use the configuration file to tell PRESIM the appropriate values for this device. The conftg used
in the examples of this tutorial contains the following specifications:

resistance enh static 10 10 100000
resistance enh dynamic-high 10 10 10000
resistance enh dynamic-low 10 10 10000
resistance p-chan static 10 10 200000
resistance p-chan dynamic-high 10 10 20000
resistance p-chan dynamic-low 10 10 20000

Appendix 4 - The "Ains" file ef the example "sift" (section 3.2.3).

The alias file shiftal, created by NETLIST in section 323. has only one line:

- in out.0

This tells PRESIM that "in! and "out.10" have been connected and therefore are considered a
representing the the same node.

Appendix 5 - Node* to Users of this Dleaumsnt

You are requested to direct your comments and questions relating to the form and content of
~ ~M " W CM t suesce of 1=50b MWd width is sefmd im oMpeadm to tandloc specifiatift With

S), ( M , ... ), etc.
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NETLIST/PRESIM/RNL - A TUTORIAL

Robert Dwuch
Robers Fowler

UW/NW VLSI Consortium
SiS Hall, FR-35,

Univerity of Washington,
Seattle, WA 98195

L INTRODUCTION
The following document is intended for beginning to intermediate users of the following

programs;

* " NETLIST,

PRESIM,

" RNL.
Some familarity with programming and the use of a computer terminal is assumed.

The approach used here is to provide examples that have been developed while using the
programs here at the UW/NW VLSI Consortium. They are by no means exhaustive. Much of
our attraction to these programs is their flexibility. This is particularly true in the RNL inter-
preter. When using this tutorial copies of the Uses Guides (provided separately) should be
available.

1.1. Ground Rulu

The reader is encouraged to be sitting in front of a terminal that has these programs
available. Much more can be learned by making the unavoidable mistakes when editing files
and running these programs than by just reading. Error messes are at times cryptic and we
make no effort here to wade through them. Readers are also encouraged to experiment and
implement their own ideas. One very instructive method is to take these examples and modify
and/or add extra capability. Learn by doing.

In sections where readers are expected to be editing; the text to be entered is in bold
rtwe. In the sections on the interactive use of RNL; user input will also in beld fin. Program
responses are in normal text. We recommend that an editor that supports Lisp (eg. EMACS)
be used if at all possible.

We make such a statement as both the NETLIST program and the RNL command inter-

* preters are based on a Lisp syntax. That is to say program statements (commands) are sur-
rounded with parentheses ). A general template for a command s

(esnmmandumare aswate).

It should be assumed that all commands require the parentheses. It will be stated explicitly if
they are not required.

I -1-
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1I. Decument Structure
We begin by discussing some of the basic statements used in writing NETLIST programs.

This will followed by the generation of the so-called Am file of transistors. This file is the
basic input for many simulators. Examples of using the program PRESIM, a aim file prepro-
cessor that generates input for the digital simulator RNL, are then presented. Simple interac-
tive RNL experiments are shown and techniques for running RNL in batch mode are
described. We end with some of the basic concepts of Lisp and a tour through some of the
Lisp code that has been written locally to facilatate the use of RNL.

2. UILDING A NETWORK DESCRIPTION USING NETLIST
For effective design it is important to establish that the design will work before layout is

attempted. The program NETLIST allows the user to describe the circuit with a symbolic
language. The NETLIST description is really a program which when run produces the list of
transistors that make up the circuit. The following is a simple NETLIST program for a CMOS
inverter. These commands will then be supplemented with others that will allow larger cir-
cuits to be partitioned.

vdd vdd

in out
out

gnd ad

CMOS inverter NMOS inverter

2.1. Simple Commends

; All text feilowing a umeoesa Is a eammsat and Istgnored ; (1)
; A CMOS Inverter p type device 21 width of s device ; (2)
(node Is st) ; (3)
(ptras In t vdd 8 8) (4)
(strans In gud out 4 8) ;(S)
(capactmes out 0.63) ;(6)

1 As indicated by this line all text that appears after a semicolon (,) is considered a
comment and is ianored by NETLIST.

3 This line declares the nodes In and oe. You have to declare each node that you use.
Nodes declared with the mod command will be referred to as global nodes. Two glo-
bal nodes that NETLIST knows about without your explicitly declaring them are
vdd and gad. Some programs are ease sensitive and it is recommended you use them

-2-
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as they are shown here. This redundant piece of information (after all, NETLIST
"* ' can aee that you are using a symbol as a node name when it builds the circuit)

prevents spelling errors from causing unnecessary grief. Declarations are not as
much trouble as they sound. Later a scheme will be presented that structures the

- NETLIST definition so that mast nodes will be local to some module. Local nodes
will be examined shortly. Using this technique only the few global nodes (usually
clocks and i/o signals) have to be declared.

4 to 5 For simple circuits these are the two commands that do a lions share of the circuit
description. They identify an individual transistor. They come in several types such
as etrans -> n type enhiancemenr[O], praa -> p type mine and dtra->
NMOS depletion transistor. There are others and the interested reader is encouraged
to examine the NETLIST User's Guide to find out more. In most CMOS designs
etrans and ptrans should suffice. The template for any of the transistor types is

(type gate source drain width length).

The type is as described above. The gate, source and drain arguments are the teru-
nals of the transistor being declared. In line 4 the p type transistor is gated by node
in, its source is the node ow and its drain is vdd (Note the cae of vdd and - in
lines 4 and 5). Source and drain in NETLIST is used solely to distinguish between
the terminals of the transistor and do not imply anything about actual operating
potentials. Width and length specify the size of the transistor. The values are given

*v in a length parameter lambda. This allows for some technology independence in the
network description. This unit is also used in layout program. Typical values for
lambda are 2-3 microns. In the inverter description above then, the n type transistor
(line 5) is 1/2 the width of the p type.

6 Finally some capacitance is modeled on the node ow with the use of the eapacamknce
command. The user is relieved of specifying the second terminal on the capacitor
because all assumed to ground. The values (03) are in units of picofarads.

This file is then used as input to the program NETLIST. The actual running of this
example is deferred momentarily as some additional NETLIST commands are investigated.

2.2. Addltional Built-ia Fuactions

Up to now we have used the transistor commands (uarois and pates) and the apad-
tase command. If this was all that was available life would indeed be tough. The general
requirements for additional commands are function type, a technology and device sizes.
Specification of the technology is important because NMOS uses depletion pullups whereas
CMOS uses p type enhancements. This requires a slightly different handling of the signals.
In NETLIST such commands exist and we will go through some now.

A CMOS inverter has the following template

(lavert out (in width knobt))

(OIvert is the command name (ike etrms above) and is followed by the argument declaring
the output signal (ow). The net element of the command may look a bit strange but in con-
veys a lot of information. It is in fact a data structure we will be seeing often, the details of
which are deferred to section 5 of this tutorial. For this example, it is declaring the input sig-
nal to be In and it defines the size (width and length) of the n type transistor in the CMOS
inverter.This nearly satisfies our requirements but note that in the elnvert command (in width
lenth) only specified the size of the n type transistor. Where is the p device size declared?

10. ffumhhdy NBTL1T was writma to dmndbe NMO drmus wher se Is J th e IM ofe
,° °o. s abmcmt trushmr.

A.3
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This is a historical artifact of the NETLIST program. In NMOS the puliup is a depletion
mode transistor which has its gate tied to the source. In the case of an NMOS inverter then
the gate of the depletion device is in fact the output. (This is also true of nand and nor
gates.) For the special cam of NMOS design, we have a command that looks like

(Invert (out width length) (In width lon8tg)).

'N' As you can see the depletion puilup's size is declared on the output node. Similarly NMOS
nand and nor gates have the same form[0. In this context then the structure

(node-name width length)

specifies the size of the transistor gated the node node-name.

In CMOS the input gates both the p and n transistors. Moreover, nand and nor gates
have equal numbers of pullup (p type) and pulldown (n type) transistors, the sizes of which
could vary independently. Clearly some other solution must present itself.

*. The command ratio is the current solution to this dilemma. Its template is

%., (ratio Vaue)

Ratio is the command name and value is a constant that is used to set the width of the p dev-
ice. The p device's width is the product of value times the width of the n device

S,, -value ,). The default for value is 2.0. The lengths of the two transistors are
assumed equal. This doesn't not allow for complete independence of device size but has
worked well in practice.

Returning to out need for a CMOS inverter command, we are left with the following

(node In out) ; (1)
(ratio 2.) ; (2):'"(clover out (bn 4 8)) ; (3)

Of course we still need the mode command as before. The last two commands are equivalent
to the transistor commands discused earlier.

(prans in out vdd 8 8)
(etrans in gnd out 4 8)

Its hard to see the gain with this example but if we consider the two pomiblities for
CMOS nand and nor gates the advantages start to present themselves. Within this scheme one
could guess the commands for a 3 input nand to be,

(node out ImI A m) ; (1)
(ratl 2.) ; (2)
(mmmd out ,.l 12 Ia0) i(3)

Again input and output nodes have to be declared with nod*. By dropping the width and
length arguments for the inputs we have mumed default sizes for the enhancement transistors
(2 lambda z 2 lambda). The ratio command sets the p devices to be two times the width of
their corresponding n type ju as before. The equivalent transistor description in this case is

(Oj For inmpis a Oemlas speibado of 2 ipUt Mmd mud ow pt.
(mod (ow widi Imhp) (1.1 wkdil tepi) (W-2 wMd*2 Ib2)) -

(am (ou wid4h -a@k) (jul wI k@03) (2 ud2 hugh)

-.
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" ., getting quite large

(ode ts h , I 12) ; (1)(gram 3.1I1o.t) ;(2)
(eram ll 2 1) ;(3)
( Wtram pi d 2) ; (4)
(ptrm Ile out vdd 4 2) ;(S)

, (ptreas n out vdd 42) ;(6)
(ptrs M3 out vt, 42) ;(7)

1 to 3 If we explicitly describe the 3 input nand we have to declare 2 additional nodes.
Nodes I and 2 are not particularly interesting as their only function is describing the
connectivity to ground (gaW)
from the output node ow (lines 2 and 3). Note when we used the built-in function

they needn't be declared. NETLIST rcognized the need for thee local" nodes and
generated their names automatically. NETLIST always uses numeric node names
for local nodes and the user is strongly advised to avoid their use in mde delcara-
tion commands. In the next section will we se how these automatic nodes can be
exploited even further.

5 to 7 The dual of the pulldown chain doesn't require any additional nodes but the 2 to 1
ratio in transistor width must be explicitly declared.

The same situation is encountered with CMOS nor ptes(O. Additional built-in func-
tions of this nature are provided in NETLIST. The NETLIST User's Guide contains a brief
description of each and in many cases contrasts the built-in function to its transistor
equivalent.

2.3. User Defined Functions (Macre)

was As shown in the previous section one of the main advantages of the built-in functions
twas the recognition and generation of the local nodes. The task of providing built-in func-
tions for all the possible cases where they appear would be impossible but NETLIST provides
an alternative. If user defined functions can be used a if they were built-in then specialized
modules can be created as their need arises. An ezample of this would be if the device sizing
of the gate functions was inappropriate for a design, a new function could be designed that fit
the requirements.

User defined functions are built in the form of macroe. One way to think about a macro
is a replacement for a related set of commands. Macros can have calling arguments (much

* like FORTRAN subroutines) and their own olocar nodes. Several examples of user declared
macros will be presented in this section.

From a design point of view the macro of a SR latch shown below is not recommended.
The choice was made to include an example where the circuitry needs little explination so that
the important features of the macro are evident. As has been the pattern important features
are descibed on a line by line basis.

; MOs Siaatch m ro ; (1)," "; lvirtaf n m mtted 2,.0 ;(2)
; Nad gets ae ratlead 0 1 ; (3)
(mre Sleh (1S -1-2 mQ mQ) (4)

109 A 3 input CMO8 we 8m with defMi des as assm s
'~ ((cam net imi1a In)

j, hco ot o J r -. 3)
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'SS

,,, , .'o-

R 2

SR latch
(local hi h) ;(S)
(rat 2.0;(6)
(clavert hi aS) ;(7)
(clnnvert hn2 mR-) ;(8)

(ratio 1.0) ; (9)
(cuand m_ hi reQ-) ; (10)
(crafd Qe.- h2 mQ) ;(11)
(capactance hi S) ;UM ()
(capacltaues h2 S) ; (13)

) (14)

1 to 3 Comments just as before a begun with " sad are ipored by NETLIST. They are
useful especially as time goes by and you wonder what something really does.

4 This is the begining of the mers command. Its template is

(me meo (PWmtuw)
A macro is called with

S(m (aiL.lmg ))

Macros all begin with the left parenthesis and the word macro "(macro followed by
the mscrols ame (Slwa). Following the name is the list of formal pamows.
The number ad type of caUl _major must match the formal parameters. As
mentioned earlier this similar to the parameters In a FORTRAN subroutine. For
example if a parameter is used u a node same in the macro's definition then when
the mumro is called the conesposding calling argumest must be a decared node
name. The only way encountered o far to declare a node name is with the use of
ado. Line 5 introduces another way to declare a legal node same.

S.6-
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m ,-,, Following the declaration of the macros name and parameter list, any local nodes
that are needed are specified by the loal command. Its form is exactly like the node
command. This is useful because it helps in remembering what local does. It gives
us a means of declaring the local names to a function and thus eliminates the need
to specify them along with the important global signals (clocks, i/o, control) within
the circuit. Every time the macro is called new nodes names are generated for these
local nodes. Again we stress the fact that NETLIST uses numeric node names for

*.' these and one should avoid the use numeric node names in any other context.

6 to 13 This is the body of the macro. Any of the built-in functions can be used asastate-
ment in the body. In addition any previously defined user macros can be statements
in the body of the macro (shown in next example). Lines 7 and 8 also reflect that
within the macro local nodes can be used just like the global nodes we have seen
earlier. Lines 6 and 9 show the use of the rail, command. The scale values are set
to 2.0 and 1.0 respectively. Upon exit from the macro the scaling value remains
equal to 1.0. This can cause confusion and it is recommended that the raft com-
mand be used frequently to ensure you are using the scale value you intended.

14 This right parenthesis ") completes the macro. Careful inspection will show that this
matches the left parenthesis used in line 4, the begining of the macro declaration.

As a practical matter how and where does the use of the macro enter into the NETLIST
program? For one thing the names in the parameter list must not conflict with the names of
the global nodes. The following NETLIST program demonstrates the nesting of macros and
hopefully provides a clear introduction to their use. We will also take this opportunity to
introduce a command that allows repeatition of a group of commands.

v
ddM M

%
V. 5 6 .

C 1  2__

Ad e d ad-

Dd A. d-umdErn .1 b.

m et -a I -ui- m 4 .4Af"..'e T.

• '.. .. ,(m mere el (Mum d - mN j IRA d-) ;(4)

(oel i h2) (5)
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*(rai O.120) ; ('

(elau'it i (2 I 12)) (7)
(clmwt hi (hi 1f2)) ;(8)
(etrans med ud hi 42) ; (9)
(serrums m td- mod- hi 4 2) ; (10)*) ; (1i)

; end msmesl; (12)
;(13)

macro or generation of maiwod z mnaibt mmoy ; (14)
; requires micro mse ell ; (1)
;bit md wrd imdez begins at 0 ;(16)
(macro merejpn (mxword mabit m ed med- md md.) ; (17)

(repeat r 0 mawerd ; (1)
(repeat c 0 msbt ; (19)

(mm sl m ed.r med- mid.. md-.c) ; (20)
(capacitance m d. 6S) ; (21)
(capactance Md-. 0.5) ; (22)

; (23)
; (24)
;(29)

end m en ;p (a6)
;(27)

"-4 ; Begin main body of memory generantlo (28)
(node ed d ed- d-) ;(29)
(memnpa 2 2 ed ed. d d-) ;(32)
;end main ; (31)

1 to 11 The first macro declared is for a 6 transistor memory cell. The flip-flop is con- -

structed from two cross-coupled inverters (lines 7 and 8). Note the use of local vari-
ables within the flip-flop. The enable lines control the reading and writing of bits or
words into the flip-flop. In declaring the parameters to a macro one must use some
care. Note in line 4 the prefix in. This is used us a mnemonic for formal macro
parameters and limits the possiblity of use the same name a global node name.
Another point that should be made in this example is the use of a faction in the
ratio command on line 6. This is perfectly reasonable when the drive must be very
weak as is the case in such a memory cell. As noted in the comments a discussion of
the transistor sizing can be found in "Analysis and Deign.: The simulation of the
6 transistor memory cell is beyond the scope of this tutorial but is covered in section
4 of the RNL User's Guide. Finally, note the general formatting of the macro. The
closing right parenthesis (line 11) is aligned with its corresponding left parenthesis.
When writing macros some scheme like this should be employed. Some editors
(EMACS) provide commands that will identify corresponding pairs of parentheses.
As macro size increases use of an editor with this capability is strongly recom-
mended.

14 to 25 This macro follows the same general scheme that has been outlined before. Impor-
tant things to note here is the use of a new command and the nesting of one macro
in another. When nesting one macro it is important to remember that a macro must
be declared before it is executed. Line 18 provides a very us"el capability when
describing circuits. Repeat is much like the FORTRAN DO loop. It has the tem-
plate

(repent index initial final
statements within repeat block)

8-1
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An index (line 18 r and line 19 c) is declared and followed by its initial and final
values (e.g. 0 and maxword on line 18). As stated in the introduction, this command
is contained within a set of parentheses (note: formatting can be very important dur-
ing the debugging process). From the example it is obvious that repeat loops can be

*'.' nested. Note how we used the repeat loop indicies in constructing new node names
(line 20). This is a very powerful feature in NETLIST programs. This ability gives
us a third kind of node name, global and local detailed earlier and sructured. A
structured name has two or more components separated by periods. The first cOm-
ponent must be a declared node name. As we have seen node names can be
declared with a local or a node command. Another way is as it used here where the
declared name comes from one of the parameters to the macro (Recall that node
names used in calling a macro must be declared names.); the remaining components
can be other names or expressions. Here we have used the indicies from the repet
commands. You only have to declare non-numeric components of structured names
-- for example, only "edp must be declared, not ed.1% ed.", etc. ( see line 29). Full
details can be found in the NETLIST User's Guide.

. •to 30 Finally we see that the main body of NETLIST program has been reduced to 2
statements. Declaring the global node names and calling memory generator macro
"memeen. Again note how a user defined macro is used just like the built-in func-

tions described earlier.

2.3.1. Leading Macros
Up to now we have included all of the the macros that were required for the circuit

descriptions in one file. However to use the mameall and nmgeim macros shown above it
would be useful to be able to incorporate them into another design file without typing them in
in their entirety. This can be done with the use of the load command. Its template is

(load "tlesuae)

The actual filename is up to you but it must be surrounded by double quotes . The practical

effect is that any legal NETLIST commands and any the macros contained in the file are made
available to the remainder of the program just as if they were typed in. An important
requirement a macro must be loaded before it is executed. This is really the same require-
ment mentioned earlier, that a macro must be declared before it is used.

..... By putting the macros inmeuell and i ..lam in a separate file and with the load com-
mand, we could rewrite the program for generating the 2 x 2 memory.

(load "mem_prmltves) ; (1)
* (node edd ed- d-) ; (2)

(mem..en 2 2 ed ed- d d-) ; (3)

Where the file memprimitlvye contains the NETLIST code for meastell and meresmen.

2A4. Summiary
This concludes the section on building circuit descriptions using NETLIST. We have

dz.ucscd the following points

. Transistor descriptions (eg. etrans, ptrans),

. Node name types (e.g. global, local and structured),

B Built-in functions (eg. cinvert, cnand, cnor),

" User defined functions (ie. macros),

.9.
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* Repeating a blocks of NETLIST statements (i e. rpeat),
" Loading previously defined macros (ie. load).

In following sections details of generating transistor files for simulation will be investi-
gated. A flexible command language for simulation and an elaborate example of simulating a
large design will be described.

There are many more functions that can be used in writing NETLIST programs. More-
over, arithmetic functions and common Lisp functions are available. These features are
beyond the scope of this tutorial but users are encouraged to refer often to the reference
manuals.

3. GENERATION OF PRESIM AND NL IN FILES

The below is a session of running the melist and praise commands in the C shell of
UNIX[0]. Following the session, comments are indexed by line number.

% netlist laveternet , (1)
I units: 250 tech: ??? format: MIT , (2)
p in out vdd 8.0 8.0 0 0 r 64.0 , (3)
• in gd out 8.0 4.0 0 0 r 32.0 , (4)
c out 3.000€-01 (5)
% etlist lnverterjnet .tsses , (6)
1 units: 250 tech: isocmos format: MIT (7)
p in out Add 8.0 8.0 0 0 r 64.0 (8)

• in gnd out 8.0 4.00 0 0 r 32.0 , (9)
c out 3.OOOOe-Ol, (10)
% mat nverter.net -tlscmos -. 2W , (11)
I units: 200 tech: isocmos format: MIT ,(12)
p in out vdd 8.0 8.0 0 0 r 64.0 ,(13)
e in gd out 8.0 4.00 0 0 r 32.0 ,(14)
c out 3.000000ce-Ol ,(IS)
% etld lnveterjmet Iveeterilm -tisemes , (16)
% predm Inverteralm Invert ,(17)
Version 42 (18)
8 nodes; transistors: enh-l intrinsic-C p-chan-i dep-0 low-power-0 pullup-0 resistor-C ; (19)
Total transistors eliminated = 2 ;(20)
% presdE Inverterdma invater cmli (21)
8 nodes; transistors: enh=l intrinsic-O p-chan-1 dep-0 low-power-C puliup-0 resistor-0 ; (22)
Total transistors eliminated -2 (23)
% ;(24)

1 This command runs the program NETLIST. This is the simplest form of the comt-
mand. That is, only an input file lav, erA et is specified. The contents of
inverter.net is the CMOS inverter described in the previous section. Output from
setl will be referred to a im file. With this usage of the command the sm file
(lines 2 to 5) is sent to standard output which in this case is the terminal.

2 A line that begins with a vertical bar (I) is generally a ommnt in the aim file and is
ignored. The only exception to this is when a jim comment begins with a line of the
form in 2. This line is required by programs in the Berkeley and UW tool sets. It
contains a conversion number (units:) and a specification of the technology type
(tech:) and finally the format: of the Am file itself. Two formats are used within the

101 UNIX is a trdemark of Bdi Labotatodes ad lbs C dwdi is a cemmad dsd iiy p u u-d wi W th"
4.30sD UNIX.

J. -10-
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,-'UW/NW tools, the MIT format here and the UCB format produced by the layout
extractor mew .

3 to 5 Lines 3 and 5 represent the transistors in the inverter circuit. The MIT template for
these "transistor records is the following;

type gate source drain length width xpos ypos shape area.

Type identifies transistor records as n type enhancement (e)[0], p type enhancement
(p) or when designing in NMOS depletion (d). Gate, source and drain are of course
the terminals of the transistor. Xpos and ypos would provide the location of the
transistor if the jim file was extracted from a layout. In this case when only the
connectivity is being declared these values are set to 0. Length and width represents
the size of the transistor. When a aim file is obtained from a layout and if a transit-
tor is oddly shaped, they are approximate values. If an actual transistor is momething
other than rectangular, it is indicated with the shape field. A rectangular shape (r')
is assumed when the aim file is generated by NETLIST. Area is the total gate
area. Line 29 reflects load capacitance declared in the NETLIST input file (in
picofarads).

6 In this command the additional input parameter 4 has been declared. Note there is
no space between the option flag and the technology name. As can be seen the out-
put (lines 7 to 10) is substainally the same except with the technology now being

* •declared as isocmos.
11 This time we have added another option which sets the centimicron value of lambda

to 200 (ie. lambda = 2.0 centimicrons). Again there is no space between the option
flag (-u) and the value. This option is not refected in the transistor sizes as both
length and width are the same as the lines 7 through 10. Rather the units: parame-
ter is now 200 rather than 250.

16 This is the usual form of the metllst command. Here we have specified an input file
inverter et, an output file inverter sim and a technology iocuos. When an output
file is desired it must appear as the second argument in the command.

17 The command preim prepares a binary file for input to RNL. Presim replaces the
transistors in the sim file with an equivalent sized resistors. The equivalent resistors
are used with any capacitance on a node to compute an estimate of its transition
delay time. The command must contain an input file (lntoerte'Mm) and an output
file (inverter). The defaults for this replacement are the source of no end of coufu-
sion for new users. The rule of thumb for the ratio of the conduc:vity of n type
enhancements to p type enhancements is 2.0 to 2.5. Unfortunately, presim default

J, assumes that all transistors have identical conductivity. To its credit presim does
allow the user to parameterize the resistance and capacitance values by the use of
the so-called config file (see PRESIM User's Guide and section 3 of the RNL User's
Guide). The use of this file is shown on line 21 of this example.

19 to 20 Presim provides some additional output to the terminal. Line 19 contains informa-
tion about the number of unique nodes encountered and a count, by type, of the
transistors in the circuit. The node count of 8 is of no concern. The expected node

'0 count of 4 (in, oi, vdd and Sad) has 4 nodes added to it that preim uses intenally.
Presim includes a network reduction scheme that improves execution speed during
simulation. In effect it attempts to find a sum-of-products repretentation for as
many of the nodes as possible. This has the practical effect of reducing the number

V. of nodes (e.g. local nodes internal to the gate primitives) and transistors, line 20
.0,reports the number of transistors involved in sum-of-products representations.

• *- *.., 1011 %e antdoe fo the twamoe tpee neect te biqoq of this dmultor. t was orWna.1 deigmed
with NMOS cfritw in mid wbe these I o o t M of mnhmcemect triiabo,.
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21 to 24 As mentioned earlier the configuration file is required when the resistor replacement
operation needs parameterization. As can be seen the practical effect when issuing
the prcsim command is to add an additional option (cesig). This option is the
name of the configuration file you wish PRESIM to use. A extremely simple
configuration file that sets the conductivity ratio of n to p type transistors to 2/1 is
shown below;

redstance enh static 10 16 1006
redtace eh dynamic-low 16 10 100
redtance enh dynamIc-high 101 10000

reistance p-chan static 10 10 20601
reistamce p-chin dynamic-low 10 10 20000
redstance p-cham dy=Wnlc-hkb 10 10 20000

The template is

resistance t-type r.type I w value

Resistance is a keyword for presim. T-type identifies the transistor type and r-type
the resistance type. The three values shown are discussed in section 2 of the RNL

* User's Guide. L and w are the length and width of the transistor that has a resis-
tance given by the last parameter (value).

3.1. Review
We have run two very important programs for the simulation of digital circuits using

RNL. Netist is a program that generates the transistor representation for the circuit. Fre-
quently used options were outlined. Many more exist and interested readers am encouraged
to read the NETLIST User's Guide.

Presim is a preprocessor for the digital circuit simulator RNL. It performs a transistor
resistor replacement that is used by RNL to give estimates of the signal delay times. Its major
pitfall is the default value for the resistance of p type transistors. A simple workaond was
presented by the use of the configuration file. Again much more can be done with the
configuration file and this information can be found in the PF-ZSIM and RNL User's Guides.

4. INTERACTIVE SESSION WITH RNL

The following is an interactive session with RNL. It includes loading additional Lisp
interface functions, formatting the results of a simulation step and running the inverter test

* case.

%ral ;(0)
(lad m'wtd.r') , (1)
done . (2)

;(3)
i (lead m'wlma1) , (4)
- Loading uwsiml ;(5)
"-"'Done loading uwsiml (6)

done , (7)
.-.,-. ,(8)

(read-metwork nvorter") (9)
* ; 8 nodes, transistors: enh=0 intrinsic=0 p-chan-0 dep-0 low-power=0 puilup-0 resistor=0 ; (10)

done ; (11)
(102) .--

(def-report '('Cormt stafts .swlmn In out)) ;(13)

-12-
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(Current statef , (14)
in out)

(16)
(chfla '(i out)) ,(17)
(in out) , (18)

,(19)
,In ,(20)

done ,(21)
, ,(22)

,(23)
Step begins @ 0 ns. , (24)
in=O @ 0 , (25)
out=1 @ 0 , (26)
Current state: , (27)
Current time= 100 ; (28)

; (29)
in --O out=1 ,(30)
done ,(31)

h. , ;(32)
done ,(33)
,5 , (34)

,(35)
Step begins @ 100 ns. ; (36)
in=1 @ 0 ; (37)
out--0 @ 0.6 ; (38)
Current state: , (39)
Current time= 200 ; (40),(41)
in =1 out=, (42)
done ,(43)
(exit) , (44)
%. (4)

0 From the C shell (note the " prompt) issue the command mi.

1 to 7 From within the RNL command interpreter issue the commands (lIed "wftdr) and
(liod "uwstdJ'). The two files uwstdl and uwsim provide users of RNL with a sim-
pie command interface. In general these files will be loaded every time RNL is
used. The interpreter when finished with a lead command returns 'done (lines 2
and 7 ). Many of the commands return this.

9 The read-netwurk command is boued next. This reads the file prepared by pro"
and in effect builds the network that is to be simulated. Recall when prulm was
run it provided a summary of the network. Similarly read-network returns a sum-
mary (line 10) however, the node and transistor count now reflects only thee

0. remaining after presim. For this example there were no internal nodes and the node
count is unchanged. Again in line 11 "done" is returned by the command inter-
preter.

13 De.rept is a function provided in the uwulml package that allows users to format
a report that is printed at the end of each simulation step. In setting a format up it
is important that it begin with '( and end with ). In this cae we have a simple for.
mat that prints out the string "Current State'. A string of some kind is required
the shortest one being the null string ". Following the string is a newline (newlines

_ uare interpreted as the sequence carriage return, linefeed). Then we request that the
states of the nodes with the names In and ow be printed. Def-report does not return

-13-
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'done like before but some rather odd text (line U.) that for the purposes of the
tutorial can be ignored.

17 Clhfg is another function provided in the uwsimJ package that informs the simula-
tor which nodes should have their transition times reported. This is done by declar-
ing a quoted list of symbols that have the same print names as the node you are
interested in (eg. in and ow). Quoted lists in Lisp begin with '( and end with).
Alert readers will note that the def-report in line 13 is also a quoted list. The list is
returned (printed) by chfiag when it is finished.

The arguments to the RNL command interpreter formally are known as Lisp symbols.
In most caes, these symbols will have the same print names as nodes in the circuit (ie. you
type the same string). We have already seen examples of this in the setup phase detailed
above. In the following we will refer to the arguments of many of the commands as nodes.
This is only to avoid clutter, they are in fact Lisp symbols. A discussion of the evaluation of
Lisp symbols etc. is deferred to section 5 of this tutorial. In areas of potential confusion we
will refer to them as Lisp symbols. In this same vein all the commands described for the rest
of this example are provided in the nwdmJ package. This should be assumed unless it is
noted otherwise.

We are now in a position to do some simulation of the inverter. The commands that are
presented here are simple. With some experience with the Lisp interpretor much more eta-
borate commands can be written. That is not the subject here however and is deferred.
20 I (h and a described later) is a command that sets all of the nodes listed (eg. in) to a

logic low. Note this and related commands do not require surrounding () when run
interactivly. This value will not change under any simulation conditions. Using this
and related logic commands has the effect of declaring these nodes as inputs to the
circuit.

20 to 2S s is the simplest simulation command available. It runs a single simulation step for a
predetermined amount of time (default lOons) or until the entire network being
simulated has settled to a definite state. Recall in our set up phase we informed
RNL (chfbg) that the transition times of the nodes in and ow should be reported.
Lines 25 and 26 show these transition times relative to the current time reported in
24. Transitions of nodes that are set by I etc. are assumed to happen immediately
hence the transition time of 0 in line 25 for node i.

27 to 31 When the simulation step is completed, a uses the def-report (line 13) to format the
results of the step. Line 27 is of course the string we wanted to have printed, the
current time (ns) is then given (this is always reported and need not be included in
the format specification). Line 30 details the current states of all the nodes that
were declared in the def-report. In this case in and ow are indeed shown to be an
inverted pair. "done" (line 31) is echoed to the terminal and this completes one
simulation step. If a def-report was not specified a warning to that effect is
displayed and then "done"

32 to 43 This sequence is very similar to the one just described. h is the analogous function
for setting nodes to a logic high value. Not used in this enample is the function a.
It completes the set by declaring nodes to 'unknown:. The characteristics of nodes
declared unknown are discussed in Section 4 of the RNL User's Guide. The results
again show that the nodes of interest are indeed a inverted pair.

44 One exits the simluation by either typing on a newline the one of the strings (a*)
or alt or by entering CNTL D. Exit is used here to return to the C shell of UNIX.

To release a node that has been declared an input with any of these commands one uses
the z command followed by a list of nodes. Nodes that have been released will reflect their
"true state at the end of the next simulation step. The choice of z is a potential source of
confusion as X (capital X) is used to represent the logic state of unknown. This is unfortunate
but..

- 14 -
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4.1. RNL Control File

For small simulations such as the one described in the previous section all of input can
be entered while in interactive mode. As simulations become larger or as one iterates on a
design the need for a set of frequently used commands to be entered without retyping grows
rather quickly.

RNL provides such a capability by the use of the control file. The commands in this file
are executed upon entry into simulation. When the end-of-file is reached control is returned
to the user. That is to say commands like the ones we have been through can be entered.
What are typical commands put in the control file?

In the cases we have just analyzed the following file would reduce our efforts consider-
ably.

; All text appearing after a semicolon Is a comment md Is lored
; Rnl centrol file for the Inverter emaple
(load "awstd.l')
(lead "wslmJ)
(read-network "invertee)
(chf '(in out))
(det-report '('Current State." ewflne In out))

This file is a collection of the setup commands that we issued first when running RNL interac-
tivly. For detailed analysis of these commands the reader is referred to the previous section.
Note the use of the comment lines. Comments are begun with a semi-colon (;) and all text
appearing after it until a newline is ignored by RNL.

4.1.1. Using the RNL Control File
The only required modification to the in start up of RNL is to add the name of the file

that contains the RNL commands and looks like,

% nl control fi

where you can substitute any filename that suits you for controlfile. When using a control
file RNL works rather quietly. Below you will see the output from the control file described
above.

Loading uwsiml
Done loading uwsiml
; 8 nodes, transistors: enh=O intrinsic-0 p-chn0 dep=O low-power-O pullup-0 resistor-O

Clearly most of output that was generated interactively is gone. In fact we are left with only
the fact that uwsiml has been loaded and a summary of the preprocessed network from the
read-network command. As shown below we can now set the input low and run a simulation
just as was dont before.

* tIn

done

Step begins 0 0 as.
in-o 0

Sout-I 00O
" -" Current state:

Current time- 100

S.. - 15-
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in=O outl
done

A useful technique to develop is one where the simulation experiment is verifed interac-
tively and is then followed by a larger suluation run in batch mode. This can be done with
the use of the control file by adding simulation commands. Some care must be used here a
some of the commands require a slightly different syntax when used in batch mode. For
example when nodes are to be set at some input value (k, I etc.), in batch mode the nodes
must be in the form of a quoted list (recall '(,))

(k '(al n2 n3)),

V the command to run a simluation step must also have the special quoted list, the empty list

(s '0).

This is the result of the RNL Lisp interpreter having a special form only for interactive com-
mands. The discussion of this is in section 5.

4.2. Useful Addltions
To this point we have run through an example interactively and shown how one can con-

dense the frequently used commands into an RNL control file. In this section, additional
commands that can be used either interactively or through the control file will be explored.

4.2.1. Buses

A very common situation in design is to have a group of signals that work together (i.e.
buses). When doing simulation it would be most useful to be able to give these signals a name
and refer to the whole set by that name. The uwsiml package provides this through a set of
vector commands. An example (albeit overly simple) of this would be to define the nodes in
and out in the inverter example a a vector. This is done with the following command,

(dufvoc '(bin natvse In out))

The template for this command is
(defvec '(radix name list of-nodes))

Dofvec is the command name and notice that a familar piece of syntax has appeared again, the
quoted list (begins with '( and ends with )). Radix is the number bue that the vector will be
printed in when you request that it be displayed. The choices are the familar set, bin.>
binary, oct -> o l, he -> bh dmoodt med doe -> dscmal. List of nodes can be any
number of nodes that defines the vector. In our can there are 2 In and out.

Vectors are a special data type that are composed of lists of nodes. There ae functions
provided for setting the vector's value (lane) and finding out how a vector is defined (voe-
names). These functions are detailed in section 8.2 of the RNL User's Guide. The handiest
place for vectors however is when they are used in dot-roepo.

; All text appearing tter a dseualon Is a emment nd is Ignorod ; (1)
; RM control fle for the Invarter eample ; (2)
(Ilt l "inleg); (3)
(led "ns.ltdi) ; (4)
( w-i ;(5),-
(rI-mtweok linver ) ;(6)
(cube '(in ot)) ;(7)

- 16-
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(defvec '(bin lnoutvic in out)) ; (8)
(det-report '("Currnt State. newfl (vee iDoatveC))) ; (9)

8 This control file is quite similar again to the one shown earlier but now on line 8 we
have made use of the detvea command. In this case the radix has been met to binary
and the name has been set to inoutvec. The signal names (nodes) in and ow finish
the definition of the vector.

" 9 The det-report command also reflects the use of defvec. Now the report uses ve
which is defined to print the value of the named vector (eg. noutuvec). Recall in
declaring the vector we specified a binary radix. Vec reports the vector in this radix.
This format replaces the individual node names and values we used earlier. Assum-
ing that we have either given RNL a control Me with this report or interactively
declared a report the results of a step of simulation would be

It s (1)
done ; (2)

5 (3)
, (4)

Step begins @ 0 ns. ,(5)
in=O @ 0 , (6)
out=1 @ 0.6 (7)
Current State: , (8)
Current time= 100 ; (9)

, (10)
inoutvec=ObOl (11)

, done (12)

11 The individual nodes and values have been replaced by the vector we declared. The

name and the current value of the vector is reported. The prefix Ob reflects the
radix that was declared when the vector was defined. The other radix flap follow
the UNIX convention (0 -> octal, 0x -> hex). One can also mix the printing of
nodes and vectors thus

(det.report '(Current State. now e In eat (voe Inotvc)))

would be another way we could format the report.

4.3. Event flies

A very useful command for displaying and interpreting the results of your simulation is
opeuplot. This command has the following template

epempiot pilmoe ame

Note there are no parenthesis surrounding this command a there has been with the others
that have been discussed. The effect of issuing this command is that all transitions that were
requested with ehflag are entered into the file plotfile name. This file can then be used as
input to programs that display the time series trace on either a 4010 compatible terminal, a H]P

, 7220 plotter or on a Printronix raster printer. The details of the use of these programs are
described in the man pages for gpS and mtp.

At the end of the simulation the file is closed with

t - 17-
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dlempbt -plet flis mu
I, Again the pareatheses are not used.

4.4. Lead Netwk Walks

When working interactively, two commands that allow local areas of the network to be
4.- examined are presented. The first one allows the usir to obtain all transistors that are gted

by the node in question and any sum-of-products functions of which it is an input. This com-
mand will be referred to as a towrd roenmee. The second command reports the list of

% transistors for which the node is either the source or drain and a sunmmary of its sum-of-
products representation if any. This will be referred to a backwad usommee. In the follow.

V ing example we will investigate the SR latch described earlier with these commands.

IS (1)
S=H [NOTE: node is an input] (vl-030 vh--0.80) (0.019200 pf) affects: ; (2)
input to functions for the following nodes: ; (3)

, ; (4)

done , (6)
S? 1 ,(7)

I-L (v1=030 vh=O.80) (0.062800 pf) is computed from: , (8)
CMOS , (9)

(nor (n-chan (and S=H )) resistance [1.00e+04, 1.00.-041 , (10)
(p-chan (and S=H )) resistance [.0e+(0, S.O0e+03J , (11)

) ,;(12)
done , (13)

1=L (vl-0.30 vh-0.80) (0.062800 pf) affects: (1)

input to functions for the following nodes: ,(16)
Q ,(17)
Q (18)

done (19)
? Q (20)
0=H (v-030 vh-0.80) (0.012800 pf) is computed from: ; (21)
CMOs ;(22)

(nor (n-chan (and I-L 0--L )) resistance [2.0e.+04, 2.00e041 ; (23)
(p-chan (and 1=L )) resistance [1.00e+04, 1.00e+041 ; (24)
(p-chan (and 0.-L )) resistance 11.00404, 1.00+041 ; (25)

) ;(26)
done ; (27)
IQ ;(28)
0-H (v -030 vh-O80) (0.012800 pf) affects: ; (29)
input to functions for the following nodes: ; (30)

*. (31)
Q- (32)

done (33)
? Q- ,(34)
Q--L (vl-0J0 vh-OSl) (0.I12800 pf) is computed from: . (35)
CMOS ; (36)

(nor (n-chan (and 2-H 0-H )) resstance [2.00+04, 2.00s041 ; (37)
(pcba (and 2-H )) resistance [1.00.404, 1.00+041 ; (38)
(p-chn (and 0-H )) resistance [1.0+04, 1.0+041 ; (39)

; (40)
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done (41)
I , (42)

" Q--L (vlOYu0 vh=O.80) (0.012800 pf) affects.: , (43)
input to functions for the following nodes: (44)

-. ,(45)
-o ,(46)

done (47)

1 to 6 This is the output of the forward reference command (1) for one of the inputs to the
SR latch described earlier. Line 2 summarizes the parameters for node S. Several
things should be observed here. First note that this node is considered an inpw.
This is because the node has been set by of the command h. Similarly if I or a were
used this messages would appear. The next parameters show the logic threshold
values (voltage is normalized to 1.0) for the node. For a discussion of these values
the reader is referred to section 2 of the RNL User's Guide. Next the total load
capacitance is given in picofaradi Finally a summary of all nodes that this node is
an input is reported. In this cam only node I is affected. Recall that in building the
SRlatch we used local nodes for the output of the inverters. The node 1 is one of
the NETLIST generated nodes we talked about. If there were transistors that this
node gated they would be reported next. The template for a transistor report is

type gate source drain resistance-values

All of these parameters have their usual meanings (e.g resistance in ohms).

7 to 12 We can continue the local network walk with a backward reference (?) for node 1.
Line 8 is similar to the forward reference but note how this node is not an input. It
is computed from the function shown in lines 9 to 12. This is what a summary of a
CMOS inverter looks like. The technology is indicated in line 8. This is followed
by a list of each of the product chains in the sum-of-products description. Each pro-

4' duct chain is prefixed with the type of transistor (n-chan or p-chan). In this cme
each product chain consists of just the one input S. At the end of each list of inputs
a summary of the total resistance computed by PRESIM is given. The first of the
two resistance values is used in computing the state of the node and the second is
for estimating the delay time of the transition if any. Details are given in the RNL
User's Guide in section 2. Again resistance values are given in ohms.

14 Fresing on with the forward reference of node I we find that it is the input to the
node Q (se line 17).

20 Node Q definition is then obtained with a backward reference ?. The function
definition follows substaintially the same form. The pulidown product term (It is
the puildown product because it is formed from n type tranistom.) contains 2 inputs
1 and Q-. The pullup is composed of the first two term sum-of-products encountered
that is, the two single tcrm pullup products =re ored together ( or Q-). This is the
general form for nad gates. The dual of this combination of p and n transistors
would be the pattern for a 2 input nor pte. Apia each term is followed by its
resistance values.

28 This is the forward reference for the node 0-. And here we find the effects of the
croecoupled sand gates forming the flip-lop in the SR latch. Note that Q- is a
function of Q and vise versa (ma line 45). Also the other local node from the
ecnd inverter is an input to Q.. Aia NITLIST used numeric node names for

thse nodes snd sc mamas should be avoided abebere.

From this eampie thea we ha showa how the frwad and backward reference coa-
mends ean be med to gut a feet for whee a sda livm in the cir-uit. This is particularly m-
ful when portions of the ciruit appea to be ubbehafia. Thm commands can ensure that it

eed is p corr .

II- 19-
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4S. Summry
This completes an example for running RNL. This example is by no means exhaustive.

In fact the Lisp command interpreter available in RNL makes the possibilities for elaborate
. simulation commands very attractive. Recall that one of the first things that we did during

our session was to load the files uwstdl and uwsimJ. These files represent some of the versa-
tility of this interpreter. In the next section we will examine portions of these files for exam-

- pies of how one might construct their own commands.

S. RNL LISP: SOME EXAMPLES
This section is a tutorial introduction by examples to programming in RNL Lisp. The

particular examples chmen are taken directly frm the package xwslusl. They were chosen to
be instructive not only from the standpoint of being exmples of Lisp functions, but also
because they are prototypical of the kinds of functions that a user may want or need to write.
We are deliberately encouraging users to write their own user interface functions by copying
these examples and modifying them.

5.1. The RNL Lisp Interpreter.
In order to discuss the writing of Lisp functions we firs present a brief introduction to

the Lisp language and the Lisp interpreter. If at first you do not understand what is going on
we recommend the following strategies: study the examples, reread this section carefully, and,
most importantly, play with RNL interactively. Because Lisp is interactive you can often
learn a lot more in a few minutes of hands on experimentation than in hours of staring at
textbooks and manuals. The wreal" Lisp systems that most resemble RNL Lisp ae MAC/.sp
(from MIT) and the Franz Lisp (from Berkeley). If you do consult other texts and manuals,
ones that use either of these dialects will be the most useful.

It has been claimed that rather that standing for Lt Processing( that Lisp is really an
acronym for "Lots of Irritating Single Parentheses". Althouh the Lisp syntax is simple,
elegant, and powerful, it has the unfortunate property that a user can easily wind up wasting
time trying to balance parentheses and trying to understand poorly formated Lisp code.
There are two things that one can do to minimize this problem. The first is to use care in for-
matting your Lisp functions. Don't put too much on one line and use a consistent indentation
style. The second thing that you can do is to use a screen-oriented text editor with a Lisp
mode (e.g. EMACS) that helps you to keep track of the parentheses and indentation.

5.1.1. Evalatlen
Perhaps the most fundamental concept in Lisp is the evatuation of a Lisp object. Lisp

objects are also known as S.&pressions (The 'S" stands for "symbolic.) and we will often just
call them "expressions. The universe of Lisp objects is divided into two classes: primitive
objects (also known as atoms'), and lists.

In RNL Lisp there are several kinds of primitive object:
symbols are like variables in other programming langlpsas. Each symbol potentially has a

value, a functional definition, and a list of properties. In addition, it has a prit awm
by which it is known, both on input and output. Usally print names are terminated
by "white space (spaces, tabs, and newlines), but print names containing these and
other special characters can be entered by quoting the name with vertical bars (eg.
lougname with white spacel is a symbol).

munb,,rs can be integers or floating point numbers.
isrlang ae pieces of text surrounded by double quotes (e. 'this string!).
naer# correspond to the electrical nodes of the circuit you ae simulating. This is a data

type not found in other dialects of Lisp. The print names of nodes can mesmble sym-
bols or numbers. If a symbol or number is used where a node is expected then RNL
automatically tries to convert to the node with a mila print name. In addition.
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nodes can be named as lists of the form (-taract. b c me) where ct of a. X, . etc.
V '-' are either symbols or integers. Lists like this mame nodes with mimes I&e aebac.

This allows you to create hierarchically structured hming schemes for yer circuits.
If you try to enter eabetc then the R14L Interpreter will convert it to a list rather
than a symbol, so if you want to have symbob with periods in their print mimes you
have to use the vertical bar convention, cg. e scel.

A List is a sequence (a list) of Lisp objects that is bracketed with parentheses. Lists can
and do contain other lists. For historical reasons the irt element of a list is known as the
"car" of the list and there is a function, car that extracts it from a list. The list formed by
removing the car is known as the "cdr" (pronounced "koo-dee) and is etracted using the
function edr.

Example: ((a b) (c (d)) e)
This is a list of three elements. The first element (the ear) is the list (a b). The second ele-
ment is the list (c (d)), and the last is the symbol e. The edr is the list ((c (d)) e). Note that in
the second element that (d) is a list of one element, not a symbol. Note also that the cdr of
((c (d)) e) is the list (e) (ie. (c (d)) is one element of the original list). The cdr of (e) is the
empty list 0. The empty list is synonymous with the symbol nUi.

That is all there is to Lisp data structures: atoms and lists. From these you build data struc-
tures, function definitions, and commands to the interpreter.

5.1.2. Evaluation
The central idea in the execution of Lisp programs is that of the evaiwaleu of Lisp

objects (expressions). Evaluation is a process that interprets a Lisp object and reurns some
other Lisp object, its value. The evaluation process can have side effects.

SeThe evaluation of atoms is straightforward. When a symbol is evaluated the object the
interpreter returns is the one that was most recently assigned to be the symbol's vate. In
other words, a symbol acts just like a variable in other programming languages. All the other
types of atoms (numbers, strings, and nodes) are what is called "self-evaluating". That is, these
objects and their values ore identical.

The evaluation of lists is a little more complicated. In the interest of completeness we
will give all the gory details here, but keep in mind that the simplest case is the most common.
Usually lists are function calls, but sometimes they are what are called special forme. In all
cases, the car (first element) of the list being evaluated controls what will happen.

If the car of the list being evaluated is a symb then the interpreter checks whether it
has a function definition. If not, then the interpreter evaluates the symbol and uses the
result as though it were the original car of the list.
If the car is an atom other than a symbol then this is an error because these types of
atom cannot have function definitons.
If the car of the list being evaluated is itself a lst then the interpreter first checks to see
whether it is a function definition (see below). If it is not a function definition, then it
is evaluated and the result is used as though it were originally the car of the list.

In this way, the interpreter repeatedly (recursively) evaluates the wr of the list being
evaluated until a function definition is found. Although this sounds complicated, the simplest
cae in which the car is a symbol with a function definition is the most common form and all
other forms are extremely rae in circuit simulation applications.

LI..3. Fuselh Dogadms

Function definitions come in two flavors. There are the built-in functions (including spe-
~ ~ cl forms) and there re user-defined functions. If you should print one of the former it

'* would appear to be a funny symbol such a 0S60S0. This indicates that the symbol is a
built-in function or special form.

-21-
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A user defined function definition appears as a list that looks like:

(lambda (a y) (+ 3 ( zy)))

The symbol lambda is a special symbol that means This list is a function definition. Do not
continue evaluation. The list "(x y)" names the symbols that act as the formal parameters to
the function. The remainder of the list is the body of the function and is composed of a
sequence of Lisp expressions (objects) that are evaluated in left-to-right order when the func-
tion is evaluated. The particular function defined above returns a value three greater than the
product of its two parameters.

Thus far in our narrative the interpreter has reduced the car of the list it is evaluating to
a function definition. If this is an ordinary function definition then the next step is the
evaluation of the arguments to the function. Each of the remaining elements of the list is
interpreted as an argument to the function. They are evaluated in left-to-right order and the
objects returned are used as the values of the formal parameters of the function.

Finally, the body of the function is evaluated using these parameter values and the value
returned is the last value returned when the body is evaluated.

Let us look in detail at the evaluation of the following expression:

((lambda (z y) (+ 3 (* x y)) 8 k)

*" The interpreter goes through the following steps:

1. First the car of the list is found to be a user-defined definition of a function with two
parameters called x and y.

2. The next element in the list is evaluated. It is the integer 8 and is thus self-evaluating.

3. The last element in the list is the symbol k. Suppose that its value is 5.
4. Because x and y are the formal parameters of the function, their values are set to 8 and

5 respectively when the function is entered. When the function is exited the values they
held previously will be restored.

5. The body of the function '(+ 3 (x z y)) can now be evaluated:

a. The symbol + is found to have a built-in function definition and the first argument
evaluates to 3.

b. The second argument to + is the Hit (* x yr. When it is evaluated a built-in
definition is found for multiplication, x has the value 8, and y has the value S. The
expression "(0 x yr therefore evaluates to 40.

C. Both of +'s arguments are now evaluated so the addition can proceed, returning 43.
This completes the evaluation of the body of the function.

6 Since the last value returned in the evaluation of the body of the function is 43, this is
also returned as its own value.

.1. Fueatins Verss Special Frm.
When a user-defined function is encountered as the w of a list all of the remaining ele-

ments of the list are evaluated and the results passed to the function as arguments. Further-
more, the number of formal parameters in the function definition and the number of argu-
meats actually passed must agree.

The built-in function definitions do not have the same restrictions. Some functions can
take a variable number of arguments. An example is the + function. It returns the I of an
arbitrary number of arguments. There are other built-in functions that do not evaluate one or
more of their arguments. An example of this is the tq function that is used to set the value
of a symbol. Evaluating the list

(setq sym (foo a b c))

.22-
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has the side effect of setting the value of its unevaluated first argument (in this case, the sym-
bol rym/) to the result of evaluating its second argument. This is also the value returned by
the ustq function.

Other symbols have built-in definitions that do not act at all like functions. These are
called "special forms'. For example, the lambda symbol is a special form that indicates func-

tion definition. Other special forms are used to define program control structures. While
these special forms may return values analagouuly to functions, their interpretation is very
different from that described above. For example, evaluating the list

(defun crunch (z y) (+ 3 (* x y)))

has the side effect of setting the function definition of the symbol cruwch to the list:

(lambda (x y) (+ 3 (x x y)))

In this case none of the elements of the list are evaluated as arguments. (The result returned
in this example is the symbol cruwh.)

The quote special form is especially useful. It returns its argument without evaluating it.
That is, if you want an object rather than its value you can use quote to inhibit evaluation.
This is so useful that it has its own special alternate input syntax. The form 'obJ is translated
to (quote ob) where obj can be any Lisp object. For example, if you type the expresio:

(setq a "(z y z))

to the interpreter (note the two single quotes), then it will return the object:

(quote (;. y z))

Because the self-evaluating objects (numbers, strings, and nodes) do not need to be quoted,
they are also sometimes referred to as "self-quoting'.

5.2. The 'Top-Level Loop'

Now that we have introduced the data structures and the idea of evaluation in Lisp, we
proceed to introduce the user interface to the RNL Lisp interpreter. The interface is called
the "top-level loop' and consists of the following:

1. Read a Lisp object from the current input.
2. Evaluate the object read in step 1.
3. If the current input is the terminal then print the result of step 2.
4. Go to step 1.

The input to the interpreter is buffered on a line by line basis. Thus, RNL does not see

anything you have typed until you enter a 'newline' and you can use the standard "within
line" editing of the system keys to modify the input before you enter it. Even though you
have completed a line, RNL might not have read a complete Lisp object and therefore might
not respond to you. For example, suppose you enter the lines

(+3
(0 85))

43

(We use the convention that user input is displayed in bald type.) After you enter the second
line RNL responds by evaluating the expression and printing the result, the number 43. Note
that it did nothing after you entered the first line because it had not read a complete Lisp
object at that point.

In order to reduce the number of parentheses you have to type, RNL Lisp has a special
alternative syntax you can use. If the first thing on a line is a symbol then RNL interprets it
as a function name, creates a quosted list out of the rest of the line, and passes that ls as

*the only argument to the function. For example, the following two lines of input are
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interpreted identically because the "reader" of the top-level loop converts the second line into ..
the first line. (Lamth counts the number of elements in a list.)

(lsgth '(a b c (4 5) 3 2 .O6))
7
lagnt a be (45) 3 25 8.06.-4

7

You should remain aware that if you are using this alternative syntax that the entire command
must be on a single line. While this is convenient for invoking some kinds of functions it does
make it awkward to find the value of a symbol. Consider the following sequence:

(mtq a 23)
23
a
;illegal function object
23
(Oval 'a)
23

Because of the alternate syntax, when we tried to get the interpreter to evaluate the symbol a
as an expression, the "reader actually created the list

(a '0)
and that is what was evaluated. The function eval evaluates its argument an extra time, so
passing a quoted symbol to it results in only one evaluation being done.

T he discussion of evaluation in the previous section covets the case in which everything

works. Inevitably, however, there will be errors such as the one above in which no function
definition was found for the symbol a. Whenever an error like this is detected an error mes-
sage is printed and all current attempts to evaluate Lisp objects are aborted. This leaves you
back in the top-level interactive "read-eval-printo loop. A particularly troublesome aspect of
this is that if an error is detected while you are using the led function to read a command

4file that the lead itself is terminated by the error so that the remainder of the file will not be
read.

Note that the result of evaluating a command is printed only when input is being taken
from the standard input. This may make it difficult to locate errors in command files that are
being 'loaded'.

6. EXAMPLES FROM uwuimJ
To make things clearer we proceed to look at some examples taken directly from awslmJ.

These examples are augmented with line numbers in square brackets at the left. These
numbers are not part of the code but have been added for the purpses of this presentation.

• While a large part of most command files is the definition of functions and data strue-
tes that will be used later, part of all command files is the initialization of "globar symbols

-" that parameterize those functions.

[11 (setq incr 1000)
[2] (setq switch-level nil)
(31 (setq relative-timing t)

These three commends use the etq function to set the default values of parameters that are
used to control your simulation. Line 1 sets the value of the symbol ber to 1000 RNL time
units (100.0 nano-seconds). Line 2 ensures that the simulator will use the RC model for emu-
lation rather than the unit delay switch model and line 3 sets a flag that forces the "e func-
tion (see below) to report simulation times relative to the start of the simulation step. These
lines illustrate the concept of self-evaluating objects. The number 1000 evaluates to itself.
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t, .. The two symbols all and t are predefined by the Lisp interpreter so that they are their own
.- -, values. In addition, al has the semantics of being identical to the empty list, 0.

run a simulation step and print a report at the end
[1) (defun s (dummy)

._ - [2] (step incr)
[31 (wr-report)
[4])
This example illustrates the definition of the function s used in section 4. The function s does
not add any real power to the user interface, rather it serves the purpose of reducing the
amount of typing you need to do. This runs the simulation for a time increment of the

* current value of the symbol iner and then calls the function wr-report with no arguments to
write out a summary report at the end of the step.

Note that s has a dummy parameter called dummy. This is because s is intended to be
used interactively using RNL Lisp's alternate syntax. When you type "s on a line by itself
without any parentheses, the reader converts it to the list (s ')). In order for s to work
correctly it must expect to see one argument even though that argument will be ignored.

(defun ._prinnum (base num) ; only called to bind the right val to base
(princ num))

The function ... prnum is used by various other functions in the UwsiMJ package. Its job is
to print an integer in the radix specified by base. The Lisp printing routines use the current
value of base to control the radix used for output. By naming one of the parameters of

_prinnum base we use the argument binding mechanism of RNL Lisp to temporarily change
the value of base to the desired value. When prime is called, this is the value it uses. When
_prtnmum returns the previous value of base is restored.

This example illustrates the principle of dynamic variable scoping in Lisp. Programming
languages such as C or Pascal have what is known as a textual, or static, scope rule for the use
of local variables. That is, the part of a program that sees a particular local variable is stati-
cally limited to the text of the routine in which it is defined. In contrast, Lisp uses a dynamic
scope rule. When a Lisp special form (eg. a function definition) uses a symbol as a 'local
variable (e.g. a parameter), then the old value of the symbol is saved away and is restored
only when the special form returns. Any functions that are called before the special form
returns will see the new value of the symbol. Furthermore, any changes made to the value of
the symbol will be lost when the old value is restored.

; chfiag sets the STOPONCHANGE fRag for the nodes in I
[I] (defun chfiag (I)
[2] (do ((here I (cdr here)))
13] ((null here) 1)
[4] (stop-on-change (car here) t)
51 eh

The function ehlag takes as an argument a list of nodes. It sets the STOPONCHANGE
flag for each of the nodes in the list. We use it as an example to introduce the do specil form
and, in particular, to show how a do is typically used to perform a function on each of the ele-
ments in a list. Note that although eblt has just the one argument (the list 1), the list itself

is not of fixed length.

Line 1 defines ehilag to be a function with a single argument called I. Line 2 begins a
do form. A do is a generalized iteration construct that allows you to define multiple local
symbols to be used in the iteration. While a repeat increments its single local symbol on each

- .yboiteration, a do allows arbitrary computations to be done on to get the new values of its local
symbols.

-25-
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*.. The first thing that follows the do is the list of local symbol declarations. In this case
there is only one element in that list, the declaration of here. A declaration is a list of one to
three elements. The first element is a symbol. in this case here. The second (optional) ele-
ment of the declaration is evaluated to get the -nitial value for the symbol, in this case return-
ing the value of I. The third (optional) element in the declaration list is an expression that is
evaluated at the beginning of each successive iteration and whose result then becomes the
value of the symbol at the start of that iteration. In this case it is "(cdr here)". Thus, here is
defined to initially be the original list of nodes and on each successive iteration here is shor-
tened by dropping the current first element.

The next thing in a do following the declarations list is an "exit clause". This is on line 3.
An exit clause consists of a list of expressions. The first expression (sometimes called the
predicate) in this list is evaluated at the start of each iteration. In this case it is the expression
(null here). In Lisp "true" means "anything other than nil. When a built-in function has to
return a value meaning "true" it uses the symbol r, but any non-nil Lisp object will do. When
the value of the predicate of the exit clause becomes true (think of it as "non-nil) then all of
the expressions in the rest of the exit clause are evaluated in left-to-right order and the loop is
exited, returning the value of the last expression in the exit clause. In the example, the predi-
cate (null here) will be true when here becomes nil (the null or empty list), that is, when we've
removed all of the node elements. The last expression in the exit clause is the symbol I, so the
loop returns its value. Since the do is the last (only) expression in the definition of the chflag
function, the value of I is also the value returned by it.

The remainder of the do form is a sequence of expressions that are known as the body
of the loop. The expressions of the body are evaluated on each iteration in which the predi-
cate of the exit clause is al. In the example the body is the single expression that is a call to

the primitive function stop-on-change with the car (its first element) of here as the first argu-
ment and with t as the second. This has the effect of flagging the node so that the simulation

is halted whenever the node changes state so that the event can be reported or some other
special action can be taken.

-w• ; Run a simulation step, reporting transitions
[1] (defun step (incr)
[2] (printf "Otep begins @ %S ns) (/ (float current-time) 10.0))
[31 (do ((stop-time (+ incr current-time)) (savex (e current-time 1))
[4] (n t))
51 ((null n))

[61 (setq n (cond (switch-level (switch-step stop-time))
[7] (t (Sim-step stop-time))))
[8] (cond (n (dpy-node-trans n)
[9] (printf "0 %S0
[10 1 (cond (relative-timing (- current-time savex))
fill (t (float current-time)))
[121 10)))111(t nil)))
(141~. ..

-.--" The function step is interesting to look at for a couple of reasonL It is the function that
one uss to simulate a circuit for a particular time increment and is therefore worth knowing
about both for having an understanding of what is going on and also in case one wants to
modify it. It also contains a more complicated example of a do as well as introducing the enmd
special form. The fir thing done (line 2) is to print out the current elapsed simulated time in
nanoseconds.

The RNL provided simulation primitives (dstop and swltch-top) both operate by :
advancing the simulated time until either the specified stop time in reached (returning all in
this case), or until some circuit node that has been Bagged changes state (returning the node
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that changed). The function step uses these primitives to run the simulation for the fixed time
increment specified in the parameter ier. Once the beginning time is printed, the body of
the function is loop implemented with a do. On lines 3 and 4 the local variables are defined.
Step-time is initialized to be the time to stop the simulation step, sye is initialized to be the
time at which the step started, and a, which will be used to hold the value returned by each
call to the appropriate simulation primitive, is initialized to t. Since the simulation primitives

return nil when the appropriate stop time is reached, (nul n) is used as the predicate (line 5)

of the exit clause for the loop.

Lines 6 and 7 are the call to the simulation step. A cond special form consists of the
symbol coad followed by a number of lists of expressions known as clauses. These are similar
to the exit clause of a do. In a cond the clauses are examined in left-to-right order. For each
clause, the predicate is evaluated and if it is true (returns other than al) then the rest of the
expressions in that clause are evaluated and the ced is exited, returning the value of the last

expression evaluated. In the cnd on lines 6 and 7, if sewtch-level is not .an then switch-step is
called, otherwise (since the value of t is t) dem-stp is called. Since the value returned by a
cond is the last value computed in the clause that is executed, the value returned by this eed
will be the value returned by the appropriate simulation primitive. This value is either a node

4.. with its STOPONCHANGE flag set or nil and the utq on line 6 makes it the value of a.

The first clause of the coed on line 8 is executed if the value of a is not il. It first
passes a to the function dpy-aode-trfs and then prints the current time, either relative to
the start of the step or in absolute terms, depending on the value of the symbol relative.
timing. The default clause (line 13) is included just for readability.

To summarize, the body of step repeatedly calls a simulation primitive until that primi-
tive returns a al to indicate that the desired termination time has been reached. Each time
the simulation primitive does not return al it is because a iagged node changed state, and a

Sr, reporting function is called.

;; run n clock cycles
[1 (defun c (n)
[2] (cond ((eq n nil) (setq n 1))
[31 ((not (numberp n)) (setq n (car n))))
[4] (do ((index 0 (1+ index))
[S] (i 0))
[6] ((== index n) (wr-report))
[7] (set-node 'phil 1)
[8] (set-node 'phi2 0)
[9] (step incr)
[10] (set-node 'phil 0)
[11] (step incr)
[121 (set-node 'phi2 1)
[13] (step incr)
[14] (set-node 'phi2 0)
[15] (step incr))
116] )
The function e runs the simulation for one or more cycles of a two phase (four interval) non-

overlapping clock defined using the predefined node names philw and "phi2". This is written
to take advantage of RNL Lisp's alternate input syntax. The symbol n will be the number of
cycles to simulate.

The emnd in line 2 is used to set n so rie correct value. Time first clawe #ses she cont to 1
tf the argunim to c is the empty list (all) as would be the case if the command were entered

by typing c' on a line by itself. The second clause is used to differentiate between the caes
of calling c using the standard parenthesized syntax (e.g. "(c S )) or the interactive syntax (eg.
le T on a line by itself).
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The rest of the body of c is a simple do loop that uses lade as the loop index to count a
clock cycles and call wr-repert when it exits. Lines 7 through 15 handle the mechanics of rais-
ing and lowering the clock lines as appropriate and advanring the simulated time by calling
step. If the circuit you are simulating uses a different clocking discipline then you should
write your own ,clock cycle function analagous to c. The code for c provides a reasonable
template to modify for your own needs.

; unchanged-since returns a list of the nodes that are unchanged since time.

[] (defun unchanged-since (time)
[21 (prog (uc-list)
[3] (walk-net 'lambda (n)
[4J (cond ((< (node-time n) time)
[5] (setq uc-list (cons n uc.list)))
(61 (t uc-ist)
[7]
[81

The function unchanged-dace introduces some new Lisp constructs and also illustrates the
usefulness of the walk-net primitive when you want to examine all the nodes in your circuit.
Unchanged-snce returns a list of the nodes whose last transition occurred prior to the argu-
ment time.

* The preg special form is used to define local symbols. After the symbol prig comes a list
of symbols that are to be made local and following that list is a sequence of expressions.
When a prog is evaluated the old values of the symbols in the list are saved, their current
values are set to nil, and the sequence of expressions is evaluated. When the evaluation is
done the old values of the local variables are restored and the result of the evaluation of the

. last expression in the sequence is returned as the value of the prog. In this case, the only
local symbol is mc-list and the value of the prig will be the result of evaluating the walk-e

-- _ function.
The walk-net function takes as its argument a function definition or a symbol that has a

function definition. Walk-net then traverses the circuit and for each node it passes that node
P to the function and evaluates it. The value returned by walk-et is the value returned by the

function the last time it was called.

In the example we didn't want to bother with giving a symbol a function definition, so
we used the lambda special form to define an "anonymous function definition. This
anonymous function will build a list of nodes that have not been recently changed and keep it
as the value of sc-list.

The predicate of the first clause of the ... d beginning on line 4 tests (using the <
predicate) whether the most recent node transition time of the parameter a was before the
threshold time. If so, then it sets the value of vc-isr to be the list consisting of n as the first
element followed by the the list that was the previous value of ac-list. This is done by the
cons function. Note that this returns the list as its value. If the node has been recently
changed then the "default' clause (line 6) of the emmd is executed, returning the unchanged
value of uw-Ilst. The function defined by the lambda thus always returns the current list.
Walk-met therefore will return the final value of the list and therefore so will the pros and
therefore so will ouckmla d-dale.

6.1. summao

*. : We hope that by presenting these examples in detail that we have made a little les
imposing the prospect of writing your own Lisp functions as part of your RNL simulation.
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SPICE is a general-purpose circuit simulation program for nonlinear de, nonlinear
transient, and linear ac analyses. Circuits may contain resistors, capacitors, inductors, mutual
inductors. independent voltage and current sources, four types of dependent sources,
transmission lines, and the four most common semiconductor devices: diodes, BIT's, JFET's,
and MOSFET's.

SPICE has built-in models for the semiconductor devices, and the user need specify only
the pertinent model parameter values. The model for the BJT is based on the integral charge
model of Gummel and Poon; however, if the Gummel- Poon parameters are not specified,
the model reduces to the simpler Ebers-Moll model. In either case, charge storage effects,

*ohmic resistances, and a current-dependent output conductance may be included. The diode
model can be used for either junction diodes or Schottky barrier diodes. The JFET model is
based on the FET model of Shichman and Hodges. Three MOSFET models are implemented;

' - MOSI is described by a square-law I-V characteristic MOS2 is an analytical model while MOS3
is a semi-empirical model. Both MOS2 and MOS3 include second-order effects such as

%. channel length modulation, subthreshold conduction, scattering limited velocity saturation,
small size effects and charge-controlled capacitances.

L TYPES OF ANALYSIS

L1. DC Analysis
The dc analysis portion of SPICE determines the de operating point of the circuit with

inductors shorted and capacitors opened. A de analysis is automatically performed prior
to a transient analysis to determine the transient initial conditions, and prior to an ac small-

,.. " sipgal analysis to determine the linearized, small-signal models for nonlinear devices. If

requested, the dc smaU-signal value of a truster function (ratio of output variable to input
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source), input resistance, and output resistance will also be computed as a part of the dc colu-
tion. The dc analysis can also be used to generate dc transfer curves: a specified indepen-
dent voltage or current source is stepped over a user-specified range and the dc output vari-
ables are stored for each sequential source value. if requested, SPICE also will determine
the dc small-signal sensitivities of specified output variables with respect to circuit parameters.
The de analysis options are specified on the DC, .TF, .OP, and SENS control cards.

If one desires to see the small signal models for nonlinear devices in conjunction with a
transient analysis operating point, then the .OP card must be provided. The dc bias conditions
will be identical for each case, but the more comprehensive operating point information is

I .. not available to be printed when transient initial conditions are computed.
..

1.2. AC Small-Signal Analysis
The ac small-signal portion of SPICE computes the ac output variables as a function of

frequency. The program first computes the de operating point of the circuit and determines
linearized, small-signal models for all of the nonlinear devices in the circuit. The resultant
linear circuit is then analyzed over a user-specified range of frequencies. The desired out-
put of an ac small- signal analysis is usually a transfer function (voltage gain, transim-
pedance, etc). If the circuit has only one ac input, it is convenient to set that input to
unity and zero phase, so that output variables have the same value as the transfer func-
tion of the output variable with respect to the input.

The generation of white noise by resistors and semiconductor devices can also be simu-
lated with the ac small-signal portion of SPICE. Equivalent noise source values are deter-
mined automatically from the small-signal operating point of the circuit, and the contribu-
tion of each noise source is added at a given summing point. The total output noise level
and the equivalent input noise level are determined at each frequency point. The output and
input noise levels are normalized with respect to the square root of the noise bandwidth and
have the units Volts/rt Hz or Amps/rt Hz. The output noise and equivalent input noise ..

can be printed or plotted in the same fashion as other output variables. No additional input
data are necessary for this analysis.

Flicker noise sources can be simulated in the noise analysis by including values for the
parameters KF and AF on the appropriate device model cards.

The distortion characteristics of a circuit in the small signal mode can be simulated
as a part of the ac small-signal analysis. The analysis is performed assuming that one or
two signal frequiencies are imposed at the input.

The frequency range and the noise and distortion analysis parameters are specified
on the AC, NOISE, and .DISTO control lines.

1.3. Transient Analysis
The transient analysis portion of SPICE computes the transient output variables as a

function of time over a user specified time interval. The initial conditions are automati-
cally determined by a dc analysis. All sources which are not time dependent (for example,
power supplies) are set to their dc value. For large-signal sinusoidal simulations, a
Fourier analysis of the output waveform can be specified to obtain the frequency domain
Fourier coefficients. The transient time interval and the Fourier analysis options are specified
on the .TRAN and FOURIER control lines.

1.4. Amalyofs at Differeat Temperatures
All input data for SPICE is mumed to have been measured at 27 deg C (300 deg K).

The simulation also assumes a nominal temperature of 27 deg C. The circuit can be simulated
at other temperatures by using a .TEMP control line.

Temperature appears explicitly in the exponential terma of the BIT and diode model
equations. In addition, saturation currents have a built-in temperature dependence. The
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= .' temperature dependence of the saturation current in the BKT models is determined by:
l s(T )-1rs(+ )XT R.F.rv T)

where k is Boltzmann's constant, q is the electronic charge, EG is the energy gap which
is a model parameter, and XTI is the saturation curent temperature exponent (also a model
parameter, and usually equal to 3). The temperature dependence of forward and reverse
beta is according to the formula:

beta (T 1) =beta (TO ) [ (fVT)X'r

where T1 and TO are in degrees Kelvin, and XTB is a user-supplied model parameter. Tem-
perature effects on beta are carried out by appropriate adjustment to the values of BF, ISE,
BR, and ISC. Temperature dependence of the saturation current in the junction diode
model is determined by:

IS(T ) =L ('I O) ( t (  k,4qEG (T 1-TO),iis( I. ( (tN:I.Tu F )

where N is the emission coefficient, which is a model parameter, and the other symbols have
the same meaning as above. Note that for Schottky barrier diodes, the value of the saturation
current temperature exponent, XTI, is usually 2.

Temperature appears explicitly in the value of junction potential, PHI, for all the
device models. The temperature dependence is determined by:

PHI (TEMP) -q log (Ni

where k is Boltzmann's constant, q is the electronic charge, Na is the acceptor impurity
density, Nd is the donor impurity den sity, Ni is the intrinsic concentration, and EG is the
energy pp.

S. Temperature appears explicitly in the value of surface mobility, UO, for the MOS.
FET model. The temperature dependence is determined by:.

UO (TEMP) (T M)

The effects of temperature on resistors is modeled by the formula:

value (TEMP) = value(TNOM)[1 +TC 1(TEMP -TNOM) +TC2[(TEMP -TNOM) 2 ]

where TEMP iq the circuit temperature, TNOM is the nominal temperature, and TOl and
TC2 are the first- and second-order temperature coefficients.

- 2. CONVERGENCE
Both dc and transient solutions are obtained by an iterative process which is terminated

when both of the following conditions hold:

1) The nonlinear branch currents converge to within a tolerance of 0.1 percent or 1
picoamp (I.E-12 Amp), whichever is larger.

-2 2) The node voltages converge to within a tolerance of 0.1 per cent or 1 microvolt (I)E-6
Volt), whichever is larger.
Although the algorithm used in SPICE has been found to be very reliable, in some

cases it will fail to converge to a solution. When this failure occurs, the program will printIi i the node voltages at the last iteration and terminate the job. In such cases, the node vol-
tages that are printed are not necessarily corret or even close to the correct solution.

11.7% Failure to converge in the de analysis is usually due to an error in seifying circuit con-
nections, element values, or model parameter values. Regenerative switching circuits or cir.
cults with positive feedback probably will not converge in the dc analysis unless the OFF
option is used for some of the devices in the feedback path, or the NODESET card is used to
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force the circuit to converge to the desired state.

3. INPUT VORMAT
The input format for SPICE is of the free format type. Fields on a card are

separated by one or more blanks, a comma, an equal (-) sip, or a left or right parenthesis;
extra spaces are ignored. A card may be continued by entering a + (plus) in column I of
the following card; SPICE continues reading beginning with column 2.

A name field must begin with a letter (A through Z) and cannot contain any delim-
iters. Only the first eight characters of the name are used.

A number field may be an integer field (12, -44), a floating point field (3.141.9), either an
integer or floating point number followed by an integer exponent (IE-14, 2.65E3), or either
an integer or a floating point number followed by one of the following sale factors:

. T-IE12 G-IE9 MEG-IE6 K-13 MIL-25.4-6 M-IE-3 U-1E-6 N-1E-9
P=IE-12 F=1E-15

Letters immediately following a number that are not scale factors are ignored, andletters immediately following a scale factor an ignored. Hence, 10, IOV, IOVOLTS, and

10HZ all represent the same number, and , IMA, USEC, and MMHOS11 alrepresent the
* same scale factor. Note that 1000, 1000.0, 1000HZ, l53, 1.03, IKHZ, and 1K all reptesent

the same number.

4. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
Vi The circuit to be analyzed is described to SPICE by a set of element cards, which

define the circuit topology and element values, and a set of control cards, which define the
model parameters and the run controls. The first card in the input deck mus be a title
card, and the last card must be a END card. The order of the remaining cards is arbftrary
(except, of course, that continuation cards must immediately follow the card being contin-
ued).

Each element in the circuit is specified by an element card that contains the element
name, the circuit nodes to which the element is connected, and the values of the parame-
ters that determine the electrical characteristies of the element. The first letter of the ele-

-ment name specifies the element type. The format for the SPICE element types is given in
what follows. The strinp XXXXXXX, YYYYYYY, and ZZZZZZZ denote arbitrary
alphanumeric string. For example, a resistor name must begin with the letter R and can
contain from one to eight characters. Hence, R, I, RS, ROUT, and R3AC2ZY are valid
resistor names.

Data fields that are enclosed in it and gt signs '< > Ite optional. All indicated punc-
tuation (parentheses, equal signs, etc.) are required. With respect to branch voltages
and currents, SPICE uniformly uses the associated reference convention (current flows in the
direction of voltage drop).

Nodes must be nonnegative integers but need not be numbered sequentially. The
" datum (pound) node must be numbered zero. The circuit cannot contain a loop of vol.

tage sources and/or inductors and cannot contain a eutset of current sources and/or capaci-
tors. Each node in the circuit must have a de path to ground. Every node must have at

Y "'-I least two connections except for transmision line nodes (to permit unterminated transmis-
sion lines) and MOSFET substrate nodes (which have two internal connections anyway).
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5. TITLE CARD, Como=N CARDS AND .3113 CARD

2 POWER AIPIFIER CIRCUIT
TEST OF CAM CELL

This card must be the first card in the input deck. Its contents ae printed verbatim
as the heading for each section of output.

5.2..END Card

Examples:

This card must always be the last card in the input deck. Note that the period is an
integral part of the name.

$.3. Co0m0a1t Card

General Ferm:

* <any comment >

Ezamples:

0 RF=IK GAIN SHOULD BE 100

0 MAY THE FORCE BE WITH MY CIRCUIT

The asterisk in the first column indicates that this card is a comment card. Comment
cards may be placed anywhere in the circuit description.

6. ELEMENT CARDS
6.1. Rudters

General tarm:

RXXXIXXX NI N2 VALUE < TC-TCI< ,C2> >

Eampiss:

R112 1
RC1 1 17 IK TC-.01A,.01

NI and N2 are the two element nodes. VALUE is the resistance (in ohms) and may
be positive or negative but not zero. TC1 and TC2 are the (optional) temperature
coefficients; if not specified, zero is assumed for both. The value of the resistor ma func-
tion of temperature is given by.

value (TEMP)- value (TNOM) I 1 + TC I (TEMP - TNOM) + TC2 (TEMP -TNOM)2
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6.2. Capuaters ad Inductors

Ganeral twim

CXXXXXXX N+ N- VALUE < [CINCOND>
LYYYYYYY N+ N- VALUE < IC-INCOND>

CBYP 130 1UF
COSC 17 23 1OU IC=3V
LLINK 42 69 lUD
LSHUNT 23'51 IOU IC=1S.7MA

N+ and N- are the positive and negative element nodes, respectively. VALUIE is
the capacitance in Farads or the inductance in Henries.

For the capacitor, the (optional) initial condition is the initial (time-zero) value of
capacitor voltage (in Volts). For the inductor, the (optional) initial condition is the initial
(time-zero) value of inductor current (in Amps) that flows from N+, through the inductor,
to N-. Note that the initial conditions (if any) apply 'only' if the UIC option is specified on
the TRAN card.

Nonlinear capacitors and inductors can be described.

General form:

CXXXXXXX N+ N- POLY CO Cl C2 .. < IC-INCOND>
LYYYYYYY N+ N- POLY LO Li L2 . < [CINCOND>

CO CI C2 ...(and LO Li L2 ...) are the coefficients of a polynomial describing the element
value. The capacitance is expressed as a function of the voltage acros the element while
the inductance is a function of the current through the inductor. The value is computed as

value =CO +C1.V +C2V 2 + 

value =LO+L 1-1 +L2-12 ,+..

where V is the voltage across the capacitor and I the current flowing in the inductor.

6.3. Coupled (Mutual) Inductors

Gensral torm:

1XXXXX LYYYYYYY LZZZZZZZ VALUE

Ezamples:

K43 LAA L3 0.3 9
XFRMR L112 0.87

LYYYYYYY and L7777ZZ are the names of the two coupled inductors, and
VALUE is the coefficient of coupling, K, which must be greater than 0 and la than or
equal to 1. Using the 'dot' convention, place a 'dot' on the tm node of each inductor.

-""NW VLSI Release 1 -6- 1WI/83
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6.4. Trnmolu m Lima (Losde.)

Gmemi tero:

TZXXXXIX NI N2 N3 N4 ZO-VALUE < TD=VALUE> < F=WRZQ < NL=NMLEN> >
+ < ICViI.V2,II 2>

Eampls":

TI 10 2 ZO=50 TD=IONS

N1 and N2 are the nodes at port 1; N3 and N4 are the nodes at port 2. ZO is the
!characteristic impedance. The length of the line may be expressed in either of two forms.

The transmission delay, TD, may be specified directly (as TD-10ns, for example). Alterna-
tively, a frequency F may be given, together with NL, the normalized electrical length of
the transmission line with respect to the wavelength in the line at the frequency F. If a
frequency is specified but NL is omitted, 0.25 is assumed (that is, the frequency is assumed to
be the quarter-wave frequency). Note that although both forms for expresing the line
length are indicated as optional, one of the two must be speci fled.

Note that this element models only one propagating mode. If all four nodes are distinct
in the actual circuit, then two modes may be excited. To simulate such a situation, two
transmission line elements are required. (see the example in Appendix A for further
clarification.)

The (optional) initial condition specification consists of the voltage and current at
each of the transmission line ports. Note that the initial conditions (if any) apply 'only' if the
UIC option is specified on the .TRAN card.

One should be aware that SPICE will use a transient time step which does not
exceed 1/2 the minimum transmission line delay. Therefore very short transmission lines
(compared with the analysis time frame) will cause long run times.

G.S. Linear Depeadant Sources
SPICE allows circuits to contain linear dependent sources characterized by any of the

four equations

i g-v v-cev i-fi v-h4

where g, e, f, and h are constants representing transconductance, voltage gain, current pin,
and transresistance, respectively. Note: a more complete description of dependent sources as
imple mented in SPICE is given in Appendix B.

A. Uner Volqp-Cetreled Current Sewtse

Generd ferm:

GIXXXXI N+ N- NC+ NC- VALUE

GI 2 0 5 0 0.1MMB0

N+ and N- are the positive and negative nodes, respectively. Current flow is from the
9,. ". positive node, through the source, to the negative node. NC+ and NC- are the positive and

negative controlling nodes, respectively. VALUE is the transconductmnce (in mhos).
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6.7. LJARO Veltage-Cmrewls V~m Sources

General term:

KXXXI N+ N. NC+ N4C. VALUE

E12 3 14 12.6

N+ is the positive node, and N- is the negative node. NC-I and NC- are the positive
and negative controlling nodes, respectively. VALUE is the voltage gain.

6.8. L11near Current-Cemtralled Curren Sources

q General term:

FIXXXXX N+ N- VNAM VALUE

Examples:

11135S VSENS S

N+ and N- are the positive and negative nodes, respectively. Current flow is from the
positive node, through the source, to the negative node. VNAM is the name of a voltage
source through which the controlling current flows. The direction of positive controllig
current flow is from the positive node, through the source, to the negative node of VNAK4
VALUE is the current gain.

6-9. L11near CurreintCentreWe Voltage Sources

General term:

BXXXXXXI N+ N- VNAM VALUE

Example.:

e' HS 17 VZ #SK

N+ and N- are the positive and negative nodes, respectively. VNAM is the name of a
voltage source through which the controlling current flows. The direction of positive con-
trolling current flow is from the positive node, through the source, to the negative node of
VNAh4. VALUE is the transresistance (in ohms).

4 6.16. Iaispeuiit Ummu

General1 form

VXIIXX N+ N- «DC> DC/TRAM VALUB> < AC < A(CAG < ACVIASE>>
* EYYTY N+ N- «DC> DC/TRAM VALVE> < AC < ACHAG < ACPlAM>>

VC is DC 4
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' , . VIN 13 2 0.01 AC 1SIN( 1MEG)
Isc2321 AC O.33S 4Sa SFM(01 K i1K)
VMEAS 12 9

N+ and N- are the positive and negative nodes, respectively. Note that voltage sources
need not be grounded. Positive current is assumed to flow from the positive node, through
the source, to the negative node. A current source of positive value, will force current to
flow out of the N+ node, through the source, and into the N- node. Voltage sources, in addi-
tion to being used for circuit excitation, are the 'ammeters' for SPICE, that is, zero valued
voltage sources may be inserted into the circuit for the purpose of measuring current. They
will, of course, have no effect on circuit operation since they represent short-circuits.

DC/TRAN is the dc and transient analysis value of the source. If the source value
is zero both for dc and transient analyses, this value may be omitted. If the source value is
time-invariant (eg., a power supply), then the value may optionally be preceded by the letters
DC.

ACMAG is the ac magnitude and ACPHASE is the ac phase. The source is set to
this value in the ac analysis. If ACMAG is omitted following the keyword AC, a value of
unity is assumed. If ACPHASE is omitted, a value of zero is assumed. If the source is not
an ac small-signal input, the keyword AC and the ac values are omitted.

Any independent source can be assigned a time-dependent value for transient
analysis. If a source is assigned a time- dependent value, the time-zero value is used for de
analysis. There are five independent source functions: pulse, exponential, sinusoidal, piece-
wise linear, and single-frequency FM. If parameters other than source values are omitted
or set to zero, the default values shown will be assumed. (TSTEP is the printing increment
and TSTOP is the final time (see the TRAN card for explanation)).

1. Pulse PULSE(V V2 TD TR TFPWPER)

Examples:

VIN 3 0 PULSE(-1 1 2NS 2NS 2NS SONS 100NS)

parameter default units

VI (initial value) Volts or Amps
V2 (pulsed value) Volts or Amps

TD (delay time) 0.0 seconds
9 TR (rise time) TSTEP seconds

TF (fall time) TSTEP seconds
PW (pulse width) TSTOP seconds
PER(period) TSTOP seconds

* A single pulse so specified is described by the following table:

time value

0 Vi
" TD VI

TD+TR V2
, TD+TR+PW V2

TD+TR+PW+TF VI
TSTOP VI
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Intermediate points are determined by linear interpolation.

2. Sinusoidal SIN(VO VA FREQ TD THETA)

Examples:

VIN 3 0 SIN(O 1 OOMEG INS lE10)

parameter default value units

VO (offset) Volts or Amps
VA (amplitude) Volts or Amps
FREQ (frequency) ITSTOP
I1D (delay) 0.0
THETA (damping factor) 0.0

The shape of the waveform is described by the following table:

time value

0 to TD VO
TD to TSTOP VO+VA( -tmeTD))sin(2WFRE(time+TD))

3. Exponential EXP(V1 V2 TD1 TAU TD2 TAU2)

Examples:

VIN 3 0 EXP(-4 -1 2NS 3ONS 6ONS 4ONS)

parameters default values units

VI (initial value) Volts or Amps
V2 (pulsed value) Volts or Amps
TDI (rise delay time) 0.0
TAUI (rise time constant) TSTEP
TD2 (fall delay time) TDI+TSTEP
TAU2 (fall time constant) TSTEP

The shape of the waveform is described by the following table:

time value

0 to TDI Vl
TDI to TD2 V1+(V2-V1) 1j-e( -(time-TD1)/TAU1)j

TD2 toTSTOP V1 +(V2-V1)[1 -e -(time-TD- ) /TAU 1) + (V 1 -V 2 ) 1 - e(-(time-TD 2)/TAU2)1

4. Piece-Wise Linear PWL(TI V1 < T2 V2 T3 V3 T4 V4...>)

Example:

UW/NW VLSI Release 1 -10- 1I/83
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VCLOCK 7 5 PWL(O -7 IONS -7 I1NS -3 17NS -3 18NS .7 SONS -7)

Each pair of values (Ti, Vi) specifies that the value of the source is Vi (in Volts or
Amps) at time=Ti. The value of the source at intermediate values of time is determined by
using linear interpolation on the input values.

5. Single-Frequency FM SFFM(VO VA FC MDI FS)

Examples:

V1 12 0 SFFM(0 1M 2OK 5 1K)

parameters default values units

V. "VO (offset) Volts or Amps
VA (amplitude) Volts or Amps
FC (carrier frequency) VTSTOP
MDI (modulation index)
FS (signal frequency) VTSTOP

The shape of the waveform is described by the following equation:

value + VO + VA sin ((2w -FC-time) + MDIsin (2w -FS4ime))

+. 7. SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

The elements that have been described to this point typically require only a few
parameter values to specify completely the electrical characteristics of the element. How-
ever, the models for the four semiconductor devices that are included in the SPICE pro-
gram require many parameter values. Moreover, many devices in a circuit often are defined
by the same set of device model parameters. For these reasons, a et of device model

. parameters is defined on a separate .MODEL card and asigned a unique model name. The
device element cards in SPICE then reference the model name. This scheme alleviates the
need to specify all of the model parameters on each device element card.

Each device element card contains the device name, the nodes to which the device is
connected, and the device model name. In addition, other optional parameters may be
specified for each device: geometric factors and an initial condition.

The area factor used on the diode, BJT and NET device card determines the number
of equivalent parallel devices of a specified model. The affected parameters are marked with
an asterisk under the heading 'area! in the model descriptions below. Several geometric
factors associated with the channel and the drain and source diffusions can be specified on
the MOSFET device card.

Two different forms of initial conditions may be specified for devices. The first form
is included to improve the dc convergence for circuits that contain more than one stable
state. If a device is specified OFF, the dc operating point is deter mined with the terminal
voltages for that device set to zero. After convergence is obtained, the program continues
to iterate to obtain the exact value for the terminal voltages. If a circuit has more than
one dc stable state, the OFF option can be used to force the solution to correspond to a
desired state. If a device is specified OFF when in reality the device is conducting, the pro-

" ~gram will still obtain the correct solution (assuming the solutions converge) but more itera-
tions will be required since the program must independently converge to two separate solu-
tions. The .NODESET card serves a smilar purpose as the OFF option. The NODESET
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option is easier to apply and is the preferred means to aid convergence.

The second form of initial conditions are specified for use with the transient analysis.
These are true 'initial conditions' as opposed to the convergence aids above. See the descrip-
tion of the IC card and the .TRAN card for a detailed explanation of initial conditions.

7.1. Junction Diodes

General form:

DXXXXXXX N+ N- MNAME <AREA> <OFF> < [C=Vi>

Example:

DBRIDGE 2 10 DIODEl
DCLMP 3 7 DMOD 3.0 IC=0.2

N+ and N- are the positive and negative nodes, respectively. MNAME is the model
name, AREA is the area factor, and off indicates an (optional) starting condition on the
device for dc analysis. If the area factor is omitted, a value of 1.0 is assumed. The

(optional) initial condition specification using IC=VD is intended for use with the UIC
option on the .TRAN card, when a transient analysis is desired starting from other than the
quiescent operating point.

7.2. Bipolar Junction Transitors (BJ'ls)

General form: 9

QXXXXXXX NC NB NE < NS> MNAME < AREA> < OFF> < IC=VBE,VCE>

Examples:

Q23 10 24 13 QMOD IC=0.6,5.0
Q50A 1126 4 20 MOD1

NC, NB, and NE are the collector, base, and emitter nodes, respectively. NS is the

(optional) substrate node. If unspecified, ground is used. MNAME is the model name,
AREA is the area factor, and OFF indicates an (optional) initial condition on the device for
the dc analysis. If the area factor is omitted, a value of 1.0 is assumed. The (optional)
initial condition specification using IC=VBE,VCE is intended for use with the UIC option
on the .TRAN card, when a transient analysis is desired starting from other than the quies-
cent operating point. See the IC card description for a better way to set transient initial
conditions.

73. Junction Fkld-Eftect Tanwlster (JFET's)

General term:

JXIXXXX ND NG NS MNAME < AREA> < OFF> < [C-VISVGS>

WWmples:

J1 7 2 3 JMI OFF .- ,-
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the.ND, NG, and NS are the drain, gate, and source nodes, respectively. MNAME is
v the model name, AREA is the area factor, and OFF indicates an (optional) initial condition

on the device for dc analysis. If the area factor is omitted, a value of 1.0 is assumed. The
(optional) initial condition specification, using IC:VDSVGS is intended for use with the
UIC option on the .TRAN card, when a transient analysis is desired starting from other
than the quiescent operating point (see the IC card for a better way to set initial conditions).

7A. MOSFJT's

Gemeral ter:

MXXXXXXX ND NG NS NB MNAME <L=VAL> <W=VAL> <AD=VAL>
< AS=VAL>

+ < PD=VAL> < PS=VAL> <NRD-VAL> < NRS-VAL> < Oi>
< IC=VDSVGS,VBS>

Examples:

MI 24 2 0 20 TYPE1
M31 2 17 6 10 MODM L=SU W=2U
M31 2 16 6 10 MODM SU 2U
MI 2 9 3 0 MODI L=IOU W=SU AD=100P AS=100P PD=40U PS40U
M1 2930 MODI IOU SU 2P 2P

ND, NG, NS, and NB are the drain, gate, source, and bulk (substrate) nodes, respec-
tively. MNAME is the model name. L and W are the channel length and width, in meters.
AD and AS are the areas of the drain and source diffusions, in sq-meters. Note that the
suffix U specifies microns (1E-6 m) and P sq-microns (IE-12 sq-m). If any of L, W,
AD, or AS are. not specified, default values are used. The user may specify the values to be
used for these default parameters on the OPTIONS card. The use of defaults simplifies input
deck preparation, as well as the editing required if device geometries are to be changed.
PD and PS are the perimeters of the drain and source junctions, in meters. NRD and
NRS designate the equivalent number of squares of the drain and source diffusions; these
values multiply the sheet resistance RSH specified on the MODEL card for an accurate
representation of the parasitic series drain and source resistance of each transistor. PD and
PS default to 0.0 while NRD and NRS to 1.0. OFF indicates an (optional) initial condition on
the device for dc analysis. The (optional) initial condition specification using
IC=VDS,VGS,VBS is intended for use with the UIC option on the TRAN card, when a
transient analysis is desired starting from other than the quiescent operating point. See the
IC card for a better and more convenient way to specify transient initial conditions.

73. MODEL Card

General form:

MODEL MNAMK TYPE(PNAME1=PVAL1 PNAMK9=PVAL...)

xsamples:

MODEL MODI NPN DF=50 LS=I-13 VBF-S

i, The MODEL card specifies a set of model parameters that will be used by one or
more devices. MNAME is the model name, and type is one of the following seven types:

type description
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NPN NPN BJT model
PNP PNP BJT model . ..
D diode model
NJF N-channel JFET model
PHF P-channel NET model
NMOS N-channel MOSFET model
PMOS P-channel MOSFET model

Parameter values are defined by appending the parameter name, as given below for
each model type, followed by an equal sip and the parameter value. Model parameters
that are not given a value are assigned the default values given below for each model
type.

7.6. Diode Model

The dc characteristics of the diode are determined by the parameters IS and N. An
ohmic resistance, RS, is included. Charge storagp effects are modeled by a transit time, TT,
and a nonlinear depletion layer capacitance which is determined by the parameters CJO, VJ,
and M. The temperature dependence of the saturation current is defined by the parame-
ters EG, the energy and XTI, the saturation current temperature exponent. Reverse break-
down is modeled by an exponential increase in the reverse diode current and is determined
by the parameters BV and IDV (both of which are positive numbers).

name parameter units default example area

1 IS saturation current A LOE-14 1.OE-14
2 RS ohmic resistance Ohm 0 10
3 N emission coefficient 1 1.0
4 TT transit-time sec 0 0.lNs
5 CJO zero-bias junction capacitance F 0 2P
6 VJ junction potential V 1 Oh
7 M grading coefficient 05 0.5
8 EG activation energy eV 1.11 1.11 Si

0.69 Sbd
0.7 Ge

9 XTI saturation-current temp. exp 3.0 3.0 jn
2.0 Sbd

10 KF flicker noise coefficient 0
11 AF flicker noise exponent 1
12 FC coefficient for forward-bias - 0.5

depletion capacitance formula
13 BV reverse breakdown voltage V infinite 40.0
14 [BV current at breakdown voltage A 1.OE-3

7.7. SJT Medals (both NPN mad PNP)

The bipolar junction transistor model in SPICE is an adaptation of the integral charge
control model of Gummel and Peon. This modified Gummel-Poon model extends the origi-
nal model to include several effects at high bin 1eb. The model will automatically Sim-
plify to the simpler Ebers-Moll model when certain parameters are not specified. The
parameter names used in the modified Gummel-Poon model have been chosen to be more
easily understood by the program user, and to reflect better both physical and circuit design
thinking.

The dc model is defined by the parameters IS, BF, NF, ISE, KF, and NE which deter-
mine the forward current gain characteristics, IS, BR, NR, ISC, MKR, and NC which deter-
mine the reverse current gain characteristics, and VAP and VAR which determine the
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S ,, output conductance for forward and reverse regions. Three ohmic resistances RB, RC, and
RE are included, where RB can be high current dependent. Base charge storage is modeled
by forward and reverse transit times, TF and TR, the forward trnsit time TF being bias
dependent if desired, and nonlinear depletion layer capacitances which are determined by
CJE, VJE, and MJE for the BE junction , CJC, VJC, and MJC for the B-C junction and
CJS, VJS, and MIS for the C-S (Collector-Substrate) junction. The temperature depen-
dence of the saturation current, IS, is determined by the energy-gap, EG, and the saturation
current temperature exponent, XTI. Additionally base current temperature dependence is
modeled by the beta temperature exponent XTB in the new model.

The BJT parameters used in the modified Gummel-Poon model are listed below. The
parameter names used in earlier versions of SPICE2 are still accepted.

Modified Gummel-Poon BJT Parameters

name parameter units default example area

1 is transport saturation current A 1.OE-16 I.OE-15
2 BF ideal maximum forward beta - 100 100
3 NF forward current emission coefficient - 1J 1
4 VAF forward Early voltage V infinite 200
5 IKF corner for forward beta

high current roll-off A infinite 0.01
6 ISE B-E leakage saturation current A 0 1.OE-13
7 NE B-E leakage emission coefficient 1.5 2
8 BR ideal maximum reverse beta - 1 0.1
9 NR reverse current emission coefficient - 1 1
10 VAR reverse Early voltage V infinite 200
11 IKR corner for reverse beta

high current roll-off A infinite 0.01
12 ISC B-C leakage saturation current A 0 1JE-13
13 NC B-C leakage emission coefficient - 2 1.5
14 RB zero bias base resistance Ohms 0 100
15 IRE current where base resistance

falls halfway to its min value A infinite 0.1
16 RBM minimum base resistance

at high currents Ohms RB 10 "
17 RE emitter resistance Ohms 0 1
18 RC collector resistance Ohms 0 10

-- 19 CJE B-E zero-bias depletion capacitance F 0 2PF
0 20 VE B-E built-in potential V 0.75 0.6

. 21 MJE B-E junction exponential factor - 033 033
22 TF ideal forward transit time se 0 O.Na
23 XTF coefficient for bias dependence of TF - 0
24 VTF voltage describing VBC

dependence of T V infinite
25 IT high-current parameter

for effect on 1"1w A 0
-26 P exces phase at freq 1.0/(TF.2PI) Hz deg 0

27 CJC B-C zero-bias depletion capacitance F 0 2PF
28 VJC B-C built-in potential V 0.75 0.5

- 29 MC B-C junction exponential factor - 033 0.5
30 XCJC fraction of B-C depletion capacitance

'., ", connected to internal base node - I
31 TR ideal reverse transit time we 0 1ONa
32 CJS zero-bias colector-ubstrate
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capacitance F 0 2PF
33 VJS substrate junction built-in potential V 0.75
34 MiS substrate junction exponential factor - 0 0.5
35 XTB forward and reverse beta

temperature exponent 0-36 EG energy pap for temperature

effect on IS eV 1.11
37 XTI temperature exponent for effect on IS - 3
38 KF flicker-noise coefficient - 0
39 AF flicker-noise exponent - 1
40 FC coefficient for forward-bias

depletion capacitance formula 0.5

7.8. JFET Models (both N md P Channel)

The IET model is derived from the FET model of Shichman and Hodges. The dc
characteristics are defined by the parameters VTO and BETA, which determine the variation
of drain current with gate voltage, LAMBDA, which determines the output conductance,
and IS, the saturation current of the two gate junctions. Two ohmic resistances, RD and
RS, are included. Charge storage is modeled by nonlinear depletion layer capacitances for

* both gate junctions which vary as the -112 power of junction voltage and are defined by the
parameters CGS, COD, and PB.

-, name parameter units default example area

1 VTO threshold voltage V -2.0 -2.0
2 BETA transconductance parameter A/V 2  1.0E.4 1.OE-3 .
3 LAMBDA channel length modulation

parameter I/V 0 IOE-4
N.- 4 RD drain ohmic resistance Ohm 0 100

5 RS source ohmic resistance Ohm 0 100
6 CGS zero-bias G-S junction capacitance F 0 FF
7 COD zero-bias G-D junction capacitance F 0 1PF
8 PB gate junction potential V 1 0.6
9 IS gate junction saturation current A 1.OE-14 1.OE-14
10 KF flicker noise coefficient 0
-1 AF flicker noise exponent - I
-2 FC coefficient for forward-bias - 0.5

depletion capacitance formula

.9. MOSFET Models (both N ad P chael)
SPICE provides three MOSFET device models which differ in the formulation of

I-V characteristic. The variable LEVEL specifies the model to be used:

LEVEL=I -> Shichman-Hodges
LEVEL=2 .> MOS2 (as described in [ID
LEVEL-3 -> MOS3, a semi-empirical model(see iD

The dc characteristics of the MOSFET are defined by the device parameters VTO,
KF, LAMBDA, PHI and GAMMA. These parameters are computed by SPICE if process
Lp,.,iameters (NSUB, TOX, ...) are given, but user-specified values always override. VTO is
pw , tive (negative) for enhancement mode and negative (positive) for depletion mode N-
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channel (P-channel) devices. Charge storage is modeled by three constant capacitors, CGSO,
. - CGDO, and CGBO which represent overlap capacitances, by the nonlinear thin-ozide capa-

CDlance which is distributed amon the sate, source, drain, and bulk region, and by the non-

linear depletion-layer capacitances for both substrute junctions divided into bottom and pe-
-. phery, which vary as the MI and MJSW power of junction voltage respecively, and are deter-

mined by the parameters CBD, CBS, Ci, CJSW, MJ, MJSW and PB. There are two built-
in models of the charge storage effects associated with the thin-oxide. The default is the
piecewise linear voltage-dependent capacitance model proposed by Meyer. The second choicc
is the charge-controlled capacitance model of Ward and Dutton [1]. The XQC model param-
eter acts as a fag and a coefficient at the same time. As the former it causes the program to
use Meyers model whenever larger than 05 or not specified, and the charge-controlled model
when between 0 and 05. In the latter case its value defines the share of the channel charge
associated with the drain terminal in the saturation region. The thin-oxide charge storage
effects are treated slightly different for the LEVEL=I model. These voltage- dependent
capacitances are included only if TOX is specified in the input description and they are
represented using Meyer's formulation.

There is some overlap among the parameters describing the junctions, eg. the reverse
current can be input either as IS (in A) or as JS (in A/m 2 ). Whereas the first is an absolute
value the second is multiplied by AD and AS to give the reverse current of the drain and
source junctions respectively. This methodology has been chosen since there is no sense in
relating always junction characteristics with AD and AS entered on the device card; the
areas can be defaulted. The same idea applies also to the zero-bias junction capacitances
CBD and CBS (in F) on one hand, and CJ (in F/m 2 ) on the other. The parasitic drain and
source series resistance can be expressed as either RD and RS (in ohms) or RSH (in

ohms/sq.), the latter being multiplied by the number of squares NRD and NRS input oan the
device card.

name parameter units default example
.g

1 LEVEL model index - 1
2 VTO zero-bis threshold voltage V 0.0 1.0

" 3 KP transconductance parameter A/V 2  2JDE-5 3.1B-5
4 GAMMA bulk threshold parameter V0 5 00 0.37
5 PHI surface potential V 0.6 065
6 LAMBDA channel-length modulation

(MOSI and MOS2 only) I/V 0.0 0.02
7 RD drain ohmic resistance Ohm 0.s 1.0
8 RS source ohmic resistance Ohm 0.0 1.0
9 CBD zero-bias B-D junction capacitance F 0.0 20FF
10 CBS zero-bias B-S junction capacitance F 0.0 20FF
11 Is bulk junction saturation current A 1.OE-14 1.0E-15
12 PB bulk junction potential V 08 087
13 COSO gate-source overlap capacitance

per meter channel width F/m 0.0 4.OE-11
* 14 CoDO gate-drain overlap capacitance

per meter channel width F/m 0.0 4.0E-11
15 CGBO gate-bulk overlap capacitance
16.per meter channel length F/m 0.0 2.OE-10
16 RSH ' drain and source diffusion

sheet resisitance Ohm/sq. 0.0 10.0

[I] A. Vladirism mad S. Uu .I"e Snuuoation of MOB Inatepd Clti Was SPICE . E mL Uro
. .- "-- No. EL MW7.EleuoWi Rorrch Laboratory, Univrsity of Caulifol, Berkeley, 0ct. 1950.
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17 CJ zero-bias bulk junction bottom cap. .

per sq-meter of junction area _/m
2  0_ 2E-4"

18 Mi bulk junction bottom grading coef. 05 05
19 CJSW zero-bias bulk junction sidewall cap.

per meter of junction perimeter Fim 0.0 1OE-9
20 MJSW bulk junction sidewall grading coef. 0.33
21 JS bulk junction saturation current

per sq-meter of junction area A/m 2  1.0E-
22 TOX oxide thickness meter 1.OE-7 1.E-7
23 NSUB substrate doping i/cm3  0.0 4.0E1S
24 NSS surface state density 1/cm2  0.0 1.E10
25 NFS fast surface state density 1/cm2  00 I2E10
26 TPG type of gate material: 1.0

+1 opp. to substrate
-1 same as substrate
0 Al gate

27 XJ metallurgical junction depth meter 0.0 IU
28 LD lateral diffusion meter 0.0 0.AU
29 UO surface mobility cm2 /V -s 600 700
30 UCRIT critical field for mobility

degradation (MOS2 only) V/cm 1.0E4 10E4
31 UEXP critical field exponent in

mobility degradation (MOS2 only) 0.0 0.1
32 UTRA transverse field coeff (mobility)

(deleted for MOS2) 0.0 0.3
33 VMAX maximum drift velocity of carriers m/s 0.0 $.E4
34 NEFF total channel charge (fixed and

mobile) coefficient (M0OS2 only) 1.0 5B0
35 XQC thin-oxide capacitance model flag

and coefficient of channel charge
share attributed to drain (0-0.5) 1.0 OA

36 KF flicker noise coefficient 0.0 1OE-26
37 AF flicker noise exponent 1.0 12
38 FC coefficient for forward-bias

depiction capacitance formula 05
39 DELTA width effect on threshold voltage

(M052 and MOS3) 0 12
40 THETA mobility modulation (MO03 only) I/V 0.0 0.1
41 ETA static feedback (MOS3 only) 0.0 ID
42 KAPPA saturation field factor (MOS3 only) 02 O.S

. SUBCIRCUITS
A subeircuit that consists of SPICE elements can be defined and referenced in a

fashion similar to device models. The sub- circuit is defined in the input deck by a grouping
of element cards; the program then automatically inserts the group of elements wherever
the subeircuit is referenced. There is no limit on the size or complexity of subeircuits,
and subcircuits may contain other subcircuits. An example of subeircuit usage is given in
Appendix A.

L1. .JUUCKT Card

GmanI term:

SUVCKT =boom NI < N2 N3 ...>
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1 zampku:

SUBCKT OPAMP 12 3 4

A circuit definition is begun with a SUBCKT card. SUBNAM is the subcircuit name,
and N1, N2, ... are the external nodes, which cannot be zero. The group of element cards
which immediately follow the .SUBCKT card define the uubcircuit. The last card in a sub-
circuit definition is the .ENDS card (see below). Control cards may not appear within a
vsubcircuit definition; however, subcircuit definitions may contain anything else, including
other subcircuit definitions, device models, and subcircuit calls (see below). Note that any
device models or subcircuit definitions included as part of a subcircuit definition are strictly
local (i.e., such models and definitions are not known outside the subeircuit definition).
Also, any element nodes not included on the .SUBCKT card are strictly local, with the
exception of 0 (ground) which is always global.

8.2. .,NDS Card

General torm:

.ENDS < SUBNAM>

Ezamplu:

.ENDS OPAMP

This card must be the last one for any subcircuit definition. The subcircuit name, if
7 included, indicates which subcircuit definition is being terminated; if omitted, all subcircuits

being defined are terminated. The name is needed only when nested subcircuit definitions
are being made.

&.3. Subclrcalt Calls

General form:

XYYYYYYY NI < N2 N3 ...> SUDNAM

Examples:

X1 2 4 17 3 1 MULT

Subcircuits are used in SPICE by specifying pseudo-elements beginning with the letter
X, followed by the circuit nodes to be used in expanding the ubcircuit.

9. CONTROL CARDS

9.1. TMW Card

General term:

.TDW TI <T2 <T3 ...>>

.M -5$.0 5 25A 125A
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This card specifis the temperatures at which the circuit is to be simulated. Ti, T2,
* Are the different temperatures, in degres C. Temperatures less than -223.) deg C are

ignored. Model data are specified at TNOM degrees (see the .OPTIONS card for TNOM); If
the .TEMP card is omitted, the simulation will also be performed at a temperature equal to
TNOM.

* e. - .2. .WIDTH Card

General frm:

.WIDTH IN=COLNUM OUT=COLNUM

Eamaples:

.WIDTH IN=72 OUT=133

COLNUM is the last column read from each line of input; the setting takes effect with
the next line read. The default value for COLNUM is 80. The out parameter specifies the
output print width. Permissible values for the output print width are 80 and 133.

9.3. .OPTIONS Card

General tEwa:

.OPTIONS OPTI OPT2 ... (or OPT=OPTVAL .,.)

IExamples:Q

.OPTIONS ACCT LIST NODE

This card allows the user to reset program control and user options for specific simula-
tion purposes. Any combination of the following options may be included, in any order. 'x'
(below) represents some positive number.

option effect
ACCT causes accounting and run time statistics to be printed
LIST causes the summary listing of the input data to be printed

NOMOD suppresses the printout of the model parameters.

NOPAGE suppresses page ejects
NODE causes the printing of the node table.
OPTS causes the option values to be printed.

OMIN--x sets the value of OMIN, the minimum conductance allowed by the program.
"• The default value is 1.0E-12.

R LTOL-z resets the relative error tolerance of the program. The default value is
0.001 (0.1 percent).

ABSTOL=x resets the absolute current error tolerance of the program. The default
value is I picoamp.

VNTOL-x resets the absolute voltage error tolerance of the program. The default
value is 1 microvolt.
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TRT-'Lx resets the transient error tolerance. The default value is 7.0. This parame-
," " "-ter is an estimate of the factor by which SPICE overestimates the actual

truncation error. EP °CHGTOL-z" 17 resets the charge tolerance of the
program. The default value is 1.OE-14.

PIVT(CL,=x resets the absolute minimum value for a matrix entry to be accepted as a
pivot. The default value is 10E-13.

PIVRI'.. ,=x resets the relative ratio between the largest column entry and an acceptable
pivot value. The default value is 1.OE-3. In the numerical pivoting algo-
rithm the allowed minimum pivot value is determined by
EPSREL = AMAX 1 (PIVRELMAXVAL ,PIVTOL) where MAXVAL is
the maximum element in the column where a pivot is sought (partial pivot.
ing).

NUME. '.T--x is the number of significant digits printed for output variable values. X
must satisfy the relation 0 < x < 8. The default value is 4. Note: this
option is independent of the error tolerance used by SPICE (ie., if the
values of options RELTOL, ABSTOL, etc., are not changed then one may
be printing numerical 'noise' for NUMDGT > 4.

TNOM=-, resets the nominal temperature. The default value is 27 deg C (300 deg K).

ITLI=x resets the dc iteration limit. The default is 100.

* ITL2=x resets the dc transfer curve iteration limit. The default is 50.

ITL3=x resets the lower transient analysis iteration limit. The default value is 4.
ITL4=x resets the transient analysis timepoint iteration limit. The default is 10.
ITLS=x resets the transient analysis total iteration limit. The default is 5000. Set

ITL5=O to omit this test.

ITL6=x resets the de iteration limit at each step of the source stepping method.
The default is 0 which means not to use this method.

CPTIME=i is the maximum cpu-time in seconds allowed for this job.

LIMTIM=,t resets the amount of epu time reserved by SPICE for generating plots
should a cpu time-limit cause job termination. The default value is 2
(seconds).

LIMPTS-x resets the total number of points that can be printed or plotted in a dc, ac,
or transient analysis. The default value is 201.

LVLCOD=) if x is 2 (two), then machine code for the matrix solution will be generated.
Otherwise, no machine code is generated. The default value is 2. Applies
only to CDC computers.

LVLTIM=x is 1 (one), the iteration timestep control is used. if x is 2 (two), the
truncation-error timestep is used. The default value is 2. If method=Gear
and MAXORD> 2 then LVLTIM is set to 2 by SPICE.

METHOD= ,i me sets the numerical integration method used by SPICE. Posible names are
Gear or trapezoidal. The default is trapezoidal.

MAXORD= sets the maximum order for the integration method if Gear's variable-order
method is used. X must be between 2 and 6. The default value is 2.

% DEFL-x rents the value for MOS channel lengh; the default is 100A mirometer.
DEFWx resets the value for MOS channel width; the default is 100.0 micrometer.

DEFAD-x rests the value for MOS drain diffusion area; the default is 0S.
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DEFAS-z resets the value for MOS mutm diffusion area; the default is 0.0.

* A.. -O Card

.r.OF
'" Genera frn:

" oP

The inclusion of this card in an input deck will force SPICE to determine the de operat-
ing point of the circuit with inductors shorted and capacitors opened. Note: a d analysis is
automatically performed prior to a transient snalysis to determine the transient initial con-
ditions, and prior to an ac small-signal analysis to determine the linearized, small-signal
models for nonlinear devices.

SPICE performs a dc operating point analysis if no other analyses are requested.

9S..DC Card

S' General farm:

.DC SRCNAM VSTAIT VSTOP VINCIR [SRC2 START2 fTOF2 INCEI]

Ezomples:

.DC VIN 0.25 5.0 025

.DC VDS 0 10 . VGS 51

.DC VCE 0 1f.2 M D 1OU U

This card defines the dc transfer curve source and sweep limits. SRCNAM is the
name of an independent voltage or current source. VSTART, VSTOP, and VINCR are the
starting, final, and incrementing values respectively. The first example will cause the value
of the voltage source VIN to be swept from 0.25 Volts to 5.0 Volts in increments of 025
Volts. A second source (SRC2) may optionally be specified with associated sweep parameters.
In this case, the first source will be swept over its ranp for each value of the second source.
This option can be useful for obtaining semiconductor device output characteristic , e
the second example data deck in that section of the guide.

-. 9.6. NODESET Card

General trm:

NODESRT V(NODNUM)-VAL V(NODNUM)-VAL..I Exlmpler
.NODIEK V(l2)-4.S V(4)-2.3

This card helps the progpm find the dc or initial transient solution by making a prel-
Iminary pa with the specified nodes held to the given voltages. The restriction is then
released and the iteration continues to the true solution. The NODESET card my be neces-
smy for convergence on bistable or astable circuits. In general, this card should not be neces-
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9.7. .C Cwd

Genral term:

IC V(NODNUM)=VAL V(NODNUM-VAL ...

Eamples:

IC V(11)=5 V(4)=-S V(2)=2.2

This card is for setting transient initial conditions. It has two different interpreta-
tions, depending on whether the UIC parameter is specified on the .TRAN card. Also, one
should not confuse this card with the NODESET card. The .NODESET card is only to
help dc convergence, and does not affect final bias solution (except for multi-stable circuits).
The two interpretations of this card are as follows:

1. When the UIC parameter is specified on the TRAN card, then the node voltages
specified on the IC card are used to compute the capacitor, diode, BJT, JFET, and
MOSFET initial conditions. This is equivalent to specifying the IC=.. parameter on
each device card, but is much more convenient. The IC-.. parameter can still be
specified and will take precedence over the IC values. Since no de biae (initial tran-
sient) solution is computed before the transient analysis, one should take care to
specify all dc source voltages on the IC card if they are to be used to compute device
initial conditions.

2. When the UIC parameter is not specified on the TRAN card, the de bias (initial tran-

sient) solution will be computed before the transient analysis. In this case, the node
voltages specified on the IC card will be forced to the desired initial values during the
bias solution. During transient analysis, the constraint on these node voltages is
removed.

9.8. .TF Crd

Geeral form:

.T OUTVAR INSRC

Examples:

.TF V(S,3) VIN

. I(VLOAD) VIN

This card defines the small signal output and input for the dc small signal analysis.
OUTVAR is the small-signal output variable and INSRC is the small-signal input source. If
this card is included, SPICE will compute the dc small signal value of the transfer function
(output/input), input resistance, and output resistance. For the first example, SPICE would
compute the ratio of V(5,3) to VIN, the small-signal Input resistance at VI , and the small-
signal output resistance measured across nodes 5 and 3.

9.9. .ENS Card

Geral term:

_ .. ? .ENS OVi < OV ... >
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Esomples:

SENS V(9) V(4,3) V(17) 1(VCCQ

If a .SENS card is included in the input deck, SPICE will determine the dc small-
signal sensitivities of each specified output variable with respect to every circuit parameter.
Note: for large circuits, large mounts of output can be generated.

9.10. AC Card

General trm:

AC DEC ND FSTART FSTOP
AC OCT NO FSTART FSTOP

.AC LIN NP FSTART FSTOP

Examples:

AC DEC 10 1 10K
AC DEC 10 1K 100MEG
.AC LIN 100 1 100HZ

DEC stands for decade variation, and ND is the number of points per decade. OCT
stands for octave variation, and NO is the number of points per octave. LIN stands for
linear variation, and NP is the number of points. FSTART is the starting frequency, and
FSTOP is the final frequency. If this card is included in the deck, SPICE will perform an
ac analysis of the circuit over the specified frequency range. Note that in order for this
analysis to be meaningful, at least one independent source must have been specified with an
ac value.

9.11. DISTO Card

Generml form:

.DISTO RLOAD < INTER < SKW2 < RKWWR < SW2> > > >

Examplu@:

DISTO EL 2 0. 1.01-3 0.75

This card controls whether SPICE will compute the distortion characteristic of the cir-
cuit in a small-signal mode as a part of the ac small-sinal sinusoidal steady-state analysis.
The analysis is performed assuming that one or two signal frequencies are imposed at the
input; let the two frequencies be fl (the nominal analysis frequency) and f2
(SKW 2-f 1). The program then computes the following distortion measures:

HD2 - the magnitude of the frequency component 2-f I assuming that f2 is not present.

HD3 - the magnitude of the frequency component 3.f I assuming that f2 is not present.

SIM2 - the magnitude of the frequency component fl + f2.

DIM - the magnitude of the frequency component fI - fU.

,-? L
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DIM3 - the magnitude of the frequency component 2-f I - f2.
RLOAD is the name of the output load resistor into which all distortion power pro-

ducts are to be computed. INTER is the interval at which the summary printout of the
contributions of all nonlinear devices to the total distortion is to be printed. If omitted or
set to zero, no summary printout will be made. REFPWR is the reference power level used
in computing the distortion products; if omitted, a value of I mW (that is, dbm) is used.
SKW2 is the ratio of f2 to fl. If omitted, a value of 09 is used (ie., f2 = 0.9-f 1). SPW2 is
the amplitude of f2. If omitted, a value of 1.0 is assumed. he distortion measures HD2,
HD3, SIM2, DIM2, and DIM3 may also be be printed and/or plotted (see the description of

'- the PRINT and PLOT cards).

9.12. .NOISE Card

General form:

*.NOISE OUTV INSRC NUMS

Examples:

NOISE V(S) VIN 10

This card controls the noise analyms of the circuit. The noise analysis is performed in
.o%% .. conjunction with the ac analysis (see AC card). OUTV is an output voltage which defines the

summing point. INSRC is the name of the independent voltage or current source which is
the noise input reference. NUMS is the summary interval. SPICE will compute the
equivalent output noise at the specified output as well as the equivalent input noise at the
specified input. In addition, the contributions of every noise generator in the circuit will be
printed at every NUMS frequency points (the summary interval). If NUMS is zero, no sum-
mary printout will be made.

The output noise and the equivalent input noise may also be printed and/or plotted

(see the description of the PRINT and PLOT cards).

- .' 9.13. .TRAN Card

General form:

%.TRAN TSTEP TSTOP < TSTART < TMAX> > < UIC>

Eample.:

TRAN INS i0NS
.TRAN INS 1000NS SUNS
TRAN 1ONS 1S UIC

*TSTEP is the printing or plotting increment for line-printer output. For use with the
post-processor, TSTEP is the suggested computing increment. TSTOP is the final time, and

S 0 TSTART is the initial time. If TSTART is omitted, it is mumed to be zero. The transient
analysis always begins at time zero. In the interval <zero, TSTART>, the circuit is
analyzed (to reach a steady state), but no outputs are stored. In the interval <TSTART,
TSTOP>, the circuit is analyzed and outputs are stored. TMAX is the maximum stepsize
that SPICE will use (for default, the program chooses either TSTEP or (TSTOP-
TSTART)IS.O, whichever is smaller. TMAX is useful when one wishes to guarantee a com-
puting interval which is smaller than the printer increment, TSTEP.

UW/NW VLSI 'Release 1 -28- 10/1/83
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UIC t?:se initial conditions) is an optional keyword which indicates that the user
does not wrint SPICE to solve for the quiescent operating point before beginning the
transient ana~lysis. If this keyword is specified, SPICE uses the values specified using IC=...
on the varieus elements as the initial transient cosidition and proceeds with the analysis.
if the IC ciard has been specified, then the node voltages on the IC card are used to com-
pute the aitial conditions for the devices. Look at the description on the IC card for its
interpretat' in when UIC is not specified.

9.14. .FC L aCard

General f -m

YFOU FREQ OVI < OV2 0V3... >

.FOI~ Il10K V(S)

T ts card controls whether SPICE performs a Fourier analysis as a part of the tran-
* sien~~~T ar1ysis. FREQ is the fundamental frequency, and OVI, .,aeteopuvrabsfr

* which "-e analysis is desired4. The Fourier analysis is performed over the interval < TSTOP-
period. 'STOP>, where TSTOP is the final time specified for the transient analysis, and

* period :3 one period of the fundamental frequency. The dc component and the firs nine
compc * -nts are determined. For maximum accuracy, TMAX (se the XTA ad)sol
be set -3 period/100.0 (or less for very high-Q circuits).

9.15. RINT Cards

Gene-g'. form:

.1'1-INT PRTYPE OVI < OV2 ... OVB>

Ezaz' Iles:

T RINT TRAN V(4) I(V[N)
I 'RINT AC VM(4,2) VR(7) VP(8,3)
.* RINT DC V(2) I(VSRC) V(23,17)
.'RINT NOISE [NOISE

* .!'RINT DISTO HD3 SEM2(DD)

This card defines the contents of a tabular listing of one to eight output variables.
PR;?tYPE is the type of the analysis (DC, AC, TRAN, NOISE, or DISTO) for which the
sp.: .ified outputs are desired. The form for voltage or current output variables is as follows:~

-6 V(X1< ,N2>) specifies the voltage difference between nodes Ni and N2. If N2 (and the
preceding comma) is omitted, ground (0) is assumed. For the ac analysis,
five additional outputs can be accessed by replacing the letter V by-

yR. real part
44 VI -imaginary part

VM -magnitude

SVP. Phase
VDD - 2 Olog 10 (magnitude)*v

.'FNW VLSI Release 1 .26- 10/1/83
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I(VXXXJXXX) specifes the current flowing in the independent voltage source named
VXXXXXXX. Posiiv currnt taows from the positive node, through the
source, to the negative node. For the sc analysis, the corresponding
replacements, for the letter I may be made in the same way as described
for voltage outputs

output variables for the noise and distortion analyses have a different general form
from that of the other analyses, ie.

OV< MX>

where OV is any of ONOISE (output noise), INOISE (equivalent input noise), D2, IfD3,
SIM2, DRM2, or DIM (wee description of distortion analysis), and X may be any of:

R -real part
4.I- imaginary part

M magnitude (default if nothing specified)
P phase
DB- 2OilogIO(magnitude)

thus, SIM2 (or SIM(M)) describes the magnitude of the SIM2 distortion measure, while
HD2(R) describes the real part of the HD2 distortion measure.

* There is no limit on the number of PRINT cards for each type of analysis.

9.16. PLOT Cards

General tam:

-PLOT PLTYPE OVI < (PL.OI,PU)> <0OV2 < (PLO2"=II> ... OVS>

Exampes:

XLOT DC V(4) V(S) V(1)
-PLOT TRAN V(17,S) (2,S) [(VIM) V(17) (1,9)
PFLOT AC VM(5) VM(31,24) VDD(5) VP(S)
PLOT DISTO 8112 DS() 1S16
JPLOT TRAN V(S,3) V(4) (0.5) V(7 (%I@)

- -~ This card defines the contents of one plot of from one to eight output variables.
PLTYPE is the type of analysis (DC, AC, TRAN, NOISE, or DISTO) for which the

seified outputs are desired. The syntax for the OVI is identical to that for the PRINT
card, described above.

The optional plot limits (PLOPHI may be specifie after any of the output variables.
Aoutput variables to the left of a pair of plot limits (PLOPHI will be plotted using the
saelower and upper plot bounds. If Plot limits are not speifid, SPICE will automatically

deteminethe minimum and mimum value of all output variables being plotted and scale
* ~the plot to fit. Mare than one scale will be mmd Nf the output variable values warrant (ie.,

mmjng output variables with values which are orderso-mapitude different Still gIve read.
-~ able plots)..

The overlap of two or moreramean mny plot is indiciaed by he letter X
When more than one output variable appears on the samet plot, the first variable

*specfid will be prned aswell nsplatted. N a puintout of all variables is desired, then a
UN companion PRIN card should be included.

\ / There is no limit on the number of JPLOT coa specifie for each type of analysis.
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10. APPENDIX A: EXAIWLR DATA DUCKS

10.1. ar~ I
The following deck determines the dc operating point and small-ulgnal transfer func-

tion of a simple differential pair. in addition. the ale small-signul response is computed over
the frequency range 1Hz to 1W0IEGHz.

SIMPLE DIFFERENTIAL PAMR
VCC 7 012
VEE 8 0-12
VIN 10OAC I
RS1 12 1K

*6RS2 6 01K
4 013 2 4 M0D

Q2S64MOD1
RCI 73 10K
RC2 7 S10K
RE 4 8 10K

vJMODEL MODI NPN BF=50 VAF-50 IS-i.E-12 RB-100 CJC-.SWF TF-6NS
V .TFV(S) VIN
* AC DEC 10 1 lOOMEG

PLOT AC VM(5) VP(S)
PRINT AC VM(5) VP(S)
ZND

16.2. Circuit 2
The following deck computes the output characteristics of a MOS- FET device over the

range 0-1OV for VDS and 0-5V for VOS.
.. .~MOS, OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS

.OPTIONS NODE NOPAGE
VDS3 0
VOS 20
MI 12 00 MODI L -4U W-6U AD-1OP AS-10P

A -MODEL MODI NMOS VTO-2 NSUD-1OE1S UO-550
*VIDS MEASURES ID, WE COULD HAVE USED VDS, BUT ED WOULD BE NEGATIVE

VMDS31
DC VDS 0 10.3 VOS 051
YRINT DC I(VIDS) V(2)
PLOT DC I(VEDS)
END

103. Cireuft 3

The following deck determines the do transfer cumv and the transient pus respla
of asimple TL nverter. The input Is aplm from 0to 5Volts with delay, ris, and fall
times of 2ns and a puke width of 3Ons. The transient interval is 0 to 100as, with printing to
be done every nanosecond.
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SIMPLE RTL INVERTER
VCC 405
VIN 10 PULSE 0 5 2NS 2NS 2NS 30NS
RD 12 10K
0132001
RC 34 1K
.PLOT DC V(3)
.PLOT TRAM V(3) (0,S)
PRINT TRAN V(3)
MODEL 01 NPN BF 20 RB 10 TF .INS CJC 2PW
.DC VIN 0 5 0.1
.TRAN INS lOONS
END

10.4. Ctrcutt 4
The following deck simulates a four-bit binary adder, using several subcircuits to

describe various pieces of the overall circuit.

ADDER - 4 BIT ALL-NAND-OATE BINARY ADDER

000 SUBCIRCUIT DEFINITIONS

SUBCKT NAND 12 3 4
* NODES: INPUT(2). OUTPUT, VCC

019 51 OMOD
DICLAMP 0 1 DMOD
02 9 5 2QMOD
D2CLAMP 0 2 DMOD
RB 454K
RI 4 6 IAK
Q369Q80MOD
R2 80 1K
RC47 130
04 7 6 10 QMOD
DVBEDROP 10 3 DMOD
05 3 8 0OMOD
.ENDS NAND

SUBCKT ONEBIT 12 3 4 5 6
" NODES: INPUT(2), CARRY-IN, OU!u, CARRY-OUT, VCC

X1 12 7 6 NAND
X21786NAND
X32796NAND
X4 39106 NAND
X.5310116 NAND
X6 31112 6NAND
X7 10 1113 6 NAND
Xg 12 13 4 6 NAND
X9 1 7 5 6 NAND
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SUBCKTTWOBrr 123456789
NODES: INPUT - BIT0() / BIT1(2), OUTPUT - flITO I rITi,

CARRY-IN, CARRY-OUT, VCC
XI 1 2 7 510 9 ONEBrT
X234106890NEBIT
ENDS TWOBIT
SUBCKT FOURBIT 12345678910 11 12131415

" NODES: INPUT - Dro(2) / DIT1(2) / Br2(2)1 BT3(2),
" OUTPUT - BITIBITIJBIT2/IDT3,CARRY-IN,CARRY-OUTVCC

X1 12 3 4 9 10 13 16 15 TWOBIT
X2 5 6 7 8 1112 1614 15 TWOIT
ENDS FOURBIT

0"0 DEFINE NOMINAL CIRCUIT

.MODEL DMOD D

.MODEL QMOD NPN(BF-75 RB-Io CJE-IPF CJC=3PF)
.VCC 99 o DC 5V
_. *VIN IA 10 PULSE(0 3 0 IONS IONS IONS SONS)

YIN1 2 20 PULSE(o 30 IONS IONS 20NS lorKS)
S-VIN2A 3 0 PULSE(0 3 0 IONS IONS 40NS 200NS)

VIN2B 40 PLSE(O 3 0 IONS iONS SONS 40NS)
VIN3A 5 0 PULSE(O 3 0 IONS IONS lEONS 80ONS)
VIN3B 6 0 PULSE(0 3 0 IONS IONS 320NS 160NS)
VIN4A 7 0 PULSE(0 3 0 IONS IONS 640NS 320NS)
VIN4B 8 0 PULSE(0 3 0 IONS IONS 1280NS 6400NS)
XI 12 345 67 8 9 10 1112 0 1399 FOURBIT
RBIT0 9 0 1K

-.. RBITi 10 0 IK
RBIT2 110 1K
RBIT3 12 0 1K
RCOUT 13 0 1K
.PLOT TRAN V(1) V(2) V(3) V(4) V(S) V(6) V(7) V(9)

.PLOT TRAM V(9) V(10) V(11) V(12) V(13)
PRINT TRAM V(1) V(2) V(3) V(4) V(S) V(6) V(7) V(8)
PRINT TRAN V(9) V(10) V(11) V(12) V(13)

**" (FOR THOSE WITH MONEY (AND MEMORY) TO BURN)
.TRAN INS 6400NS

.OPTIONS ACCT LIST NODE LIMPTS-01
END

0 The following deck simulates a transmiunon-ine inverter. Two tranamimlon-line ele-
meats ae required since two propagation modes ae exelted. In the case of a ooazial line, the
first line (Ti) models the inner conductor with respect to the shield, and the second line
(T2) models the shield with reqpect to the out- side world.

VL:-
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TRANSMISSION-LINE INVERTER
VI10 PULSE(O 10 0.N)
R1 1250
X1 2 0 0 4 TLINE
R24050
SUBCKT TLINE 12 3 4

TI 12 3 4 Z0=0 TD=1NS
T2 2 040 ZO=100 TD=INS

ENDS TLINE
.TRAN 0.1NS 20N
PLOT TRAN V(2) V(4)
END

U. APPENDIX IS: NONLINEAR DEPENDENT SOURCES
SPICE allows circuits to contain dependent sources charac terized by any of the four

equations

i=f(v) v=f(v) iuf(i) v-f()

where the functions must be polynomials, and the arguments may be multidimensional. The
polynomial functions are specified by a set of coefficients p0, p1, ... , pa. Bath the number of
dimensions and the number of coefficients are arbitrary. The meaning of the coefficients
depends upon the dimension of the polynomial, as shown in the following ezamples:

Suppose that the function is one-dimensional (that is, a function of one argument).
Then the function value fv is determined by the following expression in a (the function ari-
meat):

fv - pO +1-a+p2.a 2 +p3-a 3 +p4.a 4 +p-a 5 +-

Suppose now that the function is two-dimensional, with arguments a and b. Then the
function value fv is determined by the following expresion:

fv - p0 +p 1-a + p2-b +p3-a 2 + p4-a-b +pS-b 2 +p6-a3 +

p 7.2 b + p8.a-b2 +p9.b 3 +..

Consider now the cae of a three-dimensional polynomial function with arguments
a, b, and c. Then the function value v is determined by the following expression:

f v - p0 + p 1-a +p2-b +p3-c + p4-a2 +pS-a-b +

p6-a-c +p7-b2 + pS-b-c + p9-c2 + plO.a3 +

p1 11*2 -b + p 12-a2 c +p 13.a-b2 + p 14-a-b-c +

p 1-a.c2 +p 16b 3 +p 17-b2 -c +

pl9-c3 +p20-a4 + -

Note: if the polynomial is one-dimenslomal and exactly one coefficient is qedlded, then
SPICE assumes it to be pl (and p0 - 0.0), in order to facilitate the input of linear con-
trolled sources.

For all four of the dependent sources described below, the initial condition parameter
is described as optional. If not specified, SPICE asumes 0 the initial condition for depen-
dent sources is an initial initial condition to obtain the do operating point of the circuit.
After convergence has been obtained, the proram continues Iterating to obtain the exct
value for the controlling variable. Hence, to reduce the emputational effort for the de
operating point (or if the polynomial qpuees a strong nonnuearIty), a value fairly close to
the actual controlling variable should be speclled for the initial condition.
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U.1. VokeitAgn.etrulld Current Seeres

GIXXXIX N+ N- < POLY(ND)>mC+ maI-.. n <ftn..> < tC=..>

G1 1 5 366.1UN
GR 17 317 3 61IN.511 IC2V
GMLT 23 17 IPOLY(2) 3 5126171 3.INM M IC-2.S, 1.3

N+ and N- are the positive and negative nodes, respectively. Current Blow is from the
* positive node, through the source, to the negative node. POLY(ND) only has to be

specified if the source is multi-dimensional (one-dimensional is the default). If specified. ND
is the number of dimensions, which must be positive. NC1+, NCl-, - Are the positive ad
negative controlling nodes, respectively. One pai of modes must be specified for each
dimension. ]PO. P1, P2, .-., Pm are the polynomial coefficients. The (optional) Initial con-
dition is the initial gues at the value(s) of the controlling voltage(s). Uf n epecfed,
0.0 is assumed. The polynomial specifies the source current as a function of the cunstrofling
voltage(s). The second example above describes a cur.et source with value

I -10- 3 -V(2 7,3) +1. 5X 10-3 .V (17,3);
note that since the source nodes are the same as the controlling nodes, this so actually
models a nonlinear resistor.

11. Vetag.Cemtrud Veltag Seeres

0 General tierms:

31111111 N+ N- < OLY(ND)> NC1+ Nm- .. n <ftn..> < wC-..>

bumpkin:

13 34 21 17 16.52.1 1.75
31 176 0POLY(3) 13 6 156176 111 ECLS2.6,17.39

N+ and N- are the positive and negative nodes, respectively. POLY(ND) only has to
be specified if the source is multi- dimensional (oedmninlis the default). If
specifiedo, ND is the number of dimensions, which mutbe positive. NC1+, NCd-, .. are the
positive and negative controlling nodes respectively. One pair of nodes must be specified

* for each dimension. 10. P1, 12, -, ft ae the polynomial coefficents. The (optional)
Initial condition Is the initial gues; at the values) of the controlling voltage(s). Nf not

* specified, OA is asumed. The polynomial specifies the soutue voltage a a function of the
conizolling voltage(s). The weemod eznmpi above describes a voltage sOrce with value

V - V(130 + V(15.0) + V(17.0)
(in other words, an ideal voltage summer).

11. CeWe.-CmUtre Cument Seeres

Genera term

4 11111111 Nw+ N. < PoLy(N > vNI < vN2.> Ne -Fl n.> -c w-..>

UWINW VLSI Release 1 - 32- iWI1M
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n 12 is VCC IMA 1.i1
l VItER 13 2 VSKM S 1

N+ and N- are the positive nd negative nodes, respectively. Current low is from the
positive node, through the source, to the negative node. POLY(ND) only has to be
specified if the source is multi-dimensional (one-dimensional is the default). If specified, ND
is the number of dimensions, which must be positive. VNI, VN2, .. sre the names of vol-
tage sources through which the controlling current lows; one name must be specified for
each dimension. The direction of positive controlling current flow is from the positive
node, through the source, to the negative node of each voltagp source. i, P1, P2, .. , Pn
arc the polynomial coefficients. The (optional) initial condition is the initial uem at the
value(s) of the controlling current(s) (in Amps). If not specified, 0.0 is assumed. The poly-
nomial specifies the source current as a function of the controlling current(s). The first em-
pie above describes a current source with value

I10- 3 +1.3x10-3.(VCC)

* U.4. Crrent-Cstrelhd Vdtqe Sessm

General form:

HXXXXXII N+ N- < POLY(ND)> VNI < VN2 ... > P < F1 ... > <iC-..>

HXY 13 23 POLT(2) VINI VIN2 6 6 0 0 1 WC9 1.3
HiR 4 17 VX O 1

N+ and N- are the positive and negative nodes, respectively. POLY(ND) only has to
be specified if the source is multi- dimensional (one-dimensional is the default). If
specified, ND is the number of dimensions, which must be positive. VN1, VN2, - are the
names of voltage sources through which the controling current alows one name must be
specified for each dimension. The direction of positive controlling current low is from the
positive node, through the source, to the negative node of each voltqe source. 10, 1, 12,

P are the polynomial coefficients. The (optional) initial condition is the initial guess
at the value(s) of the controlling current(s) (in Amps). If not specIfied, 0.0 is amumed.
The polynomial specifies the source voltap as a function of the controfling current(s). The
first example above describes a voltagp source with value

V -[ (VIN)V VIN 2)

12. AF N C: IPOAR MODIL SQMATIOMU

Acknowledgment: This setim has been mtributed by Bill Bider- mann at HP labs.

(OWi term omitted)

12.1 D.C. MODEL

ID j 1 1 (N)~9 -) +j(.ft'*P -) +SE((N') -) +ISC(e(N(~*PE -1)
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NOTE: The last two terms in the expemdm of the bat current M represent the compmoents
due to recombination in the BE and BIC spe charge regions at low injection.

If lB not qeifed

RBD=RDM !Rd RU~h

If lAB specified

RBB-3(RB-RBM)[ ta-' RBMI
z tanJ(2)

Where:
. .'% -! , + [ ~1 4 4 m / , a a a a

. , z" ~2 4/v"r]IB . .

QB i +\=T )

-Q 1 -AI

02 "&e (N A 1) +Ii&(e(N &Mae

NOTE: IRB is the current where the base reistance faills halfway to its minimum value.
*O . VAF and VAR are forward and reverse Early voltages respectively. IKF and M1CR determine

the high current beta rolioff with IC. ISE, ISC, NE and NC determine the low current
beta rolloff with IC.

12.2 A.X. MODEL

Whore:

TFF = TF(I 1 +XTF. (Fl4rp).e1.44W~

CBI =CDC(1-XCJC)
CB 2 = CBC-XCJC

CBC - TR, (--aff- + (I - 4 -)C

CSS -cis (1 ...%)-W(s
NOTE: a Junction capsftnes of the ferm CO.(1 -)-M req to me r(1--%'l+ +MLWJ_
wbmV>FCVpb (FWCWm aFCmO)

23. NOSE MODEL

Thermal Noise :

SItC -&Af-Z

I= 2 u-j.ff3. t + MIAZ f
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Note: The Art two terms are shot noise and the last term is flicker noise.
ICN2 -2qlC A f

Note: This is shot noise.

1324 TEIWRATUZ Irncrs
AD junctions have depeudences identical to the diode model but all N factors are con-

sidered equal 1.
P and DR go as (Tg)XT when NF-I. This is done through appropriate changes

Fin B DR and ISE, ISC according to the foUowing equations respectivelr

IS E = ISE. (TpL)(XTI -XTD) * go T.T&IW'

IS C = ISC.(.JuTI -XTD ).goTAIOWM

12S EXC PHASE

This is a delay (linear phase) in the gm generator in AC analys. It is also used
in transient analysis using a Bessel polynomial approximation. Excess phase, PTF, is specified
as the number of extra degrees of phase at the frequency

1. APPENDIX D: ALTER STATEMENT AND THE SOURCEW-E]MIN METHOD

The ALTER statement allows SPICE to run with altered circuit parameters.

General form:

.ALTER
ELEMENT CARDS (DEVICE CARDS, MODEL CARDS)
.ALTER (or .END CARD)

.' Examples:

R 1105K
VCC 3 0 10
MI 3 2 o MOW L=SU W=2U
.MODEL MODI NMOS(VTO=1 KP=2DOE-S Pi=0.6 NSUB=2.OEIS TOX=O.1U)
ALTER
R 1103.5K

mVCC 3012
MI3 2 0MODI L-10U W-2U

% MODEL MODI NMOS(VTO-12 KP-2OE-S PMl-O NSUB-$J}E15 TOX-1SU)
% .ALTER

MI 320 MOD1 L-1OU W-4U
END

-i ..* This card introduces the element(s), device(s) and model(s) whose parameters are

chan d during the execution of the Input deck. The vanalyses specifled in the deck will start
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over again with the changed parameters. The ALTER card with the cards defining the
new parameters should be placed just before the END card. The syntax for the element (dev-
ice, model) cards is identical to that of the cards with the original parameters.

There is no limit on the number of ALTER cards and the circuit will be re-analyzed as
many time as the number of ALTER cards. Subsequent ALTER operations employ parame-
ters of the previous change. No topological change of the circuit is allowed.

The source-stepping method can enhance DC convergence. But it is slower than
direct use of the Newton-Raphson method. Therefore it is best used a an alternative to
achieve convergence of DC operating point when the circuit fails to converge by usng the
Newton-Raphson method. The source-stepping method is used by SPICE when the variable
ITL6 in the OPTIONS card is set to the iteration limit at each step of the source(s).
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